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This thesis explores the concept of inner-Judean differentiation in the judgement and salvation
oracles of Jer. 21—45. Specifically, it aims to identity the various 'polarities' of who will and
will not be saved and to explore their underlying rationale. In order to show how these concepts
interact, a synchronic approach is preferred, in which the relevant texts are analysed within their
literary units.
Chapter 1 places the differentiation texts of Jer. 21-45 against the background of indiscriminate
judgement preaching in Jer. 1-20. The works ofK.-F. Pohlmann, C.R. Seitz and N. Kilpp on
Jeremiah are then reviewed and assessed. It is argued that Pohlmann and Seitz, in particular,
overlook important modes of differentiation within Jer. 21-45.
Chapters 2, 3 and 4 form the bulk of the thesis. Chapter 2 identifies three polarities in Jer. 21-
24: those who stay in Jerusalem v. those who surrender (21.1-10), Israel's leaders v. its people
(23.1-8), and the exiles in Babylon v. the non-exiles in Jerusalem (24.1-10). The hermeneutical
relationship between these passages is then discussed. Chapter 3 focuses on Jer. 27-29, which
presents two intersecting polarities; that of the exiles v. non-exiles, and that ofprophets v.
people. This configuration is complicated by the additional material in MT 29.16-20. Chapter 4
examines Jer. 37-45, where the mode of differentiation in the oracles to Ebed-Melech and
Baruch reshape the mode of differentiation in Jeremiah's message to the people of Jerusalem and
the remnant of Judah. Chapter 5 briefly describes the message of undifferentiated salvation in
In chapter 6, it is concluded that although inner-Judean differentiation forms a prominent motif
in Jer. 21-45, no one expression of this has the final word. Rather, the juxtaposition of different
or partly similar polarities results in a kaleidoscopic picture, consistent with the book as a whole
and the period in which it was formed. It is also concluded that there is no single rationale for
judgement or salvation; however, the actual experience of judgement seems to facilitate the
promise of salvation. The thesis concludes by considering the relevance of the research to the
works of Pohlmann and Seitz.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1. Differentiation in the Old Testament Prophets
Die klassischen Propheten Israels sehen das Volk als Einheit. Die Gerichtsprophetie
kundet dem Volk Jahwes mit allem ihr zur Verfugung stehenden Sprachgewalt den
Untergang an. Selbst wenn in den Anklagereden nur das Verhalten einzelner
Exponenten oder Gruppen des Volkes, besonders der Oberschicht, angeprangert wird,
gilt die Unheilsankiindigung doch letztlich dem ganzen Volk . . . Auf der anderen Seite
gelten auch die Heilsankiindigungen - man denke an Hosea wie an Deuterojesaja - dem
ganzen Volk. Den Propheten geht es nicht um ein individuelles, den jeweiligen Taten
entsprechendes Ergehen, sondem um die Zukunft, die das Volk als Ganzes trifft.1
So begins Klaus Koenen in his study of the theology of the OT prophetic books. As he
immediately points out, this undifferentiating perspective, in which salvation or judgement is
announced in respect to 'the people as a whole', is peculiar to the prophets. In the legal, cultic
and wisdom traditions of Israel, one sees far more interest in the conduct of the individual, and
its consequences for that individual. However, Koenen concedes that even in the prophets, "es
gibt Texte, die nicht vom Heil oder Unheil des ganzen Volkes sprechen, sondern im Blick auf
die Zukunft zwischen Gerechten und Siindern - wie immer diese im einzelnen beschrieben sein
mogen - unterscheiden. Den Gerechten wird es gut gehen, den Sundern dagegen schlecht."2
In the rest of his study, Koenen examines how this pattern of differentiation is reflected
in specific prophetic passages, distinguishing between those in which YHWH's salvation for the
righteous follows his judgement on the wicked, and those in which salvation and judgement
occur simultaneously. With regard to the latter category, he finds the book of Habakkuk to form
a watershed: "Mit der differenzierten Ankiindigung von Heil und Unheil fur die in einem
Konflikt gegeniiberstehenden Gruppen unterscheidet sich Habakuk von den klassischen
Propheten, die bei ihrer Ankiindigung immer das ganze Volk im Blick haben. Habakuk macht
den verschiedenen Gruppen des Volkes erstmals unterschiedliche Ankiindigung."3
1 K. Koenen, Heil den Gerechten - Unheil den Sundern! Ein Beitrag zur Theologie der Prophetenbucher
(BZAW 229; de Gruyter: Berlin & New York, 1994) 1-2.
2
Koenen, Heil den Gerechten, 3.
3
Koenen, Heil den Gerechten, 164. He traces this outlook to the earliest stratum of Habakkuk, which he
places at the start of the sixth century (146). Most scholars date the book to sometime between the late
seventh and early sixth century; see E. Nielsen, 'The Righteous and the Wicked in Habaqquq' ST 6 (1953)
54-78; E. Otto, 'Die Theologie des Buches Habakkuk', VT35 (1985) 274-295; R.D. Haak, Habakkuk (VT
Sup. 44; Leiden: Brill, 1992) 133; R. Mason, Zephaniah, Habakkuk, Joel (OTG; Sheffield: JSOT Press,
1994) 84.
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It is fair to say that the concept of inner-Israelite differentiation emerges most clearly in
the post-exilic prophets. G.I. Emmerson, for example, notes how conflict within the Judean
community is reflected in the combined judgement and salvation oracle of Isa. 65.8-16 (cf.
66.5): "In this dual orientation it differs in a remarkable fashion from the traditional forms of
pre-exilic prophecy in which the nation is treated as a corporate entity whether for judgment or
salvation."4 Meanwhile, S.L. McKenzie and H.N. Wallace see in Mai. 3.13-21 a redactional
reinterpretation of the original message of the book: "The covenant people are narrowed to
include only a segment of the postexilic community ... No longer is the entire community
indicted but only a part of it."5
Working from a different angle, however, Iain Duguid explores the stance taken by the
exilic prophet Ezekiel towards the leaders of Israel - kings and princes, priests and levites,
prophets, and 'lay leadership' - and finds a striking corollary between what is promised, and the
past conduct of each group.6 There is, he concludes, "a coherent and connected attitude taken
toward these leadership groups throughout the book: those singled out for the most reproach in
Ezekiel's critique of the past are marginalized in his plan for the future, while those who escape
blame are assigned positions of honour."7 Duguid's study demonstrates that the prophetic books
are capable of differentiating among the people in ways that are not immediately obvious.
2. Differentiation in the Book of Jeremiah
Given the observations ofKoenen and Duguid concerning Habakkuk and Ezekiel, the
question arises as to whether, and to what extent, the concept of salvation for one Judean group
and judgement for another is reflected in the book of their close contemporary, Jeremiah of
Anathoth.8 Prima facie, there would seem to be good reason for thinking that Jeremiah himself
may have held (or developed) such a perspective. For one thing, irrespective of when his
4 G.I. Emmerson, Isaiah 56 - 66 (OTG; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1992) 31-32; see farther 81-
94 for a discussion of the possible sociological background to this conflict.
5 S.L. McKenzie & Howard N. Wallace, 'Covenant Themes in Malachi', CBQ 45 (1983) 563.
6 Iain M. Duguid, Ezekiel and the Leaders ofIsrael (VT Sup. 56; Leiden: Brill, 1994).
7
Duguid, Leaders ofIsrael, 1.
8 Henceforth in this study, 'Jeremiah' will denote the figure of the prophet, and ' Jer.', the book that bears
his name.
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ministry began,9 it spanned a period in which Judah twice suffered invasion and deportation (597
and 587). The fact that certain groups of citizens were taken away while others were left would
lend itself to being interpreted in terms of salvation for some and judgement for others. For
another, Jer. more than any other prophetic book witnesses to the plurality of political factions
within Judah prior to 587. Not only so, it strongly suggests that Jeremiah himselfwas not
merely an 'outsider' in Jerusalem (like Amos? cf. Am. 7.14-15), but rather was associated with
certain prominent individuals, especially the scribal family of Shaphan (Jer. 26.24; 29.3; 36.10-
19; 39.14).10 To the extent that theology is shaped by socio-political factors,11 we might expect
Jeremiah to have entertained a hope for some to be spared YHWH's judgement, and maybe even
rewarded for their faithfulness. Indeed, G.H. Parke-Taylor connects the relative frequency of the
term 'remnant' (mKttf) in Jer. with the existence of Jeremiah's loyal supporters.12
2.1. Undifferentiated Judgement: Jer. 1-20
These observations notwithstanding, Koenen's claim regarding the undifferentiating
perspective of the prophets finds considerable support in the first twenty chapters of Jer., which
adopt what we might call a 'broad-brush' approach to the evils of Judean society. In keeping
9
On the basis of Jer. 1.2, most scholars trace the start of Jeremiah's ministry to the thirteenth year of
Josiah, i.e., 627-626; so, e.g., J. Bright, Jeremiah. Introduction, Translation andNotes (AB 21; New
York: Doubleday, 1965) xxix; J.A. Thompson, The Book ofJeremiah (NICOT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1980) 10-11; H. Cazelles, 'La Vie de Jeremie dans son Contexte National et International', in P.-M.
Bogaert (ed.), Le Livre de Jeremie. Le Prophete et son Milieu, les Oracles et leur Transmission (Leuven:
Leuven University Press, 1981) 24-25, 29-32; P.C. Craigie, P.H. Kelley & J.F. Drinkard, Jeremiah 1-25
(WBC 26; Dallas: Word Books, 1991) xlv. Some, however, maintain that this was the year of his birth,
and that he did not begin preaching until 609; see J. Philip Hyatt, 'The Beginning of Jeremiah's
Prophecy', ZA W 78 (1966) 204-214; W. Holladay, Jeremiah 2. A Commentary on the Book ofthe
Prophet Jeremiah, Chapters 26— 52 (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1989) 25-26; N.K. Gottwald, The
Hebrew Bible. A Socio-Literary Introduction (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1985) 395-396.
10 For a helpful discussion of the biblical and archaeological evidence for Jeremiah's 'scribal support
group', see J. Andrew Dearman, 'My Servants the Scribes: Composition and Context in Jeremiah 36',
JBL 109 (1990) 408-420.
11 On this point, see R.R. Wilson, Prophecy and Society in Ancient Israel (Philadelphia: Fortress Press,
1980) 241-251, and B.O. Long, 'Social Dimensions of Prophetic Conflict', Semeia 21 (1981) 31-53; the
latter writes of "a network of family relationships supportive of Jeremiah, and extending into the highest
levels of royal and cubic service . . . Jeremiah may have been bom a mral non-Jerusalemite, but his blood
and social relationships are anything but lower class" (46-47). See too Gottwald, Introduction, 402-404.
12 G.H. Parke-Taylor, The Formation of the Book ofJeremiah: Doublets and Recurring Phrases (SBLMS
51; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 2000) 264.
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with the general tenor of these twenty chapters, specificity is rare, a point reflected in the terms
used for the prophet's audience: 'Judah' (2.28); 'Jerusalem' (4.14; 6.8; 15.5); 'men of Judah
and Jerusalem' (4.3; 11.2; 18.11); 'this people' (7.16; 11.14; 15.1); 'the house of Israel' (9.26;
10.1; 18.6), etc. When particular groups (e.g., kings, prophets and priests) are identified, they
are piled up without distinction (1.18; 2.26; 4.9; 8.1; 13.13). Only with the 'men ofAnathoth'
(11.21-23) and Pashhur ben Immer (20.1-6) are the targets of criticism made specific.
Likewise, Judah's guilt is universal. From the least to the greatest (blU 1V1 ]CDpO), all
(i'fp) are greedy for gain and practice deceit (6.13 = 8.10). All of them (□hp) are rebels (6.28)
and adulterers (9.1), and all of Jerusalem (n^p) is oppression (6.6). No one (KTK pK) repents of
his wickedness (8.6) or takes YHWH's judgement to heart (12.11). Indeed, in 9.25-26 YHWH
refuses even to differentiate Judah from the other nations, since 'the whole house of Israel'
(bK~lir rr3 Sp) is uncircumcised in heart'.13
Consequently, YHWH's judgement is against the entire land. When it falls, no one will
be safe (12.12), for his wrath will be poured out on man and beast (nomn bv\ D"!Kn bu, 7.20).
YHWH has rejected 'the generation of his wrath' (in~QU "in, 7.29). Especially comprehensive
is the language of 6.10-15, where, having described himself as 'full of the wrath ofYHWH'
(6.9), Jeremiah cries:
Pour it out on the children in the street and on the young men gathered together; both
husband and wife will be caught in it, and the old, those weighed down with years.
Their houses will be turned over to others, together with their fields and their wives . . .
They will fall with the fallen; they will be brought down when I punish them.14
Granted, there is some variation regarding the nature of judgement, since alongside the
prophecy that Judah will be carried into exile (n^D mirr n^an, 13.19) is the claim that both great
and small (DTtDpl □"bus, 16.6) will die in the land. The scope of the disaster, however, is not in
doubt, and hints that any might survive are few. 6.9 speaks of the 'remnant of Israel' (IT "IKE?
bK~lt£P), but their fate seems to be annihilation rather than salvation.15 An ominous future for
13 On this depiction of Judah as wholly evil, see further R.P. Carroll, From Chaos to Covenant. Uses of
Prophecy in the Book ofJeremiah (London: SCM Press, 1981) 67-68.
14 W. Brueggemann, A Commentary on Jeremiah: Exile and Homecoming (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1998) 72, remarks: "The failure occasions the full, powerful release ofYHWH's wrath against every part
of the city. This passage, unlike others that indict the leadership, includes all in the scope of
disobedience."
1 So W. McKane, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Jeremiah. Volume I. Introduction and
Commentary on Jeremiah I —XXV(New ICC; Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1986) 144-145; R.P. Carroll,
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mxttfn is also anticipated in 8.3 and 15.9. In 4.27, an announcement of devastation on the land
is followed by the words, n&PX xb nbsi ('but I will not make an end of her'),16 and a similar
qualification occurs in 5.10, TOS?n bx nbpi inroi rrrmtsn ibu.17 The meaning of the phrase
new Xb nb3. however, becomes clear after its third occurrence in 5.18; those who are spared will
be taken to a foreign land (Dob xb ]HX3 D1-IT nas?n p, 5.19). The only real note of hope in Jer. 1
- 20 comes in prophecies of restoration, which necessarily assume the disaster of exile (12.14-
16; 16.14-15).
This picture of unqualified guilt and judgement is encapsulated in Jer. 5. The chapter
opens with YHWH challenging Jeremiah to 'find but one person who deals honestly and seeks
the truth' (v. 1). Although the prophet concedes that 'the poor' (chl) are ignorant ofYHWH's
ways (v. 4a), he has higher expectations of the leaders (D"b"!3n, v. 5a). But he is disappointed;
they have as one (HIT nrcn, v. 5b) rejected YHWH's yoke. Later on, the chapter hints at a more
nuanced view (vv. 26-31). Here, YHWH singles out for rebuke 'wicked men' (DWffih, v. 26),
who have failed to defend 'the poor' (OWPHX) and 'the orphan' (OUT) (v. 28). This is a familiar
social polarity in the OT, in which YHWH often sides with the poor (Ex. 22.22-24; Ps. 107.42;
Job. 5.15; Isa. 14.30); indeed, DMTQX sometimes stands in parallelism with p"H!S, 'the righteous'
(Am. 2.6; 5.12). Thus, we would most naturally take YHWH's question 'Shall I not punish
these people!' (PpSX xb ~bx bs:n, v. 29) as referring to the DWKH of vv. 26-28. However, the
Jeremiah. A Commentary (OTL; London: SCM Press, 1986) 195; W. Holladay, Jeremiah 1. A
Commentary on the Book ofthe Prophet Jeremiah, Chapters 1-25 (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1989)
213; Craigie et al., Jeremiah 1 - 25, 102-103; Bmeggemann, Exile andHomecoming, 71-72; contra B.
Duhm, Das Buch Jeremia (KHAT 11; Tubingen & Leipzig: J.C.B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck] 1901) 68; W.
Rudolph, Jeremia (HAT 12; Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck] 1947) 38-39. Ifwe follow MT,
"ibbisr bbuJ, the subject must be Israel's enemies and the meaning of the verb threatening. Following the
Septuagint, Rudolph, Jeremia, 36, and Bright, Jeremiah, 44, emend to bbis? bblSJ, so that Jeremiah is being
addressed. Even so, it is still not certain that 'gleaning' means 'saving'; see on this point J. Skinner,
Prophecy and Religion. Studies in the Life ofJeremiah (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1922)
156-157; Thompson, Jeremiah, 257.
16 Some commentators (e.g., Rudolph, Jeremia, 30; McKane, Jeremiah 1, 109) avoid the problem by
emending to ntOTX nb nboi ('and I will make an end of her'), but against this see Bmeggemann, Exile and
Homecoming, 60-61. J. Calvin, Commentaries on the Book ofthe Prophet Jeremiah and the
Lamentations. Volume 1 (ET: J. Owen; Edinburgh: Calvin Translation Society, 1852) 241, takes the
words to mean that God "would observe no moderation in executing his vengeance", while Craigie et al.,
Jeremiah 1 - 25, 80, translates them 'I will not yet have brought the end'.
17 bx is deleted by Duhm, Jeremia, 59; Rudolph, Jeremia, 33; McKane, Jeremiah 1, 120; Carroll,
Jeremiah, 181; contra Thompson, Jeremiah, 243; Craigie et al., Jeremiah I - 25, 90. According to the
latter, "the notion ofpmning (v. 10b) and the notion of exile (v. 19) seem to support the notion that'not a
final end' is in the prophet's mind, but only a terrible act ofjudgment that will seem like the end."
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following clause, 'In such a nation (no "ON no) shall I not vindicate myself?', makes the divine
wrath sound less discriminating, and the shift back towards a unitary view of the people is
completed in v. 31: 'The prophets prophesy lies, the priests rule by their own authority, and my
people love it this way'.18
Granted, the idea of undifferentiated judgement in Jer. 1-20 may have been heightened
redactionally. In his study of chs. 11 - 20, Mark Smith argues that Jeremiah's 'laments' have
been placed in carefully constructed literary units (chs. 11 - 12, 13 - 15, 16 - 17 and 19 - 20),
each of which also contains a prose story about the prophet.19 As a result, Smith remarks,
there is a shift from the laments' original purpose to their main function in context. In
their original usage, they serve to defend Jeremiah's prophetic mission against unnamed
enemies. In context, however, the laments stress the guilt of the prophet's foes and
extend their identity to include Judah and Jerusalem, in short all the people and its
leadership.20
Again, this is not to say that in literary terms 'Jerusalem' is a uniform entity. As Mark
Biddle has shown, Jer. 1 - 20 contains "a virtual chorus of voices in dialogue",21 in which the
persona of 'Lady Jerusalem', for example, is quite distinct from that of 'the people of Judah'.
While the former voices a spontaneous emotional response to disaster (e.g., 4.19-21; 10.19-22),
the latter express confusion and despair at YHWH's unwillingness to forgive (e.g., 14.7-9; 19-
22). Nevertheless, while we encounter a variety of responses to the coming disaster, there is no
indication that any of these personae are less culpable or less liable to judgement than another.
There is, though, one highly significant differentiation in Jer. 1 - 20, which we alluded
to in connection with the laments; namely, that between the nations and the prophet himself.
This is established in the very first chapter: Jeremiah has been 'set apart' (Dip Hiph.) as 'a
prophet to the nations' (v. 5). Indeed, he is given authority over them, expressed in language
18 While McKane, Jeremiah 1, 136, and Rudolph, Jeremia, 35, see vv. 30-31 as originally independent,
J.R. Lundbom, Jeremiah 1—20. A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary (AB 21a; New
York: Doubleday, 1999) 406, sees v. 29 as the intrusive element: "Without vv. 30-31 the indictment in
vv. 26-28 remains flat, which may account for the need to bring in the stereotyped v. 29; with these verses,
the false prophets are blamed, the puppet priests are blamed, but the real culprit turns out to be the
people."
19 Mark S. Smith, The Laments ofJeremiah and Their Contexts. A Literary and Redactional Study of
Jeremiah 11 - 20 (SBLMS 42; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1990) 43-64.
20
Smith, Laments, 39.
21 M. Biddle, Polyphony and Symphony in Prophetic Literature: Rereading Jeremiah 7-20 (SOTI 2;
Macon GA: Mercer University Press, 1996) 115.
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that will be paradigmatic in Jer.: inanbl mnb OTinbl TOKn1?! firabl (v. 10).
Accompanying this commission is a personal salvation oracle: 3N ~|nx "O omSD K~lTi bx,
(v. 8). Rhetorically, therefore, YHWH's address creates just two parties: Jeremiah ('you') and
the nations ('them'). The prophet is set over against the world. Later in the chapter, the scope of
this differentiation is narrowed: YHWH has made Jeremiah 'a fortified city' against the whole
land (pxn bD bv),22 i.e., the land of Judah (1.18). 'All the land', of course, comprises a
plurality of social groups - "the kings of Judah, its officials, its priests, and the people of the
land" (v. 18c) - but they are all bracketed together in opposition to Jeremiah. It may be, of
course, that 'Jeremiah' is representative of a wider group of readers, as Brueggemann believes.23
Nevertheless, according to the text, there are only two 'people-categories'; Jeremiah of
Anathoth, and everyone else. The sense of conflict between them will become pronounced from
ch. 11 onwards.
2.2. Differentiated Judgement and Salvation: Jer. 21 - 45
The situation is quite different, however, when we turn to the central section of the book,
chs. 21 - 45 24 Here, despite the prevailing mood of doom, we encounter a series of oracles
announcing judgement for some and salvation for others. Polarities are thereby set up, in which
one group (or individual) is differentiated from another. At the same time, the form of these
polarities is remarkably fluid. Those exiled to Babylon in 597 are contrasted with those left
behind under Zedekiah (chs. 24 and 29); the people with their leaders (23.1-8); the nation that
submits to Nebuchadrezzar with the nation that does not (ch. 27); the Rechabites with the
Judeans under Jehoiakim (ch. 35); those who flee the city with those who remain in it (21.8-10;
22 The Septuagint does not reflect pxn by by.
23
Brueggemann writes: "The God of this oracle is not indiscriminate . . . An important distinction is made
between the majority, who are unresponsive and so under threat, and this minority voice (Jeremiah), who
holds faithfully to the purpose of Yahweh" (Exile and Homecoming, 30). Noting the emphatic nnto in
1.17 and 45.5, Brueggemann adds: "These two 'but you' speeches in 1.17-19 and 45.5 may at one time
have formed an envelope for the entire text. These two promises may provide a clue to the editorial
history of the book of Jeremiah. That editorial work was done by those who came after Jeremiah, who
lived in the Exile and who took the text seriously. These faithful people understood themselves to be
recipients of the same 'but you' assurances." (30).
24
Excluding chs. 30 — 33, to which we will return briefly in chapter five.
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38.1-3); Ebed-Melech with 'this city' (38.15-18) and Baruch with 'all flesh' (45.1-5). All such
texts we will call 'differentiation passages'.
None of these passages is discussed by Koenen; in fact, the only Jeremianic texts he
examines are 17.5-8 and 30.23-24, to which we will return later. At first sight, their exclusion
would seem quite legitimate, given the terms of his own enquiry; namely, the allocation of
salvation and judgement to different groups on the basis of their ethical profile. As Koenen
himself explains,25 this means excluding from his investigation promises of salvation for a
'remnant' (e.g., Jer. 24.4-7), since these rest on YHWH's sovereign decision rather than the
conduct of that particular group; 'Deuteronomistic' texts which set out two alternatives (e.g., Jer.
42.7-18), since these still view the people as a single entity; passages in which salvation depends
on specific 'here and now' actions (e.g., Jer. 21.8); and passages in which a single individual is
exempt from judgement on a wider group (e.g., Jer. 45).
Even within his own terms of reference, however, Koenen's exclusion of some of the
differentiation passages in Jer. remains questionable. Especially this is true of the oracle to
Ebed-Melech, which is explicitly grounded in the Cushite's 'trust' in YHWH (38.15-18).26 But
other passages would also seem to be relevant. For example, Koenen does not address Jer. 23.1-
8, presumably because this is a 'remnant' prophecy; yet it begins by announcing judgement on
'the shepherds' (i.e., Judah's leaders) precisely because of their past misconduct.27 Likewise,
although the promise of restoration for the exiles (29.10-14) is grounded in divine initiative, it
expressly anticipates their 'seeking' and 'praying to' YHWH,28 and is followed by judgement
oracles against three individuals for 'prophesying lies' (29.23, 31). In both cases, the promise of
salvation for some and not others has an ethical aspect, although it is not the only aspect.
From another angle too, Koenen's approach is problematic. Although he sets out to
explore oracles in which salvation is allocated to some and judgement to others according to
25
Koenen, Heil den Gerechten, 5.
26 Koenen concedes this point in a footnote (Heil den Gerechten, 5 n.l 1) but otherwise makes no mention
of it.
27 A similar point could be made regarding Ezek. 34.1-16, also largely ignored by Koenen. His claim,
Heil den Gerechten, 74, that "nach [Ezek. 34] vv. 1-16 gehort das ganze Volk Israel zur Herde Jahwes",
leaves the identity of the 'shepherds' a mystery.
28 Indeed, in the Greek text these verbs are imperatives. As we will see later, the degree of conditionality
in 29.13 depends on how we interpret "O.
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their 'right conduct' (recht Verhalten),29 this notion is left undefined. Indeed, his qualifying
remark concerning the terms 'the righteous' and 'the sinners' - " wie immer diese im einzelnen
beschrieben sein mogen"30 - itself indicates that these are somewhat slippery concepts. Prima
facie, one could argue that certain 'here and now' actions involving obedience to YHWH (such
as surrender to the Babylonians) are in some sense 'ethical' actions. At the very least, they are
not wholly unrelated. Without (for the moment) developing either of these points any further,
taken together they suggest that when we are dealing with 'differentiation passages', the
underlying logic - that is, the rationale for salvation and judgement - may be more complex than
Koenen implies, at least as far as Jer. is concerned.
In any case, whatever the merits of a study (like Koenen's) which focusses on one
specific mode of differentiation across a range of books, so far as Jer. 21 - 45 is concerned, it is
precisely the plurality of inner-Judean distinctions that invites further study. Communities are
distinguished from communities, individuals from communities, and individuals from nations.
Salvation means personal survival, communal existence, and future restoration to YHWH and
the land. The differentiations are, so to speak, different.
At the same time, there are signs of some sort of hermeneutical interaction between
them. The offer of 'life as booty', for example, occurs in four contexts; in two of these (21.9;
38.2), it is made to any who will surrender to the Babylonians, while in the other two (39.15;
45.5) it is addressed unconditionally to two individuals. Similarly, YHWH's promise 'I will
build up and not tear down; I will plant and not uproot' is applied unconditionally to the
Babylonian Golah (24.6), but also conditionally to the post-587 Judean remnant (42.10).
Moreover, as we will seek to demonstrate, the differentiation passages do not appear to be
randomly scattered, but rather to counter-balance each other within well-defined literary units.
To give one example, the three polarities of (a) those who leave the city and those who stay (b)
the shepherds and the sheep, and (c) the exiled and non-exiled communities, stand at the
opening, centre and conclusion of a widely recognised sub-section, Jer. 21 - 24. Consequently,
the text itself invites us to explore the relationship between these differentiation passages.
29
Koenen, Heil den Gerechten, 5.
30
Koenen, Heil den Gerechten, 3 (cited above on page 1).
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3. Differentiation in Jer. 21 - 45: Review of Scholarship
3.1. The Work of K.-F. Pohlmann
A significant milestone in Jeremiah studies was set down with the 1978 monograph of
K.-F. Pohlmann.31 Pohlmann sees the final form of Jer. as witnessing to the rivalry between the
descendants of those exiled to Babylon in 597, and those who were left in Judah.32 The
dominant voice in the book now is that of the former group. They alone constitute 'Israel' and
they alone will enjoy YHWH's future blessings.33 In order to promote this ideology, the editors
have sought to depict Jeremiah as prophesying only disaster for those who remained in the land
after 597 (as in 21.1-10, 38.23, and 42.17-21). Indeed, this ideological viewpoint is reflected in
the literary structure of Jer. Ch. 24 concludes the first part by announcing YHWH's rejection of
Zedekiah and his countrymen, but his favour toward the Golah community in Babylon. This
message is then developed at length; chs. 26 - 34 describe the hopeful future of the exiles (cf.
24.3-7), while chs. 37 - 44 emphasise the fate of those who remained behind (cf. 24.8-10).
Indeed, Pohlmann describes the rationale behind the present arrangement of Jer. 21 - 45 as one
of 'prophecy and fulfilment'.34 This editorial reworking of Jer. he terms 'die golciorientierte
Redaktion' (GR), and traces it to the fourth century BC (probably in Judah).35
Alongside this exclusivist claim for the Babylonian Golah, however, Pohlmann discerns
in chs. 37-44 traces of an older 'base narrative' (Grundtext), which reflects a very different
outlook.36 According to its author, those who had not been deported in 597 could still live
peacefully in their land if Zedekiah would submit to the Babylonians (38.17, 19-22). His refusal
to do so, and the fall of Jerusalem, naturally prompted a crisis of self-understanding among those
left after 587: Had YHWH now abandoned them? The answer, according to the author of the
31 K.-F. Pohlmann, Studien zum Jeremiabuch. Ein Beitrag zur Frage nach der Entstehung des
Jeremiabuches (FRLANT 118; Gottingen; Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1978).
,2
Pohlmann, Studien, 191. As evidence for the emergence in Judah of this pro-Golah viewpoint,
Pohlmann points to the pre-eminence of Zerubbabel, Ezra and Nehemiah (191 n.21).
33




35 Pohlmann, Studien, 190-191.
36
Pohlmann, Studien, 186-187, 198-200. See his appendix, Studien, 208-223, for a synopsis of the
original and the redactional material.
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Grundtext, was no. Since the overthrow of Jerusalem was the fault of the leadership ("auf das
Konto derer, die sich weigerten, auf Jahwe zu horen, die Stadt der Oberherrschaft der Babylonier
auszuliefern"),37 and since the land itself belonged to YHWH, an ongoing relationship between
YHWH and the Judean remnant was still possible. It was, however, dependent upon their
remaining in the land, and not (as some were already doing) fleeing to Egypt (42.9-11, 13-14).
Pohlmann concludes:
Es ist deutlich, dafi die in diesen Texten enthaltene Darstellung der situation im Lande
nach der Eroberang Jerusalems spateren Vorstellungen widerspricht. Es geniigt vorerst,
die wesentlichsten Punkte hervorzuheben: Das Land ist nicht nur weiterhin bewohnt, die
nach der Einnahme Jerusalems im Lande Verbliebenen erhalten sogar die Zusage, daB
gerade im Lande mit Jahwes kiinftigem Heilshandeln zu rechnen ist.38
Consequently, in Pohlmann's analysis the Grundtext differentiates (a) between Judah's
leaders and her people in regard to responsibility for the past, and (b) between those who stayed
in Judah and those who migrated to Egypt in regard to maintaining their identity as YHWH's
people. In GR, on the other hand, there is only one mode of differentiation, namely, that
between the 597 exiles and everyone else.
Pohlmann's thesis amplified and developed certain ideas that had been mooted by earlier
scholars,39 and has subsequently had considerable influence. In particular, his belief that the pro-
Golah message of Jer. reflects a political power claim within fourth century Judah, rather than
the outlook of the sixth century prophet, anticipated a more general trend in the following two





39 See for instance J.P. Hyatt, 'The Deuteronomic Edition of the Book of Jeremiah', VSH 1 (1951) 71-95;
republished in L.G. Perdue & B.W. Kovacs (eds.), A Prophet to the Nations: Essays in Jeremiah Studies
(Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1984) 247-267 (all subsequent citations of this essay are from the Perdue &
Kovacs volume): "The attitude expressed (in Jer. 24) about the exiles accords well with the attitude of
later times which saw in the Jews who gone into Babylonian exile and later returned the true Israelites,
and with the view of those who considered the exiled Jehoiachin as the legitimate king and opposed the
claims of Zedekiah. It does not accord with Jeremiah's ideas expressed elsewhere." (258). See too H.G.
May, 'Towards an Objective Approach to the Book of Jeremiah: The Biographer', JBL 61 (1942) 148-
149; E.W. Nicholson, Preaching to the Exiles: A Study of the Prose Tradition in the Book ofJeremiah
(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1970) 110; P.R. Ackroyd, Exile and Restoration: A Study ofHebrew Thought
ofthe Sixth Century B.C. (OTL; London: SCM Press, 1968) 243-244, especially n.43.
40 See in particular Carroll, Jeremiah, 65-82; also Roy D. Wells, 'The Amplification of the Expectations of
the Exiles in the MT Revision of Jeremiah', in A.R.P. Diamond, K.M. O'Connor, and L. Stulman (eds.),
Troubling Jeremiah (JSOT Sup. 260; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1999) 272-292; Carolyn J.
Sharp, 'The Call of Jeremiah and Diaspora Polities', JBL 119 (2000) 421-438. But note Brueggemann's
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Jer. as a whole is also echoed by others.41 Methodologically, Pohlmann's argument is the
stronger for its attention to conceptual (rather than simply lexical) aspects of a given text; in this
respect, it marks an important advance on the work ofW. Thiel.42 He notes, for instance, the
verbal similarities between 42.10 and 24.6, but adds:
1st es denkbar, dafi ein und derselbe Redaktor bzw. eine und dieselbe theologische
Schule einerseits in Jer. 42 den im Lande Verbliebenen die, wenn auch an Bedingungen
gekniipfte, Moglichkeit einer von Jahwe gestalteten heilvollen Zukunft anbietet,
andererseits jedoch schon in Jer. 24 diese heilvolle Zukunft lediglich den Exilierten in
Babylon vorbehalt und die im Lande Zuriickgebliebenen ausdriicklich davon ausnimmt?
. . . Der deuteronomistische Sprachcharakter einzelner Stellen oder Abschnitte allein
kann noch kein ausreichender Grund sein, von einer einheitlichen deuteronomistischen
Bearbeitung des Jeremiabuches auszugehen, wie die Gegentiberstellung von Jer. 42.10
und Jer. 24.6 beweist. Die Problemlage erscheint um einiges komplizierter43
We will, of course, discuss specific aspects ofPohlmann's argument in later chapters,
but a few general criticisms may be offered at this stage. Firstly, whilst his focus on conceptual
distinctions within texts is welcome, it sometimes lapses into hyper-criticism. Too often,
perspectives that are complementary are assumed (rather than shown) to be incompatible, and
thus allocated to different editorial hands. His identification of no less than four redactional
strata in ch. 42, for example, is both implausible and unnecessary. Moreover, his readiness to
designate material as 'redactional' means that, in his analysis, very little is left of the Grundtext;
as Seitz remarks, "Pohlmann's Vorlage is barely a torso."44 Pohlmann himself admits that its
introduction has been lost altogether.45
qualifying remarks, Exile and Homecoming, 219-220, on Jer. 24: "The text is a partisan claim concerning
who would exercise leadership among Jews and who would take initiative in the coming reconstruction of
Judaism after the homecoming . . . (However) the Bible no longer presents this text as a self-serving claim.
The rereading of history in ch. 24 is presented as a verdict rendered by God." See too Brueggemann's
comments regarding 'ideological' and 'canonical' readings (x-xii).
41
E.g., by J.G. McConville, Judgment and Promise. An Interpretation of the Book ofJeremiah (Winona
Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1993) 111-113; K. Schmid, Buchgestalten des Jeremiabuches: Untersuchungen zur
Redaktions- und Rezeptionsgeschichte von Jer. 30 - 33 im Kontext des Buches (WMANT 72; Neukirchen-
Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1996) 255-262.
42 See W. Thiel's two-volume work, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 1-25 (WMANT 41;
Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1973) and Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 26 —
45. Mit einer Gesamtbeurteilung der deuteronomistischen Redaktion des Buches Jeremias (WMANT 52;
Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1981).
43
Pohlmann, Studien, 130-131 (italics his).
44 C.R. Seitz, Theology in Conflict. Reactions to the Exile in the Book ofJeremiah (BZAW 176; Berlin:




Secondly, Pohlmann's fourth century dating ofGR is problematic. For, as several
commentators have pointed out, if the redaction is as late as this, it is far from clear why it
exclusively champions the 597 exiles. As McKane remarks, "all that is needed ... is a simple
antithesis between those who went into exile, whether in 597 or 586, and those who did not go
into exile. What interest could he possibly have had in the middle of the fifth century or later in
asserting that the only bearers of Judaism were those who had been deported with Jehoiachin in
597?"46 Indeed, Pohlmann himself acknowledges the problem: "Wie die Redaktion dazu
kommt, von einer der Gola von Jahwe gewahrten Vorrangstellung auszugehen, bleibt allerdings
unklar."47
Thirdly, and more relevant to our own concerns, Pohlmann's insistence that the voice of
GR has final, 'dominant' status in Jer. fails to take adequate account ofmaterial which clearly
does not promote an exclusive claim for the 597 Golah. This is most obviously the case with the
salvation promises in chs. 30 - 33. Pohlmann (tellingly) gives little attention to this section, but
claims that its present placement serves to narrow its original pan-Israel scope: "Da in Jer. 29
im wesentlichen die gleiche Auffassung wie in Jer. 24 und Jer. 44 zu Grande liegt, konnen die
folgenden Heilsweissagungen in Jer. 30ff jetzt nur noch mit der babylonischen Gola in
Verbindung gebracht werden."48 He seeks to buttress this claim by arguing that 32.16-44 repeats
the pro-Golah outlook of 24.1-10.47 This, however, will not do; as Schmid points out, there is no
evidence anywhere in chs. 30 - 33 of a 597-exclusive voice.50 But similar questions are raised
by 23.1-8, where, as we noted earlier, YHWH promises to scatter the 'shepherds' but bring back
his 'flock' "from all the lands where I scattered them" (23.3). It is hard to see how this can be
subsumed within the GR perspective, and in fact, Pohlmann completely overlooks this passage
(as he does all the material between 21.10 and 24.1). Nor does he explore the significance of the
individual salvation oracles to Ebed-Melech and Baruch.
46
McKane, Jeremiah I, 614. See too H.-J. Stipp, 'Zedekiah in the Book of Jeremiah: On the Formation
of a Biblical Character', CBQ 58 (1996) 642-643; Sharp, 'Call of Jeremiah', 438 n.33.
47 Pohlmann, Studien, 189.
48




Schmid, Buchgestalten, 177 n.607; he specifically criticises Pohlmann on this point.
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Even in those passages Pohlmann assigns to GR, it is not certain that the pattern of
differentiation is as uniform as he suggests. Although, for instance, 21.1-10 and 24.1-10 are
similar in many respects, the former passage allows for the possibility of survivors among the
people of Jerusalem in a way that the latter passage does not. Then again, while ch. 24
configures the 597 exiles as a unity, ch. 29 highlights internal distinctions among them. In fact,
it is noticeable that despite Pohlmann's claim (above) that ch. 29 endorses the pro-Golah
viewpoint of ch. 24, he actually says little about ch. 29, and even less about its relationship to
chs. 27 - 28.
3.2. The Work of C.R. Seitz
Whilst accepting the main lines of Pohlmann's argument, the 1989 study of C.R. Seitz
adopts both a wider perspective and a different starting point.51 Seitz begins by noting that prior
to 597, Jeremiah's preaching (as reflected in chs.l - 20) was one ofwholesale judgement: "Up
to this point in time, the powerful imagery ofmilitary destruction and deportation had dominated
the prophet's description of impending judgment." 2 The deportation of Jehoiachin and others to
Babylon, however, brought about a significant change in the prophet's thinking:
The concrete circumstances of 597 gave the prophet Jeremiah and his message a startling
and forceful validation; at the same time, those circumstances gave rise to a distinct
transformation of that message . . . This transformation included a new focus directed
toward the necessity of Judah's submission to Babylon . . . Because Jeremiah was not
deported, his message to the post-597 community had to address the altered
circumstances of this 'remnant' community.53
It is against this backdrop that Seitz explores subsequent responses to exile in the central
chapters of Jer. Here, like Pohlmann, he finds two very different viewpoints. The first, which is
also that of the post-597 Jeremiah, Seitz characterises as 'submit and live'.54 IfZedekiah and his
people accept the suzerainty of Babylon, YHWH will allow them to live peacefully in their own
land, and would show them favour. This message was promulgated in a document Seitz calls the
'Scribal Chronicle' (SC). Whilst sections of it are found in chs. 27 - 29 and 32 - 34, SC is most
31
Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 205-291; see too his earlier essay, 'The Crisis of Interpretation Over the
Meaning and Purpose of the Exile', JT35 (1985) 78-97.
52
Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 207.
53
Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 207.
54
Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 205-207.
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evident between chs. 37 - 43. Noting the repeated references in these chapters to scribes and
other individuals from the family of Shaphan, Seitz suggests that the author of SC himself
belonged to this circle.35
At the same time, Seitz argues that SC was reworked and supplemented by what he calls
the 'Exilic Redaction' (ER). In many respects, ER is similar to Pohlmann's golaorientierte
Redaktion, and has strong affinities with theological traditions in Ezekiel.56 From the standpoint
of its editors, the disobedience and destruction of the Judean remnant was inevitable from the
outset and, indeed, in line with Jeremiah's earlier preaching. According to Seitz,
It is to be emphasized that those deported in 597 were familiar in a direct way only with
the pre-597 message of Jeremiah ... A different line was adopted in the post-597
Jeremiah traditions, with an emphasis upon submission of king and community in the
land. However, for the post-597 exilic community, the ongoing Jeremiah traditions were
either unavailable . . . irrelevant. . . eclipsed ... or, most likely, open to gross
misinterpretation.57
ER expresses its ideological stance by supplementing SC with material pronouncing
YEIWH's wrath against Zedekiah and his people (24.1-10; 29.16-19) and against the post-587
Judean remnant (42.13-22; 44.1-28). A key manoeuvre in this editorial process is what Seitz
calls 'foreclosing'; that is, placing a conditional promise of hope in a new context so that a
negative response appears certain from the start. In this way, Seitz concludes,
. . . the sense of continuity the Exilic Redaction seeks to establish between all levels of
Jeremiah tradition, regardless ofprovenance or temporal circumstances (pre-597, post-
597, post-587) is underscored . .. Put another way, though it may appear in the Scribal
Chronicle that Yahweh can 'build and plant' when the post-597 (27.1-11) and post-587
remnant (40.9-12; 42.10-12) submits to Babylonian rule . . . the Exilic Redaction
anticipates a greater judgment awaiting both Judah and 'the whole land' (45.4-5). Only
after this judgment is accomplished can restoration be considered (Jer. 52.31-34).
Throughout the book of Jeremiah, the Exilic Redaction makes clear that the restoration
of Israel involves Yahweh's returning of a deported people.38
Despite the obvious similarities between Seitz's analysis and that ofPohlmann, there are
also important differences. As we have seen, Seitz finds SC much more extensively preserved in
chs. 37-44 than Pohlmann does with his Grundtext. He traces ER to sixth century Babylon,
55
Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 215-216, 285.
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Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 213-214.
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Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 227-228.
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Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 291.
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rather than fourth century Judah,59 and is much more sympathetic to its perspective: "Since they
knew of the ultimate fate of Zedekiah (see xxxix 7ff.) and the city (xxxix 8-10), theirs was a
thoroughly justifiable and accurate interpretation."60 More significantly, it is unclear whether
Seitz considers ER to be quite as exclusive as Pohlmann considers GR; that is, whether he sees
its message of hope as restricted to the 597 exiles alone. An affirmative answer in this respect
seems to be implied by his claim that ER "presses for . . . a judgment which will bring about the
final elimination of the post-597 remnant".61 On the same page, however, he ascribes 23.1-8
(which envisages the return of a wider Diaspora) to ER as well, and elsewhere he credits ER
with the prophecy of 29.10-14,62 which appears to address an exilic audience broader than that
deported to Babylon in 597. In other words, Seitz may be guilty ofblurring some important
distinctions between different salvation oracles; or, we might say, of failing to differentiate
between non-identical forms of differentiation.
Further evidence of blurred distinctions emerges in Seitz's interpretation of SC. Its
characteristic 'submit and live' message, he believes, comes to expression in 27.12-17 and
42.10-12, where Jeremiah assures the people that if they serve the king ofBabylon, they can
continue to live peacefully in their land. However, Seitz also ascribes 21.8-10 and 38.1-3 to SC,
where (as we shall see) the promise is one ofmere survival, and YHWH's tone significantly
more severe. Irrespective of whether we accept Seitz's hypothesis of a 'Scribal Chronicle',
therefore, or his analysis of its contents, we need to define more carefully what the call to
'submit and live' means in different contexts.
As will be evident, common to both Pohlmann and Seitz is a redaction-critical,
diachronic approach to the text. Underlying Jer. 21 - 44, they believe, are two (or more) literary
strata, each with its own ideological outlook, to which they then seek to allocate different
passages. It is precisely this methodology, we suggest, that leads to the kind of 'blurring' of
issues that we have observed in the work of both scholars. Whether or not they are right in their
59
Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 212-214.
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Seitz, 'Crisis of Interpretation', 92 (italics mine).
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Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 224.
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Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 210 n.8; see too 283. The ambiguity in his position resurfaces in his more
recent article, 'The Prophet Moses and the Canonical Shape of Jeremiah', ZA W 101 (1989) 3-27, where he
remarks: "There are no sub-groups within Jeremiah's generation to be given special treatment - at least
until they are exiled" (13).
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theories concerning the composition of these chapters, it would seem to be the case that the
mode of differentiation in oracles of salvation and judgement is not as uniform or consistent as
they have assumed. Neither Pohlmann or Seitz explores the synchronic issue, which we touched
on earlier, of how within clearly defined literary units the various differentiation passages are
related to each other.
3.3. The Work of N. Kilpp
A very different approach to judgement and salvation prophecy in Jer. is reflected in the
1990 monograph ofNelson Kilpp.63 In the second part of this book, Kilpp discusses the
salvation oracles in chs. 3 and 30-31, and concludes that the historical Jeremiah probably did
preach a message of hope to the inhabitants of the former northern kingdom.64 More relevant to
our interests, however, is the first part ofKilpp's book, where he looks at salvation oracles
addressed to a Judean audience.65 Specifically, he considers ch. 24, where salvation for the
exiles and judgement for the remnant are juxtaposed; ch. 29, with its 'letter to the exiles'; and ch.
32, where Jeremiah enacts and announces hope for the inhabitants of Judah. Unlike Pohlmann
and Seitz, he also discusses oracles of salvation addressed to individuals and small groups; i.e.,
Zedekiah (34.1-5), Ebed-Melech (39.15-18), Baruch (45.1-5) and the Rechabites (ch. 35).
Throughout, Kilpp seeks to distinguish between authentic and redactional elements.
Two features ofKilpp's analysis are ofparticular interest. Firstly, in each of the relevant
passages he carefully considers the meaning of 'salvation'. In the oracles addressed to entire
communities, he argues, salvation does not entail a return to how things were, but rather the
creation of a new community under YHWH's blessing: "Jahwe handelt nun nicht mehr an dem
Volk, sondern an den Volksteilen".66 In this new situation, the people's geographical location,
and the loss of their former religious and political institutions, become irrelevant.67 This being
so, physical return to Judah is unnecessary. Only in the redactional material (e.g., 24.6; 29.10-
63 N. Kilpp, Niederreifien und aufbauen. Das Verhaltnis von Heilsverheifiung und Unheilsverkiindigung
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14) is restoration to the land seen as a prerequisite of salvation. On the other hand, in the oracles
addressed to individuals and small groups, salvation consists merely of survival:
Einzelpersonen wird Heil verheiCen. Es besteht im Uberleben im kommenden oder
schon eingetretenen Gericht. . . Die Lebenszusage schrankt die auBerst Auswirkung des
Unheils fiir einzelne ein: eine karge HeilsverheiBung, die noch zuriickhaltender als Jer.
29.5-7 undJer. 32.15 ist.68
Here too, variant perspectives are evident in the redactional elements. Regarding the
prophecy against Shemaiah, that "he will not see the good which I will do for my people"
(29.32), Kilpp writes:
Jeremia kennt die Aussonderung einzelner oder kleinerer Gruppen vom kiinftigen Unheil
(Baruch, Ebed-Melech, Rechabiten); eine Aussonderung einzelner aus dem zukiinftigen
Heil ist sonst bei Jeremia nicht bekannt. Die Perspektive von Jer. 29.32 ist anders als die
Jeremias: Das Heil geschieht prinzipiell dem Volk, doch gibt es Ausnahmen.''9
The second point of interest in Kilpp's study, which flows out of the first, is his attempt
to identify the theological rationale underlying Jeremiah's preaching of salvation. He concludes
that while the prophet announced judgement on all the people, his message of hope was reserved
for a particular group; namely, to those who had in some way experienced YHWH's wrath. This
explains why he can preach salvation to the exiles (but not the Judean remnant) in ch. 24, and to
the inhabitants of the land (but not those in the city) in ch. 32. Upon both groups, judgement had
now fallen. With regard to Jer. 24, Kilpp writes:
Das einzig sichtbare Merkmal, das die beiden Gruppen im urspriinglichen Visionsbericht
Jer. 24 unterscheidet, ist ihre Situation. Dabei geht es nicht an erster Stelle um den
Wohnort, sondern um das eingetroffene bzw. nicht eingetroffene Gericht.70
In ch. 32, meanwhile, the historical context is that of the Babylonian siege of Jerusalem
in 587. Whilst Zedekiah and his people in the city continued to hold out, the inhabitants of the
rest of Judah (die Landbewohner) were already suffering the effects of invasion and
occupation.71 Kilpp sums up the matter thus:
Wurde von Jeremia dem ganzen Volk und dem ganzen Land das Gericht angektindigt,







71 On ch. 32, Kilpp remarks: "Ein gewisser Gegensatz zwischen Jerusalem und Land Juda macht sich
bemerkbar . . . Damit trafe das verheiBene Heil nicht allgemein all diejenigen, die irgendwann in der
Zukunft im Lande Juda leben werden, sondern die in der Gegenwart lebende Landbevolkerung Judas, die
dem Gericht schon ausgesetzt ist" (Niederreifien, 79).
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sondern nur Teile davon werden betroffen. Dem Volksteil, der das Unheil erfahren hat
und noch erlebt, wird Heil zugesagt. Sind es Jer. 24; 29 die 597 Deportierten im
Gegensatz zu den Zurtickgebliebenen, so in Jer. 32.15 die Landbewohner im Gegensatz
zu dem Jerusalemern.72
Kilpp's study is significant in a number of respects. By paying close attention to the
meaning of'salvation' in different contexts, he achieves a more sophisticated analysis than those
of Pohlmann and Seitz. Moreover, his description of the theological rationale underlying the
salvation oracles enables him to account for the proclamation of hope to certain audiences, and
judgement to others, in terms of Jeremiah's own understanding, rather than that of later editors;
indeed, his primary interest seems to be in the authentic material, rather than the redactional.
Particularly welcome, from the point of view of the present study, is Kilpp's interest in
'exemptions' (Aussonderungen) from more generalised statements. At the same time, however,
his study is somewhat selective; notably, he takes no account of certain texts which we have
already identified as important, i.e., 21.1-10; 23.1-8; chs. 27 - 28; ch. 42. Nor does he consider
the hermeneutical relationship of different passages within their present literary units.
4. Scope and Procedure for the Following Study
We began this chapter by referring to Koenen's investigation ofjudgement and salvation
preaching in the OT prophets. We noted his argument that, while the prophets mostly viewed
the people 'as a whole', there are certain texts which differentiate between 'the righteous' and
'the wicked'. Turning our attention to Jer., we saw that, while Koenen's claim is valid for much
the book, chs. 21-45 include a striking number of passages in which salvation (of some sort) is
announced to one group, and judgement to another. The nature of the polarities in these
'differentiation passages' varies; however, there are signs of a 'hermeneutical dialogue' between
them.
We then looked at how the issue of differentiation in Jer. 21 - 45 is analysed in three
major studies. Pohlmann and Seitz both employ a redaction-critical approach to isolate two
distinct literary strata; in one of these, there is still hope for the post-597 Judean remnant, while




distinctions within these strata, and also to overlook relevant texts. The work ofKilpp is more
nuanced, but it too is somewhat selective in the material it covers.
In the study that follows, therefore, we propose to explore the issue of differentiation in
Jer. 21-45 using an alternative methodology. Rather than grouping together all the material
that displays a particular polarity (e.g., salvation for exiles and judgement for non-exiles), we
will instead take a synchronic approach, focussing on concepts of group differentiation in oracles
of salvation and judgement in three specific literary units; chs. 21 - 24, 27 - 29, and 37-45. In
each, we will seek to identify and describe the different polarities, and how they relate to each
other.
Our procedure can be outlined as follows. Chapters 2-4 form the heart of the
dissertation. In each, we will place the relevant section in its Sitz im Buck, and explain the
reasons for viewing it as a distinct literary unit. We will then proceed to a detailed study of the
differentiation passages. For each one, I will set out in parallel columns the relevant Hebrew and
Greek texts, i.e., the consonantal base of the Masoretic Text (MT),73 and the Old Greek Text
(OG).74 For the former, I have followed the text of Codex Leningradensis (B19A), as provided in
Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (BHS);75 in the passages we shall be discussing, this is identical
with the text of the Aleppo Codex.16 For OG, we have followed J. Ziegler's eclectic 'Gottingen'
text.77 Quantitative and content variants (though not word order variants) are underlined.
The ensuing sections, 'Textual Notes' and 'Exegetical Notes', are not intended to
provide exhaustive commentary, but rather to highlight points that will have a bearing on
subsequent discussion. In the former, our focus will be upon the MT and OG, although the other
73 As E. Tov, Textual Criticism ofthe Hebrew Bible (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1992) 22, points out,
strictly speaking MT is a family of texts, which may or may not have a single archetype; what most
scholars refer to as MT is in fact the Tiberian tradition of Ben Asher. For our purposes, however, the
distinction has little significance.
74
By OG, we mean the text of the original Greek translation of the Hebrew Vorlage, as distinct from that
found in any particular later manuscript (e.g., LXX8'A's); see A. Pietersma, 'Septuagint Research: A Plea
for a Return to Basic Issues', VT35 (1985) 296-298; Tov, Textual Criticism, 135.
75 K. Elliger & W. Rudolph (eds.), Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (5th rev. ed.; Stuttgart: Deutsche
Bibelgesellschaft, 1997).
lb This provides the base text in C. Rabin, S. Talmon & E. Tov (eds.), The Hebrew University Bible: The
Book ofJeremiah (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1997).
77 J. Ziegler, Septuaginta. Vetus Testamentum Graecum, Vol. XV: Ieremias, Baruch, Threni, Epistula
Ieremiae (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1957).
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ancient versions, and the relevant Hebrew fragments from Qumran, will also be noted. A
quantitative variant, i.e., a reading in one text that is absent from another, is indicated by the
symbol >. If (as is usually the case) OG contains the shorter reading, the question is whether
this is due to the translator having a shorter text in his Vorlage or to (deliberate or accidental)
omission. If the former is judged more likely, the reading will be designated 'MT plus'. Where
we are dealing with a content variant, the Greek reading is followed by a Hebrew equivalent
(see, e.g., our note on 21.1: MT mrr nND IITDT OG raxpoc Kupiou rtpoq Iepepiav =
UTOT bn mrr nxn). It should be stressed that such retroversions ofOG are not necessarily
being equated with the translator's Vorlage; a decision on that point will be indicated in the
subsequent discussion.
In 'Coherence and Redaction', our focus will be on the literary and conceptual unity of
the passage under review, rather than on its authorship. At the very least, this discussion will
serve to highlight some of the key issues for interpretation. As will become apparent, I am
frequently unpersuaded by claims for multiple redactional layers within a given text. Such
hypotheses, it seems to me, tend to underestimate the capacity of the biblical writer (or prophet)
for subtlety of thinking, paradox and irony.78 Even if a text can be shown to display internal
'dissonance', this does not of itself indicate a plurality of speakers; an individual is perfectly
capable of being inconsistent. It may, therefore, be better to speak of different voices in a text,
without necessarily implying different authors.
With this textual and exegetical foundation in place, we will be able to explore the issue
of 'differentiation' in the passage in question. The crucial questions we will need to ask here
are: (1) Who exactly is being differentiated from whom in this text, and how? (2) What does
'salvation' and 'judgement' mean for each party? (3) What is the underlying rationale for this
polarity?
At the end of each chapter, we will discuss the issues arising from the juxtaposition of
different polarities within the literary unit. Key questions that we will want to ask here include:
(1) How do these polarities interact with each other? Are they complementary, or in tension?
78
On this point, see J. Unterman, From Repentance to Redemption. Jeremiah's Thought in Transition
(JSOT Sup. 54; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1987) 18; McConville, Judgment and Promise, 22-
26.
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Do they reinforce, qualify or question modes of differentiation in other parts of Jer.? (2) Does
any one mode of differentiation have the dominant voice?
Earlier in this chapter, we showed how Jer. 1-20 conveys a message of undifferentiated
judgement. With this in mind, in chapter 5 we will sketch out the ways in which Jer. 30-31,
with its oracles of undifferentiated salvation, forms the opposite pole within the book. Finally,
in chapter 6 we will summarise and reflect on the results of our enquiry, and consider their
implications for the work of Pohlmann and Seitz.
Excursus: The Hebrew and Greek Texts of Jer.
As is well documented, the Hebrew and Greek texts of Jer. diverge significantly. The
estimate of F. Giesebrecht that Jer. MT contains some 2,700 extra words79 has now been
superseded by Y.-J. Min's calculation of 3,097 words,80 making Jer. OG one seventh shorter
than Jer. MT. The additional material comprises numerous single words and short phrases, as
well as lengthier passages such as 10.6-8, 10; 29.16-19; 33.14-26; 39.4-13; 51.44b-49a and
52.27b-30.81 MT and OG also differ regarding the arrangement of Jer. Most obviously, the
'Oracles against the Nations' (OAN), which MT places at the end of the book (chs. 46 - 51)
occur in OG immediately after 25.13. Within the OAN anthology, the sequence of the
individual oracles is also different. Similar divergence, though on a much smaller scale, occurs
in the 'polemic against idolatry' (10.1-16), where OG locates MT v. 5 after v. 9. Further, there
are an important number of content variants.
As against the older 'abbreviation' hypothesis (i.e., that the Greek translator deliberately
omitted material in his Vorlage that he considered superfluous),82 most scholars now believe that
OG is based on an earlier, shorter textual tradition, which was later expanded in the proto-MT;
79
F. Giesebrecht, Das Buch Jeremia, ubersetzt unci erklart (HKAT 3.2; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck und
Ruprecht, 1894) xix.
80 Y.-J. Min, The Minuses and Pluses of the LXX Translation ofJeremiah as Compared with the
Massoretic Text (unpublished Ph.D dissertation; Jerusalem: Hebrew University, 1977) 159; cited by S.
Soderlund, The Greek Text ofJeremiah. A Revised Hypothesis (JSOT Sup.47; Sheffield: JSOT Press,
1985) 11.
81 For a summary of the different kinds of additional material in MT, see E. Tov, 'Some Aspects of the
Textual and Literary History of the Book of Jeremiah', in P.M. Bogaert (ed.), Le Livre de Jeremie. Le
Prophete et son Milieu, Les Oracles et Leur Transmission (BETL 54; Leuven: Leuven University Press,
1981) 147-167.
82 See K.H. Graf, Der Prophet Jeremia (Leipzig: Weigel, 1862) xliv-lvi.
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indeed, these two traditions are sometimes referred to as 'edition 1' and 'edition 2' of Jer.83
Exactly how and when the two editions diverged is much debated, and probably unanswerable.84
The fragments of Jer. discovered at Qumran have clearly shown, however, that both traditions
sat side by side in the library of the Covenanters. To date, six Jeremiah scrolls have been found
there;83 their estimated dates of composition range from the start of the second century BC (or
earlier) for 4QJer" , to the end of the first century BC for 4QJer .H(l Of these six scrolls, four -
2QJer, 4QJera, 4QJerc, and 4QJere - are considered generally proto-Masoretic in character,
while the two - 4QJerb (9.22 - 10.18)87 and 4QJerd (43.3-9) - for the most part agree with OG.
The qualifiers 'generally', 'for the most part', should be taken seriously. With reference to
4QJerb, for instance, Schmid concludes that the Qumran evidence points to a more fluid textual
situation than is sometimes supposed:
4QJer' bezeugt zwar nicht exakt die hebraischen Vorlage von Jer. LXX, aber eine
Textform, die der anzunehmenden hebraischen Vorlage von Jer. LXX deutlich
nahersteht als Jer. MT. Diese Differenzierung ist insofem von Belang, als die zeigt, daC
83
Tov, 'Some Aspects', 149; D.J. Reimer, The Oracles Against Babylon in Jeremiah 50 — 51. A Horror
Among the Nations (San Francisco: Mellen Research University Press, 1993) 110.
84 J.G. Janzen, Studies in the Text ofJeremiah (HSM 6; Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1973)
134, dates the divergence to the mid-fifth or early fourth century, while P.M. Bogaert, 'De Bamch a
Jeremie. Les Deux Redactions Conservees du Livre de Jeremie', in Bogaert, Le Livre de Jeremie, 168 n.l,
puts it around 300; cf. Y. Goldman, 'Juda et son Roi au Milieu des Nations. La Derniere Redaction du
Livre de Jeremie', in A.H.W. Curtis & T. Romer (eds.), The Book ofJeremiah and its Reception (BETL
128; Leuven: Leuven University Press, 1997) 151-182. Tov, 'Some Aspects', 166, describes Jer. MT as
'post-exilic'. However, others argue that both textual traditions may have existed independently from
early times. According to Reimer, Horror Among the Nations, "qualitative variants suggest the possibility
- even probability - of dual traditions, i.e., the Jeremiah corpus from very early times could be found in
variant types." F.M. Cross, 'The Evolution of a Theory of Local Texts', in F.M. Cross & S. Talmon
(eds.), Qumran and the History ofthe Biblical Text (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1975)
309, argues for a divergence in the fifth or even the sixth century. J.R. Lundbom, 'Baruch, Seraiah, and
Expanded Colophons in the Book of Jeremiah', JSOT 36 (1986) 108-109, and R.C. Steiner, 'The Two
Sons of Neriah and the Two Editions of Jeremiah in the Light of Two ATBASH Code-Words for
Babylon', VT 46 (1996) 74-84, ascribe the longer edition of Jer. to Seraiah (Baruch's brother) in Babylon.
A.W. Streane, The Book ofthe Prophet Jeremiah Together with the Lamentations (CB; Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1885) xxxvii, thought that the OG Vorlage was written hastily in Egypt, soon
after Jeremiah's death.
85 For transcriptions of 4QJer" and 4QJer' see Janzen, Studies, 173-184. For a reconstruction of the
available Qumran Jer. texts in English, see M. Abegg, P. Flint, & E. Ulrich (eds.) The Dead Sea Scrolls
Bible. Translated and with Commentary (Edinburgh: T &T Clark, 1999) 382-406.
86 Their witness to Jer. is precious but limited; as Abegg et al. point out, "although these manuscripts
between them preserve much of the book's fifty-two chapters, they are all so badly damaged and
fragmentary that not even a trace of twenty-one chapters is preserved" (Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 382).
87 4QJerb was previously seen as also containing the fragments now categorised separately as 4QJer'1 and
4QJerc.
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fur das Jeremiabuch auch ein mit zwei prazise identifizierbaren Endgestalten rechnendes
Modell nicht ausreicht: Man hat mit zwei Haupttypen und Mischformen zu rechnen.88
To chart the history of the texts of Jer. further back than the second century B.C. is
probably impossible; at best, it would be a matter of inference based on theories of composition.
Precisely this fact, however, means we should not automatically assume that a reading peculiar
to MT is 'late' (still less, 'inferior').89 Difference is one thing; antiquity is another, and
authenticity something else.90 As Craigie et al. observe, "having recognised the difference
(between the Hebrew and Greek texts), it is much more difficult to provide a coherent account of
the reasons for it, or to know with certainty whether the MT or the Vorlage ofG represents the
most ancient and original textual tradition."91 In any case, we should not assume that the OG
Vorlage was itself a perfect, pristine text; to the contrary, there is good reason to think it is in a
number of places haplographic.92 Consequently, where in our textual notes we have marked a
given reading as 'MT plus', this means no more than that the reading was probably absent from
the OG Vorlage.
What then is the goal of text criticism as it relates to the book of Jer.?93 Reimer remarks,
For text critical endeavours, especially as regards the Hebrew text, one must be clear
about what stage in textual (literary?) history is being established. Any one of a number
88
Schrnid, Buchgestalten, 15. Similarly, E. Tov, 'Three Fragments from Qumran Cave 4', RQ 15 (1992)
539-540, notes points of agreement between 4QJer and MT. On the other hand, Aviyah HaCohen,
'4QJer" - A Pre-Massoretic Text?', Textus 17 (1994) n - K, agues that the 'proto-Masoretic' 4QJer" also
has certain affinities with OG. See also the comments of G.J. Brooke, 'The Book of Jeremiah and its
Reception in the Qumran Scrolls', in Curtis & Romer, Book ofJeremiah, 184-187.
89 Cf. Carroll's remark, Jeremiah, 51: "The developing consensus of scholarship now is that the shorter
text on which G is based represents the more original and superior textual tradition of the book of
Jeremiah."
90 See Tov, 'Some Aspects', 150, on this point.
91
Craigie et al., Jeremiah I - 25, xliii.
92 A point which Janzen, Studies, 117-120, readily concedes. See too now Lundbom, Jeremiah 1 — 20, 61-
62, 885-887.
93 As S. Talmon, 'The Old Testament Text', in P.R. Ackroyd & C.F. Evans (eds.), The Cambridge History
ofthe Bible. Vol. 1. From the Beginnings to Jerome (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970)
191, points out, "different books of the Old Testament differ in their textual history and furnish different
sets of problems. Restraint should therefore be exercised in subjecting textual processes observed in one
book to an analysis which is based on the analogy of issues which obtain in another book." This being so,
the task of text criticism may vary from book to book. Tov, Textual Criticism, 171, admits that "those
who adhere in general to the assumption of one original text may discard this view with regard to certain
books in the light of special evidence." See too Brace K. Waltke, 'Aims of OT Textual Criticism', WTJ
51 (1989) 107-108.
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of 'stopping points' could reasonably be sought, ranging from the hoariest Urtext
through the Vorlagen of the LXX translators to the text of the 'Jamnia council' up to the
fully annotated text of the Masoretes.94
Traditionally, the goal of text criticism has been defined as the recovery of 'the original
text'.95 The very notion of an 'original text', however, is open to question,96 and not least in the
case of Jer. The situation might seem to be relatively straightforward in regard to the Greek text,
where, according to Reimer, "the goal of the text critic is to establish the text as closely as
possible to the one that left the pen of the translator".97 Even here, however, ifTov's theory is
correct that Jer. OG has undergone a revision, which is preserved in only part of the book,98 then
(unless we are to try to 'unrevise' the revision) 'OG' has to be defined at two levels. In respect
to the Hebrew text, defining the goal of text criticism is clouded by disagreement over how far
we can speak of a 'fixed' or 'canonical' text. For the purpose of the present study, however, the
Hebrew text upon which exegesis and discussion will be based is that of the (unpointed) MT,
except in those few places where textual error (as opposed to a modification or expansion) has
clearly occurred (e.g., the reading CTp"]iT in 27.1).99
94
Reimer, Horror Among the Nations, 112.
95
According to R. Klein, Textual Criticism ofthe Old Testament. From the Septuagint to Qumran
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1974) vii, "textual criticism is the discipline that tries to recover the original
copy (autograph) of a piece of literature by comparing its available copies, all of which inevitably contain
mistakes"; so too, B.J. Roberts, The Old Testament Text and Versions. The Hebrew Text in Transmission
and the History of the Ancient Versions (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1951) xi; D. Winton Thomas,
'The Textual Criticism of the Old Testament' in H.H. Rowley (ed.), The Old Testament and Modern
Study. A Generation ofDiscovery and Research (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1951)259; E.R.
Brotzman, Old Testament Textual Criticism. A Practical Introduction (Grand Rapids: Baker Books,
1994) 124.
96
A.P. Hayman, 'The "Original Text": A Scholarly Illusion', in Words Remembered, Texts Renewed.
Essays in Honour ofJohn F.A. Sawyer (JSOT Sup. 195; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995) 434-
449, allows for the use of textual criticism "at least to reconstruct earlier forms of texts than are attested in
the manuscripts we have" (436) but concludes that "the search for an 'original text' in the kind of
literature with which we are dealing is likely to be fruitless." (442).
97
Reimer, Horror Among the Nations, 113.
98 E. Tov, The Septuagint Translation ofJeremiah and the Book ofBaruch: A Discussion ofan Early
Revision of the LXX ofJeremiah 29-52 and Baruch 1:1 - 3:8 (HSM 8; Missoula: Scholars Press, 1976).
Tov's thesis is accepted by Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 6; Carroll, Jeremiah, 55; Craigie et al., Jeremiah 1 - 25,
xlii. See, however, the criticisms of Soderlund, Greek Text ofJeremiah, 190-192; B. Becking, 'Jeremiah's
Book of Consolation: A Textual Comparison. Notes on the Masoretic Text and the Old Greek Version of
Jeremiah XXX-XXXI', VT 54(1994) 147.
99 See Tov, Textual Criticism, 11; cf. Reimer's reference to "the fullest 'error-free' Hebrew text" {Horror
Among the Nations, 113).
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Chapter 2: Differentiation in Jeremiah 21 - 24
1. Introduction to Jer. 21 - 24
1.1. The Literary Setting of Jer. 21 - 24
Jer. 21 - 24 forms the final major unit in what is generally seen as 'part one' of the book,
chs. 1 - 25.' Comprising a mixture of prose sermons, poetic oracles and laments, this macro-
section is dominated by the threat ofYHWH's impending judgement against Judah. Its precise
terminus varies, however, between MT and OG. In the former, the image of Jeremiah giving the
'cup ofwrath' to the foreign kings and announcing YHWH's judgement against the whole earth
(25.15-38) seems to provide the fulfilment of (and an inclusio with) Jeremiah's commission as 'a
prophet to the nations' (1.5-10).2 Thus, the first part of Jer. MT comprises 1.1 -25.38, a
demarcation often reflected in the secondary literature.3 However, the first section of Jer. OG
(and, we may assume, its Vorlage) ends with Jeremiah's sermon in the fourth year of Jehoiakim
(cf. the retrospective ev xpiaKaideKaxcp fexer ton Icocia . . . kou ecoq tt|q tipepaq ramriQ,
25.3), with the Oracles against the Nations (OAN) forming the second major section (25.14 -
1 T.R. Hobbs, 'Some Remarks on the Composition and Structure of the Book of Jeremiah', in Perdue &
Kovacs, Prophet to the Nations, 192, believes that 'part one' of Jer. ends with ch. 24, since ch. 25 shares
with the OAN "a common ideology, namely, the defeat of Israel's enemies". This surely misreads 25.1-
11. A. Rofe's argument, 'The Arrangement of the Book of Jeremiah', ZA W 101 (1989) 394-395, that chs.
1—24 are distinguished from 25ff. by using undated material, is weakened not only by the 'exception' of
24.1 (which he acknowledges) but also that of 21.1 (which he doesn't). C. Rietzschel, Das Problem der
Urrolle. Ein Beitrag zur Redaktionsgeschichte des Jeremiabuches (Giitersloh: Giitersloher Verlagshaus /
Gerd Mohn, 1966) 122-125, sees chs. 1 - 24 as forming a 'traditions block' (Uberlieferungsblock) akin to
chs. 26 - 35 and 36 - 44.
2 So Bright, Jeremiah, lvii.
3 The two-volume commentaries ofHolladay, McKane, Brueggemann, and Craigie et al., and the two-part
study ofThiel, all divide after ch. 25. See too Duhm, Jeremia, xxi; P. Volz, Der Prophet Jeremia.
Ubersetzt und erklart (2nd ed.; KAT 10; Leipzig: Deichert, 1928) xliv; O. Eissfeldt, Einleitung in das Alte
Testament, unter Einschlufi der Apokryphen und Pseudepigraphen, sowie der apokryphen- und
pseudepigraphen Qumran-Schriften. Entsthehungsgeschichte des Alten Testaments (3rd ed; Tubingen:
J.C.B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1964) 469. R.E. Clements, 'Jeremiah 1 - 25 and the Deuteronomistic
History', in R.E. Clements, Old Testament Prophecy. From Oracles to Canon (Westminster / John Knox
Press: Louisville, 1996) 107-122, reads chs. 1 - 25 as an exposition of the main themes of the
Deuteronomistic history, while L. Stulman, Order Amid Chaos. Jeremiah as Symbolic Tapestiy (BS 57;
Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998) 31, sees them as "dismantling Judah's first principles".
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32.24).4 This structural division is highlighted in v. 13, where the clearly editorial phrase
raxvra tot Y£YPaM-M*£VCX £V TCP pt-PZtcp xouxcp (nin PSD3 mron ho) indicates the conclusion of
a major literary unit.5
Some scholars believe that this 'literary unit' was in fact an early edition of the book of
Jer. "Cap. 1-25 bildet, wenn auch vielleicht in etwas kiirzerer Form als der jetzigen, sozusagen
die Urgestalt des Jeremiabuches . . . und scheint eine gewisse Zeit fur sich existiert zu haben",
wrote Duhm.6 More recently, Clements has stated that the phrase nm naD2 mron ho, "clearly
betrays its role as a formal ending to a literary collection,"7 Many have identified this "ISO with
Baruch's second (and enlarged) scroll of 605 BC (36.32). Even if the notion of an Urgestalt or
an Urrolle is correct, however, it is far from certain how much of chs. 1 - 25 it included (note
Duhm's 'in etwas kurzerer Form'), and in particular, whether chs. 21-24 formed part of it.
1.2. Distinctiveness and Coherence: Jer. 21 - 24 as a Unit
That Jer. 21 - 24 constitutes a self-contained literary unit within the wider book is
widely acknowledged. Stulman describes it as "the final macro-unit of the first scroll",8 while
Carroll and O'Connor both designate it an 'appendix' to chs. 1 - 20.9 Indirectly, this view is
supported by the literary cohesion of the preceding chapters. Several scholars have shown, for
4 See A. Weiser, Introduction to the Old Testament (ET: D.M. Barton; London: Darton, Longman & Todd,
1961) 213, and Schmid, Buchgestalten, 7. This arrangement is also reflected in Rudolph, Jeremia, 139.
5
Lundbom, Jeremiah I - 20, 93, believes that "these words make better sense when taken as a pointer to
what originally lay ahead - and what in LXX still does lie ahead - viz., the oracles against Babylon."
However, the preceding phrase, rrbs TTm not* nan Pd strongly suggests that in the Vorlage, mron ha
nrn naoa was retrospective (so Bright, Jeremiah, 163) and the same is probably tme of rep pipLico tomco
in OG. See further our discussion of 25.11-14 in ch. 4.
6
Duhm, Jeremia, xxi; similarly Bright, Jeremiah, lvii-lviii.
7
Clements, 'Jeremiah 1-25', 109 (italics mine).
8
Stulman, OrderAmid Chaos, 49.
9
Carroll, Jeremiah, 404; see too Rudolph, Jeremia, 115; Craigie et al., Jeremiah 1 - 25, 283; McConville,
Judgment and Promise, 54. Among the few dissenters, Thompson, Jeremiah, 127-128, detaches chs. 21 -
23 ('Kings and false prophets denounced') from chs. 24 - 25 ('Two visions and a summary'), though note
his disclaimer (125). Lundbom, Jeremiah I - 20, 95-97, designates chs. 21-23 'The king and prophet
appendix', and sees ch. 24 as introducing chs. 24 - 45. Brueggemann, Exile and Homecoming, 188,
brackets chs. 21 — 25 together, adding the caveat that "it is difficult to detect an intentional ordering."
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example, how chs. 11 - 20 form a sub-section structured around the 'confessions',10 while
Lundbom notes that Jeremiah's anguished cry, jllH Sow mx~)b TIX2T nmD i"IT nab (20.18),
creates an inclusio with YHWH's words of commission in 1.5, ~pnt£Hpn Dma X^n mD3. 11 We
do not have to accept his conclusion that "chs. 1 - 20 can be designated the First Edition of the
book of Jeremiah",12 therefore, to see that 20.18 marks a definite pause in the flow of the text.
Ch. 25, meanwhile, has its own character as a review of the first part of the book.
Within chs. 21-24 themselves, the first indication that we are dealing with a new
literary unit lies in the opening formula, mrr DXB HYDT bx rrn ~)EiX -Din (21.1).13 Previously
(7.1; 11.1; 18.1; also 30.1), this expression, in conjunction with ~l!2Xb, has served to introduce a
specific command from YHWH to Jeremiah ('Stand'! 'Go'! 'Rise'!). Here, no such instruction
follows, and precisely what ~Q"in refers to is left unclear (see below, 'Exegetical Notes').
Two internal features of chs. 21-24 confirm their distinctiveness in relation to chs. 1 -
20. Firstly, they display far more interest in matters of historical detail. Here again, the opening
formula of 21.1 is significant, since for the first time in the book it is linked to a particular
context (-nros nx irppis "[ban vbx nbffiQ), thereby setting the subsequent pattern for this
formula (cf. 32.1; 34.1, 8; 35.1; 40.1).14 Moreover, chs. 21-24 regularly refer to specific kings
and dates. Oracles addressed to Shallum, Jehoiakim and Jehoiachin (22.10-30) are framed by
material set in the reign of Zedekiah (21.1-10 and 24.1-10); by contrast, apart from briefly
mentioning Josiah in 3.6, chs. 1-20 conspicuously lack such historical notation.15 In keeping
10 See A.R. Diamond, The Confessions ofJeremiah in Context. Scenes ofProphetic Drama (JSOT Sup.
45; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1987) 177-188; K.M. O'Connor, The Confessions ofJeremiah. Their
Interpretation and Role in Chapters 1-25 (SBLDS 94; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988) 130-146; Smith,
Laments, 43-60. Lundbom, Jeremiah I - 20, 869, notes that the end of ch. 20 repeats terms from the end
of ch. 10 ("ittix ttrxn -inx; 11.3; 20.15) and the beginning of ch. 11 (nbs; 10.25; 20.18).
11 Lundbom, Jeremiah I - 20, 93.
12
Lundbom, Jeremiah I - 20, 94. Lundbom is here following Reitzschel's thesis, Urrolle, 128-129, that
Jer. 1 - 20 formed a 'traditions block' which originally concluded in what is now ch. 45. Thus, Jeremiah's
final lament led straight into Baruch's, linked by the catchword p\ 'sorrow' (20.18; 45.3). This verbal
echo may well be intentional, although 45.1b clearly presupposes the narrative of ch. 36.
13
Strictly speaking, this formula marks a new episode, rather than a new unit', hence, it occurs three times
between 34.1 and 35.1, whilst 26.1 and 36.1 - generally seen as inaugurating new macro-sections - begin
with the somewhat different rnxb mrr nxo (imam bx) nrn -am mm
14 See further Pohlmann, Studien, 32 n.63.
15
Especially striking in this regard is the unspecified date of Jeremiah's temple sermon in ch. 7 (cf. 26.1!)
and the plural vocative in 19.3, 'Hear the word ofYHWH, O kings of Judah'.
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with this is the observation (which will form the heart of this chapter) that chs. 21-24 contain
the first messages of hope for particular groups of people (21.8-9; 23.1-8; 24.5-7). Whilst there
have been promises of restoration before now (3.14-18; 12.14-17; 16.14-16), these have been of
a pan-Israel, and even international, character.
Secondly, chs. 21-24 are defined by their internal literary structure, which can be
outlined as follows:
Fig. 1: The Literary Structure of Jer. 21-24
a. Judgement on Zedekiah and Jerusalem; hope for those who go out to Babylon (21.1-10)
b. Oracles against the kings (21.11 - 22.30)
c. Promises of restoration and of a new king (23.1-8)
b'. Oracles against the prophets (23.9-40)
a'. Judgement on Zedekiah and Jerusalem; hope for those in Babylon (24.1-10)
21.1-10 and 24.1-10 form an inclusio. Both warn of judgement on Jerusalem and its
king, but offer hope to those who identify with Babylon.16 Verbally, this theology is expressed
in similar terms; compare mmb nsnb nxrn "PSa MS VW (21.10) and mmb TIBto
(24.6). Another link lies in the trilogy SB"), Sin, ~m (21.7, 9; 24.9). Pohlmann terms 21.1-10
and 24.1-10 a 'frame composition' (Rahmenkomposition),' while Schmid refers to "die
Klammerstellung um den Komplex 21 - 24".18 Within this frame are two anthologies,
castigating the kings (21.11 - 22.30), and the prophets (23.9-39), highlighted by their
superscriptions, nnrp "jbo rrsS,19 and CTlOjb. Sandwiched between them is the literary and
theological heart of the unit, 23.1-8. Here, YHWH promises to raise up a new king (Mp~l4 mrr),
so echoing the name of Zedekiah (irPpMS) with whom chs. 21-24 begin and end. Without
16 "The prose discourse (of 21.1-10) declares that the destiny of Judah as a reimaged community depends
in large measure on its response to Babylonian subjugation" (Stulman, Order Amid Chaos, 51).
17 Pohlmann, Studien, 184.
18 Schmid, Buchgestalten, 261. Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 84, speaks of "an even larger section on
Judahite / Davidic kingship (chs. 21 - 24) framed by judgment oracles against Zedekiah (21.1-10; 24.8-
10)."
19 OG o o'ikoq paaiZecog Iou5a suggests that the Vorlage contained vocative address rather than a
superscription. Possibly MT added the preposition b to counterbalance in 23.9;pace Duhm,
Jeremia, 171; Rudolph, Jeremia, 116; McKane, Jeremiah 1, 506, who all take 1 as MT plus but retain the
preposition.
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claiming that the second half of the unit is a perfect mirror image of the first, the overall pattern
is too clear to be fortuitous.
What exactly is meant by describing chs. 21 - 24 as 'a unit' is a moot point. Arguably,
this section is a compositional unity; that is, it existed independently before being added en bloc
to the developing book. Rudolph saw these four chapters as a separate literary cycle that was
then inserted between chs. 20 and 25,20 while Reitzschel saw them as an oral 'tradition complex'
(Uberlieferungskomplex) that evolved in the exilic synagogues, before being added to the
'tradition block' of chs. 1 - 20.2' Both views are attractive, but inevitably speculative. It is
possible, for example, that 21.1 - 23.8 ('oracles about kings') was added first, and supplemented
later by 23.9-39 and 24.1-10. All we can say with certainty is that chs. 21 - 24 constitute a
literary unity within the present book.
This is not to deny the diversity of chs. 21 - 24. The anthological nature of the oracles
against the kings and the prophets is shown not only by their headings, but also by the admixture
of poetry (e.g., 22.20-23; 23.9-14) and prose (e.g., 22.1-5; 23.33-39) - and, in the case of the
first collection, by the fact that three different kings are addressed. Literaiy and historical
differences are also evident in the two passages set in the reign of Zedekiah; 21.1-10 records
Jeremiah's message to king and city during the siege of 588-587, while ch. 24 describes a private
vision-experience of the prophet shortly after 597.
More important is the conceptual diversity. Granted, the critique of Judah's leadership
is a prominent theme; Thiel summarises their contents as "hauptsachlich Worte fiber die
politischen und geistigen Ffihrer des Volkes, Konige und Propheten",22 while Stulman entitles 21




Reitzschel, Urrolle, 127-136. By 'tradition-complexes', Rietzschel meant small collections of poetry
and prose arranged according to their "thematischen Gesichspunkten oder Stichwortverkniipfungen."
(Urrolle, 24). This approach is broadly accepted by D.R. Jones, Jeremiah (NCB; London: Marshall
Pickering, 1992)29-31.
22 W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 1-25 (WMANT 41; Neukirchen-Vluyn:
Neukirchener Verlag, 1973) 230. Cf. Schmid, Buchgestalten, 261: "21.1-10 vertritt eine sehr konigs- und
fiihrungskritische Sicht: Der Abschnitt ist der nachfolgenden Konigsspruchsammlung vorgeschaltet
worden und macht klar, dafi der nationale Untergang auf das Konto Zedekias und der Fiirsten ging: Sie
waren rechtzeitig informiert und hatten sich den Babyloniem ergeben konnen."
23
Stulman, Order Amid Chaos, 31, 49-52.
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rubric (note Thiel's qualifying 'hauptsachlich')? As we will see, 21.1-10 contains an indictment
of the entire city plus a message of (qualified) hope to the people. Moreover, in ch. 24
judgement and hope appear totally unrelated to the issue of leadership. Thiel attempts to link
YHWH's condemnation of Jerusalem here to the preceding critique: "das Gericht mit dem
Versagen der Fiihrer des Volkes und wohl auch mit dem blinden Vertrauen des Volkes auf seine
Leiter (vgl. 14.14-16) begriindet",24 but this is unconvincing.25 As Carroll observes, ch. 24
"belongs to a rather different strand in that it distinguishes between two groups, those deported
in 597 and those who remained behind in the city."26
1.3. Function: Jer. 21 -24 in its Literary Context
If chs. 21 - 24 do form a distinct unit (and possibly a late addition), the question arises
as to why they have been placed at this point in the text. Holladay's explanation -"because 330
Hiph., 'turn around', in v. 4 shares the same semantic field as "jSn in 20.16"27 - is hardly
convincing. Nor is it clear, as Clines and Gunn believe, that "the self-curse and the 'why'
question (20.18) are naturally understood as representing the prophet's personal reaction to the
impending destruction which he will share with his people".28 Possibly the name 'Pashhur'
(20.1-6; 21.1) functioned as a catchword,29 though we might have expected a more substantial
connection. Rudolph offers some help here by contrasting the rough treatment meted out to
Jeremiah by Pashhur in ch. 20 and the humble demeanour of his namesake in ch. 21.30 For his
part, Pohlmann simply notes that "eine Ankniipfung an den vorausgehenden Kontext ist nicht
erkennbar".31
24
Thiel, Redaktion 1 - 25, 260.




Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 569.
28 D.J.A. Clines & D.M. Gunn, 'Form, Occasion and Redaction in Jeremiah 20', ZAW 88 (1976) 408
(italics mine).
29
So, for example, J.P. Hyatt, 'The Book of Jeremiah', IB 5 (Nashville / New York: Abingdon, 1956) 976;
J. Paterson, 'Jeremiah', in M. Black & H.H. Rowley (eds.), Peake's Commentaiy on the Bible (London &






We suggest, however, that there are several lines of continuity between chs. 21-24 and
what precedes, which seem to have been strangely overlooked. Firstly, the military crisis facing
Jerusalem in 21.1-10 is in two respects clearly anticipated in chs. 19-20, which explicitly state
that the city will be placed under siege ("I125D, 19.9; cf. 21.4, 9), and that the enemy will be
Babylon (20.4-6; cf. 21.Iff.) - the first time this identification has been made in the book. We
might also note how the warning in 20.4 that the king ofBabylon will 'strike them with the
sword' (mm Dm) finds an echo in 21.7, mm ,Si? Dm.
Secondly, the double prediction in ch. 20 that Judah will be exiled (nb), v. 4) to
Babylon,32 and that Pashhur and his family will go into captivity there (,3B?D ~[bn, v. 6), heralds a
marked emphasis in chs. 21 - 24 on deportation. Though only hinted at in 21.1-10, it emerges
clearly in the oracles against the kings: Shallum has already been exiled (nba, 22.12),
Jehoiakim's allies will go into captivity ("OttO I'm, 22.22) and Jehoiachin will be 'cast' (bltD)
into another land (mnx pKH bs, 22.26).33 The promise of restoration in 23.1-8 presupposes a
general Diaspora, while 24.1-7 offers hope to those exiled (nba) to Babylon in 587.
A third point relates to what we said earlier about the focus in chs. 21 - 24 on specific
kings and groups of people. As we saw in our previous chapter, in chs. 1 - 19 the targets of
Jeremiah's denunciations are of a very general nature. Ch. 20 breaks the pattern, however, by
singling out for criticism a particular individual, Pashhur ben Immer. In this way, it provides a
transition between the generality of chs. 1-19 and specificity of chs. 21-24. The rhetorical
impact of this movement has been noted by M.S. Smith:
Chapters 11-20 dramatize the guilt of the enemies in great detail, but leave them largely
nameless. Through this mode of presentation, the audience is predisposed to accept the
guilt of the enemies before their identity is unveiled, which takes place beginning in
chapter 20 and is advanced in great detail in chapters 21 - 25.34
Smith's comments about 'the guilt of the enemies' are particularly significant for our
own concerns, and we will return to them at the end of this chapter.
32 This is "the first explicit reference to the place of exile in the book" (Craigie et al., Jeremiah I, 268),
and (after 13.19, D^oibts nbjn nbs mirr nban) only the second reference to exile at all.
33




Granted, the juxtaposition of chs. 21-24 with ch. 20 raises a problem. Since Jeremiah's
confrontation with Pashhur almost certainly took place before 5 97,35 one would assume Pashhur
was among those exiled with Jehoiachin in that year. Consequently, the negative tone of 20.1-6
is in tension with ch. 24, which (if we take the passage at face value) assures the 597 exiles
without exception ofYHWH's favour.36 But as we will see, the same tension applies to chs. 21
- 24 internally as well.
2. Jer. 21.1-10
2.1. Text
o Aoyoq o y£Vop.evoq Jtapa xupiot) Ttpoq
Ispepiav oxe axeaxEiAs 7ipoc abxov o
(3aoiAe"uq XeSsKiaq xov Ilaaxcop niov
MsA.xi.cm Kca Xo^oviav tiiov Maaaaiot) xov
\epea Aeycov
rbx nbra mn11 nxa imam ^x mn -ittfx nam (i)
p mass nxi maba p -nrros nx lrrpns p^an
nax1? pan npya
STtepcoxpaov rtept f|p.cov xov Kuptov oxi
PaciAsuq BafhoAcovoq ecjisaxpKev fe<j)' f|paq
e'l Ttotrjasi Kupioq xaxa navxa xa
Bocupaaia abxou koci drcsAsuaexai atj)'
qpcov
*733 -|3X~n3133 "0 313' HX OTi?3 X3 tfn (2)
rnxbsa baa unix mm nfosr -bin i?bs nnba
irbya nbsm
xai s'tTte rtpoq abxouq Ispsptaq obxcoq
speixe Ttpoq ZsSsKtav PaatAea Iox>5a
impms bx paxn na ambx imam naxn (3)
xaSs Aeyei Kupioq 'iSou eycn psxaaxps^cd
xa buAa xa TtoAepiKa fev dig bqetq
itoAepeixs ev abxotq rcpoq xouq XaASatoug
xox>q auyKSKAeiKoxaq bp.aq s^coBev xou
,l?3 nx 30» mn bxntm mbx mm nax na t4i
nx 33 □"onba anx im aama nttfx nanban
nainb fine aybs □nan antoan nxi baa pba
nxrn man pin bx onix tisdxi
''5 The incident is undated, but since Pashhur is described as mm m33 ma TpD (20.1), and since by the
time of Jeremiah's letter to the exiles this position was held by Zephaniah (29.26), a date before 597 is
likely. Thompson, Jeremiah, 445-446, and Lundbom, Jeremiah 1 - 20, 850, suggest a date between 609-
605.
36 It might be argued that 21.1-10 has been juxtaposed with ch. 20 to make it appear that Pashhur was one
of the 587 exiles. In this way, the message of 20.1-6 is made to conform to the outlook of ch. 24, with its
bias towards the 597 exiles (cf. Carroll's remark, Jeremiah, 483, about reading "the poems in 2 - 20
against a backdrop of the events of 597, a feature the narratives know nothing about. .. they may be as
easily read in terms of 587."). Against this, however, 21.1-10 speaks ofZedekiah's people facing death in
Jerusalem, rather than being exiled. Also, the proposed redactional manoeuvre does nothing to mitigate
22.24-30, which forcefully expresses YHWH's judgement on Jehoiachin.
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xeixonq e'lq to peaov xpq noAecoq xaoxpq
Kai noAeppaco feyco bpaq fev xeiPl
feKxexapevp Kai fev Ppayiovi Kpaxaico pexa
Gopoo Kai opypq peyaApq
^xm nprn mm man pm oanx ax manbai (5)
bn:i papai nanaa
Kai naxa£.co navxaq xouq KaxoiKouvxaq fev
tt| noAei xai)xp xooq dvOpconouq Kai xa
Kxpvp fev Gavaxco peyaAcp Kai
dnoGavonvxai
nxi dpxp nxi nxrn paan map nx arom (6)
ana-1 bapa papa nanan
Kai psxa xaoxa Aeyei Kupioq Scoaco xov
EeSeKiav |3aaiAea IouSa Kai xonq naiSaq
abxoo Kai xov Aaov xov KaxaAepGevxa ev
ip noAei xaoxp 6i.no too Gavaxoo Kai dno
xoo Aipoo Kai 6i.no xpq paxaipaq eiq
yeipac feyGpcov abxcov xcov Cpxoovxcov xaq
ipoxaq abxcov Kai KaxaKoij/oocnv abxooq
ev axouaxi uayaipac ob beiaopai fen'
abxoic Kai ob pp oiKxipriacD abxooc
npim pba amppas nx px mm axa )a nnxi (7)
p nxrn pa?a omxaan nxa as?n nxi mai? nxi
pba naxppaiaa pa aapn pi apnn p papn
apn mb nam nasa mpaa pan nnmx p-ai baa
nnp-' xbi ban1' xbi ombs? Din1' xb
Kai npoq xov Aaov toutov fepeiq xabe Aeyei
Kupioq 'iboo feyco SebooKa npo npoaconoo
bpcov xpv obov xpq i^copq Kai xpv obov too
Gavaxoo
]na pan mm pox na paxn nrn nan bxi (8)
man -pp nxi DTin -jpp nx oaaab
o KaGppevoq fev xp noAei xaoxp
anoGaveixai fev paxaipa Kai fev Aipcp Kai o
feKnopeuouevoc npoaycoppaai npoq xooq
XaAbaiooq xouq aoyKeKAeiKOxaq bpaq
£poexai Kai feaxai f| i|/oxp abxoo eiq
aKoAa Kai Cnoexai
panaa aanai apna ma' nxrn pan nam (9)
nnvn mm □a-'ba amasn onaan bs bsai xasrm
bbab iasa ib
bioxi feaxppiKa xo npoaconov poo feni xpv
noAiv xaoxpv eiq kaka Kai ouk feiq dyaGa
eiq xsi-pocq |3aaiAecoq Ba|3oAcovoq
napaboGpaexai Kai KaxaKanaei abxpv ev
nopi
pxa naiab xbi nsnb nxrn pan as maa a> (io)
axa nspai pan baa pba paa mm
2.2. Textual Notes
v. 1. MT mrr nxa WOT bx; OG napa Kupioo npoq Iepepiav = m-ap1 bx mm nxo:
The first of two word order variants in the passage (cf. v. 7). MT is consistent with this
sequence; OG follows the same order as here in 11.1; 18.1 and 40[47].l, but agrees with MT in
30[37].l; 34[41].l; 35[42].l.
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v. 2. MT "isimsiaj >OG. The name of the Babylonian king is one of the most
common MT plusses. This is its first occurrence in the book (cf. the variant spelling HSXan313a
in chs. 27 - 29); in Jer. OG, it does not occur till 24.1.
v. 3. OG paaikea IouSa >MT: This is unlikely to be an explanatory gloss by the
translator, since he has already (v. 1) referred simply to o paaiAent; XeSetaac;. It thus points to
a longer reading in the Vorlage. The wider significance of this is that it tells against the theory
that the translator abbreviated such details; see further vv. 4 and 7.
v. 4. MT ^XIEr Tlbx; D3T3 PEW; 1 *733 nX; DniX TI20X1 >OG: The first of these is
a typical MT plus. 3t£?X 03T3 could be absent from OG or its Vorlage by haplography
(repetition of ~lti>X).37 The same may apply to 1 ^33 "]bfD nx (repetition of nx); however, MT also
gives extra prominence to the Babylonian king in v. 7, and though haplography is possible there
too, its occurrence in two verses on the same point would be rather coincidental. Dmx TE0X1
also appears expansionary;38 leaving aside the lengthy subordinate clause (noin'p .. . onx "ltsix),
the Vorlage would have read nxtn TOT -pn bx . . . nanbon ,!?3 nx 303 (for 330 [+direct object]
bx, see 2 Kgs. 20.2). Some have argued that OG has in this verse shortened its Vorlage in order
to produce a clearer text,39 but as Janzen remarks, MT is if anything clearer than OG.40
v. 5. MT ="jX31 >OG: The term may have been overlooked in OG or the Vorlage due to
homoioarchton (repetition of 31 in norm), but it is more likely that (as in vv. 7 and 9) MT has
added a term to create a verbal trilogy.
v. 6. MT lno"1; OG koci dutoOavowtai: The conjunction affects the syntax of the whole
verse: MT, 'and I will strike down the inhabitants of this city ... by a great plague they will
die'; OG, 'and I will strike down those who live in this city . . . with a great death, and they will
die'.
37 So Janzen, Studies, 43.
38 So Janzen, Studies, 43; Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 567; McKane, Jeremiah 1, 497; contra Thiel, Redaktion 1
-25, 233.
39 So Rudolph, Jeremia, 114; H. Weippert, 'Jahwekrieg und Bundesfluch in Jer. 21.1-7', ZA W 82 (1970)




MT 7373; OG ev Bavaxcp: The use of Oavaxoq ('death') to render 737 ('plague') is
standard not only in Jer. (cf. v. 7; 14.12; 24.10, etc.) but also elsewhere in the OT (Ex. 5.3; 9.3,
15; Lev. 26.25; Num. 14.12; Deut. 28.21; 2 Sam. 24.13; 1 Kgs. 8.37).
v. 7. Again, it has been argued that the translator has here abbreviated a cumbersome
Vorlage.41 However, each variant must be considered individually.
MT (Qnxe^) nxi >OG: Probable MT plus; this distinction between 337 and D,7Xtf37 is
unparalleled in Jer., whilst BTXtt^l 337 occurs five times (39.9 x2; 40.6; 41.10; 52.15).42 MT
may have added 7X1 in order to emphasise the totality ofYHWH's judgement.43
MT TOI *733 "13X373133 >OG: Haplography (either in OG or its Vorlage) is
possible (repetition of 7,3).44 However, since MT also contains a reference to Nebuchadrezzar
in v. 4 that is lacking in OG, the probability is that both are MT plusses.45 The crucial point is
that MT requires this reference to Nebuchadrezzar to facilitate its variant readings in the rest of
the verse; without it, we are obliged to follow OG.
MT "3p33 7731; OG xcov ^pxouvtoov: The point here is not simply that OG does not
represent 7,31, but rather suggests an underlying (B53S3) 3,ttfp307 (B773X TO); for a similar
construction, see Ex. 4.19; Jer. 11.21. However, it is unlikely that MT intends to imply an
second group of people (who would they be?); rather, this is a case of hendiadys, 'their enemies
seeking their lives' (a form of waw explicativum).46
MT 337; OG Kaxa,KOi|/0'ucn.v abxoxx; = 337: MT focuses on Nebuchadrezzar as the
agent ofjudgement, while the plural form of the verb in OG connects it to 'their enemies seeking
41 So Rudolph, Jeremia, 114; Weippert, 'Jahwekrieg', 398 n.l 1; contra Janzen, Studies, 41; Pohlmann,
Studien, 36; Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 568.
42 Pace C.F. Keil, Biblischer Kommentar iiber den Propheten Jeremia und die Klageliede (BKAT 3.2;
Leipzig: 1872) 243, who saw here a further example ofwaw explicativum.
43 So Craigie et al., Jeremiah 1 - 25, 28.
44
Though not addressing this point directly, McKane, Jeremiah I, 491, retains this phrase in his
translation.
45 So Janzen, Studies, 4; Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 568 (though both concede haplography is possible).
46 On waw explicativum, see GKC §154 n.lb; D.W. Baker, 'Further Examples of the Waw Explicativum',
VT 30 (1980) 129-136. Rudolph, Jeremia, 234, renders Jer. 46.26, 7SX773133 7731 D©33 Op3D TO, 'in die
Hand derer, die ihnen nach dem Leben trachten, ndmlich in die Hand Nebukadnezars' (italics mine). Note
that wherever MT Jer. mentions 2?33 op3D and DO'X together, it connects them with 1 (19.7, 9; 34.20, 21;
44.30 x2; 49.37), while OG alternates between inserting koci (19.7; 51.30 x2) and omitting it (21.7; 25.17).
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their lives'. The subject ofmm CDH in 20.4 is (in both texts) the king of Babylon, but ifwe are
right to view "jbo miX~nm33 ma as an MT plus, OG's KaxaKOXj/oucriv accurately interprets
its Vorlage.41
MT bom xbl Dmbi? Dim xb; OG ob 4>£iaopou 'en' abxoiq ob pri diKTippcco abxouq:
While MT keeps the focus on Nebuchadrezzar, OG makes YHWH the subject. Again, a
decision on whether the change was made by the translator or MT hangs on whether we think
the Vorlage contained an antecedent reference to Nebuchadrezzar; as we have already suggested,
this seems on balance unlikely.48 See too 13.14, Dmx xbl Oinx xbl bionx xb (cf. the expression
bionx xbl . . . "TP Dinn xb in Ezek. 5.11; 7.4; 8.18, etc.).49 Since this is the end of the oracle, a
summary statement by YHWH is appropriate. Dm"1 xb 1 is unreflected in OG and is probably an
MT plus.
MTmm pi mnn p mm p; OG bcrto xou Gavotxou kou &7to xoo Mpou xai dno
xpq payaipaq = mnn pi mnn pi nmn ]0: Curiously, both texts diverge from the sequence
nm, 3)1, nnn that is otherwise consistent in Jer. (14.12; 24.10; 27.8, 13; 29.17, 18; 32.24, 36;
38.2; 42.17, 22; 44.13).
v. 9. nmQI >OG: MT plus; the term is also unrepresented by OG in the parallel passage
38[45].2. For the two-member form mm 3nn, see 5.12; 14.15; 16.4; 44.12, 18,27. As in v. 5
(pxm) and v. 7 (mm xbl), an MT plus has resulted in a verbal trilogy.
MT Ketiv mm ('will live') is preferable to Qere mm ('and he will live') and is supported
by OG.
OG kou ^pcexai = mi >MT: The additional wording may reflect a longer Vorlage, or
conflation by a later Greek copyist; cf. the parallel 38[45].2, where MT also supplies a final mi.
47 So Duhm, Jeremia, 170; Pohlmann, Studien, 36-37; Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 568; contra Weippert,
'Jahwekrieg', 398 n.14; Thiel, Redaktion 1 -25, 234; McKane, Jeremiah 1, 501.
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Favouring OG are Duhm, Jeremia, 170; Pohlmann, Studien, 37; Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 568; favouring
MT are Thiel, Redaktion 1 - 25, 234; Weippert, 'Jahwekrieg', 398 n.14; McKane, Jeremiah 1, 501.
49 A somewhat similar divergence appears in 42[49]. 12, where in place ofMT DDHX nnm (referring to
Nebuchadrezzar), OG reads kou ekeqcco bpat; (referring to God).
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2.3. Exegetical Notes
v. 1. mm HXD imam bx rnn im -aim This is ambiguous; -am might denote the
word which Jeremiah subsequently sent to the king, or the entire incident.
Pashhur ben Malchiah reappears later as one of a group who complain that Jeremiah's
preaching is demoralising the people, and who attempt to kill him (38.1-6). The relationship of
Zephaniah ben Maaseiah to Jeremiah is more ambiguous. In ch. 29, where he is a mm na mps
('temple overseer'), he is urged by Shemaiah to rebuke Jeremiah for his subversive letter to the
exiles in Babylon. Instead he reads Shemaiah's letter to Jeremiah, though his intention in doing
so is not entirely clear.50 He also appears in the similar account of a delegation in 37.3.
v. 2. (mn) mm DX en-| (like bbsnn)51 is a phrase denoting prophetic intercession.
Whether the subject is the king or the people, 'consulting YHWH' requires the mediation of a
prophet (see Ezelc. 14.10; 20. i ). '2 The desired response may simply be information or direction
(8.2; 10.21), but often the underlying hope is for some divine act of salvation, preceded perhaps
by a OlbtU oracle (29.7; 38.4).53 Here, the ensuing nnxbs] b>DD mm ntoJF ,!nx makes this hope
explicit. Zedekiah (and / or the writer) may be thinking ofYHWH's deliverance of Judah during
the Assyrian crisis (Isa. 37); both Zedekiah and Hezekiah send a delegation to the prophet (v. 1;
Isa. 37.2), emphasise the gravity of the situation (v. 2a; Isa. 37.3), refer hopefully to the prospect
ofYHWH's assistance (v. 2b; Isa. 37.4a; note the use of ^IX in both), and request intercession
(v. 2a; Isa. 37.4b).
v. 3. p-|DXn: Pohlmann finds the form remarkable,54 but jnoxn 7D is in fact more
common than TlfDXn HD.55 We cannot therefore be sure whether this is a deliberate allusion to
Isaiah's use of pnoxn H3 to Hezekiah's delegation (Isa. 37.6).
50 See W. McKane, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Jeremiah. Volume II. Commentary on
Jeremiah XXVI - LII (New ICC; Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1996) 743 for a summary of how Zephaniah's
actions have been interpreted.
51
(nm) bbann and in can be used synonymously; see 29.11, and also 37.3-7, where following the
request mm bx mm to bbsnn (v. 3), Jeremiah refers to o»~nb ^x nanx nbtin (v. 7).
52 C. Westermann, 'Die Begriffe fur Fragen und Suchen irn Alten Testament', KD 6 (1960) 16-22.
53 See further J.P. Sisson, 'Jeremiah and the Jerusalemite Conception ofPeace', JBL 105 (1986) 429-442.
54
Pohlmann, Studien, 33.
55 The former occurs in Gen. 32.5; 1 Sam. 11.9; 2 Kgs. 19.6, 10; 37.6, 10; Isa. 37.6, 10; the latter in Gen.
50.17; 1 Sam. 18.25; 2 Kgs. 22.18; Jer. 23.35; 27.4; 37.7; 2 Chron. 34.26. For pnoxn (without na) see 2
Kgs. 18.22; Isa. 8.12; Jer. 10.11.
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v. 4. Knowing exactly what is envisaged here is complicated by the textual difficulties
and the ambiguity of the wording and syntax. In OG it is the Judean 7B7bB7 "b3 (rather than the
Babylonians) which YHWH will 'turn back' (330) towards the city; this may also be the sense
ofMT, ifDim (TS0X1) relates to 7B7bB7 "bo 7X,56 but Dim (TISOX) might also denote 7X
D7,bs? D,-l3n D^^on.57 The 7B7bB7 ^3 themselves could be either the Judean troops or their
weapons,58 while 330 might mean either 'turn back' (in defeat or victory?) or 'surround' (to
protect or to blunt?).5'' Thus, it is not immediately obvious whether YHWH is promising
salvation or doom.60 Weippert has interpreted v. 4 as predicting that YHWH will cause the
Judean troops to turn on one another in confusion and destroy one another (cf. Jdg. 7.22; 1 Sam.
14.20; Zech. 14.13), thereby leaving the city open to the Babylonians.61
v. 5. D37X "IX TiDnbn again leaves some doubt as to who YHWH is fighting for.62 The
expression 77D3 177*31 npTn ~P3 often describes YHWH's deliverance of Israel from Egypt
(Deut. 4.34, 5.15; 2 Kgs. 17.36, etc.).63 Here, however, the adjectives are transposed, perhaps as
a further hint that YHWH has switched sides.64
v. 6. In the context of a prolonged siege, with diminishing food supplies, the prediction
that the people will die bl73 1373, 'by a great plague', is historically realistic. By contrast, the
mention in v. 7 of survivors 3377 jBI 37117 |B 7377 ]B is more stylised, and formally in tension
with v. 6. Similarly, in 42.16-17, Jeremiah's warning against fleeing to Egypt initially has a
56 So Rudolph, Jeremia, 114; Pohlmann, Studien, 34.
57 Volz, Jeremia, 216. According to Holladay, Jeremiah J, 571, "there is no way to decide."
58 nonbon "bo usually means 'weapons' (Deut. 1.41; Jdg. 18.11; 1 Sam. 8.12), but in 2 Sam. 1.27 is
synonymous with D113; cf. also Jer. 51.20. The addition of ODTO 7DX in MT might seem to settle the
matter in favour of 'weapons', but cf. Num. 31.49, HTP3 n^x nanbon TlbX, 'the men ofwar at our
disposal'.
39 See Craigie et al., Jeremiah 1 - 25, 286, for further interpretative options.
60 "The preponderance of evidence would suggest an oracle of judgement, for which Jeremiah was well
known. But for a king seeking any possible hope in extremis, perhaps the ambiguity of the words could be
grasped momentarily as the desired deliverance oracle" (Craigie et al., Jeremiah 1 - 25, 286-287).
61
Weippert, 'Jahwekrieg', 407-408; followed by Pohlmann, Studien, 34.
62 "The ambiguity would be precisely that of the English, 'I am going to fight with you' " (Craigie et al.,
Jeremiah 1 - 25, 287).
6j See Pohlmann, Studien, 35 n.92, for a full listing.
64 So Weippert, 'Jahwekrieg', 399 n.20; Holladay, Jeremiah I, 571-572.
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rather 'matter of fact' explanation, nmm ... nnnx rim nttf d-xt anx it»x mnn nrrm
DDnnx pan' ok? 13QD DUXI Dnx IStfX, but is followed by the more generalised claim, D'WXn b?
131313327-13 mm ima1' cmso xiab ams nx lofr ittfx.
v. 7. The implications of the different readings in MT and OG have already been noted.
The identity of DCiS] TPpDD is unclear. The phrase 33733 "^pan is distinctive of the Jeremiah prose
tradition,65 occurring in 11.21; 19.7, 9; 21.7; 22.25; 34.20, 21; 38.16; 44.30 (twice); 46.26;
49.37.66 Those whose life is sought vary,67 but the identity of the ^p3D is stated only in 11.21
(the men of Anathoth). That the phrase here refers to the Babylonians is a reasonable inference,
but internal enemies (deserters?) may also be in mind; see Zedekiah's admission, nx 3X1 IX
Din TIX 131" ]S D-IBDn bx 1^331ffi>X Dlini (38.19).68
v. 8. man pil nxi D^nn pil nx aaisb |n3131: The declaration recalls Moses' words
to Israel, win nxi man nxi man nxi crnn nx arn pasb "nn3 nxn (Deut. 30.15). In that passage,
'life' means YHWH's rich blessing (cf. v. 19) in the land Israel is about to enter. As v. 9 makes
clear, however, what is on offer here is much more modest, making the allusion highly ironic.
The terms 'good' and 'evil' from Deut. 30.15 are taken up in v. 10, where YHWH states that he
has set his face against the city naiab xbl nuib.69
v. 9. x3.t7i: Occasionally in Jer. xm connotes 'go into exile', though this is made
explicit by the addition of nbisa (29.16; 48.7; also Zech. 14.2).70 Here, however, it means
'surrender' (1 Sam. 11.3; 2 Kgs. 18.31 = Isa. 36.16; 24.12; Jer. 38.2, 17, 18, 21). It is thus
related to, but not identical with, which has here the sense 'go over to another side, defect'
65 Elsewhere it occurs only in the books of Samuel (1 Sam. 20.1; 2 Sam. 16.11) and Psalms (35.4; 38.13;
40.15; 70.3).
66 In 19.9; 34.20, 21; 38.16; 46.26, the expression is absent from OG.
67 Jeremiah (11.21; 38.16), Jehoiachin (22.25), Zedekiah and his officials (21.7; 34.21; 44.30), the people
of Judah and Jerusalem (19.7, 9; 21.7; 34.20), Pharaoh Hophra (44.30) and Elam (49.37).
68
Pohlmann, Studien, 36, argues that since Nebuchadrezzar is mentioned before 'the enemies', he cannot
be identified with them, and concludes that "Jahwes Gerichtshandeln mit der Eroberung Jerusalems durch
den Konig von Babel fur die im Lande Ubriggebliebenen noch nicht abgeschlossen ist, sondem
weitergeht." Obviously, this can only apply to MT, since OG makes no reference to the Babylonian king.
69 The use of p~n in conjunction with C"n and ma is more characteristic of the wisdom literature; see
Prov. 6.23; 12.28; 14.12; 16.25. In Jer. 21.8, however, pn seems to have a more literal meaning; the way
of life is the road out of the city.
70 In 22.11 and 29.2, however, xm appears in an exilic sense without nblia.
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(1 Sam. 29.3; 2 Kgs. 7.4; Jer. 37.13-14; 38.19; 39.9 = 2 Kgs. 25.11; 52.15; 1 Chron. 12.20; 2
Chron. 15.9). Interestingly, while this is how NIVtranslates in almost all these references, in
Jer. 21.9 (and 2 Kgs. 7.4) it reads 'surrender' - thereby glossing the subversive aspect of the
word. Such a translational decision is unwarranted, but it highlights how, in the crisis of 587,
Jeremiah's message could be framed in different ways; as 'cowardly desertion' (cf. 37.13-14), as
'pragmatic realism' (cf. 2 Kgs. 7.3-4) or as 'courageous obedience to YHWH'.71
bbuib 1t^E3 lb nrrm: Whilst the individual terms are clear enough (bbttf denotes plunder
in battle) the meaning of the expression, which is limited to Jer. (cf. 38.2; 39.18; 45.5)72 is
disputed. Most scholars interpret it as an ironic promise of survival and no more, and follow
Volz's conjecture that the expression was "vielleicht ein altes, gutmutig spottendes Sprichwort;
wenn ein Besiegter entronnen war und sein nacktes Leben gerettet hatte, so hatte er wenigstens
das als 'Beute' ".73 Parke-Taylor, however, argues that the contrast ofmon "|~n and CTTin -p~!
implies "more than bare survival, and points to the blessing ofYahweh as promised in Deut.
30.15-20."74 A review of the contexts in which these bbuib Ki23 promises occur, however, counts
against such a positive interpretation. In the analogous passage 38.2, bbth ittfs] lb nrrm is
explained epexegetically by the ensuing mi, ('and he will live'), whilst the meaning of the
promise to Ebed-Melech is supplied by what precedes, D1T3SO "W nnx "1C7X Qti3Xn T3 [ran xbl
ban xb mnm "pbax abo rn (39.17-18). The austerity ofYHWH's word to Baruch is clear from
its logical underpinning: nibm "]b ttfpnn nnxi . . . Din MX TT33 nax mn (45.4-5; note the
emphatic pronouns). IfYHWH must suffer the destruction of his own work, Baruch's ambitions
should be modest indeed; all he may hope for is to avoid the disaster that is coming 'on all flesh'
(nan Sn bv)75
71 Cf. Brueggemann, Exile and Homecoming, 191: "The announcement is ideologically pure, offers no
reservations, and is experientially probable. An occupied city is likely to foster famine and pestilence
after the sword." He adds, however, that "because this convergence [between Babylonian policy and the
will of YHWH] is now established in the canon, it cannot be explained simply on grounds of political
conviction."
72 This strongly suggests its authenticity; so Parke-Taylor, Formation, 202.
7~'
Volz, Jeremia, 219; so too Rudolph, Jeremia, 117; Bright, Jeremiah, 185; Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 574;




According to Parke-Taylor, Formation, 202, this "is surely more than a promise of survival, and the
additional phrase 'in all places to which you may go' carries with it the assurance of protection." The
latter is undoubtedly tme, but it is hard to see how this amounts to 'more than a promise of survival'.
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Weippert and Pohlmann have argued convincingly that Jer. 21.1-10 depicts YHWH's
judgement upon Israel as 'holy war in reverse'.76 Indicative of this change in his stance towards
them are the phrases DD>m Tlon'lT) (v. 5), T3 . . . px and mm "S1? mm (v. 7), which are
paralleled elsewhere in relation to Israel's conquest of the land, and especially the herem; see,
for instance, Deut. 20.13, Din HTDT bs nx mm "[T3 -pnbx mm mm (also Josh. 6.2, 21;
10.28). Less convincing is Pohlmann's claim that bbti (v. 9) and aiXDJ *pi£? (v. 10) also belong to
this herem language. As we have seen, the former is part of a characteristically Jeremianic
expression (which concerns the actions of the Judeans, not the Babylonians!), while the warning
that Nebuchadrezzar would burn the city is also well established in Jer. (32.29; 34.2; 37.8, 10;
38.18; cf. 39.8).
2.4. Coherence and Redaction
Since 21.1-10 share the same historical setting, and since the stance taken by YHWH
towards Jerusalem is consistently negative, it may seem natural to read these verses as a coherent
whole.77 At the same time, there is some tension between the two messages spoken by Jeremiah;
whilst vv. 4-7 announce unqualified destruction on the city and those in it, vv. 8-10 introduce an
exceptive element; those who surrender to the Babylonians will live. Given that the issue of
differentiation and non-differentiation is central to our study, we need to explore the relationship
between these two messages in Jer. 21.
The simplest solution might be to explain the disaster / hope distinction in audience-
critical terms. Since the rhetorical markers impm "?X ptDXn m (v. 3) and ~)DXn n?n nun bxi (v.
8)7S clearly distinguish between the king and the people, we might conclude that judgement is
now inevitable for Zedekiah (and his royal court?), but may yet be averted by the ordinary
people of Jerusalem. Brueggemann writes:
76
Weippert, 'Jahwekrieg', esp. 398-402; Pohlmann, Studien, 34-39. Pohlmann argues that the concept of
herem "als Leitgedanken bei der Abfassung dieses Abschnitts, besonders der Verse 7-10 zugrunde gelegen
haben miissen" (39).
77
So, for example, Rudolph, Jeremia, 115-117. Volz, Jeremia, 218, and Bright, Jeremiah, 217 see vv. 8-
10 as originally separate from vv. 1-7, though equally authentic and from the same historical context.
78 Since "mxn is singular, it is possible that YHWH is here speaking to Jeremiah.
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The judgement is against the arrogant temple and the self-serving monarchy. It is as
though a distinction is made between 'people' and 'government', as we often do with
reference to 'the Russian people' or 'the Cuban people' . . . That is why vv. 8-10 are
addressed to people, unlike vv. 3-7, which are addressed to the king.79
The problem with this analysis, however, is that the message sent to Zedekiah (vv. 4-7)
makes no distinction at all between 'people' and 'government'. YHWH will strike down 'the
inhabitants of this city, both man and beast' (v. 6), and those who survive (D'HXKfan DJ?n) will die
at the hands of the king of Babylon (v. 7). Only when Jeremiah speaks to the people (vv. 8-10)
does he suggest that some of them may live. Consequently, the audience / message correlation is
not as neat as Brueggemann implies.80 Putting the matter in somewhat formulaic terms, what we
see is not audience 'A' being told that 'A' will be destroyed, and audience 'B' being told that
'B' has a choice; but rather, audience 'A' being told that 'A' and 'B' will be destroyed, and
audience 'B' being told that 'B' has a choice.
Others seek to explain the tension between vv. 4-7 and 8-10 by ascribing them to
different redactional layers. Seitz, for example, argues that in its present form, 21.1-10 is "a
redactional piece meant to foreclose on the possibility of ongoing life in the land".81 It has thus
been shaped by the 'Exilic Redaction' (ER), which sought to portray Judah's disobedience and
destruction as inevitable (see chapter 1). However, while Seitz attributes vv. 1-7 to ER, he
believes that vv. 8-10 reflect the authentic 'submit and live' preaching of Jeremiah, preserved in
the 'Scribal Chronicle' (SC). What we see in 21.1-10, therefore, is a classic example of ER's
practice of'foreclosing' an offer of hope to Zedekiah and his people: "Within 21.1-7, v. 7
eliminates the possibility of survival after 587 B.C., even as 21.8-10 counsels surrender that 'you
might live and have your life as prize ofwar' ",82
Clearly, such redaction-critical hypotheses satisfy only if they convincingly account for
the present form of the text; that is to say, if the reshaped text actually conveys the viewpoint
79
Brueggemann, Exile and Homecoming, 191; Stulman, Order Amid Chaos, 50, agrees.
80 One might argue that Jeremiah's audience influenced the rhetoric, as much as the content, of his
preaching. Consequently, a message of total disaster addressed to one party is more nuanced when
addressed to another. This might not make for formal consistency, but is historically plausible; thus, J.
Rosenberg, 'Jeremiah and Ezekiel', in R. Alter & F. Kermode (eds.), The Literary Guide to the Bible
(London: Fontana, 1987) 194, refers to "the alteration of preachment to context and circumstance" in Jer.
But as we will argue below, vv. 8-10 do not so much 'nuance' the indiscriminate nature of vv. 4-7 as
introduce a different scenario.
81
Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 253.
82
Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 161 n.130.
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that has supposedly led the editor to reshape it. Whether 21.1-10 does in fact support a
'foreclosing' ideology is a question we will return to shortly. For now, we should note that, as a
solution to the tension between w. 1-7 and 8-10, Seitz's attractively simple, two-part division of
the text is something of a chimera. McKane agrees that the contents of v. 7 "do not allow for
any survivors to whom the prophet could have spoken in the terms ofw. 8-10",83 but also
recognises that - if taken literally - v. 6 allows no survivors to whom the prophet could speak as
he does in v. 7: "The contents of vv. 5-6 will not allow the continuation in v. 7 indicated by
p nnxi, and the contents of v. 7 will not allow the continuation in vv. 8-10."84 Consequently,
McKane has to posit three redactional strata in this passage. His explanation for this awkward
amalgam ofmaterial - "the editor of 21.1 -10 has attempted to portray a sequence of events
corresponding imperfectly with the sequence in Jer. 52.4-16"8 — fails to convince, however. At
this point, the redaction-critical approach to the problem of 21.1 -10 begins to look suspect.86
In fact, the formal contradiction noted by McKane between vv. 6 and 7 is easily
explicable by allowing for an element of hyperbole. As the following examples show, logically
inconsistent statements are not uncommon in prophetic judgement oracles:87
If ten men are left in one house, they too will die. And if a relative who is to bum the
bodies comes to carry them out of the house and asks anyone still hiding there, 'Is
anyone still with you?', and he says 'No', then he will say, 'Hush! We must not mention
the name of the LORD. (Am. 6.9-10)
Outside is the sword, inside are plague and famine; those in the country will die by the
sword, and those in the city will be devoured by famine and plague. All who survive and
escape will be in the mountains . . . (Ezek. 7.15-16)88
8j
McKane, Jeremiah 1, 494.
84
McKane, Jeremiah 1, 494; similarly Carroll, Jeremiah, 409-410.
85
McKane, Jeremiah 1, 494.
86
Craigie et al., Jeremiah I - 25, 287, rightly remark that to dismiss v. 7 as redundant "places too much
rigidity on the oracular form." See too J. Applegate, 'The Fate of Zedekiah. Redactional Debate in the
Book of Jeremiah. Part 1', VT 48 (1998) 147-149 for criticisms ofMcKane's "rather rationalistic" (147)
reading of 21.1-10.
87 Cf. H.M. Barstad, The Myth ofthe Empty Land. A Study in the History andArchaeology ofJudah
during the 'Exilic' Period (SOF Sup. 28; Oslo: Scandinavian University Press, 1996) 31, on the repeated
references to the deportation of 'all the people' in 2 Kgs. 24: "We might wonder: who are all these people
who seem to surface all the time, when, allegedly, there is no one left in the country? The answer to this
question is simple enough. When the ancient writer says "all the people" he does not mean "all the
people," but a large number. And when he refers to a large number, this may simply be because he wants
to make a point with regard to the importance of what had happened."
88 Both translations from NIV; italics mine.
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Perhaps, then, the assumption of hyperbole can also resolve the tension between w. 4-7
and w. 8-10; what is meant by the former is that great numbers will die during the siege
(through disease and hunger) and afterwards (at the hand of the Babylonians), rather than the
death of every single individual. Yet whilst there may indeed be an element of exaggeration in
vv. 4-7, it is important to observe that the potential survivors in w. 8-10 are not people who
somehow live through the coming disaster (as in the Amos and Ezekiel passages above); rather,
they are people who leave the city before the disaster falls.
We suggest, however, that the key to the coherence of 21.1-10 lies in understanding the
basic principle underlying it. This is stated clearly in v. 10: 'For ("O) 1 have set my face against
this city for evil and not for good'. That is to say, YHWH's wrath is fundamentally against
Jerusalem, rather than any particular group or individual. Accordingly, the fate of the people
turns on their relationship to the city, a point highlighted by the term 2Kb. It is "Tun -I2K?T' whom
YHWH will strike down (v. 6), and it is "Pin 3t£bn who will die by the sword, famine, and
plague (v. 9). 2Kb thus seems to denote affinity, or even commitment, to Jerusalem,8'' a stance
which both vv. 4-7 and 8-10 dismiss as futile. What vv. 8-9 offer 'this people' (nrn 2l?n, v. 8),
however, is the chance to redefine their relationship to the doomed city by 'going out' (KS\ v. 9)
from it, and so to live. In more concrete terms, this suggests that 'the way of life' is only a
temporary option (note the brief pause implied by 20D Man, v. 4),90 and that once YHWH has
begun to 'fight against' Jerusalem, it will be too late.91
If this is the underlying rationale of the passage, one might ask whether even Zedekiah's
fate is utterly inevitable. The judgement oracle of vv. 4-7, unqualified though it is, must be
understood in relation to its purpose. The situation presupposed is that of Judean resistance to
the Babylonians (cf. 'the weapons ofwar with which you are fighting', v. 4) and at the same
time hope for YHWH's assistance (v. 2). Jeremiah's reply is intended to destroy both strategies:
So far from fighting for the city, YHWH is fighting against them (v. 5); consequently, military
resistance and prophetic intercession are futile. The idea that Zedekiah might live if he too 'goes
89 This emerges more clearly if 32b is understood to mean, 'remain, stay, continue' (cf. Gen. 24.55; Lev.
12.4; 1 Sam. 7.2; Mic. 5.3, etc.); this is implied in v. 9 by the contrast with KS\
90 On nan + participle to signify "the event as imminent, or at least near at hand", see GKC §116p.
91
For the motif of coming out (tss"') from the doomed city, see Josh. 6.23; Jer. 50.8; 51.6-10; Isa. 52.11.
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out' to the Babylonians (see 38.17) is not so much precluded as ignored, since it lies beyond the
intention of the oracle.92
2.5. Differentiation in 21.1-10: □"'KXTl / □"OETn
Our study of 21.1 -10 has revealed that, whilst the different audience markers in w. 3
and 8 initially imply that the key distinction is between the royal court and the ordinary people, a
closer analysis of both messages (vv. 4-7 and 9-10) reveals that in terms of judgement and hope,
the fundamental distinction is between the 'inhabitants' and 'non-inhabitants' of Jerusalem;
those who stay, and those who go out. Whilst the city is doomed, there is still the opportunity
for its people to surrender (to 'disaffiliate' from it, so to speak) and thereby live.
In the light of our discussion, we can now consider the arguments of Pohlmann and Seitz
regarding this passage. Unlike Seitz (and McKane), Pohlmann accepts that the entire pericope
derives from a single author, pointing to its pervasive 'holy war' imagery: "DaB der ganze
Abschnitt die einheitliche Komposition eines Verfassers ist, belegen die zahlreichen und
durchgehend verwendeten formelhaften Wendungen aus dem Vorstellungsbereich eines
Jahwekrieges oder Bannvollzuges und die konsequente Umkehrung dieser Aussagen gegen
Jerusalem."93 Since the predominant message is clearly one ofjudgement on Jerusalem,
Pohlmann allocates the pericope to his 'golaorientiere Redaktion' (GR; see our discussion of this
in chapter 1).
It is at just this point, however, that Pohlmann's argument runs into trouble, since as we
have seen, vv. 8-10 do hold out a limited hope to people who had not been deported with
Jehoiachin. These verses would in fact seem to have more in common with the older redactional
layer which Pohlmann identifies, which allowed for the people's continued existence if they
surrendered to the Babylonians. Pohlmann seeks to counter this by minimising the scope of the
offer in vv. 9-10; the author, he argues, has deliberately used indirect language in v. 9 (KSTTI . . .
92 Oracles of doom did not necessarily preclude repentance and hope. See W. Houston, 'What did the
Prophets Think They Were Doing? Speech Acts and Prophetic Discourse in the Old Testament', Biblical
Interpretation 1, 2 (1993) 167-188, who emphasises the ambiguity ofmany of the responses to such
pronouncements (e.g., mourning, prayer and fasting): "On the one hand ... the hearers react to the word
of doom in the same way as to a death; on the other, they do not assume that their doom is inexorable, but




35^n), partly to avoid having Jeremiah address all the people,94 and partly to imply that only a
few would escape the destruction.95 But this will not do; v. 8 clearly indicates that Jeremiah's
announcement was public (~]DXn ntn DJ?n vXl), while v. 9 leaves open the question of how many
would 'go out' and so live; the terms XSVn . . . 3t£bn express precisely this uncertainty.
Seitz, on the other hand, is fully aware of the significant shift that occurs after v. 7.
Consequently, as we have seen, he attributes w. 1-7 to SC and vv. 8-10 to ER. Such a
conclusion is, however, questionable at two points. Firstly, whether vv. 8-10 refer to life in the
land or in exile, it is far from clear how vv. 1-7 'foreclose' on the possibility of survival, as he
claims. Rather, vv. 8-10 assume precisely the destruction of the city that is prophesied in vv. 1-7
and offer the only way of escape. Had it been the editor's intention to blunt the force of vv. 8-
10, the most obvious solution would have been to omit them altogether.96
Secondly, Seitz understands Jeremiah's message in 21.9-10 as akin to his 'submit and
live' preaching as found in 27.12-18 and 42.10-12 (both SC).97 In so doing, however, he blurs
some important differences between these three passages. Whereas in 27.11 and 42.10-12 the
promise for those who submit to the Babylonians is, specifically, life in the land, the offer in
21.9 is ambiguous on this point; deportation is now at least a real danger. Then again, in
contrast to the hopeful tone of 27.17, 'Why should this city become a ruin?', 21.9-10 accepts
Jerusalem's destruction as utterly inevitable. In other words, we can characterise the message of
these three passages as 'submit and live' only ifwe recognise that they define these terms quite
differently. That being so, 21.8-10 turns out not to be in such tension with 21.1-7 as Seitz
94 "Die Formulierung . . . 3ttbn (vgl. Jer. 38.2) scheint bewufit gewahlt, um die direkte Anrede des ganzen
Volkes zu vermeiden" (Pohlmann, Studien, 38). His explanation - "weil sonst eine Spannung zu den
vorausgegangenen allgemeinen und uneingeschrankten Unheilsankiindigungen entstanden ware" (Studien,
38; see too n.l 13) - shows that he is uncomfortably aware of the tension between vv. 4-7 and 8-10.
93
"Nur wenige werden der umfassenden Vernichtung entgehen" (Pohlmann, Studien, 38).
96
Seitz makes precisely this point in criticising Pohlmann's methodology: "If such priority is given to the
freedom of secondary redactors, one begins to wonder why seams, narrative tensions, and the like are
obvious in the present form of the text at all. Put bluntly, if the Vorlage was such a torso, and at such odds
with the redactional position secondarily supplied, why did secondary redactors not drop it altogether?"
{Theology in Conflict, 240).
97
"In the post-597 years in Judah . . . Jeremiah consistently counsels those who remain in the land to go
out and submit to Nebuchadnezzar" (Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 206).
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assumes.98 In short, the conditional offer of life held out to the people of Jerusalem in 21.8-10 is
more sincere than Pohlmann admits, but less optimistic than Seitz imagines.
This brings us to one final remark in connection with 21.1-10. As we have seen, the
offer of 'life as booty' for those who leave the city is limited and undefined. In particular, it is
unclear whether it will involve deportation or not.99 If one assumes the authenticity of this
declaration, the most likely explanation is that Jeremiah himself did not know what the outcome
of surrender to the Babylonians would be.
3. Jer. 23.1-8
3.1. Text
cb o'l rcoipevei; o'l &7ioA.A,t>ovx£q kou
SiaCTKopntCovTSC xa Jtpofkxxa xpq voppq
abxcov
0X3 Trine ]X33 nx o^soi o-noxo o^sn nn m
rnrr
Sia xomo xa5e keyei Kt>pioq em rout;
uoipaivovxaq xov Xclov pot> bpEiq
SieoKopTuaaxe xa Trpofkxxa pot) Kai
'Ct,(£>aaie abxa Kai obK fe7t£aK£V|/a<30£ abxa
i5ot) kyco kKbiKco p' bpaq Kaxa xa Ttovipa
ETiixpSEnpaxa bpcov
o-inn o-snn bs bx-ito- "nbx mn11 nox no pb (2)
anops xbi Dimm oxo nx onosn onx "op nx
mn1 0X3 oo^bbiio on nx oo^bi? nps osn onx
Kai kyco EioSE^opai xotiq Kaxakomouq xou
A,acm pon &7to Ttaapq xpq ypq ob ££,coaa
abxonq ekei Kai Kaxacxpaco abxouq Eiq
xpv voppv abxcov Kai ablqpBpaovxai Kai
7iA.p0x>v0paovxai
nox rosnxn boo oxo nnxttf nx ppx oxi m
torn not pp bo ]nnx Tiocim ottf onx nnnn
Kai dcvaaxpcxco abxoiq noipEvaq oi
noipavonaiv abxot>q Kai ob <j)o|3p0pGovxai
exi opSe jixopOpcrovxai A,£y£i KDpioq
xbi mo ixn" xbi mom o^n on^by nopm (4)
mn" ax3 mpo1 xbi inn"
'i8ot> ppEpai kpxovxai kEysi Kupioq Kai
dcvaoxpaco xco AatuS dvaxo^pv diKaiav
noo mnb mopm mrr 0X3 cxo □"O" n3n (5)
pxo npnoi oso»o ntyyi b"oom pbo pboi p-ns
98 To be sure, 21.8-10 can be understood as a re-application of earlier principles to address a changed
historical situation. In fact, the notion that Jeremiah's outlook was not static is central to Seitz's argument
that the prophet's message changed significantly after the deportation of Jehoiachin in 597; see especially
Theology in Conflict, 207.
99
Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 206. n.l, cautiously remarks that "it does not sound as though such action
necessitates deportation."
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kou paaikenaei paaikeuq Kai anvqasi kar
Ttoiqasi Kpipa Kai SiKaioCTwqv etu xqq yqq
ev xaic, qpspaic, abxon amSqaexai IouSaq
Kai IapaqA. KaxaaKqvcoasi TCETtoiGooq Kai
xooxo xo ovopa o KaA,eaei abxov Kupioq
IcoaeSeK
w nn rmb peh bxityq rrnrr ytyin ro'o (6)
qpns mm imp'' "n»x
5ia xoxxo tSon qpspai epyovxai A.eysi
Kupioq Kar o6k eponarv ext £q Kupioq be;
dtvqyaye xov o'ikov IcrpaqA. fek yqq Arymxon
ti my xbi mm axa mxy mm n:n pb (7)
amso pxo bx-iEr rn nx nbyn -Px mn"
&AAa Cq Kupioc oc anvqyayev aroav xo
aneppa IapaqA 6tno yqq poppa Kai deno
rtaacov xcov ycopcov ob febcoasv abxoiic ekei
Kai dtnEKaxEaxqasv abxouq e'ic, xqv yqv
abxcov
ym nx xmn -Pxi nbyn nm mm m ax m (8)
ntyx mmxn by»i rrnss pxo bxnEr rvn
□nranx by mtyq city ffnmn
3.2. Textual Notes
v. 1. MT TPsno, 'my pasture'; OG xqq vopqq abxcov = DIvyiD, 'their pasture'.100 Both
readings make good sense contextually: MT provides the rationale for YHWH's action in vv. 2-
3, while OG highlights the shepherds' abdication of responsibility. Consequently, it is hard to
know which is the more original, though 'the sheep ofYHWH's pasture' is an established idiom
in the Psalms (74.1; 79.13; 100.3; cf. Ezek. 34.1-16).101
v. 2. MT crmn crmn by; OG em xot>q Ttoipaivovxaq: OG may be paraphrasing the
Hebrew idiom for stylistic reasons,102 though Janzen considers OG / Vorlage haplography more
likely;103 in v. 25, OG renders D'tuun CTND:n with o'l npotjiqxai o'l 7ipo(|)qx£i)aiv.
v. 3. MT "X^; OG xou kaau pot) may be paraphrasing, or reflecting a variant "OP.
MT mmxrt; OG xqq yqq: Possibly OG reflects fixn, but it is unlikely that this would
refer to a specific land (i.e., Babylon). In 50[27].23; 51 [28].25, 41, 49,7iacT| f| yq renders by
■pxn, but in context both clearly mean 'the whole earth'. Similarly, in 27.6[34.5], OG xqv yqv
100
Following (with Ziegler) LXX13, s; LXXA (followed by Rahlfs) reads xqc, vopqq pou.
101
Preferring OG are Rudolph, Jeremia, 124; McKane, Jeremiah 1, 554. Duhm, Jeremia, 181, and
Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 613, are undecided.
102




might reflect f ")Nn riK104 (cf. MT nbtfn rnsixn bo), but v. 4 shows that yr| has international
scope. In any case, it is doubtful whether the Vorlage here read differently to MT.105 Decisive
in this respect are the terms m] and f3p, which in Jer. always imply a universal Diaspora and
are collocated with the plurals CH) and niElpD (16.15; 23.8; 29.14; 32.37; cf. 40.11-12).
v. 4. MT HpS"1 K1?! >OG. For the meaning 'be lacking' for Hps Niph., see Num. 31.49; 1
Sam. 20.18; 25.7; 1 Kgs. 20.39; 2 Kgs. 10.19. After inrp and 1KT, therefore, npSl introduces a
somewhat new idea, which may suggest it was lacking from the Vorlage. Equally, however, it
may have been sufficiently unclear for the translator to have omitted it.106 Once again (cf. 21.1-
10), MT shows a preference for a trilogy of terms while OG contains only two.
v. 5. MT nos, 'a shoot'; OG dcvaxoXp, 'a rising': This rendition of riES, which is
standard in the OT (Ezek. 16.7; 17.10; Zech. 3.8; 6.12; cf. Gen.19.25; Isa. 61.11) is sometimes
thought to involve a change of imagery to that of sunrise;107 however, avaxcAq can also carry a
botanical sense in classical Greek.108
v. 6. LXX3'A IapapZ; LXXS IepouaaZrip.
MT iX-ip"1. ('he will call him') probably combines IXip" and ilOp\109 OG KaZectei
odrcov also reads the term as third person singular (cf. Targ., Vulg., which presuppose Wlp";).
MT leaves the subject of the verb ambiguous; either 'one' (i.e., people in general) or YFIWH
himself. The latter is explicit in OG, if KocZeaei abxov Kupioq IcocjeSek means 'the Lord will
104 So Janzen, Studies, 66; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 687. In 40[47].l 1, OG fcv ttactp xp yp (MT m:mxn bsa)
may reflect psn *733, in which case fIKi! may mean 'the land of Judah' (in contrast to the foreign lands
also mentioned).
105 So Rudolph, Jeremia, 124; McKane, Jeremiah 1, 558.
106 So Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 126; MT is also preferred by Bright, Jeremiah, 143, and Holladay, Jeremiah
1, 613. Duhm, Jeremia, 181 emends to nns\' terrified'. McKane, Jeremiah 1, 557, is undecided.
107 So M.G. Abegg, jr., s.v. nos, NIDOTTE 4, 816; E.M. Embry, s.v., 'Tree, Plant, Root, Branch',
NIDNTT 3, 867.
108
E.g., &ypo£ dvaxo^occ, kou pXacrxap fe%ei (Ph. 1.68). See further I. Howard Marshall, The Gospel of
Luke. A Commentary on the Greek Text (NIGTC; Exeter: Paternoster, 1978) 95, who notes the same
double meaning in the Aramaic verb (nos) and the Syriac noun.
109
For this "doubly odd" form, see GKC §60c, 74e; Rudolph, Jeremia, 124.
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call him, "Josedek"'110 (thereby duplicating the divine name), but KupioQ may also be a doublet
of IooaeSeK.1"
MT ")3p3X (cf. Vulg., iustus noster)'. OG IcocteSek: The Greek text probably reflects a
variant reading in the Vorlage (p33irp or p3XV), although 3p33 may just have been sufficiently
enigmatic to prompt the translator to make the change."2
vv. 7-8. In OG these verses occur at the end of the chapter, after v. 40. This, plus the
fact that the translator has mistakenly related □,K3ji? (v. 9) to 73p~I2S miT (v. 6), clearly points to
his having a Vorlage in which v. 6 was followed by v. 9.113
v. 7. MT btaty 33; OG xov o'ikov IapapA. = StOK?"1 rp3. MT is supported by the
corresponding use of 33 (reflected by OG ariEppa) in v. 8.114 On the other hand, OG is here
almost certainly following its Vorlage. We may be dealing with equally ancient textual
variants.115
v. 8. MT 1 nbun >OG: Probably MT conflation from the parallel passage in
16.15.116 The conjunction at the start of *033 makes haplography (repetition of
nminbyn n[irr]) unlikely.
MT bmty JT3 PIT nN; OG dtroxv to ariEppa IapapA,: MT rP3 is not reflected in the
versions, while OG araxv is lacking in MT. Holladay posits a simple snr 23K as the
original text."7
110 So Duhm, Jeremia, 181; Carroll, Jeremiah, 446; McKane, Jeremiah I, 564. Craigie et al., Jeremiah I
- 25, 330, takes this as the likely meaning ofMT as well.
111 J. Ziegler, Beitrage zar Ieremias-Septuaginta. Nachrichten der Akademie der Wissenschaften in
Gottingen. 1. Philologisch-Historische Klasse (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1958) 92; Janzen,
Studies, 32.
112
Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 619, prefers MT on grounds of it being lectio difficilior.
113 So McKane, Jeremiah 1, 566.
114 "It is unlikely where there is such a deliberate juxtaposing of two oaths that the differences ot
vocabulary between the one and the other are original" (McKane, Jeremiah I, 374).
115 See McKane, Jeremiah 1, 374.
'16
Bright, Jeremiah, 140; Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 621. However, McKane, Jeremiah 1, 375, is undecided
as to whether nb»n "isx or 1033 33N is the secondary reading.
117
Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 621.
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MT DTimn, 'I have driven them'; OG e^coasv orirtODQ = nmn, 'he has driven them'.
By maintaining the third person language, OG gives a more consistent reading (which also
corresponds to 16.15),118 but since we are dealing with human speech contained with divine
speech, some formal inconsistency is not surprising and need not be secondary.'19
3.3. Exegetical Notes
v. 1. The image of Israel as YHWH's 'flock' (]X2») occurs frequently in the OT (Num.
27.17; 1 Kgs. 22.17; Ps. 95.7; Jer. 31.10), as does the description of her rulers as 'shepherds'
(cm) of the people (Jer. 3.15; Mic. 5.4; cf. 2 Sam. 5.2; 7.7; Ps. 78.71, where David 'shepherds'
the nation). However, the use of cm and }K2» together as a metaphor for Israel's leaders and
people is confined to the exilic and post-exilic prophetic corpus (Jer. 10.21; 50.6; Ezek. 34.1-10;
Isa. 63.11; Zech. 10.2-3). For the most part, such cm are political leaders. That this is the case
in these verses is clear from their context, following the oracles against the kings of Judah (who
are also described as cm in 22.22) and preceding the prophecy of a 'rightful king' (w. 5-6).120
Nevertheless, the term can also signify spiritual leaders. In Isa. 63.11, Moses is the shepherd of
Israel, while in Zech. 11.4-9, 15-16, the prophet himself is given this role.121 It is arguable that
in Jer. 2.8, cmn stands in synonymous parallelism with dricri,122 while in 10.21, the cm who
do not enquire (1tmn N1?) ofYHWH might also include prophets.123 Since 23.1-8 is followed by
118
Although in 16.15, Vulg. and some editions of Targ. presuppose DTirnn.
119 Pace Bright, Jeremiah, 140, who emends MT on the basis ofOG.
120 So Volz, Jeremia, 232; McKane, Jeremiah 1, 555; Craigie et ah, Jeremiah I — 25, 326; Brueggemann,
Exile and Homecoming, 205. However, Rudolph, Jeremia, 125 and Bright, Jeremiah, 143, believe that
royal officials generally are in view.
121 See M. Butterworth, Structure and the Book ofZechariah (JSOT Sup. 130; Sheffield: Sheffield
Academic Press, 1992) 204-205.
122
Especially if nnron is here synonymous with nnnn "toSH; so J.M. Berridge, Prophet, People and the
Word of Yahweh. An Examination ofForm and Content in the Proclamation ofthe Prophet Jeremiah
(BST 4; Zurich: EVZ Verlag, 1970) 140. On the other hand, the terminology may signify four different
groups; so Bright, Jeremiah, 10; Thompson, Jeremiah, 168; Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 88. Rudolph, Jeremia,
12, equates aeon with minn '©an, but distinguishes between cinn and D'tccn.
123 So Holladay, Jeremiah: Spokesman Out of Time (Philadelphia: United Church Press, 1974) 57; more
recently, however, he takes it to mean "civil leaders" (Jeremiah 1, 342). Thompson, Jeremiah, 335, thinks
it may be a secondary meaning.
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the extended section □,N33i? (23.9-40), the criH might therefore include the prophets, at least in
the 'afterlife' of the text.124
□,-nXD (~I3X, Pi.) is most naturally rendered 'destroying'. Since this disrupts the general
emphasis on 'scattering' (ma, ]>1S) in w. 1-4, some take the term to mean 'lose, cause to go
astray';125 note the antithesis of "QX (Pi.) and Kip3 (Pi.) in Ecc. 3.6. Conversely, this may weaken
an intentionally forceful word; abusive rule by the leaders could explain why YHWH's promise
of new shepherds (v. 4) is followed by the statement that his people 'will not be afraid again'
(compare the accusation against the shepherds in Ezek. 34.3, onx DTni rtprm, 'you have ruled
them with violence'). But in what sense are the leaders 'destroying' the people? One answer
would be that by leading them away from YHWH, they have brought the disaster of exile upon
the nation (cf. 50.6-7).126 However, given the emphasis on social injustice in the previous
chapter (22.3, 13-17), might denote oppressive rule in Israel, and the same could even be
true of D'SSO, and Dimm in v. 2.127 On this view, the idea of exile is not introduced until v. 3,
where, however, YHWH is the subject ofmi Clearly, though, the language of v. 1 is flexible
enough to allow both meanings.
v. 2. Dimm 3X3 nx onssn DJ"IX: This emphatic assertion that it is the leaders of Israel
who are responsible for the nation's demise is almost unparalleled in Jer. We may compare
YHWH's statement in 50.6, munn orpin -KV rPPT HH3X ]X3, though the following TlttX Dmsi
mrrb ixan "lEiX nnn D59X3 xb (v. 7) hints at a more general culpability.128
arrbs "ips 33H onx amps xbl: Most commentators see here an ironic word play, with
~ips meaning 'attend to', initially in a positive sense ('care for') and then in a negative sense
124 Cf. J.G. Baldwin, 'Semah as a Technical Term in the Prophets', VT 16 (1964) 94: "The message of ch.
23 suggests that by 'shepherds' the prophet means mlers in general; prophets and priests (v. 11) as well as
kings."
125
A.B. Ehrlich, Randglossen zur Hebraischen Bibel: textkritisches, sprachliches unci sachliches. 4.
Jesia, Jeremia (J.C. Hinrichs'sche Buchhandlung, 1912) 302; Rudolph, Jeremia, 125; Bright, Jeremiah,
139; McKane, Jeremiah I, 554.
126 "The implication here is that neglect leaves the sheep as dead as if they have been deliberately killed."
(Holladay, Jeremiah I, 614); similarly Carroll, Jeremiah, 444.
127
According to Rudolph, Jeremia, 125, the three verbs in vv. 1-2 "malen also nur die mangelnde
Fiirsorge der Hirten . .. und sind nicht auf Gefangenschaft und Zersprengung unter die Volker
auszudeuten."
128 Since these are the words of Israel's enemies, it is hard to know how far they represent the perspective
of the author.
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('punish').129 Recently, however, A.G. Auld has argued that both here and in v. 4, np2 should be
given the meaning 'count', there being a conscious allusion to the story ofDavid's 'counting'
the Israelites (2 Sam. 24.1-10).130 Certainly, the meaning '(not) counted' fits the context well in
v. 4 (cf. ram 1121, v. 3), but whether 7p2 means 'count' in v. 2 is unlikely; even if the author
doubted that David's census really amounted to a 'sin', it is hard to see why he would have
fastened on the kings' failure to count the people as particularly worthy of censure.131
v. 3. ram TBI ('they will be fruitful and multiply') echoes 3.16, Dmairain "O mm
|>~IK2 (the only other occurrence ofms in Jer.). In both passages, this re-enactment of the
creation mandate follows YHWH's restoration of the people to their land; by contrast, 29.6
(layon b>K1 DEi ran) commands the exiles to multiply in Babylon.
v. 4. The parallels with the prophecy of 3.14-18 become still clearer in this verse. With
the promise own Don Dm1?!? Tiopm, compare 3.15, braE?m nyn nonx ram rate oran do1? rum
Given the frequency of the 'shepherd' motif in Jer., it is striking that only in these two verses
does YHWH promise to provide the people with new shepherds. Also common to both passages
are the expressions my . . . Kb and HpD"1 Kbl (3.16), though the latter is pointed differently. But
there are also connections to the thought-world of chs. 30-33; the use ofmy Kb to describe
Israel's transformation is prominent there too (30.8; 31.12, 29, 34, 40; 33.24), whilst the
combination nnn / KT occurs elsewhere in Jer. only in 30.10 ( = 46.27).
vv. 5-6 occur in a very similar form in 33.15-16: the main differences are the use of
KYin rraai ann arara (33.15aa) instead ofmm dk3 ctkd Dm" mn (23.5aa), mtraK (33.15aa)
instead of Tiopm (23.5afi), nbEfim (33.16a(3) for b^E?" (23.6aP), nb Kip" ~)E>K nn (33.16ba) for
IKip" -)E>K rati nn (23.6ba), and the absence in 33.15-16 of bratym -|ba pboi (23.5ba). As a
result, the later passage is more focussed on the city of Jerusalem.
129 So Bright, Jeremiah, 143; Carroll, Jeremiah, 443; McKane, Jeremiah 1, 553; Thompson, Jeremiah,
487; Craigie et al., Jeremiah I - 25, 326.
130 A.G. Auld, 'Counting Sheep, Sins and Sour Grapes: The Primacy of the Primary History?', in A.G.
Hunter & P.R. Davies (eds.), Sense and Sensitivity. Essays on Reading the Bible in Memoiy ofRobert
Carroll (JSOT Sup. 348; London: Sheffield Academic Press, 2002) 65. Auld claims that "the tradition in
Jer. is deliberately encouraging reflection on that mysterious conclusion to the story of the first David."
(66).
131 Auld points to the prophecy in Jer. 33.13 that in the restored Judah, the sheep will again be 'counted',
but here TOO rather than ipD is used.
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v. 5. pns nas: Both terms must be considered together. Elsewhere in the OT (e.g.,
Zech. 3.8; 6.12), nos denotes a messianic figure, and some believe that this is the sense here
too.132 If is then interpreted to mean 'righteous' (JB, 'virtuous'),133 the prophesied king
stands in contrast to the unrighteous kings of ch. 22. However, the use of p"1"!!. nDS in third
century BC Phoenician inscriptions to mean 'rightful scion' has led scholars to see the same
meaning here.134 According to Holladay, "there is no plausible way in which one can assume
that the Phoenician phrase somehow stems from a Hebrew phrase having a specific messianic
nuance; one must conclude that Jeremiah is here using a general Northwest Semitic term for the
legitimate king."135 This, however, is to create a false dichotomy; v. 5b, )HiQ np~P»1 DSttiO ntMJl,
makes it clear that righteousness is the basis of rightfulness. Moreover, whilst the Phoenician
inscriptions shed light on the origin of the expression, they do not exhaust its meaning in its
present context. Whether noi; is thought to be 'messianic' depends partly on how we define the
latter term.
v. 6. lipiS mn\ Most commentators see this as a deliberate word-play on TPp~!25.136
Less clear is its significance. Some see the allusion as positive; according to Clements, "there is
no clear indication that it is intended to be an ironic dismissal of Zedekiah."137 Others see it as a
contrast to the evil king: "das Programm, das im Namen des letzten Konigs lag und dern dieser
so wenig nachkam, wird unter dem neuen Konig erfullt werden."138 Some go further and see
132
E.g., Baldwin, 'Semah as a Technical Term', 93-97; Bright, Jeremiah, 143; Abegg, 'n»S', 816 ("there
can be no doubt that nos denotes the Messiah, the branch ofDavid, in Jer. 23.5 and 33.15").
133
Rudolph, Jeremia, 125-126, allows that p'ns in v. 5b maybe translated 'echter' (true) or 'gerecht'
(righteous), but leans toward the latter.
134 See J. Swetnam, 'Some Observations on the Background of p'lS in Jeremias 23.5a', Biblica 46 (1965)
38-40, who sets this promise against a background of tension regarding Zedekiah's instatement as king.
Similarly, Bright, Jeremiah, 144; McKane, Jeremiah 1, 561; D.J. Reimer, s.v. p"U>, NIDOTTE 3, 764.
135
Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 618. In fact, Abegg, nos, 816, concedes that the Phoenician inscriptions provide
a parallel to Jer. 23.5.
136
In addition to those cited below, see Thompson, Jeremiah, 491. Exceptions are McKane, Jeremiah 1,
564, and A. Malamat, 'Jeremiah and the Last Two Kings of Judah', PEQ 83, 84, who argues that "the
change of the name Mattaniah to Zedekiah upon his ascent to the throne was a subsequent result of
Jeremiah's prophecy on King Messiah".
137 R.E. Clements, 'Jeremiah: Prophet of Hope', in Clements, Old Testament Prophecy, 127. Carroll,
Jeremiah, 446, suggests that this was a poem for Zedekiah's coronation.
138
Rudolph, Jeremia, 136; similarly, Bright, Jeremiah, 143; Craigie et al., Jeremiah 1 - 25, 329;
cautiously, Brueggemann, Exile and Homecoming , 207.
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here an implicit critique of Zedekiah, thus supplying the oracle on his kingship that is otherwise
lacking in this section. The oracle may well have undergone a semantic shift during its
transition from Sitz im Leben to Sitz im Buck.
v. 8. Whether btnttT rP3 denotes the people of the former northern kingdom,139 or
Judeans exiled in the sixth century,140 is uncertain, since the phrase 'the land of the north'
(HJISS px) might be either Assyria or Babylon. Either way, the subsequent "It^X mmxn boa
□C? DTimn (cf. v. 3) universalises the promise.
3.4. Coherence & Redaction
Although we have identified 23.1-8 as a literary unit, it comprises three clearly distinct
oracles; vv. 1-4, 5-6 and 7-8. Formally, these are demarcated by their respective introductions;
the first by the 'Woe!' formula (cf. 22.13), and the second and the third by the declaration
'Behold, the days are coming', otherwise restricted to the Book of Consolation (30.3; 31.27, 38;
33.14).141 Each oracle, moreover, has its own dominant imagery; i.e., 'shepherd / flock' (vv. 1-
4), 'the righteous king' (vv. 5-6), and 'new exodus' (vv. 7-8; note the twofold use of nbwn). The
fact that the second and third oracles occur almost verbatim in other contexts (vv. 5-6 = 33.15-
16; vv. 7-8 = 16.14-15) also demonstrates their original independence; this is underlined in
respect to vv. 7-8 by its different placement in MT and OG.142
In addition, several scholars have questioned the original integrity of vv. 1-4. Rudolph
saw v. 3 as a post-exilic gloss because (unlike vv. 1-2, 4) it explicitly assumes a worldwide
Diaspora,143 McKane, however, argues that we should detach vv. 1-2 from vv. 3-4: "There are
two separate worlds of ideas: on the one hand the community disintegrated because its leaders
were negligent, and, on the other, the community exiled by Yahweh as a judgement for its
139 So Thompson, Jeremiah, 491.
140 So McKane, Jeremiah 1, 565.
141 Note too the shift to poetic parallelism in the middle of the second oracle (vv. 5b; 6a).
142 So Thompson, Jeremiah, 491; McKane, Jeremiah I, 566-567.
143
Rudolph, Jeremia, 125. A similar conclusion is reached by J. Lust, ' "Gathering and Return" in
Jeremiah and Ezekiel', in Bogaert, Le Livre de Jeremie, 134-135, partly because v. 3 states that YHWH
(rather than the shepherds) scattered the sheep, and partly because the language ofmultiplying "betrays a
redaction influenced by a priestly style, unusual for Jeremiah" (135).
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sins."144 Certainly there is a progression of thought from v. 2 to v. 3, but it is hard to see why the
same person should not be author of both.
Whatever their literary history, these oracles have been intelligently combined. Despite
the unifying 'shepherd / flock' imagery, w. 1-4 actually contain two separate promises for
YHWH's people; that of restoration to their homeland (v. 3), and of new shepherds for their
protection (v. 4). The function of the second and third oracles is to develop each of these
promises. Thus, vv. 5-6 interpret the promise ofnew shepherds by prophesying a particular king
who will reign for the benefit of Judah and Israel; note the use of TlOpn as the connecting word
(vv. 4, 5). Then, vv. 6-7 take up the promise of homecoming by anticipating a return that will
replace the exodus as the definitive act ofYHWH's salvation; note how v. 8 repeats minxn bsD
D-nmn IPX from v. 3.
3.5. Differentiation in 23.1-8: |K2Sn / trmn
Within 23.1-8, the crucial section for our purposes is the opening oracle in vv. 1-4.
Here, the metaphor of 'shepherds' (D,in) and 'flock' (]X2!) creates a sharp inner-Judean
distinction upon which the following judgement and salvation oracles are based. The
'shepherds' are singled out for criticism. Instead of tending and overseeing (HSH and ipS) the
flock, they have destroyed (73X, v. 1) and scattered them (f)2, vv. 1, 2; n~!3 Hiph v. 2).
Consequently, YHWH will repay them in kind: J?~l nx Q^bv "ipS "Oari (v. 2; cf. 21.14).
By contrast, in vv. 3-4 he promises to intervene on the flock's behalf, restoring them bzD
DBi Dnx Tinm ~)ffi>X m^ixn to security in their own land, and raising up (TiDpn) new shepherds
to care for them. Equally striking is the affirmation ofYHWH's relationship with the people;
they are 'my people' (SDP, v. 2), 'my flock' (^X^, v. 2), 'the flock ofmy pasture' (TPinD, v. 1).
At the same time, the language throughout is historically and geographically non-specific; as we
have seen, in vv. 5-8 even the Judah / Israel distinction is obliterated.
Within this oracle, judgement and salvation are closely linked to the question of
culpability. In this respect, the adoption of 'shepherds and sheep' as the controlling metaphor is
crucial. For by viewing the kings as 'shepherds', the text automatically presents them as morally
responsible agents, deserving ofYHWH's punishment (~ips); scattering sheep is as reprehensible
144
McKane, Jeremiah I, 557; similarly, Carroll, Jeremiah, 445.
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for a shepherd as it is for a king. What the metaphor does not permit is for blame to be attached
to the people, because the people are simply 'sheep'; indeed, throughout w. 1-4 the flock remain
entirely passive. In other words, framing the issue in terms of shepherds and sheep inevitably
places the moral burden on the shepherds.
Naturally, the metaphor has its limits, and should not be seen as implying that 'the
people' are guiltless. On the contrary, the wording ofYHWH's pledge in vv. 3 and 8 to gather
them 'from all the places where / scattered them' (Dnx Tmn TOK), with its overtones of his
personal wrath, hints at the opposite. We can say, however, that Jer. 23.1-8 attaches greater
culpability to the Israel's leaders. Not only does this explain why the promise of restoration is
limited to the people, it also accounts for the content ofw. 5-6. What YHWH promises here is
not (as in ch. 24) the gift of a new heart and a new relationship; the terms "TO and 2N2 (v. 2)
suggest this relationship is already established. Instead, since the chief problem has been their
former leaders, what they are promised is a new leader, who will rule wisely and in
righteousness.
This distinction between 'leaders' and 'people' in a combined judgement and salvation
oracle is unique within Jer. It is important to bear this in mind, since 23.1-8 is sometimes
bracketed along with other promises of return for the Diaspora, such as 16.14-15, 29.14 and
32.37.145 Crucially, though, none of these other promises distinguish between different Judean
or Israelite groups; all, without exception, will be saved. As we have seen, the closest parallel to
23.1-8 is in 3.14-18; there, however, while YHWH promises to provide the people with new
shepherds (v. 14), there is no message of blame or judgement on their former shepherds.
Indeed, 3.14-18 explicitly refers to the nation as a whole as DTO")© 022 (v. 14), and contains the
pointed prophecy, snn nab nmii "inx "TO 12b"1 ttbl (v. 17). For a genuine parallel to the
shepherd and flock polarity in Jer. 23.1-8, we have to look to Ezek. 34.




eSei^e poi kopioq Sdo Ka?ia0oi)c; ctukoov
keipevoxx; Kaxa 7ipoaco7rov vaox> KDpiou
p£xa xo benoiKiaai NapaoxoSovoaop
Paci^sa BapiAcovot; xov Iexpviav biov
IcoaKip paabUa IouSa Kai xouc oepyovxac
Kai xoxjc xsyvixac Kai xodc Secucoxac Kai
xodc tiXodciooc e£. Iepo-uaa^nu Kai fiyaysv
abxoDi; e'iq Bapalcova
nab amyio aaxn ntfmm mrp axnn (i)
nx bra pba naxnnaaa mban nnx mm bam
nxi nmm nto nxi mm" -jbo apim p irmrr
b33 DX3P D^lTD n300n nXI tmnn
o KaA.a0OQ o e'ic ctukcdv %pr|Cfxcov crcj)o8pa
cbc xa auKa xa npoipa Kai o Ka^a0oc o
bxepoc ctukgov novripcov aboSpa be ob
Ppco0r|aexai beno novrpiac; abxoov
nnaan -axna nxa map anxn nnx mnn (2)
ma mbaxn xb ntyx nxa mm aaxn nnx mnm
Kai e'me KDpioc rcpoc (is xi ax> opoeq [epepia
Kai e'i7ia GDKa xa xPBa't:a xpricrcot A,iav
Kai xa Ttovrpa Ttovrpa Aaav be ob
Ppco0r|aexai bero novripiaq abxcov
□axn noxi imam nxn nnx na "bx mn^ -ioxb (3)
n^x nxa mua mmirn nxa rnaa maon abxnn
mia na^axn x1?
Kai sysvExo ^oyoq KDpioD Ttpoq pe ^Eycov naxb ^x mrp -an mn (4)
xaSs iVsysi KDpioq o 0soq Iapar|A, cbg xa
cruKa xa xPB^^01 toeuxa obxcoq
bTuyvcocropai xooq be7toiKia0£vxaq IouSa
obq k^a7i£crxaA,ka ek xod xotcod xodxod Eiq
yr|v XaA.8aioov Eiq beya0a
nbxn naan anxna bxn©" mbx mn" nax na (5)
nrn aipan ]a nt»x nmn1' mba nx nax ]a
naiab amtoa px
Kai axripico xoDq b(f)0aA,poDq poo 'eii abxooq
s'iq beya0a Kai be7ioKaxaaxr|aol> abxooq s'iq
xr|v yr|v xaoxriv Kai bevoiKoSopriaco abxooq
Kai ob pp Ka0EX,co Kai KaxatpxEoaoo
abxooq Kai ob pp ekxiA-co
fnxn by DTQttfm nsab □n,b» aa matyi (6)
E?inx xbi dtujbji onnx xbi Dmnai nxrn
Kai Sooaco abxoiq KapSiav xoo e'lSevai
abxooc eue oxi syco e'mi kopioc Kai
fecrovxai poi Eiq laov Kai syco kaopai
abxoiq s'iq 0eov oxi £7ucxpa(j)paovxai
bps e£, oApq xpq KapSiaq abxoov
□yb "b rrn mn' ax a mix nynb ab anb mnai (7)
aab baa ^bx 73b7- m nmbxb anb nmx aaxi
Kai cbq xa aora xa Ttovppa be ob
poco0nG£xai beno Tiovnpiac abxcov xa8s
A-sysi Kopioq obxcoq napaScocjco xov
EeSekuxv paaiA,Ea Ioo8a Kai xooq
psyicxavaq abxoo Kai xo Kaxaloinov
nax na a yna nabaxn xb ntyx mynn anxnai (8)
nxi vnty nxi nmn1' pba inpna nx }nx ]a mn1
fnxa aattnm nxrn pxa omxtyan Dbty^n, nmxc?
omaa
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IepouCTaA-pp xoug imoA.eA.eipp.evo'ug ev xp
yp xauxp kou xoug Kaxoncouvxag ev
A'tyimxcp
Kca Sooaco abxonc etc SiaaKopTitauov etc
naaag xag pacrA,etag xpg ypg Koa e'tg
ovetSiapov teat e'tg rtapapoA.pv Kat e'tg
ptaog Kai e'tg Kaxapav ev Jtavxi xotcco ob
e^coaa ocbxoug exet
nsinb pxn moboo bab nvnb nvrb annai (9)
amx noix mopon baa nbbpbi n:awb bwabi
aw
xai dtnoaxefco e'tg abxoug xov ^.ipov Kai
xov Gavaxov kcci xpv pa%oupav ecog dcv
eKA,i7tcoctv dcno xpg ypg pg eScoKa abxotg
nv nam nto aann nx Dinn nx an mnbtah (io)
□mfflpxbi anb Tina nox nonxn ba;o Don
4.2. Textual Notes
v. 1. nam >OG (making KaA.aGo'og the object of eSei^e). OG may reflect a shorter
Vorlage (cf. Jer. 38[45].22; Am. 7.1, 4, 5; 8.1, where it renders nam with kcu iSon) but may also
be haplographic, due to the juxtaposition of nam mm.146
^mn:147 Though often translated 'baskets' (so OG, raiVaGog; Targ., bo), the normal
function of a mn was cooking (1 Sam. 2.14; 2 Chron. 35.13; Job. 41.12), so that 'urns' may be a
better translation.148
DmiPD: MT points as omano, Hoph. ptc. pi. nv. Elsewhere in the OT, IV Hoph. occurs
only in Ezek. 21.21, where it means 'appointed or 'directed'.149 Neither sense seems appropriate
here. The commentaries usually read 'placed, set';150 whether nan Hoph. can bear this meaning
146 So Janzen, Studies, 117, 119.
147 See GKC §93x for this spelling.
148 Cf. 3QTr. 4.8, ^03 psbo pin 30 33, 'there are two pots of silver there' (DJD 3, 288).
149 Ezek. 21.21 is itself obscure. K.W. Carley, The Book ofthe Prophet Ezekiel (CBC; Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1974) 140, translates nna?Q as 'aimed'; J.W. Wevers, Ezekiel (NCB; London:
Nelson, 1969) 166, as 'directed'; M. Greenberg, Ezekiel 21 - 37. A New Translation with Introduction and
Commentaiy (AB 22a; New York: Doubleday, 1997) 426, as 'assigned'.
150
E.g., Bright, Jeremiah, 193; Holladay, Jeremiah I, 657; Thompson, Jeremiah, 506 n.l; Craigie et al.,
Jeremiah 1 - 25, 356; S. Niditch, The Symbolic Vision in Biblical Tradition (HSM 30; Chico: Scholars
Press, 1980) 55. Niditch believes the same translation can be adopted in Ezek. 21.21.
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is questionable,151 but it can also be obtained by emending to D'HBSJB (Hoph. ptc. ~Oi?),152 or to
trimD, Hoph. ptc. of a proposed J?T, 'place, deposit'.153 The latter is the simpler, though we
lack OT evidence for 5TP = 'place'. 'Placed' is clearly understood by Targ., fTino, and Vulg.,
positi, though whether they assumed D"HSMD, or D'SHIO is uncertain. On the other hand,
OG Keiqevouq (literally, 'laid out') can mean both 'placed, deposited'154 (including objects
placed in a temple),155 and 'appointed, ordained'.156 Emendation to □v"ipiP (Qal. ptc. POP),
'standing'157 posits the transposition of non-adjacent characters, and scribal confusion over an
extremely common word. The options seem to be either to retain MT and read 'appointed',
despite the interpretative difficulties; or to emend and translate as 'placed'. Either could claim
possible support from OG.
MT HTTP "HCP; OG xoxx; dpxovraq, probably reflecting D"HtP nx.
OG Tonq TtkonarouQ >MT: That this is not OG conflation is indicated by the presence
of four-fold lists in 2 Kgs. 24.14, 15, 16; Bar. 1.9.168 The Vorlage may have read DPTO or
brin moii / -wx.159
151
BOB, s.v. ~P\ translates it here as 'set, placed before', while DCH 4, s.v. 1S\ lists 'placed' as among
possible meanings. This is rejected by Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 133, and D. Winton Thomas, 'A Note on
cnmo in Jeremiah 24.1', JTS 3 (1952) 55. HALAT2, s.v. ~P\ gives the sole meaning of PP"1 Hoph. as
'ordered'.
152 Duhm, Jeremia, 197; Volz, Jeremia, 247; Pohlmann, Studien, 21 n.8.
,5"' So Winton Thomas, 'Note on D"7P"0', 55, postulating an Arabic root, wd'; see further D. Winton
Thomas, 'The Root S?~P in Hebrew', JTS 35 (1934) 298-306. This proposal is accepted by McKane,
Jeremiah I, 606; Thompson, Jeremiah, 506 n.l, finds it plausible.
154
E.g., Sir. 22.18, %apocKeq 'em pexempou KEiqsvot; 2 Esd. 6.1, fev xoaq prpkioorikaiq, ojioi) t| yaC,a
keixcu ev BaPukcovt. According to McKane, Jeremiah 1, 606, "it is unlikely that the Greek translator
read a Hebrew text different from MT. Rather it was assumed . . . that D^UID, derived from ns?\ could
bear the sense 'placed'. "
155 See Hdt., 1.51, 52.
156 Cf. Memorabilia, 4.4.21: oT Jtapapaivovceq Toug imo tcov 0ecov Ketpevouq uoporx;. See further L
& S 1, s.v. KEigoa. In LXX Josh. 4.6, e'tq appEiov KeipEvov 6ra navzoq may mean 'as an appointed sign
forever' (so Lust, Lexicon, s.v. KEipai) or 'a sign remaining forever.'




Niditch, Symbolic Vision, 57; McKane, Jeremiah 1, xxvi. McKane notes, however, that in 2 Kgs.
24.14 and 16 these phrases are rendered toui; Swa/totx; taxm and xouq dvSpaq xriQ SwapECoq
respectively.
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130131 resists translation,160 though most agree that the root is "DO, 'to close' (cf. Vulg.,
inclusorem). Its association with Kill (29.2; 2 Kgs. 24.14, 16) suggests that 13013 is a craftsman
of some sort,161 though as McKane remarks, "the form 130)3 remains a problem, since we might
have expected a formation of the same type as Kill (130)".162 OG beapcoxag ('prisoners') takes
13001 to mean 'the enclosed ones', an interpretation Bright considers "not impossible".163
Alternatively, 13001 might mean 'those who enclose', i.e., 'guards' (cf. Targ., Kinn, cf. Ezra
7.24); leaning towards this view, McKane notes that in 2 Kgs. 24.16, OG renders 13001 with an
active participle, xov cruvKA.£iovxa.164 If so, Jer. OG has misunderstood the term; conversely,
Niditch argues that it is OG's translation in 2 Kgs. 24.16 that is faulty.165
v. 2. MT UK . . . UK; similarly Targ., 11 K^DI . . .11 K^D, and Vulg., calathus unus . . .
et calathus unus. OG o erg . . . o exepot; might reflect 11K . . . UK, but the MT construction is
found elsewhere (1 Sam. 13.17-18 and Ezek. 10.9).
MT DOKI . . . 1111, 'the first jar was (i.e., consisted of) good figs';166 OG rephrases
with a genitive, cukojv yppaxcov. Similarly, for 1H331 1K10, 'figs (consisting) of early
figs',167 OG rephrases with cbtg xa ctukoc xa Ttpoipa.
v. 3. rrncsi D1K11 01K1; OG cruxa- xa XPE^t® (LXXB'S) is more succinct, perhaps
reflecting 1K0 nnQ 11001 OOKI in the Vorlage (thus paralleling 1K0 11P1mini).168 However,
160 As is freely acknowledged by Duhm, Jeremia, 197, and Rudolph, Jeremia, 134.
161 So Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 657; Thompson, Jeremiah, 506; Craigie et al., Jeremiah 1 - 25, 357. A.
Condamin, Le Livre de Jeremie: Traduction et Commentaire (Etudes Bibliques, 3rd ed.; J. Gabalda et Cie:
Paris, 1936) 188-189, translates Tes serruriers' ('locksmiths'); A. Bea, 'Konig Jojachin in
Keilschrifttexten', Biblica 23 (1942) 82 n.l, and Niditch, Symbolic Vision, 56 suggest 'goldsmiths'; cf. the
phrase H3D onr, 'closed (i.e., fine) gold' (1 Kgs. 6.20, 21, etc).
162
McKane, Jeremiah I, 608.
163
Bright, Jeremiah, 193; cf., Ps. 142. 8; Isa. 24.22; 42.7, where 1300 = 'prison, dungeon'.
164
McKane, Jeremiah 1, 607. He thus points 13001 in Jer. 24.1 as a Pi. ptc., I30i?l.
165
Niditch, Symbolic Vision, 56.
166 Cf. Ezr. 10.31, CT003 n»1l, 'and the season was rains'; Ezek. 41.22, ft? notoi, 'the altar was timber'.
For the apposition of a noun to denote contents (as distinct from material) cf. Ex. 28.17,1103 d1k 110
UNI nan npim. See further GKC §13Id; GBH2, §154e.
167 So GKC §128m; GBH 2, §129f-g. For this 'genitive of species', see too Ex. 20.24, nois noro, 'altar of
(i.e., made of) earth'; 1 Kgs. 19.6, CSSl 13U, 'bread of (i.e., baked on) burning stones'.
168 So Niditch, Symbolic Vision, 57.
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OG omission due to haplography169 or stylistic preference is equally possible. Targ. (XTn jBTI
Ninb pa nraa) and Vulg. (ficus ficus bonas bonas valde) follow MT.
v. 5. mbj,170 'exiles'; OG datoiKiaBEVxaq, 'colony' (cf. dcTtonaa in 29[36].l).171
v. 6. MT TP points BP as singular; OG xcmq ofjOaApouq understands it as dual. The
same variation occurs in Jer. 40[47].4; Am. 9.4.
v. 8. P >OG: Even ifP carries an emphatic sense ('ah'!),172 it is almost certainly MT
plus; elsewhere Jer. OG consistently represents HD P with oxi obxcoq (29[36].10, etc.) or
(5i)oxi xocSe (22.6, 11, etc.).
v. 9. HP"!?'?: '(object of) terror'; OG, SiaaKopiuauov, 'a scattering'. Niditch argues that
OG might reflect some form of an original HIT ('to scatter') or PIT ('to sow),173 though as she
admits, PIT is nowhere else translated by StaaKopmijco. Her suggestion - "better yet, there may
have been a noun-form zeruca after the pattern of semucd, 'report' "174 - sounds more hopeful
than convincing. The translator has probably guessed at a term that was unclear to him.175
nPlb >OG: Quite apart from the lack of a conjunction, MT is obscure. Relocating
nvib to the end of v. 8,176 so that it balances rQIBB at the end of v. 5, is attractive, but doesn't
169 So Janzen, Studies, 117.
170 For the pointing, see GKC §95t.
171 The use ofdjtoiKi^eiv / dttoiKia, rather than <t>x>Yr|> may be significant. A similar preference for
AroiKi^eiv / diioiKia is found in Josephus; Feldman argues that this is deliberate, to enable Josephus to
avoid the idea of 'punishment' contained in pnyq. See Louis H. Feldman, 'The Concept of Exile in
Josephus', in J.M. Scott (ed.), Exile: Old Testament, Jewish and Christian Conceptions (JSJ Sup. 56;
Leiden: Brill, 1997)145-148.
172 So Bright, Jeremiah, 193; Craigie et al., Jeremiah 1 -25, 360. However, A. Aejmelaeus, 'The
Function and Interpretation ofP in Biblical Hebrew' in A. Aejmelaeus, On the Trail of the Septuagint
Translators. Collected Essays (Kampen: Kok Pharos, 1993) 184, concludes her study ofP by noting that
as it had progressed, "ever less and less room was left for the emphatic interpretation."
173
Niditch, Symbolic Vision, 57-58.
174 Niditch, Symbolic Vision, 58.
177 As Tov, 'Did the Septuagint Translators Always Understand Their Hebrew Text?', in E. Tov (ed.), The
Greek and Hebrew Bible. Collected Essays on the Septuagint (Leiden: Brill, 1999) 208, suggests. Tov
points out that elsewhere in Jer. this term is rendered variously as dvayKOtc;,'punishment' (15.4) and
Siocaitopa, 'scattering' (34 [41].17), while in 2 Chron. 29.8, eKaxaatq, 'astonishment' is used.
176 Volz, Jeremia, 247; Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 655; tentatively, Rudolph, Jeremia, 134; Bright, Jeremiah,
192, note 'a'.
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explain its omission in OG. It is lacking in the similar 15.4 and 29.18, and is probably the result
of conflation after one faulty manuscript read only niH.177
v. 10. DnTTONbl >OG. Probably MT plus,178 since similar phrases in 7.14, 23.39 and
25.5 are represented by OG. If it is a minus in OG, the only explanation would be haplography
due to homoioteleuton (cf. the ending DPI of the last two words).
4.3. Exegetical Notes
v. 1. nam mm Minn: The use of ntn Hiph. + nan is typical of the 'vision report', found
elsewhere in the OT; see especially Am. 7.1, 4, 7, where both the above elements are present.179
However, the lack of an initial i"D, otherwise typical of this genre, is striking.
mm bmn: This expression occurs elsewhere in Jer. only in 7.4, the preferred term being
mm rro. Commentators generally see mm bmn as a reference to the temple in Jerusalem, and
possibly, as in 1 Kgs. 6 and Ezek. 41, the inner sanctuary in particular (cf. the possible cultic
associations of the DTP!). Calvin, however, argued that "the temple ... is to be taken here for
the tribunal of God",180 citing Isa. 26.21 and Mic. 1.2-3 for the same idea.181 In 7.3-15, although
the people come to worship (n?n IY33 "OS1? DmDS?1 ontOI, v. 10), they are rejected because of
their evil deeds, which YHWH has seen (TPXT mn 03, v. II).182 In other words, the point is
less that the figs are being 'presented' as an offering before God, than that they have been
summoned for judgement.
177 So Duhm, Jeremia, 199; Ziegler, Beitrage, 87; Janzen, Studies, 12-13; McKane, Jeremiah 1, 617.
178
Janzen, Studies, 44; Niditch, Symbolic Vision, 59; contra Holladay, Jeremiah I, 660; Volz, Jeremia,
247; Rudolph, Jeremia, 134. Janzen notes that textual expansion frequently occurs where a book contains
parallel passages or stock phrases: "Through familiarity with the text as a whole, the scribe may elaborate
one passage from the other." (Studies, 34).
179 Also similar are Zech. 1.8; 2.1,5; 5.1, where we have ntn Qal + mn. In 2 Kgs. 8.13 and Zech. 2.3; 3.1,
we have ntn Hiph. without mm.
180 J. Calvin, Commentaries on the Book of the Prophet Jeremiah and the Lamentations, Vol. 3
(Edinburgh: Calvin Translation Society, 1852) 221. Compare Volz's opinion, Jeremia, 249: "nicht als
'TempeE, sondern als 'Wohnorf Jahwes."
181
Although Isa. 26.21 refers not to the mm bmn but to lopoa.
182 A different understanding of the significance of the temple is offered by A.C. Welch, Jeremiah. His
Time and His Work (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1951) 161: "The temple was introduced into the allegory
because . . . the question in debate turned round religion."
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1333-1 3X b>33 "[bo 33X333133 3lbti3 "HBX: Cf. 29.2. The latter lists the exiles in more
detail, while 24.1 amplifies the description of Jehoiachin (3313'' "jbo . . . □,p33"' ]3). Also, 29.2
refers to the 'departure' (3X3) of the Judaeans, while 24.1 speaks of their being 'exiled' (3lb>33)
by Nebuchadrezzar. Both references to the deportation are considerably shorter than that in 2
Kgs. 24.15-16, on which they are probably dependent.183 Most scholars regard the date rubric in
24.1 (and 29.2) as secondary, due its parenthetical nature,184 but a syntactical parenthesis should
not automatically be equated with a redactional gloss.185 In fact, without v. lb not only would
the historical allusions in w. 5 and 8 be highly abrupt, the vision as a whole would lose the key
to its interpretation.186 One might reasonably ask how a biblical writer could supply such a
detail without it being suspected of being 'secondary'.187
v. 2. 313333: As the root suggests, the 33133 (Isa. 28.4; Mic. 7.1; Hos. 9.10) is a fruit
that ripens early in the season. Commentators differ as to whether we have here an allusion to
'firstfruits.'188 Noting that 313333 is related to D,3133, 'firstfruits', Craigie et al. suggest that,
"perhaps the very choice ofwords by Jeremiah is intended to suggest the figs were an
183 "Er citiert die Stelle II Reg. 24. 12-16 nur fliichtig, weil er sie als bekannt voraussetzt" (Duhm,
Jeremia, 197); so too Rudolph, Jeremia, 134; Pohlmann, Studien, 21; McKane, Jeremiah 1, 607; Jones,
Jeremiah, 320. But Bright, Jeremiah, 193, merely describes this as 'probable' and Niditch, Symbolic
Vision, 56, as 'possible'. A common origin for all three passages cannot be mled out.
184
E.g., Rudolph, Jeremia, 134; Bright, Jeremiah, 193; Thiel, Redaktion 1 - 25, 254; B.O. Long, 'Reports of
Visions Among the Prophets', JBL 95 (1976) 355; W. Zimmerli, 'Visionary Experience in Jeremiah', in R.
Coggins, A. Philipps & M. Knibb (eds.) Israel's Prophetic Tradition. Essays in Honour ofPeter R.
Ackroyd (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982) 110; Niditch, Symbolic Vision, 56; McKane,
Jeremiah I, 607; Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 225, n.36;
185 In 40.1 we have at least two subordinate clauses: inx n3nx /mrr nxo iirran'' bx rrn 3©x 3333
inx innp3 / 3033 jO DTDO 33 }3X3T133. Here, 31DX Xim creates an additional subsidiary clause; however,
these words probably are secondary (see further our discussion of this verse in ch. 4).
186 "Had not this been added, the vision would have been obscure." (Calvin, Jeremiah and Lamentations 3,
221). Pohlmann, Studien, 21, agrees that the v. lb appears to interrupt the report, but adds: "Trotzdem
handelt es sich hier kaum um eine nachtragliche Einschaltung; die Zeitbestimmung charakterisiert namlich
das ganze Kapitel dem Inhalt entsprechend als einen Bericht tiber eine 'neue' bzw. jiingere Offenbarung,
die dem Propheten zu Teil wurde, nachdem sich die 'friiheren' mit der Exilierung Jojakins erflillt flatten."
187
According to Niditch, "had the date segment begun Jeremiah 24, we might have considered it an
original part of the vision . . . (however) we must assume that a redactor placed the indication of date
within the initial description of the vision in order to make it seem more a part ofthe whole." (Symbolic
Vision, 60-61; italics mine). This rather gives the game away; a simpler explanation is that it was part of
the whole.
188 In favour of this view are Duhm, Jeremia, 197 ("ni333 scheint Abstraktum 'Friihreife' zu sein.");
Thompson, Jeremiah, 507-8; Craigie et al., Jeremiah I - 25, 358.
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offering."189 However, the versions appear to understand m~D3n to mean 'early fruit' (LXX
normally uses for 'firstfruit', Ttpcotoyevripaxcov). Moreover, if the presentation of firstfruits was
in mind we might have expected the cultic term nm (xb) (Lev. 1.4, 22.25; Jer. 14.10, 12; Mai.
1.10, 13) to be employed, rather than 31Q.
v. 5. bx~IEr Tlbx HIT TDK no: The use of the 'messenger formula' here and in v. 8 is
often seen as incongruous in a private vision report, and thus redactional.190 Craigie et al. argue
for its retention on the ground that the vision was for the benefit of the king and people,191 but
the text is silent regarding any third-party audience. More significantly, however, Samuel A.
Meier has shown that 7DX " + personal name typically functions in the OT as a citation
formula, without implying any 'messenger' activity.192
Since TDK is often translated 'regard as, consider as',193 it is often assumed that the
simile, nibn nx TDK p nbxn rQIBn D^xro, is likening the people to the figs. However, while
"D3 Hiph. (like its LXX counterpart, bTtvyvcoCTopca) is semantically quite flexible, the meaning
'to regard as' (for which 3t£in would be a more likely word-choice)194 is unattested for it. Rather,
the analogy is between how people view ripe figs and how YHWH views the exiles.195 Thus, a
better translation of TDK would be 'I will take note of, observe'. Alternatively, given the
emphasis in v. 6 on the positive things YHWH will do for the exiles, TDK may even carry the
189
Craigie et al., Jeremiah I - 25, 358. In Deut. 26.1-11, the worshipper is told to place the firstfruits in a
basket, and set it before the Lord. But the terminology is different: X3Q (basket, vv. 2, 4) ma Hiph. (set
down, vv. 4, 10) and TS rrtiftn (firstfruit, vv. 2, 10). Moreover, the offering is set TIT mTD Dsb (v. 4)
rather than TT bam MS1?.
190
E.g., Volz, Jeremia, 247; Rudolph, Jeremia, 134; Holladay, Jeremiah I, 658; Carroll, Jeremiah, 481;
McKane, Jeremiah I, 608.
191
Craigie et al., Jeremiah 1 - 25, 358.
192 Samuel A. Meier, Speaking ofSpeaking: Marking Direct Discourse in the Hebrew Bible (VT Sup. 46;
Leiden: Brill, 1992)277-291.
193 So R.K. Harrison, Jeremiah and Lamentations. An Introduction and Commentary (TOTC; Leicester:
IVP, 1979) 124; also RSV, NIV, REB.
194 NB especially b 3COT, 'to count one thing as another' (Gen. 38.15). Nor is ~D3 ever used in parallel with
3©n.
195
I.e., seeing here an example of 'gapping' (ellipsis), in which the verb in the second part of the simile is
implied in the first part. Cf. Hos. 9.10, DDTDDK TTXT nrwxia TXra HTD3D hx-lt^ TXS13 333D3 'I
found Israel like [one finding] grapes in the desert, I saw your fathers like [one seeing] early fruit on the
fig tree.'
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sense 'I will show preference for' (a nuance that usually has a negative connotation, Deut.
1.17).196 This then brings us to the meaning of mia1?.197 Those who translate TON 'consider,
regard as' take miB as a feminine adjective; Tike the good figs, so YHWH regards the exiles as
good'.198 However, our interpretation of TON renders an adjectival understanding of TOO
problematic. In fact, it is better seen as a noun,'99 with noioS meaning 'for good, for a good
purpose'. Not only is this nominal sense for miB1? characteristic of Jer. (15.11; 21.10; 39.16;
44.27), it is precisely what we find in the following verse.
v. 6. nzob arrbp Ol? TlOttfl are epexegetical, removing any ambiguity as to what was
promised in v. 5.200 The expression OS? TO£?1 (lit., 'I will set my eye') means, 'adopt a fixed
attitude or disposition'.201 It is infrequent in the OT, but note Jer. 40.4, "pbs? OS? nN □,B?iO, and
especially Am. 9.4, miB1? nsn1? Divbs? OS? Tie&?l. It is similar in meaning to 21.10, TlDti? O
nmtab n't ns?-ib nxtn ion ts.
(PiriN n't □TlJ?BT D~inN n't DTPm echoes a refrain that occurs throughout Jer.202 The
different ways in which it is used, however, raise complex hermeneutical questions. In 18.7-9,
YHWH declares that his threats of destruction ("pro'r tTrqb TONn'r, v. 7) and promises of
blessing (PtDST 11307, v. 9) are all reversible, being contingent on the response of those addressed.
Does this contradict or merely qualify the (apparently) absolute promise of 24.6? The closest
parallel, however, is in 42.10: OOnN TlS?tDT DIHN n't QOHN TITO! tTnN n't. Here, though, the
196 T.E. Fretheim, s.v. 133, NIDOTTE 3, 108, takes the phrase to signify "God's special regard for the
exiles".
197 Most scholars take miB1? as the complement of TON, with mco pN ntn mpnn |D nnbtf IPX being
parenthetical: 'Like these good figs, so I will look with favour on the exiles of Judah (whom I sent from
this place to the land of the Babylonians) for good.' Alternatively, mils'? may relate syntactically to
Tin1?©: 'Like these good figs, so I will look with favour on the exiles (whom I sent from this place to the
land of the Babylonians) for good." (so Welch, Jeremiah, 165; Pohlmann, Studien, 22).
198
E.g., Brueggemann, Exile and Homecoming, 218.
199
Jones, Jeremiah, 318; T.M. Raitt, 'Jeremiah's Deliverance Message to Judah', in J.J. Jackson & M.
Kessler (eds.), Rhetorical Criticism. Essays in Honor ofJames Muilenburg (PTMS 1; Pittsburgh:
Pickwick Press, 1974) 171.
200 "He confirms what he said in the last verse, but in other words . .." (Calvin, Jeremiah and
Lamentations 3, 225). So too Pohlmann, Studien, 22: "erlautert, was damit [v. 5] gemeint ist."
201
McKane, Jeremiah 1, 605, paraphrases as T will mark them out for favour'.
202 As Carroll, Jeremiah, 481, puts it, these words "belong to the inner exegesis of the tradition." For a
full listing and discussion, see M.A. Taylor, 'Jeremiah 45: The Problem of Placement', JSOT 37 (1987)
79-98.
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promise is held out to those who had remained in Judah after 587 - that is, to precisely those
people who in ch. 24 are excluded from any such hope. Granted, the offer in 42.10 is rendered
hypothetical by the decision of the Judeans to flee to Egypt (41.17; 42.19-21). Nevertheless, the
extension of the promise to the Judean remnant is startling.
v. 7. TiX HP-!1? 21? nnb Tirui occurs only here in Jer., though elements occur elsewhere;
see 22.16, TIX nmn KYI Xlbn (also 31.34, THX 1PT 0^13 Y; 9.23, mm MX "3 THX PHP); and
32.39, TUX nxmb "inx 3b on1? Tirol. Thus, 21.7 fuses knowledge ofYHWH with YHWH's gift
of a heart.203 Outside Jer., the closest parallel lies in Deut. 29.3, DTP! nPlb zh Q3b mm |J"D xbl
nm ovn MP PDtPb 3MTX1 mx"lb. Against this background, the climactic nature of 24.7 becomes
clear: YHWH is promising the exiles what Israel had failed to receive even under the leadership
ofMoses.
(mrr as) "O (like OG, but, Targ., mx, and Vulg., quia) can be taken as causal ('because
I am YHWH')204 or resultative (' that I am YHWH').205 The latter seems more likely; the words
just cited in Deut. 29.3, that YHWH had not given Israel 'a heart to know', is followed by the
statement that he had miraculously provided for them, D3Tlbx mrp "OK "0 iptn ]Pob (v. 5). It is
not unusual for "o to introduce a second object; for examples with pt, see Ex. 32.22, npt nnx
am p-q "o dph nx; 2 Sam. 17.8, non anna -3 rtPnx nxi pmx nx npm nnx; 1 Kgs. 5.17, npt nnx
nmb bo11 xb y "ax nm nx.206
DTlbxb nnb mnx MSHX! dp1? "'b vm: The 'covenant formula' first occurs in the OT in Ex.
6.7, DTlbxb 33b TTm DPb nb 33nx Tinpbl, where, interestingly, it is followed immediately by
mm mx Y □npmi. In Jer. it occurs (with variations) in 7.23; 11.4; 30.22; 31.1, 33; 32.38.
203 See Pohlmann, Studien, 23: "Eigenartig ist nicht nur, dafi die Erkenntnis Jahwes von der Verleihung
eines (neuen?) Herzens abhiingig gemacht wird, was sonst nirgends im AT der Fall ist; merkwiirdig ist
ebenso die Kombination der zwei hauptsachlichen alttestamentlichen Redeweisen von der Erkenntnis
Jahwes, die in ihrem Streuungsbereich sonst reinlich geschieden sind."
204
McKane, Jeremiah 1, 605; Unterman, Repentance to Redemption, 76-80; Craigie et al., Jeremiah 1 -
25, 359. The same options are available for 9.23, mm MX "O THX P~H.
205
Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 134; Condamin, Jeremie, 189; Volz, Jeremia, 247; Bright, Jeremiah, 192;
Thompson, Jeremiah, 506; Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 658.
206 See further GKC § 117h; B.K. Waltke & M. O'Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax
(Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1990) 644. The declaration mm MX "D (1ST1) DnPmi meaning 'you (they) will
know that I am YHWH' is very common in Ezek. (6.7, 10, etc.), though here it does not involve a double
accusative.
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Craigie et al. note that in the first two of these, the promise is conditional on human response,
while in the latter four YHWH's initiative is to the fore. They conclude that "this passage
bridges both contexts; it is a restoration oracle, but it is also conditional as the next phrase
indicates."207 This, however, depends on how we take v. 7b.
"OEb "O: Here again it is possible to read "O as conditional (b/they return')208 or
causal ('for they will return'); most commentators accept the latter option.209
Whether this reading of vv. 6-7 precludes any element of conditionality is another
matter; as Unterman points out, the statement 'for they shall return to me with all their heart'
leaves open the question whether this is a free act of the people, or the result ofYHWH's
initiative.210 In his view, the sequence of events promised in vv. 6-7 is: the exiles seek YHWH
'with their whole heart'; YHWH gives them 'a heart to know him'; the relationship is restored.
Conversely, Nicholson argues that, while in Deut. 4.29-31; 30.1-6, and 1 Kgs. 8.46-50
repentance is indeed prerequisite for salvation, in Jer. 24.5-7 it is subordinated to YHWH's prior
action:
Whilst it is still Israel's 'turning again' which will secure forgiveness and restoration,
such a 'turning again' is now assured by Yahweh himselfwho now takes the initiative
so that Israel will 'turn again' . . . That is to say, the conditional 'if has now receded
and the element of promise has come to the forefront of the kerygma.2"
The fact that the reference to the exiles' wholehearted return to YHWH comes after his
promise of 'a heart to know me' (to say nothing of the promise to set his eyes upon them for
207
Craigie et al., Jeremiah I, 359-360. R. Rendtorff, The Covenant Formula. An Exegetical and
Theological Investigation (ET: Margaret Kohl; OTS; Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1998) 35, sees 24.7 as
marking a turning point in the use of the covenant formula in Jer; whereas in 7.23 and 11.24 it refers to
Israel's rescue from Egypt and is the basis for his present judgement, in 24.7 it is oriented to the future and
related to YHWH's salvific plan for the exiles.
208 So Craigie et al., Jeremiah 1, 360; Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 134 ("wenn").
209 So Rudolph, Jeremia, 134; Volz, Jeremia, 247; A. Weiser, Das Buch des Propheten Jeremia (NGB
20/21; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1955) 219; Bright, Jeremiah, 192; Thompson, Jeremiah,
506; Holladay, Jeremiah I, 659; McKane, Jeremiah 1, 609.
210
Unterman, Repentance to Redemption, 81. He adds that repentance is "an act of the exiles' will which
becomes the rationale for all the promises of restoration in vv. 6-7."
211 Nicholson, Preaching, 81; similarly, Raitt, 'Jeremiah's Deliverance Message', 174; McKane, Jeremiah
I, 609; H. Lalleman-de Winkel, Jeremiah in Prophetic Tradition. An Examination ofthe Book of
Jeremiah in the Light ofIsrael's Prophetic Traditions (CBET 26; Leuven: Peeters, 2000) 148. Indeed,
Niditch, Symbolic Vision, 68, sees Jer. 24 as illustrating an "increasing emphasis on predetermination" in
the symbolic vision genre.
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good in v. 6) suggests that Nicholson's emphasis on divine initiative is correct. However, to say
that Israel's turning is here 'assured' may be an overstatement; McKane is probably nearer the
truth in describing YHWH's role in the people's response as 'enabling.'212 Thus, the promise of
restoration in this verse may not be as unconditional as it seems.213
v. 8. mm ~ITO ro "a: Partly for the same reasons as in v. 5, but also because it interrupts
the word-flow, this phrase is probably secondary.214 Without it, K1? ~ITO mjnn DTOrD JTO p
JJ1I3 perfectly balances TDK p nbtfn noon DTOrD in v. 5.
]TO p: Duhrn suggested that OG TtapabcoCTCO reflects T3X (Hiph. H33, 'hand over'), so
forming a neat paronomasia with TTO (v. 5).213 This is unlikely, since in LXX nocpaSiSojpt
routinely represents ]J"D. Part of the reason for Duhm's proposal, however, was the fact that
]TO p appears to make YHWH exclusively responsible for Zedekiah's fate. This is so, however,
only if )na here means 'make, turn into'.216 An alternative would be to interpret ]TO p as 'I will
deal with, treat';217 for this meaning of 3 + p], see Gen. 42.30, 13TO jlTI. Ezek. 15.6,
□btsTT1 "ocr nx nm p tib6 rnru -ito -irn pa pan p -ittfto, is ambiguous; it might
mean (a) that just as the wood of the vine is given over to fire, so YHWH will give the people
over (to their enemies), or (b) that YHWH will treat the people like the wood of the vine (which
is then given over to fire).
ETTOD ptO D'OEbn: Many scholars see here an allusion to the Judean remnant which
fled to Egypt after 586 (43.4-7),218 while others take the words to refer to an earlier migration -
either when Jehoahaz was taken to Egypt in 609 (2 Kgs. 23.34), or when Judah became a vassal
212
McKane, Jeremiah 1, 609.
213
Unterman, Repentance to Redemption, 81, characterises (or caricatures) Nicholson's argument as
meaning that YHWH will "forcibly bring about the return of the people," which he then describes as "a
deterministic conception." But to say that A is a result ofB is not to say that is a forced result.
214
E.g., Duhm, Jeremia, 199; Rudolph, Jeremia, 134; Carroll, Jeremiah, 481; McKane, Jeremiah 1, 609.
215
Duhm, Jeremia, 199. In fact, jna can itselfmean 'hand over' (Num. 21.3; Hos. 11.8; cf. Jer. 18.21
where it parallels "p.
216 So McKane, Jeremiah I, 605; Craigie et al., Jeremiah 1 - 25, 356.
217 So Rudolph, Jeremia, 134 ('behandle'); Thompson, Jeremiah, 506. Cf. Volz, Jeremia, 247 ('sich
erweisen', i.e., 'demonstrate') and Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 659 ('designate').
218
E.g., Duhm, Jeremia, 199; Nicholson, Preaching, 110; Thiel, Redaktion 1 - 25, 257; Niditch, Symbolic
Vision, 61; Pohlmann, Studien, 26; Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 659; Carroll, Jeremiah, 486; McKane, Jeremiah
1,610.
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state to Nebuchadnezzar (603), or shortly after the deportation of 597.219 The first interpretation
seems the more probable, since the only Jewish community in Egypt known to Jer. is that
described in chs. 43 and 44. Those who take this view, but accept the authenticity of the vision
as a whole, see □"'"ISO ]HX3 □"OKbn as redactional.220 Syntactically, however, it is well integrated
in the sentence, D,"130 pX3 0"l32bn balancing DXtn pK3 D'HKtWn and both being sub-divisions
of rr~X3". The 'remnant of Jerusalem' will comprise those who remain in Judah and
those who flee to Egypt.221 Consequently, some commentators see the phrase as evidence that
the entire chapter is inauthentic.222 However, it is not unlikely that Jeremiah should have
foreseen that some of his compatriots would flee to Egypt in the crisis to come, especially if
some had already done so.
v. 9. b DTirtil clearly means 'I will make them' (for this meaning of b }i"D, see 9.10;
Deut. 28.13; Ezek. 7.20, etc.). Thus, just as v. 6 is epexegetical of v. 5, so is v. 9 of v. 8:
YHWH will 'deal with' the people by 'making them' a curse.
DITHK "IttfX rnopon ^33: The idea ofYHWH pursuing the Judaeans to other lands is
often thought to conflict with the point being made otherwise in w. 9-10, that the people will die
in their own land.223 Thus it is argued that this phrase is secondary, influenced by Deut. 28.37,
nattf mm -pnr D"»»n ^33 mat^i bttfab rrm, and 1 Kgs. 9.7, baiab biner mm
□,as?n baa mmabl. Such a verdict rests on a false antithesis; 'perishing from the land' is hardly
incompatible with being banished from it, and indeed, Dttf DITHX "IBiK mopon ^33 neatly counter¬
balances pan rnabaa bob (v. 9a).
219
E.g., Condamin, Jeremie, 189; Bright, Jeremiah, 193; Thompson, Jeremiah, 508-509; Jones, Jeremiah,
320. However, Thiel, Redaktion 1 - 25, 256-257, and Pohlmann, Studien, 25-26 n.40, argue that the
evidence for such a colony before 587 is very slight.
220 So Volz, Jeremia, 247; Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 659; so too McKane, Jeremiah 1, 611, though he rejects
the authenticity of the whole chapter.
221 "The author of chapter 24 ... represents that only two groups need be distinguished in the aftermath of
586: those who remained in Jerusalem and those who went to Egypt." (McKane, Jeremiah I, 610-611).
As Pohlmann notes, Studien, 25 n.38, the expression □boim rvnxtf occurs nowhere else. A fragment from
the Cairo Geniza reads rnim nnKB.
222
E.g., Thiel, Redaktion 1 - 25, 257; Pohlmann, Studien, 26-27; Carroll, Jeremiah, 486.
22'
E.g., Volz, Jeremia, 241 n.l; Rudolph, Jeremia, 134; Holladay, Jeremiah I, 659; McKane, Jeremiah I,
611; Carroll, Jeremiah, 482.
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4.4. Coherence & Redaction
As the preceding discussion has indicated, Jer. 24 is widely thought to contain secondary
material. Suspicion has fallen on the historical note (v. 1) and the messenger formula (w. 5, 8),
while much of the vocabulary ofw. 7-10 is seen as characteristically Deuteronomistic. The
relevant phrases have been noted in our previous section, but can be tabulated as follows:224
HDID1? (v. 5; cf. Deut. 28.11; 30.9); D31? ^33(132?'') (v. 7; cf. Deut. 30.2, 10; 1 Sam. 7.3;
12.20, 24; 1 Kgs. 8.23, 48; 14.8; 2 Kgs. 10.31; 23.25); Dab "<b TTP DYlbxb on1? nvtx "03X1 (v. 7;
cf. Deut. 4.20; 7.6; 14.2; 26.18; 27.9); pxn rTD^DD bdt . . . iw'? DTirm (v. 9; cf. Deut. 28.25
[pxn rrobora only]; 2 Kgs. 19.15, 19); nbbpbl nrwb bPobl nsnnb (v. 9; cf. Deut. 28.37; 2
Kgs. 22.19);225 DP Dmn nPK mopon *233 (v. 9; cf. Deut. 28.37); n~I3 Hiph. (v. 9; cf. Deut. 30.1);
□nmDKbl DnS Tin] IPX noiKn bvr: (v. 10; cf. 1 Kgs. 9.7; 2 Kgs. 21.8; also Deut. 3.20; 9.23.
Consequently, many scholars believe that Jer. 24 contains a Deuteronomistic redaction
of an authentic vision report. According to Nicholson,
In its present form this passage clearly belongs to the Jeremianic prose tradition the
language and style of which are well in evidence throughout. At the same time the
striking imagery which it employs indicates that is it based upon an authentic saying of
the prophet himself.22,1
Naturally, there is disagreement as to the extent of the secondary material. For some, it
is a matter of only a few phrases. Volz deleted the historical note (v. 1), the messenger formulae
(vv. 5 and 8), and the phrases miT MX O, 031? ^33 UP11 "O (v. 7), D"H3D pX3 D^PTH (v. 8),
and DP Dmx nPX mopon ^33 nbbpbl nmP1? bpabl nsnnb (v. 9).227 Holladay differs only in
retaining the obloquies of v. 9,228 while Rudolph restricts the secondary elements to the historical
note, the messenger formulae and DP DIV7X 3PX mopDH b33.229 More recently, Kilpp has
224
Nicholson, Preaching, 110 n. 1.
225
Apart from the specific lexical items here, 'word chains' in general are often seen as a feature of
Deuteronomistic literary style; see May, 'Objective Approach', 144, and Hyatt, 'Deuteronomic Edition',
252.
226
Nicholson, Preaching, 110; similarly, W.J. Wessels, 'Jeremiah 24.1-10 as a Pronouncement of Hope?',








argued that w. 6-7 comprise the redactional material, obscuring the message ofjudgement that
was the real point of the original vision report.230
Others have argued that the redaction covers all or most of vv. 6-10.231 What is held to
be decisive is not merely the language and literary style of these verses,232 but their theology.
Thus Herrmann sees here the setting out of alternatives typical of the deuteronomists, while
according to S. Bohmer, the author of vv. 6-10 "entwickelt ein umfassendes theologisches
Programm fur die Zukunft".233 Meanwhile, Zimmerli detects a tension between the
unconditional verdict on the two communities in the original vision, and its Deuteronomistic
interpretation, "in that the announcement of salvation to the exiles is linked to the condition of
their conversion."234
One immediate problem with this argument, however, is knowing what a vision of two
baskets of figs (one good and one rotten) might have meant, other than the meaning set out in vv.
5-10.235 Nicholson insists there is an authentic core in the chapter, but does not specify what it
is. Ifwe grant that "a simple word picture"236 (Zimmerli) was given to the prophet, what
message did this 'word picture' express? According to Clements, "the original message
delivered by Jeremiah . . . was to challenge the self-congratulation and mistaken self-esteem
displayed by those who had been left as survivors in Judah";237 but challenging self-esteem is a
purpose, not a message. Hardly convincing is the interpretation proposed by Gottwald: "The
Jeremianic core of the passage was probably a severe warning to the Zedekiah faction that their
hopes of rebellion, undeterred by the failure of the first rebellion, were as untimely as spoiled
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231 S. Herrmann, Dieprophetischen Heilserwartungen im Alten Testament. Urspmng und Gestaltwandel
(BWANT 5; Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1965) 165-166.
232 For Long, 'Reports of Visions', 359, "the expansive prose, detailed date and long two-fold divine
speech in a style characteristic of Deuteronomistic prose (vv. 6, 7, 9, 10) are major modifications."
233 S. Bohmer, Heimkehr und neuer Bund. Studien zu Jer. 30 - 31 (GTA 5; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 1976) 32; cf. R.E. Clements, Jeremiah. A Bible Commentaryfor Teaching and Preaching
(Interpretation; Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1988) 145.
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Zimmerli, 'Visionary Experience', 111.
2,5 So Unterman, Repentance to Redemption, 58.




fruit. By contrast, those already in captivity stood to learn obedience to Yahweh and could
rightfully expect to one day return to Palestine."238
We have already argued that there is no compelling reason for deleting the historical
note (v. 1), the messenger formula (w. 5, 8), the reference to those living in Egypt (v. 8), or the
phrase 'in all the places where I scatter you' (v. 9). Regarding the Deuteronomistic language in
vv. 6-10, it should be said that while a linguistic / stylistic 'family likeness' clearly exists,
knowing what inferences to draw from this is extremely difficult. It should also be noted that
two supposedly 'Deuteronomistic' expressions - the 'building and planting' motif (v. 6), and the
'sword, famine and plague' trilogy (v. 10) - are in fact examples ofwhat one might call 'Jer. D'
language; that is, language which is characteristic of the prose passages in Jer. but which does
not actually occur in Deut. or Dtr.H. Thus, while Hyatt and Nicholson assign these phrases to
the Deuteronomistic editors of Jer.,239 others attribute them to his disciples,240 and still others see
them as authentic to Jeremiah.241 Certainly, it is striking that almost all the expressions in w. 5-
10 listed above find parallels in Deut. 28 and 30.242 But again, this is inconclusive as far as their
authenticity is concerned. IfDeut. 28 is a late addition to the book, it may have been influenced
either by the authors of the Jer. prose material,243 or by Jeremiah himself. If it is not, either
Jeremiah or his editors could have drawn on it. The methodological impasse remains.
What should be noted, however, is that in its theology, Jer. 24 diverges markedly from




Hyatt, 'Deuteronomic Edition', 253; Nicholson, Preaching, 110 n.l; cf. 115. Hyatt, unlike Nicholson,
views the entire chapter as Deuteronomistic. But see McKane, Jeremiah 2, 615-616
240 J.V.M. Sturdy, 'The Authorship of the "Prose Sermons" of Jeremiah', in J.A. Emerton (ed.), Prophecy:
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243 So H.W. Wolff, 'Das Kerygma des deuteronomistischen Geschichtswerks', ZAW12 (1961) 181;
Sturdy, 'Authorship', 145-148.
244 See for example H. Weippert's analysis of the run / 21B polarity, Die Prosareden des Jeremiabuches
(BZAW 132; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1973) 206-208. Pohlmann, Studien, 130, notes that despite the verbal
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not in fact provide alternatives at all,245 while Raitt notes that in w. 5-6, the use of 310 "to
designate the content of God's decision as regards an action of deliverance instead of an action
of judgment needs to be carefully distinguished from the uses of 310 indicating God's blessing in
the Deuteronomistic historian".246 Indeed, even Nicholson concedes that in vv. 6-7, "a
considerable advance has been made upon xviii. 7-10, for whilst it is still Israel's 'turning again'
which will secure forgiveness and restoration, such a 'turning again' is now assured by Yahweh
himself who now takes the initiative so that Israel will 'turn again' ",247 For this reason,
Unterman argues that vv. 6-7 reflect an a/?h-Deuteronomistic theology, since they negate the
view of Deut. 30.1-10 and 1 Kgs. 8 that repentance is prerequisite for restoration.248
Consequently, there is more to be said for the view that Jer. 24 is a unity, whether
entirely authentic or entirely inauthentic. Significantly, those who take the latter view249 do so
less because of its 'Deuteronomistic' character as its ideological stance.250 Given such ferocious
prophecies of doom as we find in 8.1-3 and 9.15-16, some find it incredible that Jeremiah could
have entertained any offer of hope at all, least of all to Jehoiachin (cf. 22.24-30).251 But equally,
the restriction of salvation to the 597 exiles in ch. 24 is hard to reconcile with passages in which
Jeremiah speaks of a hopeful future for others (27.12, 17; 42.9-11). Instead, the privileged
position of the 597 exiles in ch. 24 is though to reflect a later, sectarian viewpoint.
dieselbe Hand in Jer. 24 programmatisch das Heil auf die babylonische Gola beschranken, spater aber an
anderer Stellen (Jer. 42) dem 'Rest' im Lande doch noch eine Chance zugestehen?".
245 "Jer. 24 bietet nicht eine Wahl zwischen Heil oder Unheil, ist also nicht 'von einer Alternative ahnlich
denen in Kap. 12 und 18 bestimmt', sondem verteilt vielmehr beides exklusiv auf zwei deutlich
voneinander unterschiedene Gruppen. Nur die babylonische Gola wird mit Jahwes Heilshandeln rechnen
diirfen." (Pohlmann, Studien, 29). The quotation is from Herrmann, Heilserwartungen, 166.
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Unterman, Repentance to Redemption, 177; similarly, Lalleman-de Winkel, Jeremiah in Prophetic
Tradition, 147.
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251 "The deportation has in some magical way turned the wicked king and his equally evil retinue into
something fine and good, and now only those who remain are to be viewed as wicked." (Carroll,
Jeremiah, 408). See too May, 'Objective Approach', 149.
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Finding a convincing post-exilic Sitz im Leben for this chapter, however, is not easy.
One option would be to attribute it to Jews returning from Babylon late in the sixth century,
seeking to advance their position in Jerusalem over and against those who had stayed there. But
as Stipp points out:
The text. . . does not really discredit those who were not in exile: it flatly gainsays their
existence ... Of those remaining in Judah in 597, none can possibly have survived.
There simply can be no competing 'illegitimate' group associated with Zedekiah. One
wonders of what benefit a piece of literature like Jeremiah 24 might have been in the
factionalfeuds ofearly postexilic Judah252
Others see the fifth-century conflicts depicted in Ezra as a possible setting.253 But
although Ezra insists that only the exiles were qualified to rebuild the temple, it makes no
distinction between those deported in 597 and 587, and indeed, it is difficult to imagine what
relevance such a distinction would have had by that time.254 Pohlmann, noting a similar rivalry
between exiles and non-exiles in the work of the Chronicler, places Jer. 24 in the fourth
century.253 But again, why is it so particular in privileging only the 597 exiles? This, says
Pohlmann, "remains unclear."256 "I would read the vision of Jeremiah 24", wrote Carroll in
1997, "as reflecting pro-deportation values entertained in Jerusalem by whomever in that
community (unknown to us now) would have had reasons for supporting Babylonian or Persian
parties."257 Two years later, however, Carroll argued that Jer. 24 "must reflect some ideological
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Stipp, 'Zedekiah', 642-643 (italics mine). Similarly, Pohlmann, Studien, 190, notes that Jer. 24 implies
the complete evacuation of Judah after 587. But since in reality Judah remained inhabited after 587, such
a mythology could not (in his opinion) have developed until much later.
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254 As McKane, Jeremiah J, 614, rightly observes. The same point was made by Condamin, Jeremie, 209,
regarding 29.16-20: "II est difficile de comprendre le motif d'une pareille insertion apres l'exil. La
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elements in the Persian-Greekperiods ,"258 The phrase 'hedging one's bets' does come to
mind.259
In the nature of the case, it is impossible to prove the authenticity of Jer. 24.260 It is
worth bearing in mind, however, that this enigma of why it is so particular about the first wave
of exiles to the exclusion of the second, is solved ifwe accept its authenticity; the reason it takes
no account of the 587 exiles is because 587 hadn't happened yet.
4.5. Differentiation in Jer. 24.1-10: □b&'lT rVlKE? / HTTP nib}
Our exegetical study of 24.1-10 has shown that, whilst it makes no claims about the
merits of the exilic and non-exilic communities, it presents a stark contrast concerning YHWH's
plans for these communities. For those exiled with Jehoiachin and now in Babylon, YHWH
promises inward renewal and restoration to their homeland. For Zedekiah and his people still in
Jerusalem, nothing but disaster awaits.
Within these two communities, no further distinctions are drawn. The text says nothing
of any inner-group among the Golah who will not be restored, or of any in Jerusalem who will
be spared. Less certain however is how we should read this black and white, undifferentiated
language. Particularly in view of the explicit reference to the deportation of Jehoiachin and his
compatriots in v. 1, some argue that it should be taken at face value, believing that the chapter
reflects a conflict between 'the Jehoiachin group' and 'the Zedekiah group'.261 According to
Carroll, "everybody outside a small group in Babylon is to be hounded until wiped out as a sign
258
R.P. Carroll, 'The Book of J. Intertextuality and Ideological Criticism', in Diamond, O'Connor &
Stulman, Troubling Jeremiah, 238.
259 Similar assertions of a late date, with similar uncertainty as to details, is not uncommon. According to
Stipp, 'Zedekiah', 643, "there is no convincing alternative to dating Jeremiah 24 in a period fairly distant
from the exile, even though we lack evidence to ascertain its time of origin more precisely". Likewise,
Duhm, Jeremia, 196, confessed that "das Ganze giebt uns ein geschichtliches Ratsel auf, das wir
schwerlich vollkommen losen werden." By contrast, Thiel, Redaktion 1 - 25, 261, sees ch. 24 as an exilic
text, reflecting disappointment with Zedekiah; so too Applegate, 'Fate of Zedekiah, Part 1', 146.
260 As is maintained by Skinner, Prophecy and Religion, 251; Jones, Jeremiah, 317-318; Thompson,
Jeremiah, 507; Unterman, Repentance to Redemption, 58-59. S. Mowinckel, Zur Komposition des Buches
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of YHWH's rejection of those left behind when Nebuchadrezzar took away Jeconiah and his
companions."262
Other scholars have argued, however, that the text is not so undiscriminating in regard to
the two communities as it at first appears.263 Since YHWH does not say when he will fulfil his
word, it is a moot point as to whether any of the exiles currently in Babylon will benefit. Thus
Rudolph insists that, "braucht Kap. 24 nicht so verstanden zu werden, als ob dieselben Leute, die
598 fort muBten, wiederkehren werden (es ist von der Gola als Gesamtbegriff die Rede)."264
And for Applegate, "it is significant . . . that no mention is made of Jehoiachin or his
successors."265 Meanwhile, as we have seen, YHWH's promise to restore the exiles in v. 7 may
contain at least an element of conditionality, in which case the potential for future differentiation
among the Golah is set up.
Insofar as YHWH's contrasting plans for the two communities is concerned, however,
no explanation is given. With most scholars, we have interpreted mmS (v. 5) as refering to the
divine purpose for the exiles, rather than their own character. This point is to be emphasised,
since several commentators have sought to introduce a moral element into the rationale of this
chapter. According to Volz,
Der Kern des Verlgleichs liegt nicht im Charakter, sondem im Geschick (wie in Kp. 13).
. . Allerdings ist das Sittliche bei den Propheten immer stillschweigende Voraussetzung.
Wenn Jeremia die beiden Halften der Judenschaft verglich, so muBte er den Eindruck
bekommen, daB die Gola Jahwe mehr gefiel. Dort waren Priester wie Ezechiel, Beamte
aus der guten Zeit Josias (vgl. 36.25), tiichtige Handwerker, emstgesinnte Leute, die,
nachdem sie sich in ihr Geschick gefunden hatten, eine geistige Heimat in der Fremde
bauten. Demgegeniiber erschien der gewissenlose, genuBsiichtige Haufe in Jerusalem als
verlorene Masse, als ein Korb voll widerlicher Feigen.266
Doubtless there were innocent and upright people among the exiles of 597, but there is
no exegetical warrant for seeing this as the logic for the pro-Golah outlook of ch. 24. More
recently, McKane has written that,
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A concern to emphasize the aspect of 'grace' ... is not beside the point, but it should
not be carried so far as to deny that the likening of Jehoiachin and his group to good figs
is a statement about their worth (cf. Jerome) and the likening of Zedekiah and his group
to bad figs is a statement about their worthlessness. The assigning of different destinies
has a relation to desert and is not an exercise of bare sovereignty.267
Again, though, the final sentence seems to ignore the plain testimony of the text, which
has nothing to say about 'desert' at all. Kilpp may be nearer the truth in seeing the experience or
non-experience of exile as the key to the logic of the text: "geht es nicht an erster Stelle um den
Wohnort, sondern um das eingetroffene bzw. nicht eingetroffene Gericht''.26S As we will see,
this thought will come to expression later in Jer. 29.16. For now, however, the differentiation of
mirr mba and Dbt9TT rmxtf in Jer. 24 seems to rest entirely on YHWH's initiative.
5. Conclusions: Differentiation in Jer. 21 - 24
In this chapter, we have examined three messages of salvation and judgement in the unit
Jer. 21 - 24. In the first (21.1-10), Jeremiah announces that YFIWH has handed Jerusalem over
to the Babylonians, but promises that any who abandon the city before it falls will live. The
second (23.1-8) states that YHWH will punish Israel's leaders for their misrule of the now-
dispersed people, whom he will bring back to the land under a new king. In the third (24.1-10),
YHWH promises the exiles in Babylon 'a new heart' and homecoming, but total destruction for
Zedekiah and those remaining in post-597 Jerusalem.
Each passage, in other words, sets out its salvation / judgement message according to a
particular 'polarity' of inner-Israelite / Judean groups. The question we can now ask is how they
are related. The fact that they are so closely positioned in a specific literary unit strongly
suggests some sort of hermeneutical dialogue between them, but it is hard to see what this is,
since the three passages are not in chronological order, and address different situations.
One notable attempt to answer this question has come from Pohlmann. He argues that
21.1-10 and 24.1-10 - both created by the editor ofGR - stand in a 'question and answer'
relationship, the latter passage categorically destroying the glimmer of hope that was
(artificially) raised in the former. Pohlmann writes:
267




Jer. 21.1-10 versetzt den Leser gleichsam in eine Erwartungshaltung, indem hier implizit
die Frage nach her Moglichkeit eines weiteren kiinftigen Heilshandelns aufgeworfen
wild. Jer. 24 gibt darauf die Antwort und stellt fest, daB die Heilsgeschichte allein die
Gola zum ziel haben wird.269
Our reading of these two passages, however, does not support this. Whilst ch. 21
affirms (as emphatically as ch. 24) the disaster about to befall Jerusalem, w. 8-9 explicitly
promise 'life' for those who surrender to the Babylonians. Whilst we have emphasised the
restrained nature of this promise, it still provides a clear alternative to the prospect of death
('sword, famine and plague') that dominates 24.8-10. Thus, for ch. 24 to serve the purpose
Pohlmann attributes to it, it would need to show how the offer made in 21.8-9 was not actually
taken up. In fact, it does not address the issue - unsurprisingly, given that it appears to be set
several years before the siege of 588-587.
A quite different reading of 21.1-10 and 24.1-10 is offered by Applegate, who argues
that the latter passage actually serves to ameliorate the severity of the former: "Although Jer.
xxiv.8-10 threatens to drive the Judahites into exile by sword, famine and pestilence, it does not
threaten total extermination, and so attenuates the extreme predictions of xxi.5-7. Annihilation
is replaced by exile."270 This too, though, is unconvincing; there is in fact no mention of exile in
24.8-10, and the words 'till they perish from the land' look very much like a prophecy of total
extermination.
In fact, the hermeneutical relationship between these two 'frame passages' may be
simpler than either Pohlmann or Applegate imply. Especially when due allowance is made for
their differences in historical context (587 / sometime post-597), genre (prophetic oracle / vision
report) and audience (Jerusalem / Jeremiah), it is arguable that ch. 24 functions as a general
summary ofYHWH's stance towards Jerusalem, which is stated more precisely in 21.1-10.
Admittedly, it is curious that the more specific (and chronologically later) passage is placed first
in the unit. This arrangement may, however, have been influenced by the shape of the book at
the point when both passages were added. As we noted at the start of this chapter, 21.1-10 picks
up key motifs from chs. 19-20 (siege, Babylon, 'strike with the sword'), making its present
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(24.1),271 continues the theme of private divine revelation that figures prominently in 23.16-40;
see, for instance, the references to 'standing in the council ofYHWH' (mrr T103 "IDS?, 23.18,
22), and the rebuke of prophets who 'dream' (D^n, 23.25-32).
If, however, 21.1-10 can be synthesised satisfactorily with 24.1-10, the hermeneutical
relationship between 23.1-8 and 24.1-10 is more problematic. For whereas 21.1-10 defines
salvation merely in terms of personal survival, 23.1-8 and 24.1-10 both hold out the prospect of
restoration to the land and spiritual renewal. Yet while the latter restricts this promise to the
exiles in Babylon, the former sees geographical and historical details as immaterial; the two-fold
□ttf (Dntt) (D)Timn mmxn boo (23.3, 8) is emphatically comprehensive. We thus have two
texts defining salvation in similar terms, but seemingly in conflict regarding its recipients.272
Now it is an interesting feature ofPohlmann's study that, despite his description of Jer.
21 - 24 as a 'frame composition', he completely ignores everything between 21.10 and 24.1,
including the salvation oracle of 23.1-8. It is the opening and concluding sections alone that are
'programmatic' for the rest of the book.273 Since we do not read chs. 21 and 24 without also
reading ch. 23, this oversight is clearly a serious methodological weakness. Seitz also says little
about the prophecy of 23.1-8, but in a brief parenthetical comment he ascribes it - along with
24.4-7 and other passages - to the Exilic Redaction, since it "focuses on a future involving the
return of the exiles".274 In so doing, however, he blurs the distinction between the universality of
23.1-8 and the particularity of 24.1-10.
Is a combined reading of these two prophecies possible which recognises this difference
between them? As an alternative to Pohlmann's approach, let us consider the hermeneutical
effects of giving 23.1-8 the 'final word' in this unit. There are, indeed, two good reasons for
doing so. For one thing, the fact that 23.1-8 stands at the literary heart of the unit suggests also
its conceptual centrality. For another, of all the three passages which we have examined, 23.1-8
has the broadest historical horizon. Since it is stated that YHWH has already scattered the
people 23.3), the text's perspective is clearly from sometime after the disaster predicted in chs.
271 See our earlier discussion on the possible significance of the term mn'1 bam rather than mrr rro.
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21 and 24; that is to say, it accommodates the judgement of 587 within its own prophecy,
recognising the reality of disaster but asking 'what then?'
When 23.1-8 is read in this way, the message of ch. 24 is significantly reformulated.
Firstly, the 'leader / people' polarity of 23.1-4 removes the ambiguity (noted earlier) as to
whether the promises of 24.5-7 are for all the exiles in Babylon. It now appears that they do not
apply to Jehoiachin, nor perhaps to others of the ruling elite. Secondly, YHWH's promise to
restore the people Dt£i DHK Win "Ti-'N n"l2~)Xn Sdd (v. 3) anticipates his warning in 24.9 that the
people of Jerusalem will be a byword and a curse DlfTt mopon ^22. By means of this
verbal parallel, those whom YHWH will scatter in ch. 24 are effectively subsumed amongst
those whom he will restore in ch. 23. Consequently, 23.1-8 can be seen as relativising ch. 24.
Conceding that YHWH has indeed scattered his people, it looks ahead to a restoration that takes
in the people of former Israel, the Judean deportees of 597 and 587, and even those who 'dwell
in the land of Egypt' (24.8).
Summing up, then, we can say that despite the differences between the three salvation
and judgement oracles in chs. 21 - 24, a synthesised reading of them in the final form of the unit
is possible. Hermeneutically, such a synthesis is facilitated by what we may call the 'silences' of
the two 'frame units'. 21.1-10 does not say what will happen to those who leave the city (other
than that they will 'live'), thereby allowing them to be accommodated within the salvation oracle
of 23.3-8. 24.1-7 does not say whether Jehoiachin is among those whom YHWH will restore,
thereby leaving room for his inclusion among the judgement on the leaders in 23.1-2 (cf. 22.24-
30). 24.8-10 does not say what will happen to the people of Judah after they are 'scattered',
thereby enabling them to be subsumed within the 'scattered' people whom YHWH promises to
restore in 23.3-4. In other words, 23.1-8 takes as its starting point a scenario not addressed by
the other two passages. This may (or may not) violate their original intention, but allows us to
read the literary unit chs. 21-24 not as privileging the 597 exiles to the exclusion of all others
(so Pohlmann), but rather the entire Diaspora, minus their leaders.
At the same time, it may be argued that giving 23.1-8 the controlling voice in chs. 21 -
24 inevitably results in a rather flat, one-sided interpretation of the unit, rather than the
'hermeneutical dialogue' to which we referred in chapter 1. Is it possible instead to bring these
three passages into a more open interpretative relationship, in which they are heard as equal
voices in debate (or even argument)? We suggest that it is, if they are seen as contributing to a
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discussion concerning divine judgement and human culpability, and we will conclude this
chapter by outlining the basis for such an interpretation.
As we have seen, although 21.1-10 and 24.1-10 are not completely univocal, they share
the view that YHWH's wrath is against all Jerusalem; its king, officials, people and even
animals. Precisely because of the totality of the disaster coming upon the city, only those who
flee its walls may hope to live. By contrast, 23.1-8 focuses entirely upon the nation's leaders as
deserving of YHWH's punishment, in contrast to the ordinary people. We thus have two
perspectives in tension with one another. However, as we noted earlier in this chapter (§1.2),
standing between 21.1-10, 23.1-8 and 24.1-10 we have two further blocks ofmaterial, each
containing an collection of oracles (21.11 - 22.30 and 23.9-40). We can now seek to show how
these two anthologies function as a bridge between these three passages, thereby bringing them
into dialogue.
As its superscription, n~nrr "jba imb (21.11) suggests, the first section contains
warnings and criticisms of several kings and their officials, culminating in a scathing attack on
Jehoiakim. Here too, therefore, the text places the burden of guilt on Judah's leaders. This
specificity is sharpened by references to socially vulnerable groups whom the kings are to
defend: 'the victim of robbery' (^1T3), 'the alien' (13), 'the orphan' (Din'') and 'the widow' (130^)
(21.12; 22.3) - groups whom, elsewhere in the OT, YHWH pledges to rescue and vindicate.
Consequently, in its allocation ofmoral responsibility the text implicitly distinguishes between
Judah's leaders, and her people.
Elsewhere in this section, however, the identity of the addressee is more ambiguous. In
contrast to the message to the royal house in 21.12, the feminine participle nDt^"1 in w. 13-14
suggests that here it is 'lady Jerusalem' - i.e., the whole city - who is in mind.275 Consistent
with this is the fact that the charge is now one of complacency, rather than social injustice.
Similarly, whilst 22.6 is initially directed 1111'' "[bo JTD by, the oracle that follows (22.6b-7)
envisages the destruction of the whole city, which it explains in terms that strongly suggest the
entire nation is in mind: DHDJ31 Cins DYlbx1? Tinmil DITnbx miT IY1D nx 1DTP. Again, after
275 Cf. McKane, Jeremiah 1, 512-513: "There is an allusion to the strong, defensive position of Jerusalem
and to the defiant confidence which this awakens in its inhabitants who feel secure against every threat of
military attack and penetration." (513).
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the oracle against Jehoiakim (22.13-19), 22.20-23 reverts to feminine singular language,276 thus
addressing all Jerusalem.277 In other words, 21.10 - 22.30 oscillates between singling out
Judah's leaders for criticism, and indicting the whole city.
A similar ambiguity can be observed in the section headed D,K33i5 (23.9-32). Here, the
moral focus is on the religious leaders of Israel; chiefly its prophets, although priests are also
mentioned in v. 11. By their immoral conduct and false messages of hope, they mislead (nun
Hiph., vv. 13, 32) the people, who are (as in 23.1-8) described as 'my people' (nfDJ?, w. 13, 22,
27, 32). Nevertheless, throughout it is made clear that the rest of the people are also guilty; they
'despise' (fX3) YHWH (v. 17) and 'walk in the stubbornness of their hearts' (13b nmra "|bn, v.
17). Their ways and deeds are evil (in, v. 22b). This shifting focus from prophets to people is
particularly evident in vv. 13-14, which begins by castigating 'the prophets of Jerusalem'. Not
only do they commit adultery and falsehood (3pt£?3 ""[bill v. 14b) but they also fail to turn 'a
man from his wickedness' (inmo Ubx, v. 14c). There is thus some ambiguity in YHWH's
comment, D103 abs "b rn (v. 14d). Are 'they' the prophets or the people? The uncertainty is
only removed in the following clause: moi?3 rrUBri. Jerusalem as a whole is like Gomorrah.
Indeed, in the final section (vv. 33-39), the people appear to be positively colluding with the
prophets.278 Overall, the perspective of the entire passage seems to be well summed up in v. 15:
pan bsb nam nxir nriu nxa "3.
Consequently, these two sections - b and b' in the earlier outline - create a degree of
continuity between the frame units and the centre. On the one hand, by focussing on the evils of
the kings and the prophets and acknowledging the existence of the poor and the weak, they
modify the indiscriminate condemnation of Zedekiah and his people in chs. 21 and 24. On the
other hand, they retain, more clearly than 23.1-8, the awareness that the entire land is guilty, as
well as its leaders.
276 Cf. the imperatives 3n, "pits, *bv (v. 20); the verbs Tioba:! ,tt?3Tl (v. 22); and the nouns -panKD, 'your
lovers' (vv. 20, 22), "pmbB, 'your security' (v. 21), -pTOD "pn, 'your way from youth' (v. 21; cf. 2.1!),
-|nsn, 'your evil' (v. 22) and -pin, 'your neighbours' (v. 22).
277 'Your neighbours' are then either other Judean princes and their cities (Rudolph, Jeremia, 123) or more
likely, foreign nations with whom Judah had formed alliances (Schmid, Buchgestallten, 338).
278 This is a notoriously complex passage, as even Thompson admits (Jeremiah, 506). But see McKane,
Jeremiah 1, 603: "The supposition that there is nothing in vv. 34-40 but terminological fussiness or
tedious word-chopping or incredible representation is mistaken. There is an attempt to recapture the
significance of the conflict between □lb® and doom prophecy in the time of Jeremiah."
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We have thus seen in chs. 21-24 three salvation / judgement oracles, each with its own
group polarity. Those who stay in Jerusalem, and those who go out to Babylon; the shepherds
and the flock; and the 597 exiles and the remnant of Jerusalem. What is clear, however, is that
nowhere are these groups sub-divided further. No distinctions are made (although they may not
be forbidden) among those who do not 'go out' from Jerusalem, or among those who are
currently exiled in Babylon. As we will see, subsequent sections of Jer. introduce precisely such
inner-differentiations.
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Chapter 3: Differentiation in Jeremiah 27 - 29
1. Introduction to Jer. 27 - 29
1.1. The Literary Setting of Jer. 27 - 29
The Macro-Unit Jer. 26 - 45
Both in MT and OG, Jer. 27 - 29[34 - 36] constitutes the first sub-section of the macro-
unit 26 - 45[33 - 51]. This is a unit which, despite the diversity of its sources and lack of
chronological order, has been organised according to a particular pattern. The primary
indication of this lies in the dating of its contents. With the exception of chs. 30 — 31 (widely
seen as a late addition to Jer.), all the material in this section is explicitly set in the reign of either
Jehoiakim or Zedekiah (or, in the case of chs. 40 - 44, in the post-Zedekiah period).1 Although
the narratives set in Jehoiakim's reign (chs. 26, 35, 36, 45) comprise only four of the twenty
chapters, they form the structural pillars around which the rest of the material has been placed.2
Before we focus on chs. 27 - 29 themselves, therefore, it is worth giving some attention to this
broader literary framework.
The four 'pillar' chapters form two corresponding pairs; 26 / 35 and 36 / 45. Both pairs,
we suggest, depict YHWH's judgement on Judah in transition, as it moves from being
conditional to certain.3 Hence, the initial chapters in each pair (26 and 36) begin by
summarising YHWH's word to the people: YHWH is planning disaster (26.6; 36.3) and his
' This is true even of chs. 32 - 33, which begin with the story of Jeremiah's purchase of the field in the
tenth year of Zedekiah's reign (32.1) and are set against the backdrop of the Babylonian siege (32.24-29;
33.1-5).
2 J.R. Lundbom, Jeremiah: A Study in Ancient Hebrew Rhetoric (SBLDS 18; Missoula: Scholars Press,
1975) 107-108, also sees the Jehoiakim material in chs. 25, 26, 35, 36 as chiastically arranged. Rofe,
'Arrangement', 390-398, treats the references to Jehoiakim and Zedekiah as structural markers within chs.
25 - 36, while Rosenberg, 'Jeremiah and hzekiel . 194, concludes that in chs. 20 - 40 "the reigns of
Jehoiakim and Zedekiah are interspersed in something of a checkerboard pattern".
3
According to M. Kessler, 'Jeremiah Chapters 26 - 45 Reconsidered', JNES 27 (1968) 84, "the profound
difference between (chs. 26 and 36) is that the nsn mentioned in 26.3 is represented as contingent there,
but in 36.3 as inevitable, as a result of the people's failure to hear Yahweh's prophet." But this overlooks
the fact that judgement is still contingent at the start of ch. 36, and underestimates the significance of the
king's failure to listen.
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wrath is great (36.7). Nevertheless, there is still hope, as indicated by the term (26.3; 36.3,
7);4 perhaps the people will listen and repent, in which case YHWH will turn from bringing
disaster (26.3) and forgive them (36.3). Both chapters then highlight the divided response of
those who hear this message (26.16; 36.24-25)5 before focussing on the figure of Jehoiakim,
whose relentless pursuit of the prophet Uriah (26.20-23) anticipates his contemptuous burning of
Baruch's scroll (36.21-26).6
By contrast, chs. 35 and 45 portray a situation in which the time for repentance has
passed and judgement is certain. YHWH's promise of blessing on the Rechabites (35.18-19)
contrasts with his declaration, "I am bringing on Judah and all the inhabitants of Jerusalem all
the evil I spoke against them" (35.17), a warning repeated after Jehoiakim's burning of the scroll
(36.31). The reference back to this event in 45.1 also interprets YHWH's threat to "overthrow
what I have planted and uproot what I have planted" (45.4) as referring to his judgement on
Judah in the time of Jehoiakim.7 We conclude, therefore, that in its present form, Jer. 26 - 45 is
best viewed as comprising two sub-sections, chs. 26 - 35 and 36 - 45.8 Both are made up
mostly ofmaterial from the time of Zedekiah, but are framed by narratives which identify the
actions of Jehoiakim as decisive in Judah's downfall.
4
Compare YHWH's rejection ofZedekiah's hopeful in 21.2.
5 Noted by J. Applegate, ' "Peace, Peace, When There is no Peace". Redactional Integration of Prophecy
of Peace into the Judgement of Jeremiah', in Curtis & Romer, Book ofJeremiah, 73.
6
According to Thiel, Redaktion 26-45, 101, Jehoiakim's response is "paradigmatisch fiir die des
Volkes". Yet while his action is decisive for the fate of the nation, the narrator makes it clear that there
were other voices urging a different response.
7
As we will see later, in its present location ch. 45 serves a number of functions; it rounds off the
narrative of the flight to Egypt (chs. 40 - 44), recalls the salvation oracle to Ebed-Melech (39.15-18), and
(in MT) introduces the oracles against the nations (chs. 46-51).
8
A similar analysis is advanced in detail by Rietzschel, Urrolle, 95-122, though he limits the second of his
'traditions blocks' to chs. 36 - 44. Also seeing ch. 36 as introducing what follows are Rudolph, Jeremia,
xvii, and Thiel, Redaktion 26 - 45, 102. Most scholars see ch. 36 as concluding its section; e.g., Volz,
Jeremia, xliii-xlv; Kessler, 'Jeremiah Chapters 26-45 Reconsidered', 83; Hobbs, 'Some Remarks', 193;
Nicholson, Preaching, 106-107; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 254; Thompson, Jeremiah, 30; Carroll, Jeremiah,
510; McConvillq, Judgment and Promise, 111; Applegate, 'Peace, Peace', 73. Other commentators are
ambivalent on this point. Brueggemann, Exile and Homecoming, 338, entitles chs. 36 - 45 'the Bamch
Document', but admits, "it may well be that ch. 36 should not be grouped with the following materials."
(n. 1). According to Jones, Jeremiah, 337, "chapter 36 remains an enigma. From some points of view it
might be regarded as a prelude to chapters 37 - 45. From others (which seem more cogent) it appears to
be the concluding narrative of chapters 1 — 35.".
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Characterising these four framing chapters is a pronounced interest in questions of
judgement and culpability. On the first point, we find here the same emphasis on the totality of
judgement that we saw in chs. 1 - 20. Jeremiah addresses his call for repentance to the nation
('all the cities of Judah', 26.2; 'the house of Judah', 36.3), and it is the nation that stands under
YHWH's wrath (35.17; 36.31b; 45.4-5). Granted, YHWH promises the Rechabites that they
will always have a man to 'stand before' him (35.19), but they appear to be an external foil for
Judah, rather than a genuinely exceptive element within it;9 hence, their commendation is for
loyalty to their forefather, rather than to YHWH and his prophets.
On the question of culpability, however, the four frame chapters are more ambiguous.
Ch. 35 concludes with the unqualified statement, 'this people has not listened to me' (35.17), a
charge repeated in 36.31. A more nuanced picture emerges, however, in chs. 26 and 36, which
are careful to note the varied responses to Jeremiah's message, and to lay chief blame at the feet
(or hands) of Jehoiakim. When Jeremiah is arrested for prophesying against Jerusalem (26.10-
11), 'some of the elders of the land' (fHKn ,JpTD) recall how Hezekiah had responded to Micah's
warning of disaster by seeking YHWH's favour (26.17-19), while Ahikam son of Shaphan also
comes to Jeremiah's defence (26.24). In 36.25, Jehoiakim's officials (□"H&), Elnathan, Delaiah
and Gemariah, 'urge' (i?3D Hiph.) the king not to burn Baruch's scroll. Taken together, therefore,
these four chapters affirm that Judah has not listened to YHWH, but certain individuals have.
This depiction ofYHWH's word creating an inner-Judean division marks a significant
development within the book. Stulman comments on ch. 26:
For the first time in the book, the message of Jeremiah receives an ambivalent reception
. . . Such conflict and ambivalence foreshadow the texture and ethos of the second scroll
as a whole. A faithful few will hear and be receptive to the words of the prophet, while
the multitudes remain defiant and recalcitrant.10
Hobbs makes a similar observation in regard to chs. 26 - 36:
In these chapters, the focus of attention seems to be the personnel of the city of
Jerusalem, who had been generally attacked in the first section. Now the accusations
become more specific, and the reaction of various groups within the capital city to the
prophet and his word become clear as the section progresses."
9 The precise identity of the Rechabites is shrouded in uncertainty; 1 Chron. 2.55 identifies them as a
Kenite clan. See the discussion in Keown et al., Jeremiah 26 - 52, 195-196.
10
Stulman, Order Amid Chaos, 65.
11
Hobbs, 'Some Remarks', 193.
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In fact, it is doubtful whether 'the second scroll as a whole' does portray the divergent
reactions that Stulman and Hobbs believe. Although this section is more specific in naming
particular individuals and groups, a closer reading reveals that chs. 26 and 36 are unique in
depicting one group responding positively to YHWH's word while another responds negatively.
Nevertheless, the generalising / differentiating perspectives in these frame chapters supplies a
significant hermeneutical context for what lies in between, including chs. 27 - 29.
The Different Settings ofMT 27 - 29 and OG 34 - 36
Whilst MT and OG agree in placing 27 - 29 at the start of the macro-unit 26-45, they
diverge sharply in their placement of the latter as a whole. In MT, chs. 26 - 45 constitute the
second macro-unit of the book, following chs. 1-25. In OG, however, they form the third and
final major division of the book, being preceded by the Oracles against the Nations (OAN).
How do these different macro-structures affect our reading of chs. 27 - 29[34 - 36]?
Undergirding the outlook of these three chapters is the belief in YHWH's worldwide
sovereignty. By his power he has made the whole earth, and may thus subjugate its nations to
whomever he pleases (27.5). On this basis, he instructs both Judah and her neighbours to serve
the king of Babylon (27.6-11), while also indicating that the duration ofBabylonian rule is
limited (29.10; cf. MT 27.7, 22). By preceding this section with the oracles against the nations
(including, of course, the oracle against Babylon), OG connects YHWH's ultimate judgement
with his ordering of present affairs. Both are international in their scope. The sequence may
seem odd, but in this way the provisionality of the need to submit to Babylon (27.8-15) and to
pray for the welfare of Babylon (29.7) is emphasised.
The placement in OG may also explain the wording of 29.1, nson nbtfl; OG 36.1,
kou oircoi o't Xoyoi tt|q pipAnoo. The use of the article here is striking, since this is the first
mention of the letter (cf. 51.60, "tnx ~iDD). True, Barr has shown that the Hebrew article may be
used with a previously unmentioned noun;12 in particular, "when someone writes something
down, and though there has been no previous mention of a book or document which 'determine'
the noun, we nevertheless find that it is written with article, and never as be-seper without
12 J. Barr, 'Determination and the Definite Article', JSS 34 (1989) 307-335; see too Waltke & O'Connor,
Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 243.
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article."13 We should, however, at least consider the possibility that in 29[36].l, the article is
being used to distinguish this "ISO from another. Such a distinction is quite explicable if, as OG
implies, its Vorlage contained an earlier reference to a "ISO (pi[3A,iov) sent by Jeremiah to
Babylon, namely, that which contained the prophecy of her destruction (OG 28.59-64 = MT
51.60). The ISO to the exiles is then being contrasted with the "ISO to Babylon, both being sent
via a delegation from Zedekiah. An even more intriguing situation arises if, as Rietzschel has
argued, OG reflects the original placement of the OAN but MT reflects their original sequence.14
Since MT places the oracle against Babylon last, this would mean that the report of the "ISO
given to Seraiah immediately prefaced chs. 27 - 29.15
1.2. Distinctiveness and Coherence: Jer. 27 - 29 as a Unit
Within this macro-section, the delineation of chs. 27 - 29 as a self-contained literary unit
is widely accepted.16 Indeed, some scholars believe that it circulated as an independent 'booklet'
before being combined with other Jeremiah traditions.17 A number of features give these three
13
Barr, 'Determination', 313, citing Ex. 17.14; Num. 5.23; 1 Sam. 10.25; Isa. 34.4. But this seems to be
the exception rather than the rale; see, e.g., 2 Sam. 11.14; 1 Kgs. 21.8; 2 Kgs. 5.5; 10.1, 6; 20.12; 2 Chron.
32.17; Est. 1.22; 3.13.
14 Rietzschel, Urrolle, 45; similarly, Rudolph, Jeremia, 228; tentatively, McKane, Jeremiah 2, 1110.
15 In fact, the prominence of CP"IDC in the second half of the OG Vorlage is striking. Here we have the CDC
containing the OAN (25.14 - 32.24; cf. 25.13), including the "IDC Seraiah takes to Babylon; the ~)DO
Jeremiah sends to the exiles (36.1-32); a ~)DD containing prophecies of salvation (37.1 -40.13), including
the field-purchase narrative of ch. 39 with its references to mpDH CD0!1; the story of Barach's two □,~1DD
(43.1-32); and a final reference to Baruch's first ~)D0 (51.31-35). This also makes the LXX location of Bar.
immediately after Jer. thoroughly appropriate, and its opening words underline the connection: Kai omoi
o'l A-oyor tod pipkion obq bypa\|/ev Bapou% (1.1).
16 In addition to those cited below, see Volz, Jeremia, 255; T.W. Overholt, The Threat ofFalsehood: A
Study in the Theology ofthe Book ofJeremiah (SBT 16; London: SCM, 1970) esp. 27-30; Holladay,
Jeremiah I, 114; Thompson, Jeremiah, 528.
17
E.g., Rudolph, Jeremia, 147 ("als Kampfschrift gegen falsche Propheten"); H. Kremers,
'Leidensgemeinschaft mit Gott im Alten Testament. Eine Untersuchung der 'biographischen' Berichte im
Jeremiabuch', Ev.T. 13 (1953) 129f; Nicholson, Preaching, 93; Thiel, Redaktion 26-45, 5 n.l; G.
Wanke, Untersuchungen zur sogennanten Baruchscrift (BZAW 122; Berlin: de Grayter, 1971) 58 n.62;
Carroll, Jeremiah, 523-524; E. Tov, 'The Literary History of the Book of Jeremiah in the Light of its
Textual History', in J.H. Tigay (ed.), Empirical Modelsfor Biblical Criticism (Philadelphia: Fortress
Press, 1985) 211-237; Keown et al., Jeremiah 26-52, 35-36. But see to the contrary Schmid,
Buchgestalten, 236 n. 165.
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chapters internal coherence, while also setting them apart from the rest of the book. These are
well-documented and can be summarised as follows.
i) Orthography: The spelling "!3!X3"D'a3 (27.6, 8, 20; 28.3; 29.1, 3) is here preferred to
the form "l3SX""n3"Q3 found elsewhere in Jer.18 (and Ezek.). Other proper names, which elsewhere
consistently have the long ending in"1, take here the short ending IT; e.g., !TD~P (27.1; 28.5, etc.;
29.1), rP33n (28.1, 5, etc), tTW (28.4, 20; 29.2), rPpP33 (27.12; 28.1, 29.3). However, this pattern
breaks down in 29.21-32,19 where long and short forms appear.
ii) Vocabulary: Although the designation of Jeremiah as X'23n is a feature of the MT
rather than OG, it is clear that bothMT and the OG Vorlage in these three chapters repeatedly
employ the title Xr33n for Jeremiah's opponents (OG itself paraphrases with \|/£u5o7Tpo(f>"r|T;r|Q).
Also prominent is the verb nbstf (X1?), which seems to function like a catchword; it predicates
YHWH's word (29.19), the prophets (27.15; 28.15; 29.9, 31), people (29.3, 20) and various
'messages' (27.3; 29.1, 25, 28, 31); cf. also the threat nbttfO PSH (28.16; 29.17). D.L. Smith has
noted how the motif of prison, yokes and restraint also pervades these chapters.20
iii) Historical context: Despite textual problems in MT 27.1 and 28.1 (see below, §2.2),
the events of chs. 27 - 28 appear to be set in the fourth year (rfiO~in n35£D) of Zedekiah, i.e.,
594/3. The date of the correspondence in ch. 29 is less specific (nY33m "^on n"l33"' HX3J "HrtX
O^tthTD; cf. 24.1), but it is evidently some time between 597 and 587.21 No other material in
Jer. is dated to this period. This historical setting may account for the undercurrent of
speculation about the early return of the exiles and the possibility of revolt.22 The Babylonian
18 The only instance of the 3 spelling in this section is in 29.21. 28.11, 14 read 32X31333, with qibb ts
replacing s req.
19 Note however the long forms impIS, 27.3, and UTtShX'', 27.1.
20 D.L. Smith, The Religion ofthe Landless: The Social Context ofthe Babylonian Exile (Bloomington:
Meyer Stone, 1989) 128. Jones, Jeremiah, 346, also sees "the theme of the yoke" as uniting these three
chapters.
21
Overholt, Threat ofFalsehood, 29-30, believes all three chapters are in accurate chronological
sequence.
22 So Volz, Jeremia, 255-256; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 118; Keown et al., Jeremiah 26 — 52, 36. But cf.
Carroll, Jeremiah, 530: "the difficulties of demonstrating a specific set of events which would account for
a coalition against Babylon after 597 . . . must raise questions about the historicity of 27 - 28".
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Chronicle records a domestic revolt against Nebuchadnezzar in late 595 / early 5 94,23 which may
have been seen by Judah and her neighbours as an opportunity to rebel.
iv) Theme: The conflict between true and false prophecy is widely seen as the theme of
Jer. 27 - 29.24 In ch. 27, Jeremiah urges the foreign envoys, Zedekiah, and the people to submit
to Nebuchadnezzar, and to reject the message of their own prophets (w. 9-10; 14-15; 16). Ch.
28 describes the confrontation between Jeremiah and Hananiah (both ofwhom are described as
'prophets') regarding who has the word ofYHWH. Without pre-empting our study of ch. 29, it
is clear that Jeremiah is here in conflict with the Judean prophets in Babylon (w. 8-9, 15, 21-24,
31-32). There is a corresponding stock of expressions: YHWH has 'not sent' the prophets
(nbtti xb, 27.15; 28.15; 29.9, 32; cf. 28.9); the people are told 'not to listen' ("BJOttfn bx, 27.9, 14,
16, 17; 29.8) to them, because they are 'prophesying falsehood' (CTXrD npttf, 27.10; 15, 16; 29.9,
21; cf. 29.23). Though found elsewhere in Jer., these terms are especially concentrated in chs.
27-29.
v) Depiction of Jeremiah: After the dominant impression of him as broken, marginalised
and ignored in the first scroll of the book, Jeremiah appears in these three chapters as a more
powerful, authoritative figure. Carroll writes:
In this cycle he is clearly the leader of both communities, advising, condemning and
encouraging the social leaders of the people in Jerusalem and Babylon . . . His role,
therefore, in the cycle is that of an authoritative figure moving about Jerusalem, advising
foreign nations of foreign policy (27), confronting an anti-Babylonian prophet (28), and
proclaiming a policy of co-operation with the Babylonians to the Judaeans now living in
Babylon.25
2j
Attempts to correlate Jer. 27 - 28 with the Babylonian Chronicle are complicated, however, by the
textual corruption of 27.1 and 28.1. See further Keown et al., Jeremiah 26 - 52, 47-48.
24
E.g., Volz, Jeremia, 255; Rudolph, Jeremia, 147; Nicholson, Preaching, 94-95; Thiel, Redaktion 26 -
45, 5; and especially Overholt, Threat ofFalsehood, 24-48. Cf. however McKane, Jeremiah 2, cxxxviii-
cxxxix. According to Kessler, 'Jeremiah 26 - 45 Reconsidered', 83, chs. 27 - 29 are unified by the theme
of 'peace': "We might almost say that chap. 28 is the catalyst for Jeremiah's shalom oracles; while
Hananiah's brand of imminent shalom is opposed, in Yahweh's plan as represented by his true prophet
there is also shalom - beyond Judah's inevitable calamities which Yahweh has ordained as necessary
punishment for their disobedience."
25
Carroll, Jeremiah, 555. This view of Jeremiah as an authoritative figure is perhaps less obvious in ch.
28, where Hananiah appears to win the dual (cf. v. 11); but even here, Jeremiah is subsequently vindicated
(vv. 12-17).
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Consequently, Overholt's conclusion that "in both style and content these chapters form
a coherent, self-contained unit of narrative material"26 seems well-founded.
This is not to say that they were composed as a unity. Chs. 27 and 28 both describe
Jeremiah's confrontation with the prophets in Jerusalem, but 27.2 - 28.1 is written in the first
person (cf. 27.1!) while 28.2-17 is in the second person. Ch. 29 stands apart from both, by virtue
of its audience (the exiles in Babylon) and genre (written, rather than oral, prophecy). We
should probably assume, therefore, that this unit has been compiled from different sources.27
Jones sums up the matter well: "The differences are just sufficient to demand some such variety
of origin; but the homogeneity of them equally points to a single redactor who has stamped the
whole with the singleness of his own purpose."28 We will discuss questions of composition and
redaction for chs. 27 - 28 and 29 in more detail when we look at these respective sections.
It might be argued that ch. 26 belongs within this sub-section.29 According to Jones,
"the editorial unity of chapters 26 - 29 in general and chapter 29 in particular is shown ... by
the pervasive theme of false prophecy and the prose of the familiar prose tradition",30 while
Carroll affirms that "the triple strata of 26, priests, prophets and people . . . allow 26 to be
considered as a preface to 27 - 29."31 Certainly, the picture of the Judean community divided
over Jeremiah's words (see above) foreshadows the question underlying chs. 27 - 28: Whom
will the people believe? However, whilst these links with ch. 26 are certainly significant, chs. 27
- 29 are clearly demarcated by being set in the reign of Zedekiah, rather than of Jehoiakim.
26
Overholt, Threat ofFalsehood, 27.
27 For surveys of opinion, see Keown et al., Jeremiah 26-52, 36-37; T. Seidl, Texte und Einheiten in
Jeremia 27- 29 (ATSAT 2; Munich: Eos St Ottilien, 1977) 21-22, n.5; and Tov, 'Some Aspects', 161
n.30. However, Carroll, Jeremiah, 523, sees the cycle as "a literary creation rather than historical records
or reflections" and dates it no earlier than the fifth century.
28
Jones, Jeremiah, 346.
29 So Clements, Jeremiah, 153. J.G. McConville, s.v. 'Jeremiah', NBC, 692, brackets all four chapters
together under the heading 'Jeremiah becomes a prophet of salvation', though it is hard to see how this
thought plays a prominent role in ch. 26. Meier, Speaking ofSpeaking, 89, notes that "lasb . . . TON in Jer.




Carroll, Jeremiah, 529. Duhm, Jeremia, 217 (cf. xxi-xxii) saw chs. 26 - 29 (minus interpolations) as
having been added en bloc from Baruch's scroll into Jer., but doubted whether ch. 26 originally introduced
chs. 27 - 29: "der zeitliche Abstand zwischen den in Cap. 26 und in Cap. 27f. erzahlten Begebenheiten zu
gross ist und andere Erzahlungen vorhanden sind, die vor Cap. 27f. zu stehen beanspruchen".
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Additional evidence for regarding chs. 27 - 29 as a redactional unit lies in its literary structure,
to which we now turn.
1.3. The Structure of Jer. 27 - 29
Whatever the origins of the material in Jer. 27 - 29, the editor has carefully structured it
in such a way that ch. 29 parallels chs. 27 - 28. Initial evidence for this lies in certain verbal and
conceptual echoes. Both chs. 27 and 29 begin with Jeremiah sending a message (~P3 . . . nbtti)32
to the foreign kings and the Jewish exiles respectively, thereby acting as a 'prophet to the
nations' (1.10). Moreover, while the term Q^tQ] ('prophets') is ubiquitous in this unit, the
reference in 27.9 to DTDOp and mobn ('diviners and dreamers') recurs only in 29.8, lXltb bx
DSTlDbn bx lUDttfn bxi DD^Op . . . D3b. Meanwhile, chs. 28 and 29 conclude with
pronouncements ofjudgement on specific prophets, Hananiah and Shemaiah.33 The charges
against them are almost identical; "iptf by n?n Dffn nx nntDDH nnxi mm pnbty *6 (28.15) and
~]pty by D3nx nam rnnbty xb (29.31). MT heightens this parallel with the comment that both
prophets have 'spoken rebellion against YHWH', mrr bx "OT mo (28.16; 29.32). Finally,
Overholt notes that chs. 27 - 28 and 29 show the same pattern of conflict: Jeremiah's message
about Babylon / A negative response from the prophets / Resolution: a curse on the prophets.34
Consequently, he entitles these two sections 'confronting the problem of false prophecy at home'
and 'confronting the problem of false prophecy in Babylon'.33
In fact, the structure of chs. 27 - 29 is more nuanced than this, as will become clear if
we consider the rhetorical interaction of Jeremiah, prophets and people. In ch. 27, Jeremiah
warns the foreign envoys, Zedekiah, and 'the priests and the people' against listening to 'the
prophets', a group consistently referred to only in the third person (w. 9, 14-15, 16-18). In ch.
28, however, this situation is reversed; Jeremiah confronts Hananiah, while 'the priests and the
people' observe (vv. 1,5,7, 11). This pattern is repeated in ch. 29. Though Jeremiah's letter is
32 27.3 reads Dnnbcn ('and send them''), the object being presumed replicas of the yoke bars Jeremiah has
made. However, the text is says nothing about additional yokes, and some scholars emend to nnb©
('send') implying a message as object. Either way, however, it is clear from the context that Jeremiah
does send a message to the foreign kings, whether or not model yokes were also part of the delivery.
Shemaiah is not formally designated 'a prophet' (X33), but cf. 29.31, my»» Dyb K33 "TOX ]B\
34
Overholt, Threat ofFalsehood, 29-30.
35
Overholt, Threat ofFalsehood, 30.
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addressed to nbun bo (v. 4), w. 8-9 clearly distinguish between its intended audience and 'the
prophets': D3b CTX3I on ~psO "O . . . nob 'XT'1 bx. Even when Ahab and Zedekiah
appear in vv. 21-23, they are differentiated from those to whom Jeremiah is speaking: onx ]ro
QOTyb D3m bD3 ~bo TO (v. 21). The rhetorical shift occurs in vv. 24ff. Although the text is
confused (see §3.2), in its present form MT represents Jeremiah as confronting another prophet,
just as it does in ch. 28. Moreover, in MT v. 25 Shemaiah's audience includes 'all the people in
Jerusalem' and 'all the priests', the same groups mentioned in chs. 27 - 28. We suggest,
therefore, that chs. 27 - 29 are structured according to the following pattern:
a: Jeremiah's message to the non-exiles about the prophets (27.1-22)
b: Jeremiah's confrontation with the prophet Hananiah (28.1-17)
a': Jeremiah's message to the exiles about the prophets (29.1-23)
b': Jeremiah's confrontation with the prophet Shemaiah (29.24-32).36
Consequently, the structure of chs. 27 - 29 serves to establish two audience-critical
distinctions. On the one hand, Zedekiah's people in Judea are distinguished from the exilic
community in Babylon. In both places, however, there is an inner-Judean distinction between
prophets and people. This is shown not only by the alternation of address, but also by the public
nature of Jeremiah's confrontation with Hananiah, which is described as taking place 'in the
eyes' (Tin, 28.1, 5) and 'in the ears' (0TX3, 28.7) of all the people. Indeed, the interaction
between Jeremiah, prophets and people in these three chapters suggests that their theme is not
simply 'true and false prophecy' but rather the interplay between prophets and people, prophecy
and response, in the fate of the entire community.
2. Jer. 27 - 28[34 - 35]
2.1. Text
nmrp -[bo urttfw p ap-hrr robot: mtfx-n .1
noxb mrr nxo tot bx rrn nonn rrn
1. obxcoq e'lrre Kupioq Ttorqaov Seapouq kou
kZoiouc kou TtcpiOou rccpi xov xpa,yr)A,ov
cpu
□nnr moot mnoio qb n&y ^bx mrr rox no .2
-pxiii by
36
Admittedly, this section concludes by foregrounding the exiles once more, with Jeremiah writing to
them concerning Shemaiah (vv. 30-32).
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2. Kai ditoatEAEiQ among upoc; paaiAsa
ISoupaiai; Kai Jtpoq [3aaiAea Mcoap Kai
itpoc; paai^ea liicov Appcov Kax itpot;
PaoiAsa Tupcru Kai itpog [3aaiA£a XiScovoq
kv yepaiv dyyEAcov amcov xcov kpyouEVCOV
e'ic dnavTriaiv alncov e'ic IepauaaA-nu itpoc
XeSekuxv |3aaiA£a IauSa
pba bxi 3X1B pba bxi B1PX pba bx Bnnbtfl .3
aaxbo pa ppps pba bxi is pba bxi pes pa
min1 pba ip'pps bx abiy^ a-xap
3. Kai aovta^eic amoiq npoq xouq Kupioup
amcov e'iheiv abxcop Elite Kupiop b 0eoq
Iapar|A omcoq epeixe itpoc xoup Kupiooc
"bpcov
pip" pbx pa paxb bpppx bx anx npsi (4)
aappx bx naxn pa bxpfcp vtbx mxas
4. oxi kyco eixoipaa xr|v yqv ev 'layui pou
xt| peyaA.]] Kai ev xco kiti%£ipco pot) xco
Bi|ir|Acp Kai Scoaco amr|v cb eav Soqi] ev
6())0a7,poiq pou
ptyx naran nxi bpxp nx fnxn nx tiw "ojx (5)
n^nnp moan ^nni bnan •'naa pxn as bv
arm pt^xb
5. kScom xriv yriv xco NaBovyoSovoaap
[3aaiAei Ba(3oAcovoc SooAeoeiv abxco Kai
xa 0r|pia too dypoo kpya^ea0ai abxco
pn nbxn mmxn ba nx nna nix nnin rro
Tini npton nn nx on nan baa -[ba paxipaiai
naub ib
ni? xa py na ]a nxi na nxi dpip ba inx nam m
a^bpa anbai anp dpi ia ipayi xin ai tpx
6. Kai xo k0voq Kai r) fkxaiAeia baoi Eav
pp k|j.paAcoai xov xpaxp^ov abxcov oito
i^uyov paaiAecoc BapoAcovoq ev paxcxipa
Kai ev Amco kitiGKEii/ouai aircooc elite
Kopioq kcoq EKAiitcociv kv yeipi ocmoo
nx inx ^paI}, xb ptyx nabaam pin mm rsi
ipxt nx it xb p&x nxi baa -jbo paxipaiai
pan by ppax papal aypai apna baa pba bya
nn onx nn py mn, axi xinn
7. Kai -bpEip pp btKODEXE xcov
\|/eo8oitpo(|>r|tcov bpcov Kai xcov
pavxEoopEvcov op.iv Kai xcov
kvonviatouevcov omv Kai xcov oicoviapaxcov
-bpcov Kai xcov c|)appaKcov Bpcov Asyovtcov
oi) pp fepyaapa0£ xcp paaiAei BapoAcovoq
bxi nanop bxi DTxm bx lyaain bx onxi (9)
onax an Ptyx aantya bxi aaaiy bxi oanabn
baa ~[ba nx nayn xb paxb na^bx
8. oxi vj/EoSp aotoi itpo^pxEoooaiv -bpiv
itpoq xo paKpovai bpaq duo xpp ypp bpcov
bya aanx pnpp |yab oab cxai an ppcy n (io)
□npaxi aanx tpppi aanapx
9. Kai xo k0voq b kav eiaayayp xov
xpaxpA.ov aotoo i)ito xov i^oyov paaiAecoq
BaPoAcovoq Kai Epyaapxai amco Kai
KataAeu|ico aotov km xpp ypq amoo Kai
Epyaxai aircco Kai evoiKpoEi ev amp
ipayi baa pba bya inxia nx xn"1 ptyx pipi (i i)
pa atyp ppayi pippdxi inanx by rnnipi
10. Kai Ttpoq leSeKiav paaiAea IooSa
EA.aA.paa Kaxa itavtaq tooq Aoyooq
tootooq Aeycov eiaayayete xov xpaxpAov
anapp baa Trap ppips pba pppa bxi (12)
baa pba bya aanxia nx ixnn paxb nbxn
ppi iayi inx nayi
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ppcov Kai £pyaaaa0£ xcp paaiA,£i
BapuA,covoQ
aana anna -[oui nnx inian nab cm
baa pba nx aaa' xb ntax 'an bx mm nan ntaxa
11. oxi ASiKa abxoi npo{()r|x£\)ot)CTiv t>piv aa'bx omaxn d'xam man bx laatan bximi
d'xai on ape? "a baa -|ba nx maan xb aaxb
oab
12. bxi ot)K butECTXEiAa ai)xoi)Q tpricri Kirpioc,
Kai Jipocjyr|XEDOUGi xcp ovopaxi pop eti'
&8ikco tcdoc xo d7ioA.Eaai ppac Kai
cato?i£iG0£ pueic Kai o'i Tipodwxai ppcov o'l
TtpobrixEDoyxEt; bp.iv eji' ASikco \|/ep5ti ppiv
nptab 'ataa d'xaa am mm dxi arnnbta xb -a (15)
o'xam d'xami nnx nnaaxi oanx 'nan |s?ab
Dab
13. Kai 7iavxi xcp Aacp xopxco Kai xoig
lEpEnaiv kAaAriaa A.£ycov abxcoQ e'itie
KDpiot; piri bcKODEXE xcov Aoycov xcov
Tipo<f>r|xcov xcov Ttpo())r|x£Povxcov ppiv
A,Eyovxcov 'i8od gkedt] o'ikop KPplOP
ETiiGxpEbel bK BappAcovot; bxi bcSiKa apxoi
TipobriXEUODCTlV ppiv
na aaxb Tiaaa nrn oan ba bxi Daman bxi (16)
aab d'xam dd'x'aa man bx laatan bx mm' aax
nana nna nbaaa mataia mm ma 'ba mm aaxb
oab d'xaa nan npta 'a
14. opk btTi£CXEiA.a apxopc nab rm baa pba nx maa ombx laatan bx 1171
naan nxrn nam mnn
15. e'i Tipotfirixai e'icti Kai e'i egxi Xoyoc,
Kupioi) ev abxoit; dTiavxricraxcociv pea
xi ims' onx mm' aaa ta' axi an d'xai dxi (18)
maa omnium D'ban ixa mbab mxaa mna
nbaa abtaman nam' pba mai mm'
16. bxi opxcoq E'lTlE KPpiOQ Kai xcov
ETIlAoiTlCOV GKEDCOV
am bin omaan bx mxaa mm aax na 'a(i9)
nxrn nan omnium D'ban am bai naaan bin
17. COV OPK E^aPE PaGlX.£dq BaPpAcOVOQ OXE
diicpKiGE xov iExoviav e£, lEpopaaArip
nx inibia baa pba aaxnaiai onpb xb ntax (20)
nxi nbaa obtam'a nam' pba D'p'im |a naia'
Dbsiiaa nam' 'an ba
D'ban ba bxato' mbx mxaa mn' aax na 'a 1211
obtaina nam' -jba mai mn' n'a omnan
18. e'iq BappAcova e'lCTEAEPOExai AEyEi
KPplOQ
dxi onx mps dt aa im' matin ixar nbaa (22)
mm Dipan bx ama'tam D'n'bam mn'
kou EyEVEXO EV tcp XEXapXCp feXEl EeSeKUX
PaaiX-Ecot; Iou8a ev pr|vi xcp TispTixcp e'itie
poi Avaviac; d'ioq A^cop o \j/£D8oTipO(j)r|xr|q o
ano Tapacov ev o'ikco Kupiou Kax'
6(j)0aA.|i,ou(; xcov 'iepecov Kai Tiavxcx; xou
Aaop Xeyow
-|ba mpns nabaa mtaxnn xmn men ma .1
man 'bx max 'ta'ann tanna n^m mtaa nmm
aanan n'ab mn1 rnaa paana ne?« xnan mta p
naxb oan bai
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omcoq erne KDpioc; cruv£Tpii|/a tov ^Dyov
PaaiXecoq BapDA,covo<;
moo® ooNb bNo®"1 mbN niNoo mm oon no .2
boo "[bo bo nN
en 8do fexri tipepcov Kai eyco &7toaTp£\j/co
e'lt; tov xonov todtov xa ak£dt| o'ikod
KDpiOD
bo nN nrn oipon bN oooo on o^ir 00130? moo .3
p boo pbo ooNaooioa npb o®n mm no "bo
boo ONoao nrn aipon
Kai Ieyoviav Kai tt|v dntoiKiav IoD8a on
a\)VTpiv)/co tov J^Dyov pacnAecoc; BapuVoovoc;
niba bo nxi nmm -jbo opom p no®-1 dni .4
□n3 nrn oipon bn oooo on nboo omon nmm
boo pba bo nn oo®n m mm
Kai e'itiev lepepiap xtpOQ Avaviav Kai
b^BaXpooc; toxvtoq tod Axxod Kai Kax'
ocj)0a^(j.odq tcov lepecov tcov ectttikotcov ev
O'lKCp KDpiOD
oonon oo?b Noaan noan bN Nman moo1 oono .5
nm moo amoon oon bo oo?bi
Kai e'uiev Iepepiaq dlriGcot; odtcoq xioniaai
kddioc amaai tov A.oyov ood ov ctd
rcpotjiritedeit; tod emaTpeiyai Ta ckedti
O'lKOD KDpiOD Kai JtaCXXV XV\V &7lOlKiaV &K
BaPDA,covoQ e'iq tov touov todtov
mn" opi mn1 ntoo-' ]o ]on nman mom oono .6
boi mm mo ■'bo oPnb nNoa o®n -pnon nn
nrn oipon bN booo niban
7iA,nv dkodaate ^.oyov kdpiod ov eyco A,eyco
eig Ta cbTa Dpcov Kai e'k; Ta ana jtavTOQ
tod XaoD
bo otnoi poiNo non o®n nrn nonn N3 00® "]n .7
oon
oi npoctnyrcxi o'i yeyovoTeq TtpoTepoi pod Kai
TipOTSpOl BpCOV &710 TOD a'lCOVOQ Kai
E7ipo(()r|TeDaav bin yriq tioXAtiq Kai etii
PaaiXeiaq peyaXaq e'ic 7toA,epov
bn iNoao obion ]o posbi osb on o®n o^man .8
nonbi nonbob nibna moboo boi nion mooN
nonbi
o 7ipo(j)r|TT|9 o 7tpotjyr|T£Daa<; e'i<; e'iprivriv
feA,0ovTo<; tod A,oyoD yvcoaovTai tov
7ipo<|)r|TT|v ov bcTteaTEi^ev abTov KDpioq ev
TllCTTEl
onr Nman non noo oibtob Noa1 no?N N"oan .9
noNO mm inbto n^N Nman
Kai e^aPev Avaviac ev obGa^poic TtavToc
TOD ?iaOD TODC K^OIODC &HO TOD TpaYT|A.OO
IepepiOD Kai aov£Tpi\|/ev abTODQ
nmn1' onio boo noion nN N-oan noan npn .10
innoton Nman
Kai e'itiev Avaviaq kax b(|)9aA,poDg tod
XaoD A,eycov odtcoc, e'itie KDpiog odtcdq
aDVTpnj/ao tov i^dyov pacnAecoi; BapDA.oovo<;
Ano Tpayr|loD navrmv xmv kftvmv Kai
cpxeto Iepepiat; e'k; tt|v oSov ai)TOD
mn11 noN no noNb oon bo omb noan oono .11
□Tiato moo boo pbo noNanoioa bo nN notoN noo
lonnb Nman nmn1' pbo ooan bo onoj boo om1'
Kai eyevETo Xoyoq KDpiOD npo; Iepepiav
peia to aDVTpi\|/ai Avaviav tod; kXoiod;
duo tod Tpayri^oD abTOD leycov
Nioan noan mo® mnN nmn1' bN mm non mo .12
ooNb Noaan nmo1' onio boo noion nN
PaSi^e Kai emov npo; Avaviav Xeyaov noio mn' oon no ooNb noan bN noom -pbn .13
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obxcoq e'lTte KPpioq KZoionq ^uZtvopq
apvetpui/ac mi Ttoiqaco &vx' abxcov
kA.oiopc; aiSppopq
bna rntso pnnn ntun matti
cm obxcoq e'i7te KPpioq £uyov aiSpponv
fe0r|Ka em xov xpa%r|A.ov 7tavxcov xcov fe0vcov
£pya^EC0ai xcp paatZei Ba(3pA,couoq
bna bv bxnfcr nbx mxaa mrr nex na -a .14
naxinaiai nx na^b nbxn nan ba nxia by Tina
lb Tina mtoa rrn nx an ima»i baa pba
mi e'lTtev Iepepiaq xcp Avavia oi)K
d7i£cjxazk£ a£ xppioq kcxi jiettoiOevou
hnoipaaq xov A.aov xooxov 'en' &8iKCp
man xa yatt; xaan nan bx xaan n**BT naxn .15
npttf by ntn ayn nx nnaan nnxi mn1 pnbty xb
§ia xopxo obxcoq e'itie KPpioq 'i8op kyco
k^artoaxe^Zco ce dtno TtpoacoTtOD xpq yqq
xopxco xcp Eviauxcp &7io0avr|
nanxn as bya -|nbcia an nm nax hp pb .16
mrr bx man mo "a na nnx natyn
mi &7i£0av£v ev xcp ppvi xcp k[3Sopcp nratyn tynna xnn natya xaaan nan nap .17
2.2. Textual Notes
Chapter 27
v. 1. >OG. MT Dpirr nabaa mtfxna is clearly erroneous (cf. the subsequent references
to Zedekiah), probably under the influence of 26.1.37 Possibly Dpnrp is itself a late gloss, with
MT previously reading mpns nabaa nt£iK~Q, as in 28.1. The whole verse is almost certainly
MT plus. One could argue that OG has omitted it in order to avoid the historical problem, but
this fails to explain the absence of ~iaxb mrP nxa rra~P bx nrn "Din. The lateness of the verse
is also suggested by the fact that, unlike the rest of the chapter, it refers to Jeremiah in the third
person.
v. 2. MT nnri3; OG 7iepi0op = nroi; ellipsis of the verbal suffix is not uncommon where
the context makes the meaning clear.38 "'bx is probably MT plus,39 but ~[b could have been
omitted by OG for stylistic reasons.40
37 So Wanke, Untersuchungen, 21; Janzen, Studies, 14.
38 See DIHGS §3 rem.3. However, E. Tov, 'Exegetical Notes on the Hebrew Vorlage of the LXX of
Jeremiah 27 (34)', ZAW91 (1979) 81, believes the Vorlage was identical to MT here.
39
Tov, 'Exegetical Notes', 79; L. Stulman, The Other Text ofJeremiah: A Reconstruction of the Hebrew
Text Underlying the Greek Version ofthe Prose Sections ofJeremiah with English Translation (Lanham:
University Press of America, 1986) 58.
40
Tov, 'Exegetical Notes', 81.
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v. 3. MT □nnbttfl and OG &7toax£A.£iQ abxouQ, 'and send them' (i.e., the yoke bars) is
possibly surprising, since v. 2 need mean no more than one set of yokes. Emendation to nnbci,
'send' (i.e., a message; cf. LXXLuc, &7toax£Z£t<;) is attractive,41 but OG clearly read DnnbEh.42
MT also has the advantage of balancing the preceding verb, Dnrm.
MT ctdx^o; OG &yyeZcdv abxcov: The Vorlage may have read □rr~xbc,43 but a
stylistic change by the translator is possible.44
OG e'iq dnavxpaiv abxcov >MT: OG suggests antop1?,45 but the resultant Qnxnpb
UTpns bx nbttfTT is extremely problematic. IfDnxipb is objective ('to meet them'), who are
'they'? If it is subjective ('for them to meet'), it is awkwardly separated from 'Zedekiah' by
bx obcbT (cf. Jdg. 4.18; 1 Sam. 17.48; Isa. 7.3). MT seems to preserve an older reading,46 while
the translator's Vorlage may have contained a conflate text (cf. v. 15).
v. 5. pxn bS bv im nornn nxi mxn nx >OG: Either MT plus or OG omission due
to homoioteleuton (repetition of pxn).47
v. 6. "D3X nniJI >OG: (nx) Tin3 is abrupt, and "D3X nnJJI may have been lost through
homoioteleuton (cf. the endings of "03X and TJJ2).48
41
Duhm, Jeremia, 217-218; Rudolph, Jeremia, 146; E.W. Nicholson, The Book ofthe Prophet Jeremiah
26 - 52 (CBC; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1975) 31; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 686; A.
Graupner, Auftrag unci Geschick des Propheten Jeremia. literarische Eigenart, Herkunft und Intention
vordeuteronomistischer Prosa im Jeremiabuch (BTS 15; Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1991)
63 n.8. According to Bright, Jeremiah, 199, "the suffix . . . has probably carried over from v. 2" - but as
we have said, the Vorlage of v. 2 probably read nrm, with no suffix.
42
Tov, 'Exegetical Notes', 79; Stulman, Other Text, 58; cf. Volz, Jeremia, 259; Holladay, Jeremiah 2,
120; Carroll, Jeremiah, 526.
4j
Duhm, Jeremia, 218; Rudolph, Jeremia, 146; Graupner, Auftrag, 63 n.8.
44
Tov, 'Exegetical Notes', 81; Stulman, Other Text, 58. The lack of the article on CTSxbn (before ITXan)
is odd, but not impossible; see GKC §138i, k.
45
Tov, 'Exegetical Notes', 82; Stulman, Other Text, 58.
46
Tov, 'Exegetical Notes', 82.
47
For the former, see Tov, 'Exegetical Notes', 82; Stulman, Other Text, 58; for the latter, see Janzen,
Studies, 118; Graupner, Auftrag, 63 n. 10; Lundbom, Jeremiah I - 20, 61.
48 Tov accepts that nns? usually "denotes that the speaker or author reached an important point in a speech
or discourse. A priori, it is therefore unlikely that nnsn would have been missing from the translator's
Vorlage." ('Exegetical Notes', 82). However, he points to the absence of nn» from the Vorlage in 40.4
and 42.15. Both Tov and Stulman, Other Text, 58, allow that "OJX may have been in the Vorlage.
Ill
MT T3 nbxn mmxn b3; OG xr\v ypv = f'1X1 nx: Janzen points out that the global
sense represented by OG follows on neatly from the previous verse; moreover, "had the
reference in v. 6 originally been to nations, we might have expected nbxn D131 b3 nx".49 (cf. w.
8, 11). But the reading in MT also provides a satisfying development from v. 5 ('I made the
whole earth ... so I am giving these lands . . ,').50
MT "l13P; OG bouleueiv abxcp:51 Lemke argued that ,133P arose here as a scribal error,
leading to its addition in 25.9 and 43.10.52 However, while ■'""DP b33 "[bo 13X113133 bxi in 25.9
is certainly MT plus, here and in 43.10 '13P is likely to be the more original reading; 113pb
would entail an awkward repetition of 113S?b at the end of the verse. The translator (or a copyist
of his Vorlage) may have misread ' as 1, and read the final b of b33 twice.53 Unease at this
description of a foreign king may have contributed to an alternative reading.54
v. 7 >OG: MT plus;55 cf. the very similar MT plus in 25.14. The idea ofBabylon's
rule being limited in duration is not confined to MT (see 29.10) but it is heightened there; see too
the prophecy of the return of the temple vessels in 27.22, also MT plus.
13 H3P1 is awkward; if the reference is to 'his land' (131X), emend to 13.56
v. 8. xb liiix nxi b33 -[bo -13X313133 nx inx 113^ >OG: Either MT plus or OG
haplography (repetition of xb 1EiX). MT adds 13131 to conform to the 'sword, famine and
plague' trilogy elsewhere. sp[3aA,cocn tov xpaxp^ov abxcov 'corrects' the singular forms of
49
Janzen, Studies, 66; also preferring OG are Bright, Jeremiah, 199-200; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 112.
50 "The relation between the texts ofMT and Sept. cannot be elucidated with a high degree of confidence"
(McKane, Jeremiah 2, 688).
51
Following LXXb'a; LXXS omits.
52 W.E. Lemke, 'Nebuchadrezzar, My Servant', CBQ 28 (1966) 45-50; see the response by T.W. Overholt,
'King Nebuchadnezzar in the Jeremiah Tradition', CBQ 30 (1968) 39-48.
53 So Tov, 'Exegetical Notes', 83-84.
14 So Duhm, Jeremia, 201; Volz, Jeremia, 259; Rudolph, Jeremia, 146; Thompson, Jeremiah, 512.
55
Tov, 'Exegetical Notes', 84-85; Stulman, Other Text, 58; Duhm, Jeremia, 220.
56
Rudolph, Jeremia, 146. Thompson, Jeremiah, 529, renders, 'then many nations and great kings shall
reduce him to servitude', evidently interpreting 3 as instrumental (see BDB s.v. 13s, Qal. 1).
57
For the former view, see Duhm, Jeremia, 220; Tov, 'Exegetical Notes', 85-86; for the latter, see
Stulman, Other Text, 58; Graupner, Auftrag, 63 n.10; cf. BHS footnote.
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TIKIS nx in" (cf. nab»»m "Tin). amove, may reflect Dirby rather than MT Kinn 'in by,58 or may
be a further attempt to conform to robaam ^an.
MT IT'S Dnx "an IV ('until I have finished them by his hand') is awkward, since Qan
Qal is nowhere else transitive;59 ecoc, eK^tttcoCTtv ev %eipt cdnau = TP3 nan ny ('until they die
by his hand'), but Targ. implies anx Tin IV ('until I have given them'), which collocates well
with TT3; MT Tan is easily understood as scribal error.60
v. 9. MT D3Tiabn ('your dreams'); OG evmvia^opevcov bpcov ('your dreamers') =
□a^abn.61 The context clearly points to a further group of people. Several scholars have adopted
Ehrlich's revocalisation ofMT as □a^nobn, assuming a term Dibn, 'dreamer'.62 Alternatively,
we could repoint as a feminine participle, 33niabn, 'dreaming women'.63 Cf. 29.8.
v. 10. MT Dmaxi Danx Timm >OG: MT plus, influenced by v. 15.64
v. 11. OG epyatai abtco ('and it will serve him') misreads rnayfas niay/).65
v. 12. MT slightly rearranges the text.66 On TTTl, see below on vv. 13-14. For the phrase
nayi nxian x^an, cf. Neh. 3.5.
vv. 13-14. OG lacks all of v. 13 and most of v. 14, yielding the nonsensical 'serve the
king of Babylon, for they are prophesying a lie to you'. At least all of v. 14, therefore, must be
original, the translator's eye skipping from baa ~[bo nx liayi (v. 12) to baa "|ba HN nayn
58
Stulman, Other Text, 58; Tov, 'Exegetical Notes', 86.
59
Tov, 'Exegetical Notes', 86, accepts MT, but suggests ,nnn (Hiph. inf. cstr.) is also possible.
60
Rudolph, Jeremia, 148; Thompson, Jeremiah, 534; but cf. Volz, Jeremia, 259: "das vorgeschlagene Tin
ist zu swach, und die Verderbnis ware nicht eklart."
61
Tov, 'Exegetical Notes', 86-87.
62
Ehrlich, Randglossen, 312-313; Volz, Studien, 213; Wanke, Untersuchungen, 22; Holladay, Jeremiah 2,
113.
6'' So NEB; cf. Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 113.
64
Tov, 'Exegetical Notes', 87; Stulman, Other Text, 59.
65
Tov, 'Exegetical Notes', 87.
66
Tov, 'Exegetical Notes', 87; Stulman, Other Text, 59.
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(v. 14). This might also explain the absence of bD3 ... (v. 13) TTH (v. 12); however, the fact
that the very similar material in v. 17 is MT plus (see below) suggests the same is true here.67
v. 15. MT Tnn; OG Ttpoq to dtnokeaai = mm. Which is the more original we cannot
say; cf. 16.15, where OG reads k^coaBqaav rather than MT Dmn. OG bp.iv 'en dcbiKco \|/£u8r|
bpiv probably reflects a doublet, Dsb ~lpE> Dab.68 OG adds bpcov.
v. 16. mno nnu >OG: Either MT plus (cf. 28.3, 11) or OG haplography (confusion of
final n in nni? nbnna mnD).69
OG obK aitEOxeiTa abxong (34.14) = DTinbK? Kb >MT. This may have been added by
the translator to conform to v. 15, but was probably already in his Vorlage.
v. 17. OG obK djieaxeiA,a abxcruq = cunnbttf *6; MT pha nx na» ambx wopn bx
rann nxrn ~TOn rrnn nob vm ban: The shorter and completely different reading ofOG
probably reflects its Vorlage accurately; we would then have a smooth flow of text concerning
the prophets, an □,X33 DX1 DTinbttf xb D3b trxna nan ipttf "a, similar to v. 15.70 The reading in
MT may have been prompted by the similar question in v. 13.
v. 18. The longer MT is usually seen as a plus.71 On the other hand, an invitation to
'entreat' YHWH with no suggestion as to the content of that petition is abrupt.
67 So Rudolph, Jeremia, 148; Tov, 'Exegetical Notes', 87; pace Carroll, Jeremiah, 528; Graupner,
Auftrag, 64 n.14.
68
Tov, 'Exegetical Notes', 88; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 692. Alternatively, the second bgiv may form the
start of the following verse, i.e., bgrv kcxi Ttavti xcp A,acp tomco; so Ziegler, Beitrage, 96; H. Seebass,
'Jeremias Konflikt mit Chananja', Z/l W 82 (1970) 449-452. Seebass argues that in the Vorlage, babl nab
Tnm DVnsn bxi run ns?n (v. 16) introduces a citation of an earlier oracle concerning the temple vessels;
this he sees as preferable to MT, which delays supplying the basis for the warning of vv. 14-15 until v.16,
and shifts the theme from that of the yoke to that of the temple vessels ('Konflikt', 450). Whether these
features ofMT really constitute such a serious problem is questionable; see below (§2.4) for criticism of
the view that Jeremiah's message could have had only one focal point.
60 For the former view, see Duhm, Jeremia, 222; Tov, 'Exegetical Notes', 88; for the latter, see Rudolph,
Jeremia, 148, and Wanke, Untersuchungen, 22, who suggest the phrase was deliberately omitted to avoid
lending support to the legend ofBar. 1.8.
70
Tov, 'Exegetical Notes', 88; Stulman, Other Text, 59.
71
Tov, 'Exegetical Notes', 88-89; Stulman, Other Text, 59; Thompson, Jeremiah, 530 n.l 1.
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v. 19. OG is usually seen as reflecting a much shorter Voi-lage: "trr1 ^3 mrr 3DX H3 "O
□^sn.72 However, OG kcci [toov eiukotJicov] appears to represent 1, implying additional
preceding wording.73 The Greek could be understood as starting a new sentence ifkai is
translated, 'even [the rest. . ,]';74 but why not then the nominative, \a erukoiTia aKevri? One
must also ask why a generally literal translator would have introduced this nuance.75 On
balance, OG haplography is more likely than MT expansion.76 Alternatively, the mistake may
be due to a later copyist; ifOG originally read, Jiepi tcov ctdXcov koci ttepi tt^ QaA.aaar|<; Kai
jtspi tcov pe%cova)0 Kar rtept tcov fernZoittcov axencov (cf. LXX6' Luc ), one could easily account
for the present text.
v. 20. -|SXn3133 and milT "jbo D^HT ]3 and D^TTI milT ,_in ^3 nxi are typical MT
additions. Possibly nbss was lost through haplography (nbas [v. 22] nbsn D^ChTO),77 but since
it is also absent from OG in 29[36].4 it is most likely an MT plus in both places.78
v. 21 >OG: Possibly omitted with nbnn at the end of v. 20, but probably MT plus.79
Chapter 28
v. 1. MT gives two mutually exclusive dates, milT "|bo rrp"13 robotD ITOX~n and rTO3
rrimn. OG ev tco TeTapTCp £T£t ZeSeKia paatAecog IonSa reflects rrptsb n-573~in ~33'3
rmn\ Most scholars believe rcboo n"3K~)3 was added under the influence of 27.1.
72
Duhm, Jeremia, 222; Rudolph, Jeremia, 148; Seebass, 'Konflikt', 450-451; Tov, 'Exegetical Notes',
89; Stulman, Other Text, 59-60.
7''
Graupner, Auftrag, 65 n.19, is almost alone in calling attention to this; Rudolph, Jeremia, 148, mentions
it in passing.
74
E.g., Bright, Jeremiah, 197; Thompson, Jeremiah, 530 n.l 1.
75 A point recognised by Duhm, who believed that OG was translating UTD cn (Jeremia, 222).
76
Graupner, Auftrag, 65 n.19. Regarding the Greek text in vv. 16-18 (MT 19-22), he writes: "Ihre
kiirzere Fassung geht einerseits wiedemm auf aberratio oculi - vgl. nb33 am Ende von v. 20a und am
Anfang von v. 22 - zuriick, andereseits auf bewuBte Straffung der redundanten Vorlage." (Auftrag, 65
n.19).
77
Stulman, Other Text, 60.
78
Tov, 'Exegetical Notes', 90.
79
Rudolph, Jeremia, 148; Tov, 'Exegetical Notes', 90; Stulman, Other Text, 60.
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MT hrnn ruao >0G: MT represents a conflation of two variants: b JTsnmn niEia A]
-nn mm -[bo mpnn (roboo rrwnn) X"nn HiEh B].80 As Janzen points out, A (which matches
OG) is easily the superior reading; B arose after the addition of 27.1.
w. 3-4. MT ban ax-on nrn aipon p San pSo naxnainj npS itfx; nnn- -|b» apnn-1 p;
mn" oxi nrn nipan bx n-EP ax nbnn n^nn >OG: All MT plus.81
v. 5. MT Dsn ba nn?bl oanan TI?b; OG kgcx' 6<t>9aA.|j.ot>q navroi; xou A.aot> Kai Kan'
o^OaA-pouc; xcov 'lEpscov: As in 27.16, OG lists these groups in reverse order to MT.
v. 6. MT mrr Dp"1; OG cmpai: OG apparently read the infinitive D'pnb, which would
then parallel 3Pnb.
MT pnan, 'your words'; OG xov Xoyov gov, 'your word'.
v. 7. MT s?aEi; OG dtkouaaxe: Possibly OG read 1i?de?, but the ensuing reference to 'the
ears of all the people' may have prompted the translator to make the change.
v. 8. MT nnnbl nmbl >OG: MT plus, prompted by the frequent Jeremianic trilogy, 3sh
nam nan (many Hebrew mss. read 3J?nbl rather than nmbl).82 Without these words, the
Vorlage neatly counterbalances HDnbab with DlbEib (v. 9).
v. 10. OG bv opoaapoip navxoq too a.ao'o >MT.
MT imaeia . . . hdid; OG to-uq kAoiouc; . . . abxouq = DnnEH . . . naid: Note that in v.
13, MT also the plural naiQ. The masculine suffix in in MT is strange, given that HD1D is
feminine; Holladay proposes an earlier p^nnETI, in which the final nun was later read as a watv.83




Duhm, Jeremia, 224; Wanke, Untersuchungen, 23; Janzen, Studies, 48; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 125.
82
Duhm, Jeremia, 225; Bright, Jeremiah, 198; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 125; contra Wanke,
Untersuchungen, 23.
83
Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 125. Rudolph, Jeremia, 150, proposes dittography of 1 (cf. the following noxn).
84
Duhm, Jeremia, 225; Janzen, Studies, 48; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 125.
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v. 13. MT nTO; OG 7iovr|aco: The second person reading in MT is (at least initially)
surprising; precisely for this reason, however, the first person 7tovr|CTCO is more likely to be due to
the translator than to a variant TTOSJ1 in the Vorlage.85
v. 14. MT lb TITO mi£D rrn ™ oat -man >OG: MT plus, influenced by 27.6.86
v. 15. MT man X3 laoty >OG: MT plus.87
v. 16. MT mrr bs man nno "a >OG: MT plus;88 cf. Deut. 13.6.
v. 17. MT KTin na»a ran nnan >OG: Probable MT plus.89
2.3. Exegetical Notes
Chapter 27
v. 2. mnoiB ~|b nifi?: The narrative begins with a 'sign act', comparable to those in
13.1-11 (the linen belt) and 19.1-13 (the clay jar), the first ofwhich is also recounted in the first
person.
ntaiO: In the OT, naita ('yoke bar') is almost always a metaphor of oppression (foreign
or social), and occurs either by itself (Isa. 58.6, 9; Ezek. 30.18) or in the phrase bo ntDE (Lev.
26.13; Ezek. 34.27). Each time, it is something that YHWH breaks (nasi) or urges his people to
remove (pro, nOK). Likewise, moiD ('strap') occurs in 30.8 (// by); Nah. 1.13 (// naiQ) and Ps.
107.14, to symbolise foreign rule from which YHWH releases Israel. Only in Jer. 27 - 28 do we
read ofYHWH imposing a yoke. Though similar in meaning, the ensuing narrative uses noiD to
85
Volz, Jeremia, 263; Wanke, Untersuchungen, 23; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 713 ("The sense of v. 13 is
'You have made a rebellious gesture (by breaking the wooden yoke) but you have thereby made for
yourself an unyielding and unbreakable tyranny'. "); contra Duhm, Jeremia, 226.
86
Duhm, Jeremia, 226; Rudolph, Jeremia, 150; Bright, Jeremiah, 201; Wanke, Untersuchungen, 23;
Janzen, Studies, 48.
87
Even Duhm, Jeremia, 227, notes that this clause "ist nicht gut zu entbehren."
88
Duhm, Jeremia, 227; Rudolph, Jeremia, 150; Wanke, Untersuchungen, 23; Janzen, Studies, 48;
McKane, Jeremiah 2, 714; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 126. A contrary view is implied by Volz's question,
"von Jer. oder erst von Baruch stammt?", Jeremia, 263.
89
Janzen, Studies, 48; contra Graupner, Auftrag, 69 n.33 ("Die LXX tibergehen den Ruckbezug als
iiberfltissig.").
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denote the object worn by Jeremiah (28.10, 12, 13) and by to denote the power ofBabylon (27.8,
11, 12; 28.2, 4, 11, 14).
v. 5. rHCMn 'Iinm bnan TD3: The phrase main sna is commonly used in parallel
with nprn T3 (Deut. 4.34; 5.15; Ps. 136.12; Jer. 21.5), especially in contexts describing
YHWH's acts of redemption and judgement. Only in three other places, however, is it used with
nn (Deut. 9.29; 2 Kgs. 17.36; Jer. 32.17), and only in the latter instance, as here, in relation
to creation.
Tin "Kir ntC'Xb: The phrase Tin T\ 'pleasing in the eyes of (YHWH)', is also common
in the Deuteronomistic literature (e.g., Deut. 12.25; 21.9; 1 Kgs. 11.33; 2 Kgs. 10.30). There,
however, as its collocation with ntm indicates, the emphasis is firmly on human conduct; here
such considerations are absent, and the sense is rather 'to whom I see fit' (cf. 18.4).90
v. 6. T317: YHWH's appellation ofNebuchadnezzar as 'my servant' occurs also in MT
25.9 and 43.10, but is otherwise unparalleled in the OT, though we should note the descriptions
of Cyrus (Isa. 44.28; 45.1) as YHWH's in ('shepherd') and ITEiO ('anointed'). 'Servanthood'
here clearly implies subordination to, rather than devotion to, YHWH; just as the Judah and the
nations will be Nebuchadnezzar's vassals, so he is YHWH's vassal.91
TOS?1? lb Tina mton rrn nx aai: The statement clearly emphasises the extent of
Nebuchadnezzar's dominion (cf. Dan. 2.38). The reference to wild animals, however, may find
added significance in the fact that the kings are told to 'bow the neck to the yoke' ("IXT nx ]n3
biO, w. 8,11, 12) - thereby implicitly likening them to domestic animals. In this case, the
certainty ofNebuchadnezzar's rule over the nations is made all the more certain.92
v. 10. QSnx pTnn JSJ01?: Although the term ]SJO^ usually has a final sense, 'in order to'
(Jer. 32.14; 42.6; 43.3; 50.34; 51.39), it can also be resultative, 'so that' (Lev. 20.3; 2 Kgs.
22.17; Am. 2.7; Jer. 25.7; 32.35; Mic. 6.16).93 Since the subjects of the verb are the prophets, a
resultative sense seems certain here.
90
Thompson, Jeremiah, 529; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 684.
91 See Z. Zevit, 'The Use of cebed as a Diplomatic Term in Jeremiah', JBL 88 (1969) 74-77; Thompson,
Jeremiah, 512-513.
92 So Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 119.
93 See GBH 2, §169g. Cf. BOB, s.v. |S?Q; "sometimes, in rhetorical passages, the issue of a line of action,
though really undesigned, is represented by it [|l?ob] ironically as if it were designed.". BDB cites Jer.
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v. 11. m man . . . inDIX by TTimiTI: The content ofYHWH's promise for the
nation that serves the king of Babylon is here spelt out. In Jdg. 2.23, YHWH allows the nations
to remain (mi Hiph.) in Canaan, but the most striking parallel to this phrase occurs in Gen. 2.15,
mfitybl rnn»b pi? pa ■nnn. This is the only other place in the OT where mi Hiph. is used in
conjunction with nay; the possibility that we have here a deliberate echo of the Genesis passage
is strengthened by the explicit reference to creation in v. 5.
v. 15. yynx Timn jyob: Jeremiah concludes his message to Zedekiah with a second
]yab clause (cf. v. 10). In the OG Vorlage, the subject is again the prophets, justifying a
resultative interpretation. Conceivably, since MT attributes the scattering to YHWH pin),
jyob could here have a final sense;94 this would, however, go against the general tenor of
Jeremiah's message.
v. 16. mm my py; 2 Kgs. 24.13 records that in 597 Nebuchadrezzar had broken up
(f25p) the gold vessels made by Solomon; the implication here is that some of the other temple
utensils had been taken to Babylon, while others (v. 20) were left in Jerusalem. The emphasis on
the return of these vessels may seem surprising, but as Ackroyd remarks, "restoration of the
vessels implies re-establishment of that continuity of the cultus which was in some measure
interrupted by the disaster of 597." 9
v. 18. Dnx mm ~m ty"1 DX1: For similar expressions in relation to prophetic inspiration,
see 5.13 (any px -aim) and 23.28 (inx myt -ityxi).
mmy X3 1U2S"1: Some commentators believe that Jeremiah was being perfectly sincere at
this point;96 however, the tone of scepticism in OHX mm yyy ty"1 DX1 DPI mtpys DX1 should not be
missed. The fact that 'intercession' was recognised as a distinctively prophetic activity makes
27.10, 15 as examples of this 'ironic' usage. GBH also sees ]S?ob in Joel. 4.6 as resultative, but according
to L.C. Allen, The Books ofJoel, Obadiah, Jonah and Micah (NICOT; London: Hodder & Stoughton,
1976) 113 n.33, the term here "is strictly telic, 'in order to (take)', and seems to imply a malicious design".
94 The notion ofYHWH sending false prophets in order to bring about disaster is not wholly alien to the
OT(l Kgs. 22.19-23).
95 See P.R. Ackroyd, 'The Temple Vessels: A Continuity Theme', in P.R. Ackroyd (ed.), Studies in the
Religious Tradition ofthe Old Testament (London: SCM Press, 1987) 55.
96 "He invites the other prophets to believe the word ofGod given through him and to intercede for that
which he has been forbidden to pray. The possibility that the LORD might relent is implicit in this
challenge." (Keown et al., Jeremiah 26- 52, 53).
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Jeremiah's instruction to the exiles in 29.7 to 'pray on behalf (~im bbsrn) ofBabylon the more
striking.
v. 22. DHN "'Hps tar "II? ViT itDttfl: The significance of this MT plus should not be
overlooked. The hitherto almost wholly negative meaning of "ips (see 29.10) is reversed, as a
favourable visitation from YHWH is predicted. Compare the very similar prophecy concerning
Zedekiah in Babylon (32.5, also MT plus).
Chapter 28
v. 4. ni73 nxi rns"1 rftfl: Hananiah's prophecy of the return of the 597 exiles exceeds
that of ch. 24 in two crucial respects; it supplies a time-frame (□"'D'1 DThttf nso, v. 3), and
specifically lists Jehoiachin as among the returnees. As commentators have observed,97 the latter
point would have presented an implicit challenge to Zedekiah.
v. 6. -p~D"l J1X mrr Dp"1 mrp nt£?SP P PN: Jeremiah's reply to Hananiah has long
puzzled commentators, given his insistence in ch. 27 and elsewhere in ch. 28 that there would be
no early return from Babylon. Explanations include irony98 or (more commonly), that Jeremiah
was simply expressing his own desire as distinct from what he knew YHWH had decreed.99
Either is plausible, and not necessarily mutually exclusive. Carroll notes that similar instances
of a soft answer followed by ~]N (cf. v. 7) occur in v. 12 and 26.15: "General agreement with a
situation or belief is expressed, but a few dissenting points may yet be made . . . These points
usually constitute the heart of the matter and have a tendency to reverse the agreement expressed
with the sentiments just enunciated."100 For an unambiguous example of irony (also directed at
the false prophets) in Jer., see 23.28: Dlbn nsc Dlbn inx -)0K tf33n.
It may, however, be significant that Jeremiah makes no reference to Jehoiachin, whom
Hananiah explicitly included among those whom YHWH would bring back in v. 4: "While the
false prophet is hostile to the rule of Zedekiah and categorically demands the return of
97
Carroll, Jeremiah, 543; Keown et al., Jeremiah 26 - 52, 54.
98
Nicholson, Jeremiah 26 - 52, 37.
99
Volz, Jeremia, 265; Rudolph, Jeremia, 152; Bright, Jeremiah, 201; Thompson, Jeremiah, 539.
McKane, Jeremiah 2, 718, finds all these explanations problematic but offers no clear view of his own.
100 Carroll, Jeremiah, 544.
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Jehoiachin to the throne, as an integral part of his party's political platform, Jeremiah
intentionally skips over this problem".101
v. 9. mr K-n;- -en X33 Dlbtyb tor KtfX X'Ori: The implication of Jeremiah's words
seems to be that since prophetic oracles are in the main of disaster (v. 8), the burden of proof is
on the prophet of peace.102 The final H0X3 mm inbty "IKlX echoes 26.15, mrr ''linbKi nQN3 "O.
v. 15. "Ipttf by nrn Qyn J1X nntoan nnxi: The same accusation is made against Shemaiah
in 29.31; elsewhere, ntOD Hiph. occurs only in 2 Kgs. 18.30 = Isa. 36.15. nntoan is most
naturally taken to mean 'You have caused (this people) to trust (a lie)', an interpretation
reflected in all the commentaries and EW.1"3 Yet whilst eh. 28 has carefully noted the presence
of the people during Jeremiah's confrontation with Hananiah, nowhere has it reported their
reaction. Equally, while in ch. 27 Jeremiah urges the people 'not to listen' to the prophets, their
response is left open. It is more probable that nnoan here has the sense 'you have tried to
persuade'. In the OT, 'try to' is usually expressed by + b + inf. (Ex. 2.15; Deut. 13.11; 1
Sam. 19.10)104 or simply Kip3 + inf. (Jer. 26.21). Key to our passage, however, is Deut. 13.2-6.
Here, Moses warns the people that if a 'prophet or dreamer' (Dlbn nbn IX X"03) urges them to
follow other gods, they are not to listen (v. 4); rather, that prophet or dreamer must die, because
he has spoken rebellion (mo 131) against YHWH, "[Ylbx mrr -ps "Ityx -pin ]» piTHnb (v. 6).
Here, although typD is not used, "jmnnb must mean, 'to try to seduce you'; the context makes it
clear that the people resist the prophet's enticements (in MT v. 6, "p"1pO inn 111331 indicates
that they themselves remove him).
v. 16. nmxn rs bura "jnbtyo "I": In this situation, however, YHWH will himself effect
the death sentence. This phrase has no exact parallel in the OT, although YHWH also 'expels'
(nbty Pi.) the man from the garden (Gen. 3.23), and the nations 'from before' (USO) Israel (Lev.
18.24; 20.23).
101
Malamat, 'Last Two Kings of Judah', 84.
102 "Hananiah is suspect because he does not say what prophets characteristically say. He is soft on the
dangers of covenant disobedience." (Brueggemann, Exile and Homecoming, 252; similarly Thomson,
Jeremiah, 540; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 128).
103 Most use some such expression as 'led / persuaded / made to believe'. See especially Keown et al.,
Jeremiah 26-52, 58: "Hananiah (and Shemaiah) had gone one step further and succeeded in making the
people put their trust in a lie".
104 This construction often means 'intend to'; however, in the instances cited above, it is clear that an
attempt is made to do something.
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2.4. Coherence and Redaction
The most obvious indication of editorial activity in these two chapters lies in the shift
from first person to third person speech in 28.2. Nevertheless, there is little scholarly consensus
as to the nature and extent of this redaction. Perhaps the simplest hypothesis is that an editor has
utilised two different, but historically reliable, sources. Thus Rudolph assigned ch. 27 to 'A'
(authentic sayings), with ch. 28 added later from 'B' (Baruch's biography).105 Without naming
particular sources, Jones also sees ch. 27 as the nucleus, to which the editor added ch. 28:
"Without chapter 27, chapter 28 would lack its essential presupposition and clue. In particular,
28.10 presupposes 27.2."106
More commonly, it is held that the oldest kernel (whether or not from 'B') is found in
ch. 28, plus a few elements of ch. 27, with most of the latter being redactional.107 Those who
take this view often describe the editor as 'Deuteronomistic', though the evidence is
inconclusive. Nicholson calls attention to the expressions biun TD3 mi03n 'Slim (27.5; Deut.
9.29; 2 Kgs. 17.36), 131 HX npn (28.6; Deut. 9.5; 1 Sam. 1.23; 1 Kgs. 2.4; 6.12; 8.20) and
mrr bx mo im (28.16; Deut. 13.6).108 As he acknowledges, however, the language is for the
most part that of the Jeremiah prose tradition, rather than ofDtr.H.109 Nicholson also notes that
the concern with true and false prophecy which dominates chs. 27 - 28 is characteristic of
Dtr.H., and that the criterion implied in 28.8-9 for distinguishing between them echoes Deut.
13.5."°
105
Rudolph, Jeremia, 147. Cf. Volz, Jeremia, xlvi: "Hier lagen Baruch schriftliche Aufzeichnungen
Jeremias vor, die aber nur eine Teil der Handlung umfaBten; das iibrige erganzt Baruch auf Grand von




Duhrn, Jeremia, 216-217; Hyatt, 'Jeremiah', 788-789 (though ascribing more of ch. 27 to 'B' than did
Duhm); Thiel, Redaktion 26 - 45, 5-10. Nicholson, Preaching, 93-97, is less interested in identifying the
original material (though he thinks 27.2-4, 8, 12 may be original), emphasising instead that the section
"assumed its present form at the hands of the Deuteronomistic traditionists." (96). Mowinckel,
IComposition, 42, assigned ch. 27 to the 'C' source.
108 Nicholson, Preaching, 95-97.
109
Nicholson, Preaching, 95-96, a point emphasised by Jones, Jeremiah, 22. L. Stulman, The Prose
Sermons ofJeremiah: A Redescription ofthe Correspondences with the Deuteronomistic Literature in the
Light ofRecent Text-Critical Research (SBLDS 83; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986) 89, draws the same
conclusion in respect to ch. 27 (though he overlooks mtDjn "Wim mmn T733), pointing out that most of
this Jeremiah prose language is in any case restricted to the MT plusses.
110 Nicholson, Preaching, 97. Caution is needed here, since an interest in prophecy would probably have
been widespread among Jews during and after the sixth century.
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Others have offered more complex analyses. Noting the shift from third person to
second person address in 27.9, Wanke identifies all of 27.9-22 as a late addition to the
narrative."1 In any case, he argues, their polemic against the false prophets is alien to the
original meaning of the sign of the yoke."2 Excising them reveals an older stratum comprising
27.2-8, 12b; 28.1-17. This has a coherent structure: Action of Jeremiah (27.2-3, 12b); counter¬
action of Hananiah (28.1-4, 10-11); vindication of Jeremiah and sentence on Hananiah (28.12-
17). Even here, however, Wanke finds redactional elements. 27.4-8 are verbose, overtly
theological, and unconnected to the symbolic action. Also secondary are 28.1-9, 15-17, as
shown by their heightened interest in the Babylonian exiles and by the fact that they presuppose
the symbolic action of Hananiah. Consequently, the oldest core comprises 27.2-3, 12b; 28.10-
14.113
Although he criticises Wanke's argument at points, McKane takes essentially the same
approach.114 The warnings against false prophets are "only indirectly related to the message of
the symbolic action."115 27.5-8 are clearly secondary, since "it was not a time to survey a grand
theological structure which embraced the world."116 The redactional nature of 27.12b-15 is
shown by the fact that whereas v. 12a addresses Zedekiah, the subsequent verbs are plural. Like
Wanke, McKane believes we should look for "a smaller core in which Jeremiah's action is
explicated by a single meaning ... a verse in which the tools of the symbolic action are
preserved and in which the explanation sticks close to the concreteness of the metaphor."117
Despite a painstaking analysis, however, McKane cannot decide whether this elusive verse is v.






Wanke, Untersuchungen, 35. His analysis is partly shared by Graupner, Auftrag, 71-76, who identifies
four redactional layers; an autobiographical kernel (27.2-4, 11), a secondary expansion (28.10-13), a
further expansion (28.1-9, 15-17), and a final Deuteronomistic redaction (27.5-10, 12-22; 28.14).
114
McKane, Jeremiah 2, 695-704.
115
McKane, Jeremiah 2, 702.
116
McKane, Jeremiah 2, 700.
"7
McKane, Jeremiah 2, 698.
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where Jeremiah is content to let Hananiah's words be proved right or wrong by subsequent
events, and that in v. 15, where he pronounces Hananiah a false prophet without further ado."8
Wanke and McKane have rightly highlighted the fact that chs. 27 - 28 deal with two
distinct (though related) issues; namely, 'serving the king ofBabylon', and 'not listening to the
prophets'. Unfortunately, their conclusions illustrate all too well the dangers of operating with
fixed notions of what is 'relevant or 'superfluous' in a text."9 On what basis is it assumed that
'this was not the time' for an affirmation ofYHWH's worldwide sovereignty, when in fact it
supplies the underpinning for a message that would otherwise be extremely abrupt? On what
basis is it assumed that the warnings against the prophets are a distraction, when their message,
'You will not serve the king ofBabylon' (27.9, 14), directly contradicts what Jeremiah is urging
his own audience to believe? On what basis is it assumed that Jeremiah's message must be
'tightly' connected to the metaphor of the yoke? In any case, the claim that w. 4-12 are
unconnected with the yoke symbol is seriously undermined by their triple use of the expression
bin "IKIS HiN xnn / ]ni (w. 8, 11, 12b). To argue, as Wanke does, that these have been inserted
to create a link is little short of desperation.120
Nor are the arguments for multiple redactional layers in ch. 28 compelling.121 The fact
that Jeremiah accuses Hananiah ofpromoting 'falsehood' (~!pt!i, v. 15) in no way negates the
'test of time' set out in vv. 7-8. Precisely because this criterion stands, Jeremiah makes no
attempt to have Hananiah put to death by the community (as prescribed in Deut. 13.5). Instead,
he predicts that YHWH himself will remove Hananiah 'from the face of the earth' that same
year (v. 16). In so doing, Jeremiah sets his own word against that of Hananiah. Both must now
wait the test of time. As for Wanke's view that vv. 10-14 andw. 1-9, 15-17 are from different
authors, he himself supplies the best counter-argument: "DaB diese Einfiigungen auBerst
118
McKane, Jeremiah 2, 719-720.
119 See too Wanke's treatment of 27.4. Despite conceding (Untersuchungen, 24) that this verse is
syntactically well-integrated with vv. 2-3, he insists: "Eine solche umstandliche Ausdrucksweise ist den
Berichten iiber symbolische Handlungen im Jeremiabuch nicht eigen; mit v. 3 ware schon alles gesagt,
was zur Einfiihrung der Deutung der Handlung no tig ist, und v. 4 ist damit praktisch iiberfliissig. Alles
das weist darauf hin, daB man damit zu rechnen hat, daB in v. 4 eine Naht vorleigt, die zwei urspriinglich
nicht zusammengehorige Stiicke miteinander verbindet." (Untersuchungen, 25; italics mine).
120
Wanke, Untersuchungen, 27.
121 Cf. Carroll, Jeremiah, 547: "Chapter 28 has been analysed without remainder and its interpretation
appears to be unproblematical."
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geschickt und dem vorliegenden Material entsprechend vorgenommen wurden, macht ihr
Erkennen um so schwieriger."122
Granted, chs. 27 - 28 are not completely straightforward. Jeremiah's message in vv. 12-
18 clearly implies the possibility of a peaceful existence for Judah, even under Babylonian rule
("irnon nob, v. 13; rmn nxm "run rrnn nob, v. 17). Indeed, prophetic intercession may prevent
still more of the temple vessels being ransacked (v. 18). In vv. 19-22 (excluding the MT plus in
v. 22), however, the mood changes. The temple vessels will, after all, be taken to Babylon.
Consequently, many scholars see vv. 19-22 as reflecting a viewpoint quite different to that
expressed in w. 12-18.123 According to Seitz, the prophecy concerning the temple vessels
"forms a redactional supplement to an otherwise coherent prophetic narrative."124
The apparent tension between the prophecy of vv. 19-22 and Jeremiah's invitation to the
prophets in v. 18 to 'entreat' (i?3S) YHWH vanishes, however, ifwe understand v. 18 (like 28.6)
as either ironic, or as expressing a wish rather than an expectation.125 Nor is it necessary to see
vv. 19-22 as conflicting with the conditional promise of 'life' in vv. 13 and 17. The prediction
that the temple vessels will be taken to Babylon is sobering, and serves to refute the optimism of
the other prophets (v. 16), but it scarcely constitutes "an unqualified and unrelieved prophecy of
122
Wanke, Untersuchungen, 35. More convincing is the view of E. Jenni, Diepolitischen Voraussagen
der Propheten (ATANT 29; Zurich: Zwingli Verlag, 1956) 59, which Wanke cites (Untersuchungen, 35
n.36): "Nur iibertriebene rationalistische Kritik konnte die vv. 15-17 oder v. 17 allein als unechten Zusatz
ablehnen.".
123 Duhm, Jeremia, 222; Volz, Jeremia, 258; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 703-704. Even Jones, Jeremiah, 359,
concedes that 27.16-22 "may or may not be original to the episode." But see Rudolph, Jeremia, 151:
"Ein Widerspruch zu v. 18 ist nicht vorhanden: wenn die Propheten die Zukunft richtig wiiCten wie Jer.
selbst, taten sie Fiirbitte, daB das von Jahwe Angedrohte nicht eintrifft. Denn das prophetische Drohwort
gilt ja nie unbedingt, Jahwe kann seinen Plan immer noch andern"; also Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 123.
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Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 186. Seitz believes (207-214, 241) that chs. 27 - 29 contain the beginning
of the Scribal Chronicle.
125 "The prophet refutes his own playful invitation to the adversaries" (Brueggemann, Exile and
Homecoming, 248).
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doom".126 Nor is it obvious how these three verses serve the function Seitz ascribes to them of
'foreclosing' what has gone before.127 The option of ongoing life in a viable city still stands.
2.5. Differentiation in Jer. 27 - 28: D»n Sdt crron "[Son / ETfcOrm
In our previous chapter, we noted how at first sight, Jer. 21.1-10 appears to differentiate
salvation and judgement along audience-critical lines ('the king' and 'the people'). We argued,
however, that despite those audience-markers, the issues of salvation and judgement were in fact
correlated to the more basic issue of staying in the city and surrendering to the Babylonians.
When we come to chs. 27 - 28 the matter is rather different. Here too, we find very clear
audience-critical notes in the text; as we saw earlier when discussing the structure of the passage,
Jeremiah's rhetoric divides the post-597 Judah community into 'prophets' (ITX'DJn) and
everyone else (Di?n b~', cmm ~[bon). This time, however, there is a striking difference in what
he says to each group.
We can consider first his message to the king, the priests and the people. This can be
designated as one ofmodest hope; what is on offer, for Judah as for the other nations, is the
chance to 'remain in the land and work it' (27.11). This, as we have seen, echoes the creation
narrative, and certainly entails more than the promise of 'survival' in 21.9. It is emphasised in
MT by a double invitation to serve the king of Babylon and 'live' (i"tTI, 27.12, 17), so that
Jerusalem may not become a rum (27.17). We have argued that the prophecy concerning the
temple vessels is not intended to 'foreclose' the possibility of life, but rather to refute the claims
of the other prophets. Moreover, the choice presented in ch. 27 is still in the balance at the end
of ch. 28; as we have seen, the words "lpttf bv ntn DS?n !"IX nnEOn nntO (28.15) do not imply that
the people have in fact accepted Hananiah's message.
At the same time, this message of hope is highly restrained. In the first place, it is
contingent upon the people accepting the sovereignty of the king of Babylon and 'serving' him,
which also means 'not listening' to the prophets. Secondly, all that they are promised in return
126 As McKane, Jeremiah 2, 704, claims. Indeed, Seebass, 'Konflikt', 450, agrees that in OG, "eine
emeute Demiitigung des falschen Vertrauens auf den Tempel, nicht aber die Pliinderung der Stadt
ankiindigte", but argues that in MT they have become "(eine) unbedingte Unheilswort" (italics his). But it
is hard to see how MT's more detailed description of the temple vessels creates such a radically different
message.
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Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 187.
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is the prospect of life in their own land; this is not elaborated, nor is there any word of personal
blessing or assurance from YHWH (as there is, for example, in 42.9-12). In fact, there is greater
emphasis on the results of disobedience, i.e., removal from the land, scattering and perishing (vv.
10 and 15).128 Thirdly, Jeremiah anticipates a further ransacking of the temple (27.19-22); the
remaining temple vessels, national symbols of status and security, will be removed. The MT
plus concerning the return of the temple vessels (v. 22b) looks beyond this, but does not negate
it. Consequently, it is hardly surprising that in 28.9 Jeremiah distances himself from those who
prophesy Dlbty.129
Now it is clear that this message of restrained hope is presented to Judah as a single
entity. Although w. 8 and 11 establish a (^33 "[^Dn nx) "131? xb "ittfN / 133 PEW polarity at an
international level, as far as Judah is concerned Jeremiah's words imply that they will respond
as one. Nowhere does he raise the prospect of some serving the Babylonians and others refusing
to do so; still less of what would happen if such a division occurred. To this extent, therefore,
chs. 27 - 28 fall into the category of 'Deuteronomistic alternatives' to which Koenen referred.
At the same time, however, the rhetorical differentiation of'the prophets' in these chapters is
matched by the dramatic pronouncement ofjudgement upon Hananiah in ch. 28. Precisely
because his counter-prophecy is inimical to the welfare of the community (mn DJJH, 28.15),
YHWH will 'expel' him (nbttf Pi. ptc.) 'from the face of the earth' (nam 33 bua, 28.16); that is,
he will implement the sentence prescribed in Deut. 13 for a member of the Israelite community
who attempts to mislead his brothers. This specific and rapidly-executed penalty is the more
striking, since in ch. 27 the results of failing to serve the king of Babylon are that the prophets
will be banished along with everyone else (27.15).
Consequently, chs. 27 - 28 witness to an inner-Judean polarity of 'people' and
'prophets'. A message of conditional hope is announced to the nation at large, from which
Hananiah is decisively excluded. Stulman's remark, that in Jer. "bad insiders - indigenous
outsiders - pose a profound threat to those who adhere to social and cosmic restraints",130 finds
in the prophet from Gibeon its prime exemplar. At the same time, this is not a rigid dichotomy.
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Compare 1 Sam. 12.25, where Samuel concludes his appeal to the people to serve YHWH with the
words, iacn DDaba D3 nnx D3 linn inn OKI. Though conditional, the final position of this clause ensures
an ominous tone.
129 Pace Seebass, 'Konflikt', 452.
1,0
Stulman, Order Amid Chaos, 128 (italics his).
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Undergirding Jeremiah's message in ch. 27 is what we might call a democratisation of
responsibility; i.e, the assumption that it is the king, priests and people, rather than the prophets,
who carry ultimate responsibility for the fate of the nation. It is their decision to listen or not to
listen to the prophets which will determine their future. Hence, while Hananiah is singled out
for judgement, accepting his message will result in all being scattered (27.15) and the city
destroyed (27.17). Indeed, a hint of some blurring in the 'prophet / people' polarity lies in the
term 'your prophets' (27.9, 16), where the suffix suggests a degree of affinity between
the two groups.131
This way of configuring the nation is quite distinctive. The hostile stance towards the
prophets is mirrored in the judgement oracles of 23.33-32, but there is no suggestion there that
other groups (or individuals) might be saved; in fact, that passage is followed by a warning of
judgement on the entire nation (23.33-39). The salvation promise of 21.8-10, like that of chs. 27
- 28, includes an invitation to 'live' (iTTI, 21.9; 27.12, 17) dependent on submission to the
Babylonians (^ST) X25\ 21.9; ~np, 27.11, 12, 17),132 but this is for any who will hear it. 23.1-8
prophesies disaster for Israel's 'shepherds' (who might include prophets) and restoration for the
'flock'; what is striking in that passage, however, is that even in the post-dispersal context that is
assumed, the people are still viewed essentially as the victims ofmisrule. Meanwhile in ch. 24,
salvation and judgement are allocated (without explanation) to the exiled and non-exiled
communities respectively. As we will see, however, the differentiation between people and
prophets will be repeated in ch. 29.
3. Jer. 29.1-32
3.1. Text
Kai obxoi or A,oyor xqq pipAaau obq
dtTteaxEiAev Iepepraq eq IepowaArip rtpoc
xouq TCpeapnxepouq xpt; dcnoiKiaq koci ttpoq
xouq 'lepsiq kou rtpoq xouq v|/ei)§07tpo(t)r|xo(,c,
iTDT ~iBx ison nm nbxi .1
bxi cnron bxi nbun -apt irr bx abBi-ra
-isttrpqj rfan ~iBx err: b? bxi
nbra obBrra
131 In 27.16, OG (34.13) reads simply xcov Jtpoppxcov, 'of the prophets', with no suffix. In the previous
verse, on the other hand, OG reads bpetq Kai of npoprixai bpcov, while MT reads simply crtvmm Dnx.
See too 29.8.
132 It will be remembered that Seitz sees both passages (prior to redaction) as reflecting the 'submit and
live' outlook of the Scribal Chronicle.
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femcxoA/riv e'ic BaBu^cova xri drcoiKia Kai
Jipot; navia xov Xaov
ijCTxepov e^eABovxoq Iexoviod xod paaiA^eojc
Kai xr|^ paaiA,iCTcr|t; Kai xcov edvodxcov kai
7iavxo<; eA,et)9epox) Kai Seapcoxou Kai
xexvixod feS, Iepoi)aalT||i
nig annom nnaam -]bon ana" nxa nnx .2
abtgina naoam tgnnm abtgnn nmn
fev xsipi E^saaa bioo Xacjjav Kai Tapapioi)
d'iod Xe^kiod ov bmeaxeils XeSsKiat;
PaaiA,£d<; IouPa TtpoQ paaiA,ea Bapulcovot;
sic; BapiAcova Xeycov
nbtg ntgx npbn p man ptg p ntgabx na .3
nbaa baa pba naxanaiaa bx nmn p^a npnas
naxb
obxaot; e'itie KDpioq o Qeoq IaparjA, em xr|v
a,7ioiKiav f|v baicpKiaa duo l£pox>aaA,r|p
nbaan bzb bxatg" nbx rnxaa mn1 nax na .4
nbaa abtgina Trban ntgx
o'iKoSo|_ir|aax£ o'ikodq Kai KaxoiKriaaxe Kai
((>DxeDcaxE 7iapa8eiaot)t; Kai tfiayexs xoxx;
KapTcouq abxoov
ins nx ibaxi maa aaaai aatga ana aaa .5
Kai Xapexe yuvaiKaq Kai xsKvonoiriaaxe
d'iodc; Kai 9i)yaxepaq Kai lapexe xok; bioiq
blicov yovaiKaq Kai xac; 9i)yaxepaq bpcov
dvSpaai 8oxe Kai 7tA,r|9ov£G9E Kai piri
a(iiKp-ov9r|xs
nxa DPa aaaab inpi maai ana n^m a^cga np .6
bxi atg an rnaaa ana nanbm a-'tgaxb aan aamaa
igaan
Kai ^r)xr|aaxe Eiq £ipr|vr|v xr|<; yr£ e'lQ Bv
ducpKiaa bpat; feKsi Kai 7ipoae-u^aa9e Ttepi
abxcov 7ipog Kupiov oxi fev feipr|vr| abxcov
feaxai £ipr|vr| b|iiv
natg aanx n^an ntgx nan aibtg nx Pan .7
aibtg aab nn1 nai'gtga n hit 'gx nnaa ibbsnm
oxi abxcoq e'itie KDpiog pr| dvaji£i9£xcoaav
buac 01 \i/ex)8o7ipobnxai o'i fev bmv Kai un
dva7i£i9Excoaav bpaq oi ijxxvxek; bpxov Kai
|ir| bckodexe e'iq xa fevDTtvia bpcov d bpEiQ
fevmvia^Ea9E
ix-'tg1' bx bxntg'' nbx mxaa mn" nax na -a .8
*gx aaatgn 'gxa aanopi aaanpa ntgx aa^xna aa^
anbna anx ntgx aanabn
oxi d8iKa abxoi 7tpo(|)r|x£DODCTiv b|iiv fern,
xco bvop.axi |j.od koci odk dn£ax£iA.a abxoDQ
axa annbtg xb ntga aa'g a-'xaa an nptga n .9
rnrr
oxi obxcoc; e'itie KDpioq oxav p,ea.a/r|
7iA,r)po'ua9ai Bap-uA.covi fepSo|xr|KOVxa fexr|
E7iicrKE\(/opai -bfxat; Kai £7iicrxr|aco xodc;
^oyouc noo fed)' buac; tod dTioaxpEH/ai xov
A.aov Dj-icov e'iq xov xonov xodxov
natg aaratg 'gaab nx'ga "a1? "a mn"1 nax na -a .10
a-'tgnb aian nan nx aa^a ma-pm aanx npsx
nrn mpan bx aanx
Kai AoyiODiiai fed' buac; Xoyiauov Eiprivric
Kai ob KaKa xoo SoDvai bmv xaDxa
atgn nax ntgx natgnan nx nan"1 nax n .11
aab nnb nanb xbi aibtg matgna nin1 axa aa^a
mpm nnnx
Kai 7ipoa£d2,aa9£ Ttpoc; jie Kai naatga ^x anb^snm anabm nx anxnpa .12
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EiaaKouaoiiai bgcov DS^X
Kai eKCrixnaaxe ue Kai eOpnaeie us oxi
^Tixriaexe p.e ev oA,r| rnpSia bgcov
0330b b03Win "3 31-1X301 TlX 031^031 .13
Kai e7ii(j)avop|J.ai bp.iv Dsrrattf nx mono mn1 0x3 33b -nxsoai .u
ottfx rnoipon booi 0333 boo B3nx nsopi
Bipon bx B3nx Tioitfm mn^ 0x3 astf B3nx mnnn
330 oonx Tvb33 3K>X
oxi e'lnaxe Kaxeaxricrsv f|piv KDpioq
7ipoc()r|xaQ evpapiAcovi
nboo b"X3j mm 13b a^pn onoox "3.15
mn xo3 bx 33vn pbon bx nm- -iox n3 *d .16
1X3*1 xb 03X B3"nx nxrn 3^3 oemn 000 bo bxi
33133 B3nx
nx 3nnn nx B3 nbttfo bin mxou mn" nox 33.17
nttfx nmwein ooxno nmx mrai 0333 nxi oonn
330 naboxn xb
omnn 33301 3333 onno omonx menrn.18
npniybi nonibi nbxb pxn nioboo bob ninth
nttf ormn 3i3x 0333 boo nonnbi
ouix rnn' 0x3 mo3 bx 13013 xb 3t3x nnn .19
xbi nbi3i oot33 o,X333 moi? nx on-'bx mnbt3
313'' 0X3 0n3013
Tinbttf 313X 3bl33 bo 313s 333 130t3 onxi .20
3b33_ob^rro
obxcoq e'lTte k-upioq em Axiap Kai em
SeSeKiav i8ou eyco SiScopi abxouc; e'lc;
%eipa<; paaiA.ecog papiAcovog Kai Tiaxa£,ei
abxauQ Kax' b^BaA-iaout; bpcov
|3 3X3X bx bX32T Ylbx 31X03 313' 30X 33 .21
"0133 Bob B,X333 3t0?0 ]3 13^333 bxi 3^bip
0331 boo pbo 33X333133 333 OnX ]33 333 Opttf
OOOntb
Kai ^rmn/ovxai den' abxcov Kaxapav ev
Tiaari xt( dnoiKig IcruSa ev BapiAcovi
^eyovxe^ 7ioir|aai ae Kppioq cbq XeSeKiav
eTiomae Kai cbc Ayiap obc dTtexnyaviae
PaaiXen^ papiAcovoq fev Ttupi
booo 3t3X 33131' nibs bob 3bbp 030 npbi .22
pbo obp 3t3X 33X31 13^333 313" pofr" 30Xb
HiX3 b33
8i' t|v ejioirjaav dvopiav ev Iapari^ Kai
ep.oixcovxo zaq yuvaiKa^ xcov tioAatcov
abxcov Kai ^.oyov fcypnuaxiaav ev xco
ovo|iaxi pon ov ob auveia^a abxoiq Kai
eyco papxix;
03333 "TO 3X 10X33 bx3i£T3 3b33 1»S3 Ol^X p .23
3333 "03X1 0333 Xlb OttfX 3pg3 "QttfO 333 13333
313" 0X3 331
Kai Tipog Xapaiav xov NeA,apixr|v kpeit; noxb noxn ,obn33 in^ottf bxi .24
obK aiteaxeiXa ae xco ovouaxi uou Kai ottfx |y noxb bxofcr mbx nixoo mn- nox no .25
3six Don bo bx omoo noottfo nnboi nnx
130
rrpog Xotjaovrav niov Maaaarou xov lepsa
evrceiv
maron bo 'axa ]non mouo p mass bxa abon-raa
maxb
Kopiot; feSooKS ae repea dam Icodae mo
repecoc y£V£a0ar ktuoxaxriv ev oikco Kuprou
7xavxr dcvSpooTicp jrpocj)r|X£'uovxr koci Ttavxr
6tv0pco7rcp parvopEvcp Kar Scoaeig abxov e'iq
xo attoKAsiapa kcu e'lg xov KaxappaKxpv
amps nrnb )nsn srram nnn po pans mm .26
bx arax nnraaa xoanoa vvan ctrx bob mm rrs
pa^asn bxa nssman
xai vuv 5ia xi ot>K eAoidoppaaxe Iepemav
xov Ava0co0 xov Ttpo<j>r|X£"oaavxa bprv
xnararan mraaun morn's ramaa xb nob nraua .27
DoS
oh 8ra xooxo dTteaxeiAE jxpoq f|p.ag e'iq
BapuAcova AEycov paKpav eaxiv
o'lKoSoppaaxe o'iKiaq Kar KaxoiKpaaxe Kai
(jroxEuaaxE KpnouQ koci <j)ay£G0£ xov Kaprtov
ahxcov
aaaa am no-ix max1? ban aa^x nboi p bv "0 .28
jrrns rax a'roxa maa asataaa aanoa dtq
Kai ocvEyvco Zocjaovrag xo pipAiov e'iq xa
coxa l£p£piOU
amem mtxo nm -ison nx pon masaa xipp .29
XTsan
Kar eyevexo Aoyoq Kupioo npoq l£p£piav
AEycov
max1? amom bx mm -an th .30
drcoaxEiAov rxpog xpv drtoiKtav AEycov
obxcog e'itle Koprog £7xr Xaparav xov
NEAaprxpv ETiEidp fe7xpo0r|X£"oa£v bp.iv
Xaparag Kai kyco obK &7XEaxEiAa ahxov
Kar 7r£jxor0£var kmrpaEV bpag £7x' dcSiKco
^x mm max ns max1? nbaan bo bv nbv. 31
xb -axa msiae; as1? xsa -mix ]v yabnara rraotf
npe? bv ssnx ntaaa^a avan1?#
5ra xouxo obxcog E'r7t£ Kuprog 'rSoo Eyco
k7trGK£\|/opar etu Eaparav Kar em xo
yEvog ahxou Kar obK kcxar ahxcp 6cv0pco7xoc,
ev uegco bpcov xou 'iSeiv xa 6cya0a 6c feyco
TiorpCTCo bprv
mbnan muse; bv nps Man mm max ns pb .32
xba mn nun pans raom srx a"? mm xb as?-)? bvi
mo ,o mm oxa maab now ■'ax ooix oasan nxm
nan" bv "ion
3.2. Textual Notes
v. 1. MT "ISO; OG PrpAoc;: Unlike PrpArov, the term prpAog does not appear to have
been used in Classical Greek or in LXX to signify 'letter'.133 This might suggest that the
133 L & S 1, s.v. pipkoi;, lists its meanings as 'a roll (of papyrus), book, writings, a division of a book'; and
s.v. pipkiov, 'a paper, document, book, letter'. The wider semantic range of pipAiov means that it can
represent "ISO where the latter means 'book, scroll' (e.g., Ex. 17.14; Jer. 30[37].2; 32[39].10; 36[43].2;
Nah. 1.1; Mai. 3.16) as well as where it means 'letter' (e.g., 2 Sam. 11.14; 1 Kgs. 21 [20],8; 2 Kgs. 5.5;
131
translator has initially taken "SO to mean 'book' rather than 'letter'. However, in Bar. 1, a
double reference to Baruch's pt.pA.iov (kcu ootoi or Aoyot tod pipAioo, v. 1; kai dtveyvco
Bapoux ioog Aoyoog too prpAtoo, v. 3a) is followed by a note of the people toov bpxo|revcov
Jipoq tt|v prpAov (v. 3b).
OG feTUGToAr|v, tt| attouaa >MT: McKane remarks that this "looks like an inner-Greek
gloss on pipAog which is more exactly specified as a letter (sTucrcoAriv)".134
MT nbinn; OG dtnoiKia: As we noted on 24.5, cjmyac; is the normal Classical Greek
term for 'exile', while (jmyaSeg denotes an exiled group.135 By contrast, dcTtoiKia usually
signifies a colony or settlement. Whether Jer. OG is deliberately seeking to avoid the negative
connotations of tjmyat; / (puyaSec;, however, seems unlikely, since it uses datoiKia and
ocixP-OtAooaia ('captives, captivity') interchangeably (see on v. 14 regarding the LXX translation
of mnstf aistf).
MT "UY >OG: Cf. 27.19, where OG [34.16] renders with £7uAoiJiog. DI?n "IIY 39.9;
52.15; 2 Kgs. 25.11. The enigmatic meaning of the term in association with YpT may account for
OG omission, but MT plus seems more likely.136
nban-ra nban >OG: Probable MT plus, influenced by 24.1 and 52.28-
30.137
MT □,X"Q3n; OG n;eo5oTipo4)pTat; is obviously an interpretative gloss (also in v. 8).
19.14 = Isa. 37.14; Jer. 51 [28].60; 2 Chron. 32.17). In Isa. 39.1, however, Merodach's "ISO (letter) is an
eiriaxoT-p.
134
McKane, Jeremiah 2, 728.
1 °
Hyperides' Fragmenta, 133 (4th century BC) speaks of the property of exiles, poyaSeicov XP4PC-Ta.
h poyadeia, 'exile, banishment', is used of a group of fugitives in some mss. of LXX Ezek. 17.21.
136
Favouring OG are Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 154; Wanke, Untersuchungen, 38 (cautiously); Y. Goldman,
Frophetie et royaute au retour de I exil. Les origines litteraires de la forme massoretique du livre de
Jeremie (OBO 118; Freiburg; Universitatsverlag / Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1992) 76-78;
McKane, Jeremiah 2, 728 (cautiously); Graupner, Auftrag, 77-78 n.49. Favouring MT are Duhm,
Jeremia, 228; Condamin, Jeremie, 207; Bright, Jeremiah, 204; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 131; Kilpp,
Niederreifien, 44 n.ll. Volz, Jeremia, 270, argues that it originally stood before DS>n, was omitted, and
then replaced in the wrong position.
137 So Janzen, Studies, 48 n.81.
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v. 2. MT DbeilTl n-nrr ,-i&; OG Kai rtavxoq eAeuOepau: MT plus, especially given the
awkwardly anarthrous form of mt^'38 (cf. "Httf OKI in 24.1) and the fact that Jer. OG consistently
renders "ittf not by b2.£u0£poq but &p%a)v (1.18; 2.26; 17.25; 24.1; 26[33].10; 36[43].12, etc.).
OG probably reflects in bm (cf. 27.20, □bffi'TH milT "HI"! *23);139 for e7.eu9epo<; to translate ~in,
see 1 Kgs. 21 [3 Reg. 20],8, 11; Neh. 13 [2 Esd. 23J.17.
MT "iJDOm !£i"inm; OG Seapcoxou Kai xexvixou: The sequence in OG is the reverse of
that in MT (see too 24.1, xodq xeyvixac; Kai xooq Seapcoxaq), suggesting that the Vorlage here
read ttnnm UOOn. Or did the translator make the change, transposing SeapooxpQ so that it
balanced bkenOepoq? On the meaning of "ODD, see our discussion of 24.1 in the previous
chapter.
v. 6. mm man naibm >OG: This breaks the pattern of two-verb clauses elsewhere in
vv. 5-6. It may be MT plus, making explicit the three-generational duration of the exile.140
However, Janzen suggests inner-Greek haplography; ifOG read 8oxe AvSpaai Kai
xeKvoKOiriaaxcoaav Kai Onyaxepac Kai 7iA.p9i)vea08, the repetition of paa(i) Kai could have
caused a copyist's mistake.141
v. 7. MT main; OG xpg ypq: Commentators differ on which is the more original
reading.142 OG is often preferred on the grounds of being more realistic (the exiles were not
restricted to one city), but Jeremiah's letter was probably intended specifically for the
community in Babylon.143 A. Berlin finds support for TJ?n in the correspondence between w. 6-
L'8
Vulg. and several Hebrew mss. recognise the awkwardness and supply the article.
139 So Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 154; Duhm, Jeremia, 228.
140
Duhm, Jeremia, 229; Graupner, Auftrag, 80; Kilpp, Niederreifien, 48; Steiner, 'Two Sons ofNeriah',
80; cautiously, Wanke, Untersuchungen, 42.
141
Janzen, Studies, 103; accepted as possible by McKane, Jeremiah 2, 728, and Holladay, Jeremiah 2,
132. This is more likely than OG abbreviation of the Vorlage\ so P. Volz, Studien zum Text des Jeremia
(Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs, 1920) 217. Also favouring MT is Seidl, Texte und Einheiten, 92 n. 146.
142
Following MT are Seidl, Texte und Einheiten, 90-91 n.143; Kilpp, Niederreifien, 48; Graupner,
Auftrag, 80 n.62; Keown et al., Jeremiah 26 - 52, 62 (who note that OG translates Til as yriq seven times
in Jer., even where the meaning 'city' is clear from the context); and apparently McKane, Jeremiah 2, 726.
Following OG are Duhm, Jeremia, 229; Volz, Jeremia, 270; Rudolph, Jeremia, 154; Welch, Jeremiah,
170 n.l; Carroll, Jeremiah, 552.
I4"'
By contrast, some have argued for MT by reading "T»n in a general sense, 'any city'; so Giesebrecht,
Jeremia, 155; K.A.D. Smelik, 'Letters to the Exiles: Jeremiah 29 in Context', SJOT 10.2 (1996) 291;
tentatively Bright, Jeremiah, 208. This interpretation was rejected by Rudolph, Jeremia, 154.
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7 and Deut. 20.5-10;144 both contain the sequence, DTQ H32 (build houses), D13 / JT1M tfQ3 (plant
vineyards / gardens), HE/X npb (marry wives) and TS?n DI^E? (the peace of the city). However,
while this is unlikely to be coincidental, it is text-critically inconclusive.
v. 8. MT DDVaopi 2222p2 bE/X D2,X,2J 22b WET bx; OG pq dcvocTteiOexcoaocv bpaq o'l
\{/£"u8o7tpocj)qxoci or ev bpiv Kai pq dcvocTteiOexcocrctv bpocq o'l pavxeiq bpcov: Unusually, OG
implies a Vorlage longer than MT: CD-OOp DP1? 1X"Eh bxi D22np2 1E/X D,X'l23n 22b WET bx.145
This has the virtue of greater parallelism. With its possessive suffix, MT 22,X,23 strengthens the
association between the people and the prophets.
MT 2,obn2 cnx PElx 22,riobn; OG xa fcvmvia bpcov 6c bpeiq fcvtmvioc^eaOe =
2'abn anx ~)E?X 22TlDbn:146 MT ('your dreams which you cause to dream') is clearly awkward.
Since 2bn Hiph. is otherwise unknown in OT, many scholars follow OG and emend to
('your dreams which you are dreaming'); the 2 could have arisen by dittography.147 However,
the preceding and following clauses concern a third party, and Soggin notes that a personal
referent is also implied by 1I?OE/n bx.148 Good sense can be made of the MT consonantal text if,
as in 27.9, we vocalise as 22TlQbn ('your dreamers').149
v. 10. 2ian >OG: Probable MT plus.150 MT thus points "H2T as singular, whereas OG
xouq Ttoyonq reads it as a plural CH271).
144 A. Berlin, 'Jeremiah 29: 5-7: A Deuteronomic Allusion', HAR 8 (1984) 6.
145 So Stulman, Other Text, 70. Janzen, Studies, 64, treats this as an addition in OG but it is not clear
whether he thinks it was already present in the Vorlage or stems from a Greek scribe (see Studies, 67).
146 LXX26 reads xa fevuttvia abxcov 6c evojtvta^ovxai = crobn Dn ndx amnobn bx; this is adopted by
Duhm, Jeremia, 230; Rudolph, Jeremia, 154; A. Weiser, Das Buch des Propheten Jeremia (NGB 20/21;
Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1960) 258; Bright, Jeremiah, 205. But as Soggin, 'Jeremiah 29,8b'
in J. Alberto Soggin (ed.), Old Testament and Oriental Studies (BO 29; Rome: Biblical Institute Press,
1975) 239, points out, "only one LXX manuscript is a very flimsy critical justification." In any case, our
primary concern is with the readings given in MT and OG.
147 So GKC §53o; Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 155; S.R. Driver, The Book ofthe Prophet Jeremiah. A Revised
Translation with Introductions and Short Explanations (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1908) 170;
Keown et ah, Jeremiah 26 - 62, 62.
148
Soggin, 'Jeremiah 29,8b', 239.
149 So Volz, Studien, 217; Wanke, Untersuchungen, 39; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 132. Cf. Targ., 'the
dreamers of your dreams whom you cause to dream'.
150 So McKane, Jeremiah 2, 728; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 228, who suggests that 21B was added when
33.14-26 (which also begins Dltsn ~Q~in nx TiDpm) was written. But aitan nan may be a legal expression
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MT ccrx; OG tov Zocov bpcov = D30S?: OG (and perhaps its Vorlage) makes it clear
that it is not the addressees themselves who would return. Whether such a meaning was
intended by MT, however, is doubtful; since in v. 6 MT emphasises the three-generational
duration of the exile, DPnx should probably be read representatively.151
v. 11. MT "ittfx rattfnon nx "TOT1 >OG: Probably lost due to haplography (repetition
of "ODX).152 rQt^nft 3E?n is a common idiom in the OT (2 Sam. 14.14; Jer. 11.19; 18.11, 19;
49.20, 30; Ezek. 38.10; Dan. 11.24, 25).
MT mbttf rrnt£?n»; OG Zoyrapov e'rppvpg = mbei nattfna:
MT mpm mnx ('a hope-filled future');153 OG tama: OG makes little sense.154 If it is
defective for tot pexa xama (so LXXLuc ) it may reflect a Vorlage that read simply mnx;155
see 5.31, MT nn'inxb; OG e'u; ta psta xama). There is evidence, though, that mpn posed a
problem for the LXX translators. Outside Job and Proverbs (where it is rendered eZTtiq), LXX
often interprets mpn as 'firmness' (bitoaxacu;, Ru. 1.12; Ezek. 19.5; brtop.ovp, Ps. 9.19; 62.6;
povipov, Jer. 31.17), evidently focussing on the root mp, 'to wait for'.156 Conversely, Zech.
9.12 (auvaycoyp) and Hos. 2.17 (axveciq) appear to interpret mpn as from mp, 'to gather'.157
This may suggest that the meaning 'prospect, hope' was unknown to some of the translators. In
favour ofmpm nmnx is that it maintains the parallelism in the rest of the verse (~©X n3©nDH
nunb nnt^na; nttfn ,mx). See too 31.17, -[nmnx1? mpn cin.
meaning 'pledge'; so M. Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1985) 473 n.37; Keown et al., Jeremiah 26-52, 62.
151 Pace Duhm, Jeremia, 230.
132 So Rudolph, Jeremia, 154; Janzen, Studies, 118; Wanke, Untersuchungen, 39; Carroll, Jeremiah, 553;
contra McKane, Jeremiah 2, 728-729.
153
Bright, Jeremiah, 209; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 728; or, 'the future you hope for' (Thompson, Jeremiah,
542).
154 Duhm's defence of OG at this point smacks of desperation (Jeremia, 230).
155 Keown et al., Jeremiah 26 - 52, 62; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 133.
156 "Les traducteurs ont vu dans ces termes hebreux l'idee d'une cohesion, d'une fondation et en
consequence celle d'une attente assuree." - P.A.H. de Boer, 'Etude sur le sens de la racine QWH',
Oudtestamentische Studien 10 (1954) 232.
1,7 For a discussion of the ("sehr auffallend") Greek rendition of Hos. 2.17, see W. Rudolph, Hosea (KAT;
Giitersloh: Giitersloher Verlagshaus, Gerd Mohn, 1966) 74.
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vv. 12-13. MT Drobm TIN nriKlpl >0G: OG might be haplographic, having confused
□sb nnb (v. 11) and DrDbn.158 The similarity is not that great, however, and OG probably
reflects a Vorlage shorter than MT.159
MT Dnttfpm . . . anbbsnrt; OG npoaen^aaBe . . . EK^r|xpaaxe: The imperatives in OG
point to a Vorlage reading 1K?p31. . . "bbsnn (as in v. 7).
v. 14. MT TlXSC]"); OG ennfiavonpai = ,rPX"m ('I will be seen by you')160 or possibly
('I will reveal myself to you').161
MT DttiD. . . mrr DX3 >OG: The textual evidence, and the broadening of the scope to
include the entire Diaspora, indicates an extended MT plus.162
vv. 16-20 >OG: The absence of these verses from OG, plus the fact that they interrupt
an otherwise smooth progression from v. 15 to v. 21, leads most commentators to view them as
MT plus.163 This is probably correct, though the case is less certain than is often assumed.
Omission due to homoioteleuton (repetition of nb>33, vv. 15 and 20) is possible;164 those who
object that the length of the passage makes this impossible165 overlook the even longer omission
158 So Kilpp, Niederreifien, 64, esp. n.103. He argues that Drobm is to be read in conjunction with
□nbbsnn, rather than with Dnsnpt; this may be a valid reading ofMT, but does not have the text-critical
significance he attaches to it. Ehrlich, Randglossen, 315, believed OG omitted Drobm due to a
misunderstanding of it as an independent verb.
159 So Duhm, Jeremia, 230-231; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 133. Volz, Jeremia, 270, and Rudolph, Jeremia,
154, delete arabm only.
160
Duhm, Jeremia, 231; Volz, Jeremia, 270; Rudolph, Jeremia, 154; Wanke, Untersuchungen, 39;
Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 133.
161 So Jones, Jeremiah, 366. OG also uses fejtKjxxveiv for nbj Niph. in Gen. 35.7.
162 So Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 156; Volz, Jeremia, 269; Rudolph, Jeremia, 154; Wanke, Untersuchungen,
39; Janzen, Studies, 48; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 729; Carroll, Jeremiah, 553; Goldman, Prophetie, 65-68.
But Thiel, Redaktion 2, 16, argues for deliberate omission by OG, while Welch, Jeremiah, 174, and
Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 133, believe the Vorlage included DDrPDB nx TQD1.
163 So Duhm, Jeremia, 231; Volz, Jeremia, 269; Rudolph, Jeremia, 156; Bright, Jeremiah, 290; Wanke,
Untersuchungen, 39; Seidl, Texte unci Einheiten, 116-117; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 736-737; Carroll,
Jeremiah, 554; Stulman, Prose Sermons, 90; Kilpp, Niederreifien, 67; Jones, Jeremiah, 359; Graupner,
Auftrag, 84; Goldman, Prophetie, 80-98.
164 So Hyatt, 'Jeremiah', 1020; Janzen, Studies, 118. Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 135, posits haplography in the
OG Vorlage. But Thiel, Redaktion 26-45, 18, thinks omission "als kritische Tilgung wegen des
Wechsels der Situation" is more likely; see too May, 'Objective Approach', 152.
165 So Carroll, Jeremiah, 554; Graupner, Auftrag, 84; Goldman, Prophetie, 96.
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in OG of 39.4-13. The fact that w. 16-20 would have had no relevance to the exiles in Babylon
is itself irrelevant if they are not assumed to be part of the original letter. The problem of their
placement can be solved on the hypothesis that v. 15 has been displaced from its original setting
- either between w. 16-20 and 21-22 (as reflected in LXXLuc)166 or before w. 8-9.167
On balance, however, the evidence suggests vv. 16-20 are MT plus. The argument that
they originally stood in a different position assumes a process of'omission, marginal retention,
replacement' for which we have no textual evidence, and, whilst enough sense of v. 15 can be
made in its present position to account for the present form of the text, it is most naturally read
as an introduction to vv. 21-22.
v. 19. MT Dnyoty N1?!: The switch from third to second person is abrupt, and some
scholars emend to xbl.168 The second person form may be deliberate, however, especially
given the following verse.169
v. 21. MT rrblp p; nPJJO 33 >OG: Probable MT plus.170 A clear motive either for the
addition or deletion of these names is elusive,171 but in general MT tends to add patronymics.172
MT ~iptV "OffiO 03*7 D,N33n >OG: MT plus, especially since the reason given for their
condemnation in v. 22 is quite different (though not incompatible; cf. 23.14).173
166 So Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 157; Janzen, Studies, 118; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 135.
167 So Thiel, Redaktion 26 — 45, 17.
168 So Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 157-158; Holladay, Jeremiah, 134. Bright, Jeremiah, 206, transposes all of
v. 19 into the second person, but notes that this still leaves a "scarcely grammatical" switch from v. 18.
169 So Graupner, Auftrag, 85.
170 So Duhm, Jeremia, 232; Stulman, Other Text, 72; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 730-731; contra Rudolph,
Jeremia, 156; Wanke, Untersuchungen, 39; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 134; Graupner, Auftrag, 86 n.91.
Janzen, Studies, 71-72, is undecided.
171
McKane, Jeremiah 2, 730-731, attributes these names to "an urge to supply more genealogical
information" - a distinctly vague explanation. Conversely, Rudolph's theory, Jeremia, 156 - "OG
unterdriickt bei beiden Verbrechern die Bezeichung 'Sohn des . . .' um sie als 'Sohne eines Neimand'
verachtlich zu machen" - seems too subtle. No more convincing is Holladay's suggestion, Jeremiah 2,
134 ("out of an urge for symmetry with v. 22?").
172 See Janzen, Studies, 143-153. Naturally, the text-critical status of these patronmyics has no bearing on
their authenticity; see Steiner, 'Two Sons ofNeriah', 77.
173
Duhm, Jeremia, 232; Janzen, Studies, 49; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 731; but cf. Graupner, Auftrag, 86
n.91.
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v. 23. MT (K) S?Tin >OG: The Ketiv may be defective for the Qere Uivn ('I am the one
who knows') or for i?T Kin ('I myself know').174 M. Dahood proposes a corruption ofmn COJXI)
(nui) r~r, with mn being cognate with the Ugantic mn, 'word';17""1 however, the meaning that
results, 'I know the word and the witness', seems strained. Probable MT plus,176 possibly due to
conflation of nstn mKI andmm ,mxi. OG feyco papxxx; implies np mKI.
np{» >OG: MT plus;177 there is no plausible reason for its omission by OG.
vv. 24-28: All the textual witnesses diverge here, and none is satisfactory.178 The chief
problem lies in vv. 24-25. MT nttfX }ST (v. 25) lacks apodosis, unless we relate it to the pb of v.
32, where, however, it is the exiles rather than Shemaiah who are addressed. The picture is still
more confused in OG, where we have two oracles (ouk aneaxeika as xcp ovopaxi pot), v. 24;
kou Ttpog Xopoviav mov Maaoaiou xov'iepea eijieiv, v. 25), neither of which prepares us for
the reference to xo pi.pA.iov in v. 29.179 Moreover, if in v. 27 we read obK EkorSoppaaxE
174 For the former, see Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 158; Volz, Jeremia, 270; for the latter, Duhm, Jeremia, 233.
Both are allowed by Rudolph, Jeremia, 156; Flolladay, Jeremiah 2, 134; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 731. But
Ehrlich, Randglossen, 316, sees irr Kin as grammatically unacceptable.
175
M. Dahood, 'Word and Witness: A Note on Jeremiah XXIX 23', VT27 (1977) 483: "Yahweh knows
only too well the content of the message being spoken and the character of the witness uttering it".
Dahood attributes the unusual word order to the poetic nature of the text.
176
Stulman, Other Text, 72; Janzen, Studies, 22; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 134.
177
Duhm, Jeremia, 233; Volz, Jeremia, 270; Stulman, Other Text, 72; contra Dahood, 'Word and
Witness', 483, who sees "iptt? nan as an example of a 'broken construct chain'.
178
Duhm, Jeremia, 234, described this section as "eine geradezu uniiberbietbare Konfusion". The Syriac
Peshitta diverges from both MT and OG: '(24) And Shemaiah the Nehelamite said (25) "Thus has said
YHWH the God of Israel"; and he sent in his name a letter to all the people who are in Jerusalem and to
Zephanaiah son ofMaaseiah the priest and to the priests' (Holladay's translation, Jeremiah 2, 136). The
problem here is the lack of an oracle in v. 25. Either we could shorten the text to, "Shemaiah the
Nehelamite sent to Zephaniah the son of Maaseiah" (so McKane, Jeremiah 2, 727) or assume that
Shemaiah's oracle has been lost (so Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 136-137). See too C. Hardmeier, 'Jer. 29, 24-
32 - "eine geradezu uniiberbietbare Konfusion"? Vomrteil und Methode in der exegetischen Forschung',
in E. Blum, C. Macholz and E.W. Stegemann (eds.), Die Hebraische Bibel und ihre zweifache
Nachgeschichte. Festschriftfur RolfRendtorffzum 65. Geburtstag (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener
Verlag, 1990) 301-317, for a fresh attempt to make sense of these verses.
179 "Den Inhalt dieses Stiickes haben LXX total entstellt wiedergegeben." (Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 158); it is
hard to see the justification for Duhm's claim, Jeremia, 234, that the Greek text "ist. . . viel besser als der
hebraische."
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(LXXq; so Ziegler),180 we have the absurdity ofYHWH rebuking Sophonias for not rebuking
Jeremiah. It may be that vv. 24-25 were originally cast as a narrative ('But Shemaiah the
Nehelamite sent in his own name a letter to Zephaniah the priest...'), rather than an oracle, the
confusion arising when HVPOttf bx ('concerning Shemaiah') was misinterpreted as 'to Shemaiah'
(cf. v. 31).181
v. 25. MT nnx "lttfX ]ST loxb bxnfr-1 Ttbx rnxns HIT -|0X !"D -|»xb >OG: The extended
messenger formula is typical ofMT expansion. OG ot>k dneaxeika ae xco ovopaxi pou makes
little sense, but may stem from an earlier av drteaxeiZaq ev xcp ovopaxt pot).182
MT DbBilTO "ittfX DS?n bp bx; DPnpn bp bxi >OG: Both MT plusses, since the ensuing
message is addressed only to Zechariah.183 Given these additional audience groups, MT D'HSO
should be interpreted as a genuine plural (cf. 2 Kgs.10.1; 19.14).
v. 26. MT cnps; OG emaxaxpt;: Again, the singular form in OG is probably the more
original (cf. Targ., X"0nP po X3PP Pnpb, "to be an appointer of chief priests.").
v. 32. MT rtXT xbl; OG xou 'iSeiv = rnxpb:184 MT retains the focus on Shemaiah, while
OG makes 'his seed' the subject of the last part of the sentence.
180 The problem is avoided ifwe follow LXXB'A, 8ia xr awekoi8opr|aaxe (so Rahlfs); but this
indictment of Sophonias for opposing Jeremiah makes his willingness to read 'the letter' to him (v. 29)
very odd.
181 So Duhm, Jeremia, 234-235; Rudolph, Jeremia, 158; Wanke, Untersuchungen, 39; Kilpp,
Niederreifien, 43 n.9; Thiel, Redaktion 26- 45, 12; Graupner, Auftrag, 89. MT thus reflects "an attempt
to transform a third-person account into a prophetic oracle which was not carried through" (McKane,
Jeremiah 2, 731). This is preferable to M. Dijkstra's view, 'Prophecy by Letter (Jeremiah XXIX 24-32)',
IT 33 (1983), that vv. 24-31 are "the copy of a letter written on behalf of Jeremiah" (319); on this view, v.
24 is Jeremiah's instmction to his secretary, while "iKiX |5T introduce a quotation from Shemaiah's letter.
This hypothesis fails to account for the narrative verse, v. 29.
182 So Ziegler, Beitrcige, 50-51. According to Stulman, Other Text, 77, it is "virtually impossible to
reconstruct the LXX Vorlage of this verse with any degree of certainty."
183
Bright, Jeremiah, 206; Thiel, Redaktion 26-45, 12; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 732; Carroll, Jeremiah, 564.
184 So Janzen, Studies, 202, n.78; Rudolph, Jeremia, 158; Wanke, Untersuchungen, 39-40; contra
McKane, Jeremiah 2, 734 ("tod 'iSeiv is probably the result of a quest for neatness of the part of the Greek
translator"); Graupner, Auftrag, 92 n.l 12.
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MT nrn Dl?n "[inn; OG 'ev peace Gm.cov = DDDira; MT Tip1?; OG bpiv = asb:185 In MT,
the recipients ofYHWH's promise are addressed less directly in third person terms, the
emphasis being on their relationship to YHWH. MT -<0T is a plus.
abxco dvGpamoq (LXXQ; Ziegler) =MT t£bX lb; abxcov duGpamoq (LXX8'A; Rahlfs):
The latter, which has the stronger support, reads 'there will not be (a single) man of them',
referring to Samaias and his descendants. With this plural referent corresponds ouk ovi/ovtai
(LXX8's; Rahlfs) at the end of the verse.
MT mrr bv 737 mo "O >OG: MT plus, influenced by Deut. 13.6.186
3.3. Exegetical Notes
v. 1. bio crx^n btO D^non nbun ppr 7JT ha awn by. This includes the same three
groups - priests, prophets and people - which have appeared in chs. 27 - 28 (27.16; 28.1, 5).
The phrase nbttn ppr is otherwise unattested (cf. earlier references to con Ppr, 19.1, and
fnxn 'jpT, 26.17); however, Ezek. 8.1 speaks of the 'elders of Judah' (milT OpT) sitting before
Ezekiel in Babylon, while Ezek. 14.1 mentions 'some of the elders of Israel' (btOt£b "pro)
coming to him.
~irp usually means 'remainder', which "provokes the question why they should have
been so reduced."187 Possibly the term reflects unrest in Babylon, leading to arrest or execution
(cf. w. 21-22).188 Streane's proposal, that these were the elders who had survived the journey to
Babylon, also has merit.189 Alternatively, on the basis ofGen. 49.3, some scholars translate as
185 So Janzen, Studies, 202, n.78; Stulman, Other Text, 73; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 145; contra Graupner,
Auftrag, 92 n.l 12.
186 So Rudolph, Jeremia, 158; Janzen, Studies, 49; Thiel, Redaktion 26 - 45, 13.
187
McKane, Jeremiah 2, 727.
188 See Duhm, Jeremia, 228; Bright, Jeremiah, 208; Thompson, Jeremiah, 545. McKane's objection,
Jeremiah 2, 727, that "there is a lack of evidence that Jewish communities in Babylon were subject to
persecution or suppression", is unfounded; see D.L. Smith Christopher, 'Reassessing the Historical and




'pre-eminent';190 this would be consistent with the emphasis in this verse that it was the cream of
society that had been deported.191
v. 2. Like the historical note in 24.1, the parenthetical nature of this verse regularly
results in its being seen as redactional.192 As we argued there, however, this does not follow.
We may also compare 27.19-21, which, like 29.1-3, contains (1) an introduction to a prophetic
message, with a four-fold list of referents (2) a subordinate clause referring to Nebuchadnezzar's
exiling of Jehoiachin (3) the resumption of the prophetic message, using the messenger formula.
v. 4. TP^an "1E?K: Elsewhere in Jer. the subject of nba is consistently human (20.4;
22.12; 27.20; 39.9; 43.3; 52.15, 28, 30), as is the pattern generally in the OT. Three times in ch.
29, however (w. 4, 7, 14), nba is predicated ofYHWH. The use of this verb (rather than rhvi,
pa or ma), emphasises YHWH's sovereignty over the political dimensions of deportation.
vv. 5-6: . . . 13(01 DTD 133: The language echoes the refrain of building and planting
found throughout Jer., but is also redolent of other OT passages. The paired imperatives,
including the command 133, 'increase', echo the creation mandate of Gen. 1.28; 9.1.193 Similar
language also occurs in Ps. 107.36-38, Isa. 65.21-23,194 and especially Deut. 28.30-32, where
Moses warns Israel of the curses that will result from disobedience:
You will betroth a wife and another man will lie with her. You will build a house but
you will not live in it. You will plant a vineyard but you will not enjoy its use . . . Your
sons and daughters will be given to another people.
Read against this backdrop, 29.5-7 is announcing that the curses are rescinded; the exiles
may once again enjoy YHWH's blessing on their day to day activities.195 This message is
190
E.g., Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 140.
191
Ehrlich, Randglossen, 314, and Volz, Jeremia, 270, relocate TP to refer to DS?n bD, but without textual
support.
192 So Thiel, Redaktion 26- 45, 11; Thompson, Jeremiah, 545.
193
Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 138.
194
Benjamin D. Sommer, 'New Light on the Composition of Jeremiah', CBQ 61 (1999) 646-666, argues
that the author of Isa. 65 is drawing on Jer. 29.5-7. N.C. Habel, The Land is Mine. Six Biblical Land
Ideologies (OBT; Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995) draws parallels between Jeremiah's instructions to
the exiles and Abraham's peaceable conduct in a foreign land (Gen. 20 and 23).
195 So Kilpp, Niederreifien, 57. "The uprooted and orphaned exiles are invited to invest their lives in this
new realm of blessing." (Keown et al., Jeremiah 26 - 52, 72). This 'rescinding' theology will dominate
chs. 30-33.
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emphasised by the use of paired imperatives, which imply a conditional promise.196 The
increasing length of the first four lines may also be intended to emphasise the idea of growth.
However, Berlin and Smith see here an even closer parallel with Deut. 20.5-10.197 As Berlin
notes, while the combination 'build / plant' occurs frequently in the OT, the series 'build / plant /
wives / children' is much less common. In addition, Deut. 20.10 shares with Jer. 29.7 the terms
□ibttf and T»n. Consequently, "in addition to encouraging settlement, Jeremiah is also subtly
counselling against revolt. Do those things, he tells the exiles, for which Deuteronomy permits a
man to refrain from going to war."198
v. 7. IJnbbsnn is common in Jer. (7.16; 11.14; 14.11; 37.3 and 42.2), referring to
prayer by the prophet on behalf of the people. As we have seen, Krn occurs in 21.1, when
Zedekiah requests Jeremiah to enquire ofYHWH on behalf of the city, while in 38.4 the officials
complain of Jeremiah, nmb DK "D ntn Qtfb Dlbttibl tlH~l larx. What is remarkable about this
injunction, however, is that up till now in Jer., the prophet has been expressly forbidden to pray
for his people by YHWH (7.16; 11.14; cf. 15.1).
The promise of marks a turning point in Jer. Hitherto, Jeremiah has emphasised
the absence of Dlbtli from Judah (14.19; 15.5; 16.5), in contrast to other prophets whom YHWH
has not sent (6.14; 8.11; 14.13; 23.17; 28.9). Now, for the first time in the book, YHWH
promises cnbttf (albeit conditionally and indirectly) to his people;199 this theme will be developed
in v. 11, and again in 33.6, 9.
v. 10. The construction "Qb + infinitive probably has the implication of 'only when'.200
It thereby serves to qualify the salvation oracle that follows.
196 See GKC § 110c.
197
Berlin, 'Jeremiah 29:5-7', 3ff.; D.L. Smith, 'Jeremiah as Prophet ofNonviolent Resistance', JSOT 43
(1989)100-102.
198
Berlin, 'Jeremiah 29:5-7', 4. Cf. Smith, 'Jeremiah as Prophet', 102: "Jeremiah is not simply advising
a settled existence, hut using the Deuteronomic exemptions from warfare to declare an 'armistice' on the
exilic community." Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 141, and Keown et al., Jeremiah 26 - 52, view this
interpretation positively.
199
"Having called upon the exiles to seek a salom oracle on behalf of the city of Babylon, Jeremiah then
indicated that the divine response to that plea would be favorable." (Sisson, 'Conception of Peace', 440).
200
Rudolph, Jeremia, 156; Bright, Jeremiah, 205; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 141; Keown et ah, Jeremiah 26 -
52, 60. Kilpp, Niederreifien, 62 argues that '3 relates to npSK (cf. Num. 9.17, bnxn pwn nbstn ■sbl).
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The much-debated phrase D^sn^201 occurs here for the second time in Jer.; in 25.11-
12 YHWH announces that Judah and the surrounding nations will be subjugated to another
nation for seventy years.202 There, however, the fulfilment of that period will be followed by
YHWH's punishment of their oppressor; here, it will herald his salvation of the exiles in
Babylon.
Although it can be argued that ITO refers to the actual duration of Judah's exile,203
most scholars interpret it as metaphorical and / or symbolic.204 It may be a round number for 'a
lifetime' (cf. Ps. 90.10),205 i.e., a long time; cf. Shemaiah's interpretation of Jeremiah's message
in v. 28, KM ~"N. More likely, it represents three generations;206 this would conform to the
prophecy in 27.7 that Nebuchadnezzar's domination would end with his grandson, and also to
the three generation perspective of 29.6. However, an inscription of Esarhaddon in which
Marduk decrees seventy years ofpunishment for Babylon has led some to conclude that' seventy
201 For surveys of the debate and bibliographies, see Ackroyd, Exile and Restoration, 240 n.27; Keown et
al., Jeremiah 26 - 52, 74-75, and J. Applegate, 'Jeremiah and the Seventy Years in the Hebrew Bible.
Inner-Biblical Reflections on the Prophet and his Prophecy', in Curtis and Romer, Book ofJeremiah, 92-
93.
202 There are significant variations between MT and OG in 25.9-12. In OG, the Lord will bring 'the
family from the north' (xpv rcaxpiav &7to Poppa) upon 'this land' (xpv ypv xavxpv) and 'all her
surrounding nations' (jtavxa xa fcOvp xa kukAco abxpt;). 'All the land' (naoa p yp) will be desolate (v.
11), and 'they will serve among the nations' (SoiAeixjouctiv ev xoiq eOveatv) for seventy years.
Afterwards (v. 12), the Lord will punish 'that nation' (xo eOvot; ekeivo). MT identifies and highlights the
role of Babylon. YHWH will bring not only 1133 mnDWH bs (note the plural) but also b33 ""|bo ~)3N~n3l33
upon Judah and her neighbours (v. 9). After the statement that 'all this land will be desolate', MT reads
b33 ~]bn ns nbxn DUn b3 nssjl, 'and all these nations will serve the king ofBabylon' (v. 11). When the
seventy years have been completed, YHWH will 'visit the guilt' of the Babylonians upon them: biJ PpBK
□na?3 fix bsp dps nx ... Ninn pan b»i b33 -jbo.
203
Duhm, Jeremia, 230, related the figure to the period of Babylonian supremacy, i.e., from the defeat of
Nineveh (612 B.C) to the overthrow by Cyras (539 BC). See too C.F. Whitley, 'The Term Seventy Years
Captivity', VT4 (1954) 60-72, and 'The Term Seventy Years - A Rejoinder', VT1 (1957) 416-418.
204 For Volz, Jeremia, 269, "es ist die Vorstellung der geschichtlichen Epochen"; for Hyatt,
'Deuteronomic Edition', 263, "it is a vague number - probably two generations or 'the days of one king'
as in Isa. 23.15".
205 So Clements, 'Prophet ofHope', 125.
206 So Rudolph, Jeremia, 157; Thiel, Redaktion 26-45, 17; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 689; Thompson,
Jeremiah, 547 n.21. Assuming a date of around 550 for the D edition of Jer., Thiel argues that the figure
of seventy years indicates that the end of Babylonian domination was becoming clear, though the exact
date of its demise was still unknown (17).
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years' was a conventional description in the ancient near east for a deity's judgement on a nation
(cf. Isa. 23.15-17).207
Up until this point in Jer., the meaning of PpS has been almost entirely ominous, i.e., 'to
punish'.208 Here, however, the connotation is clearly favourable. Leaving aside the MT plus of
27.22, only once previously has 7p£ signified YHWH's benevolent care, namely, in 15.15,
where Jeremiah asks YHWH n]7p£l M~CT. Henceforth, it will mostly signify the punishment of
Israel's enemies (30.2; 46.25; 49.8; 50.18, 31; 51.44, 47, 52).209 As with the term abH,
therefore, the use of Hps in ch. 29 seems to mark a turning point in the book.
Within the present book, YHWH's 'good promise' (man "'nan, MT) probably refers to
that contained in ch. 24.210
v. 11. EWbu aan "03K "IPX nat^nan: The benevolence of these plans is made explicit in
what follows, nmb xbl aiba maana. Here again, we have a striking re-use of language that is
otherwise consistently negative. By itself, the noun rTDtfno signifies man's evil inclinations
(4.14; 6.19; 18.12), while aan is used in conjunction with YHWH's plan for judgement (18.8;
26.3; 36.3) or human plans for evil (23.27; 48.2). Likewise, the expression (maana) naana aan
is consistently ominous, whether the subject is human (11.19; 18.18) or divine (18.11; 49.20, 30;
50.45; 51.29). Within Jer., only here is this expression used positively.
w. 12-13. As noted earlier, MT expands the text reflected in OG, thereby achieving a
very close parallel to Deut. 4.29, -pab baa w-nn "a nasai -pnbx mrr nx attfa aneipai.
Moreover, in contrast to the imperatives in OG, MT uses indicatives. This does not necessarily
mean that MT is eliminating the contingent aspect of the promise; the verses can still be
translated, 'If you call ... I will listen / If you seek . . . you will find'.211 Similarly (WTin) "O is
207 See M. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1972)
144-146; Applegate, 'Jeremiah and the Seventy Years', 93.
208 Jer. 1.10; 5.9,29; 6.6, 15; 9.8, 24; 11.22; 13.21; 14.10; 15.3; 21.14; 23.2, 34; 25.12; 27.8; also 36.31;
44.13, 29. nps does have a benevolent sense in its first occurrence in 23.2, but here the subject is human
('the shepherds') and the reference is to the care which they have failed to provide.
209 It is also used of the political appointment of Gedaliah (40.5, 7, 11; 41.2, 10, 18).
210 So Unterman, Repentance to Redemption, 85.
211 For this use of the perfect consecutive in the protasis and apodosis of a conditional clause, see GKC
§112 ff, kk.
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probably conditional / temporal rather than causal.212 The crucial difference is that OG retains
the focus on the present, while MT is oriented towards the future.213 The phrase 33331? ^33
W-nn "O recalls 24.7, Dnb ^33 ,:7X 133?11 ,3.
YHWH's affirmation QS^X TISJD3?! marks a further dramatic reversal within the book;
hitherto, he has repeatedly avowed not to listen to them, or even to the intercession of Jeremiah
or another prophet on their behalf (7.16; 11.11, 14; 15.1).
v. 14. YHWH's promise, 33?x rnoipon bsoi DPin ^33 33nx Tixspi osrras? nx tob?i
□3? D3nx -nmn, echoes Deut. 30.3, -)3?x D-osjn bso "jxspi 33?i pomi -[ni33? nx -pnbx mn" 33?i
nD3? -pnbx mrr pirsn.
The expression ni33? 313? occurs here for the first time in Jer., and is repeated a further
seven times in chs. 30 - 33.214 The Ketib d3iv33? was for a long time seen as derived from 333)
('take captive'). This has the nominal forms "os? and it33? ('captivity, captives'), but there is
also the hap.leg. iy33? in Num. 21.29. Accordingly, jt33? / h133? 313? was translated 'restore the
captivity' or 'restore the captives';215 cf. the OG renditions, doraaxpeiga) xpv a7ioi.Ki.au (37.3,
18; xag drroiKiag, 39.44) and dmocrcpevgco xpv a'ixM-OcA,coaiav (25.19; 38.23). This translation
was always difficult in certain contexts (Job. 42.10; Ezek. 15.63) however, and E.L. Dietrich
argued that the expression was a cognate accusative of 313?; lit., 'turn a turning', or more
idiomatically 'render a restoration, restore the fortunes'.216 This is now generally accepted for
212 So Kilpp, Niederreifien, 65; also Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 133; Keown et al., Jeremiah 26 — 52, 60 ('if);
Bright, Jeremiah, 205; Thompson, Jeremiah, 547; Brueggemann, Exile and Homecoming, 259 ('when');
Duhm, Jeremia, 231; Volz, Jeremia, 269; Rudolph, Jeremia, 154 ('wenn'). McKane, Jeremiah 2, 726,
translates 'for'. 35 is also translated 'if in the parallel clause in Deut. 4.29 by S.R. Driver, A Critical and
Exegetical Commentary on Deuteronomy (ICC; Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1895) 73; G. von Rad,
Deuteronomy. A Commentaiy (OTL; London: SCM Press, 1966) 47; P.C. Craigie, The Book of
Deuteronomy (NICOT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1976) 138.
213 Carroll, Jeremiah, 553, suggests that anobni reflects the practice of prayer in the second temple period.
214 As John M. Bracke, 'sub sebut: A Reappraisal', ZA W 97 (1985) 236, notes, this is by far the greatest
concentration of occurrences of the expression to be found in the OT.
215 So E. Preuschen, 'Die Bedeutung von 1TDB? 313? im Alten Testamente', ZA W 15 (1895) 1-74, and E.L.
Baumann, 'ni33? 313?, Eine exegetische Untersuchung', ZAWAl (1929) 17-44; see too BDB, s.v.
H133?, JV33?.
216 E.L. Dietrich, Die endzeitliche Wiederherstellung bei den Propheten (BZAW 40; Giessen: Topelmann,
1925) 36-37.
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most cases of 1313© 31$, including those in Jer. 29 and 30.217 Consequently, its scope is wider
than 'restoring the captives', although in certain contexts (such as Jer. 29.14), this might be its
implication.218
v. 15. The purpose of the initial "O might be to connect what the exiles are saying with
what has been said in w. 10-14.219 It would then have an explicative sense, i.e., '(I say this)
because you have said, "YHWH has raised up prophets for us in Babylon" '. 220 In this case, the
literary unit comprises vv. 10-15, with the repetition of Dip Hiph. enabling 0^33 mm "lb D'pn to
form an inclusio with 31DH ,"133 2"IK D3,l?S7 TiDpm (v. 10). More probably, however, "3 indicates
that the exiles' claim is the premise for an oracle still to come; see Isa. 28.15-16, which also
begins with DniDN ,3. Since vv. 16-20 (MT plus) address Jerusalem rather than Babylon, it is
likely that v. 15 originally introduced the oracle against Ahab and Zedekiah (vv. 21-23).
□^33 mm 13b D^pn echoes YHWH's promise in Deut. 18.15, □,p 303 "pnXQ ~[33pD ^33
mm -]b (cf. v. 18).
v. 16. The exiles' compatriots are described as D3TIX. Elsewhere, this phrase generally
expresses the Israelites' solidarity with one another (Lev. 25.46; Deut. 3.18; Josh. 1.14; 1 Kgs.
12.24; Neh. 5.8; 2 Chron. 19.10). In Isa. 66.5, by contrast, D3T1X are a group of Israelites hostile
to those addressed.221 But the clearest parallel is in Ezek. 11.15, where YHWH addresses the
217
E.g., Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 142; Thompson, Jeremiah, 548 n.22; Bracke, 'Reappraisal', 244; J.A.
Thompson and E.A. Martens, s.v. 31©, N1DOTTE 4, 55-59. McKane, Jeremiah 2, 726, renders as 'I shall
turn misfortune to good fortune'. According to Keown et al., Jeremiah 26- 52, 62, "The K represents a
variant shaped by the later application of the formula primarily to the return from exile" - so reversing
Preuschen's argument, in which the more general meaning was seen as a post-exilic exception to the rule.
218 As Driver, Deuteronomy, 329, pointed out on Deut. 30.3, "Whether ni3© be derived from H3© or 31©,
the expression does not mean 'bring back thy captives'; it is used commonly with reference to a decisive
turn, or change, in a people's fortune. Here, as also Jer. 29.14, 30.3, Ezr. 29.14, the return from captivity
is mentioned separately afterwards." (italics his).
219
Calvin, Jeremiah 3, 439, described this interpretation of "D as "not unsuitable".
220 "It is characteristic of the indirect causal expressions that they do not state the cause for what is actually
said in the main clause but rather the reason for saying it" (Aejmelaeus, 'Function and Interpretation of ,3'
178-179). See, for example, Gen. 32.21, nri303 133 mSDK -|0K "3 l3,-inx 3psr -p3» mn 33 Drrmi; 1 Sam.
26.15, qban ns rrn©nb a»n inx ta •o qbon -piK bs mo© sb nobi ... msx bs in totm; 1 Kgs. 1.24-25,
31© ran diyi mr n3... nnx ibo1 irrnK max nnx qbon mx ira notm. This may also be the significance
of Zipporah's words, "b nnx D'OT |nn "D (Ex. 4.25); see W.H. Propp, 'That Bloody Bridegroom (Exodus iv
24-6)', VT43 (1993) 496 n.8.
221 For a discussion of the social divisions reflected in these verses, see Emmerson, Isaiah 56 - 66, 81-94.
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prophet concerning bx~)t3T JV3 ^31 "jn^XS TOX "JTIX "[TlX. Here, "pnx might signify Ezekiel's
siblings, as distinct from his kinsmen and 'the whole house of Israel',222 or it may be a general
term comprising bx~lt3T ITO b-" ~|nbx2 "wtX. Either way, 'your brothers' are exiles in Babylon,223
despised by the D^EhT (v. 15b) who will be punished by YHWH (w. 7-12). Ezek. 11 thus
reflects the same polarisation that we see in Jer. 29.16-19.
v. 17. The language here repeats that of 24.8, except that D"HS?£? is even stronger than
msn.
v. 19. Dnyos; xbl: If, as we suggested above, we retain this reading rather than
emending to 3J?Bt0 xbl, the primary purpose of this pericope becomes clear; to rebuke the exiles
for their failure to listen to YHWH's prophets. In this way, it complements their willingness to
listen to their own prophets and dreamers (w. 8-9). This reading also makes sense of the
ensuing call, mrr ~m WOP onxi (v. 20).
v. 23. bxit^B nb331tM7 ]J?\ To 'commit folly in Israel' is a technical term denoting
"a class of acts which bring appalling suffering in their wake because they disrupt the sexual
harmony of the community."224 Rape (Gen. 37.7), pre-marital intercourse (Deut. 22.21) and
breach of rules regarding sacred property in holy war (Josh. 7.15) all constitute 'folly in Israel'.
The charge of adultery (DiVSn nx "fflxn) against Ahab and Zedekiah225 is not part of
the standard rhetoric against false prophets in these chapters, but echoes the accusation against
the prophets of Jerusalem in 23.14, "lpcn "jbm ^3X3.
YHWH's self-description as 'witness' (Iff) may gain additional significance from the
custom in other ANE letters to finish with a reference to 'witnesses'.226
222 So Daniel I. Block, The Book ofEzekiel Chapters 1-24 (NICOT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1997)
346.
223 This is clear, whether or not we emend MT "jnbxa to "jrnbj, following OG tt|£ aiypakcoataq aoo.
224
Carroll, Jeremiah, 560
225 "Foul livers and false teachers", as Welch, Jeremiah, 172, memorably terms them.
226 See D. Pardee et ah, Handbook ofAncient Hebrew Letters (Chico: Scholars Press, 1982) 177, who
notes parallels with papMur 42 (signatories ofwitnesses) and with papMur 43 (oath formula with mcyd).
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v. 24. "O^mn may be a word-play, being the Niph. of D^n 'to dream' (hence 'the
dreamer'); cf. the earlier references to 'dreamers' (v. 8).227
v. 28. MT p by "O may mean 'For in the following manner he has written to us', or 'Is it
not for this reason (i.e., because you have not controlled Jeremiah) that he has written to us?'228
3.4. Coherence and Redaction
Our observations so far regarding the textual and literary shape of ch. 29 indicate at least
three stages in its compositional history: (1) the writing of the original letter229 (2) the setting of
that letter in a narrative framework (3) expansion in MT. Deciding the precise contents of each
stage is more difficult, however, and some would argue that we should posit further redactional
layers between (2) and (3).
The letter is widely agreed to comprise, as a minimum, w. 5-7, with the possible
exception ofmm D"03 nn^m (>OG). These verses possess a unity of theme (the call to
peaceful life under YHWH's blessing in Babylon) and style (semi-poetic parallelism). Some
would also include w. 8-9, parts of 10-14, and 21-23 in the letter; we will return to this below.
The narrative framework of the letter must have comprised at least the prologue (w. 1 -
3) and the story of Shemaiah's response (w. 24-32).230 With regard to the former, we argued
earlier that there is no valid reason for regarding v. 2 as secondary. However, the inclusion of
'the prophets, priests and people' among the addressees in v. 1 may have been secondarily
influenced by their presence in chs. 27 - 28; in this case, the introduction originally mentioned
only 'the elders of the exile'.231 The confused flow of the text in w. 24-32 strongly suggests that
this narrative was later (partly) reworked into an oracle. This would explain the variations in
orthography: Jeremiah's name reverts to its normal WOT (w. 27, 29, 30), but both references
227 So L. Yaure, 'Elymas - Nehelamite - Pethor', JBL 79 (1960) 297-314.
228 So McKane, Jeremiah 2, 735.
229 That there was 'an original letter' from Jeremiah to the exiles is seldom disputed, though Carroll,
Jeremiah, 552, and Smelik, 'Letters to the Exiles', 284-285, are ambivalent on the question.
230
Although Weiser's rendition of iDOn 'nan in v. 1 as 'die Geschichte des Briefes' (Jeremia, 260) is
unwarranted, it accurately captures the theme of the narrative: Jeremiah's letter and its consequences.
231 So too Duhm, Jeremia, 228; Kilpp, Niederreifien; 44-45; contra Graupner, Auftrag, 77-78.
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to Zephaniah (vv. 25, 29) use the short form !V3S25. Shemaiah's name is long ("lrPBOttf) in v. 24,
but short (iTOOtii) in w. 31-32.232
The chief questions surround w. 8-9, 10-14, and 21-23, seen by many as secondary not
only to w. 5-7 but also to its narrative framework.233 It is argued that the warnings against false
prophets (vv. 8-9 and 21-23) are extraneous to the purpose of the original letter. Graupner refers
to w. 8-9 as "die nach vv. 5-7 uberraschende Prophetenpolemik",234 while McKane writes of the
need to "disengage a theme which is extensively represented in chapter 29, namely, false
prophecy."235 Again, the promise of return in vv. 10-14 is thought to undermine the practical,
present-oriented focus of vv. 5-7: "A prophet who is endeavouring to destroy expectations of a
swift return to Jerusalem by urging exiles to cast away feverish excitement and to cultivate
composure does not undo his single-mindedness by inviting those whom he addresses to engage
in a more distant kind of expectation", writes McKane.236 Attention is also called to the
presence of Deuteronomistic terminology in vv. 8-9 and 10-14; the former share with Deut.
13.2-4 the terms (□,)N"'23 and (D^obn, who are described as being 333~lp3 / ~p~lp3, while w. 10-
14 employ the expressions miY ~m ITpn (v. 10; cf. Deut. 9.5; 1 Kgs. 2.4; 6.12; 12.15) and
□□b b33 (v. 13; cf. 1 Sam. 12.20; 1 Kgs. 8.23; 14.8; 2 Kgs. 10.31).
If these arguments are valid, the question is when and by whom vv. 8-9, 10-14 and 21-
23 were incorporated. Some believe that they were added en bloc to the letter and its narrative
232
Orthographic evidence of this reworking of the text also appears in v. 21, where we find both irbip and
UTp-li, while Nebuchadnezzar's name reverts to its normal ~1 spelling.
233 Assessments ofwhat is secondary include: vv. 8-9, 10-14, and 21-23 (Duhm, Jeremia, 228-233,
though allowing for authentic elements in vv. 21-23; Nicholson, Preaching, 98-100; Wanke,
Untersuchungen, 57-59; Thiel, Redaktion 26 — 45, 14-19; Carroll, Jeremiah, 556-560; Kilpp,
Niederreifien, 61-67; Graupner, Auftrag, 82-87); vv. 10-14 and 21-23 (Hyatt, 'Jeremiah', 1017); vv. 8-9




McKane, Jeremiah 2, 738; similarly Nicholson, Preaching, 98; Thiel, Redaktion 26- 45, 14.
2j<>
McKane, Jeremiah 2, 737; similarly, Duhm, Jeremia, 230; Volz, Jeremia, 268; Welch, Jeremiah, 173;
Carroll, Jeremiah, 557; Smith, 'Jeremiah as Prophet', 96; Kilpp, Niederreijien, 63. Y. Hoffman, 'The
Deuteronomist and the Exile' in D.P. Wright, D.N. Freedman & A. Hurvitz (eds.), Pomegranates and
Golden Bells. Studies in Biblical, Jewish and Near Eastern Ritual, Law and Literature in Honor ofJacob
Milgrom (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1995) 659-675, posits two editions ofDtr.H., the first of which
viewed exile as final (though not hopeless), and the second of which saw exile as merely temporary; Jer.
29.10-14 thus belongs to the latter (672).
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framework by a single editor.237 Others propose a more complex literary history. According to
Wanke,238 the original letter and its introduction comprised w. 1, 3-7, to which was added later
the report of the exchange between Jeremiah and Shemaiah in w. 24-32. At this stage, the text
conformed to the three-part schema found in chs. 27 - 28 (action of Jeremiah; counter action;
message ofjudgement). The remaining material was added in successive stages; first w. 15, 21-
23, then w. 10-14, and then w. 8-9.
It should not, however, be too quickly concluded that w. 8-9, 10-14 and 21-23 are
incoherent either with vv. 5-7 or its framework.239 The claim that the warnings against false
prophets are do not 'belong' to the letter is valid only if one assumes an extraordinarily one-
dimensional author. Dogmatic statements as to what a prophet in sixth-century Judah would or
would not do are best avoided, but it is hard to see why the dampening of false hopes (implied in
vv. 5-7) is incompatible with the affirmation of a more realistic hope in w. 10-14.240 More
significant is the Deuteronomistic nature of the terminology in vv. 8-9 and 10-14, though (as
ever) it is hard to know how this should be interpreted. It may indicate that these verses are
secondary, though the fact that vv. 5-7 themselves echo Deut. 20.5-10 and 28.30-32 gives us
pause.241 It should also be noted that the injunction cob WCb bx is absent from Deut., and
237 So Rietzschel, Urrolle, 117-119; Thiel, Redaktion 26— 45, 19 (who also attributes vv. 2 and 16-20 to
D).
238 Wanke, Untersuchungen, 57-59.
239 The integrity of vv. 8-9, 10-14 and 21-23 with vv. 5-7 is accepted by Rudolph, Jeremia, 154-157;
Weiser, Jeremia, 261-264; Bright, Jeremiah, 208-209; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 139-140; Thompson,
Jeremiah, 544; Unterman, Repentance to Redemption, 84; Jones, Jeremiah, 362-367 (though allowing that
vv. 8-9 may have been reworded). Even Wanke, Untersuchungen, 59, refers to "der trotz dieser
verschiedenen Erweiterungen immer noch einigermaCen gute Textzusammenhang".
240 So Rudolph, Jeremia, 156-157; Applegate, 'Jeremiah and the Seventy Years', 97. Indeed, the
coherence of vv. 10-14 with vv. 5-7 is tacitly conceded by Hoffman, 'Deuteronomist and the Exile', 672:
"It is not even improbable that the one who appended the words really believed that he interpreted his
Vorlage correctly."
241 Berlin notes that "the deuteronomic echo in our verses is different, in a way that I am not sure I can
adequately express, from the kinds of deuteronomic editorial additions usually pointed out. It is somehow
more organic to the passage, more a part of the fabric of the text." ('Jeremiah 29:5-7', 8). However, as she
herself points out (7), if the allusion is intentional it demonstrates Jeremiah's familiarity with the contents
ofDeuteronomy.
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occurs only twice in Dtr.H (2 Kgs. 18.29; 19.10); it is more frequent in Jer. (4.10; 37.9;
49.16).242
The final stage in the redactional history of Jer. 29, that ofMT expansion, covers the
greater part of v. 14 and all of vv. 16-20. This material has the appearance of commentary on
the preceding text, prompted by passages elsewhere in the book (e.g., 24.8-10). Since these MT
plusses belong not merely to a further stage in the literary growth of the book, but rather to what
we may call a later edition of it, we are justified in considering ch. 29 apart from them as well as
with them.
However we reconstruct the literary history of the text, interpretation must take seriously
its present shape. Both in OG and MT, the letter is represented as covering all of vv. 4-23.243
This is emphasised by YHWH's statement "ip ™jx" (v. 23), which, as we noted earlier, echoes
the conventional ending in ANE letters. Even the MT plus of vv. 16-20, with its prophecy
concerning those still in Jerusalem, is depicted as part of 'God's letter'; hence the second-person
address in DDnx 1X2T X1? "ItPX D3TIX (v. 16), the rebuke DriPOtii X1?! (v. 19) and the concluding call,
-m "ipatP nbian bo mrr (v. 20).
3.5. Differentiation in Jer. 29: CTX'Oin / b:m nbin Sd
We can now explore the issue of differentiation as it appears in Jer. 29, before moving
on in the following section to consider chs. 27 - 29 as a whole. Since in ch. 29 MT presents a
significantly longer text than OG, in this and the following section we will focus on the text
common to OG and MT, before looking at the impact of the MT plusses separately in section 5.
Without pre-empting our discussion of the nature of the salvation promised in ch. 29
(see section 4), it is clear that Jeremiah here assures the exiles ofYHWH's blessing upon them
in Babylon, and his benevolent plans for their descendants. In contrast to 24.4-7, however, these
242 Nicholson's claim, Preaching, 98, that the "warning against being deceived by (false) prophets and
diviners . . . reflects strongly that set forth in Deut. xviii. 10-14" is thus quite inaccurate. In addition,
Lust, 'Gathering and Return', 123-126, shows that the promise of return in v. 14, though similar to Deut.
30.3, is hardly Deuteronomistic.
243
Brueggemann, Exile and Homecoming, 256 n.32, writes that "it is difficult to determine where the
letter ends in this chapter", but he accepts v. 23 as a possibility, in which case "the letter is a witness
against the false teaching". See too Pardee, Handbook, 177.
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promises are not indiscriminate. Granted, Jeremiah initially addresses the exiles as one
D^EhTO TT^Jn -)EiK nbun, v. 4), and this broad designation is repeated in v. 20. Yet as we noted
earlier, the nature of Jeremiah's rhetoric in this chapter is such as to render 'the prophets' as
'others'. Although they are described as 'among you' (D33~)p3, v. 8), and even as 'your
prophets' (CD'K'D], v. 8), they are spoken of in the third person (vv. 8-9, 21-23, 32) or addressed
separately (vv. 24ff.). Moreover, like Hananiah, they are specifically excluded from YHWH's
salvation. Ahab and Zedekiah will be given over to Nebuchadrezzar to be burnt alive, and their
names will become a curse bnnm mirr mban b^b (vv. 21-22). The exact nature of Shemaiah's
fate is not stated, but it is made clear (v. 32) that he will be excluded from the community
(Droiro) that will see YHWH's salvation (note that ~!ps here reverts to its customary negative
meaning). Consequently, we find in ch. 29 the same polarity of'prophets and hearers' that we
saw in chs. 27 - 28.
What is striking about this, however, is that in terms ofblame the distinction is much
more blurred in ch. 29 than it was in the two previous chapters. Granted, the statement about
Shemaiah, "ipEi bv D-HX rtEOI (v. 31), need mean only that he had attempted to make the exiles
believe a he, as in 27.15. It is clear however, that in v. 8, whether we follow OG or MT, the
'hearers' themselves are being rebuked. Likewise, the exiles' claim, □"'tOJ "lib mrP D'pn
(v. 15), revealing their enthusiastic endorsement of the prophets, is quickly refuted (vv. 21-23);
the fact that in future the exiles will see Ahab and Zedekiah as cursed only shows how
misguided is their current opinion. The prophets, it seems, are having more success among the
exiles in Babylon than they were among the community in Judah.244
4. Differentiation in Jer. 27 - 29: crn^TI / brm n^ian
We have seen, therefore, that in regard both to the exiled and non-exiled communities,
chs. 27 - 28 and 29 present an internal differentiation between 'prophets' and 'people'. The
question we now need to consider, however, is whether, and how, these two communities are
differentiated from one another. Whilst it is self-evident that the shorter text of ch. 29 proclaims
a message of hope to the exile community in Babylon, some uncertainty attaches to how this
244
It may be significant that the charge of adultery against Ahab and Zedekiah (v. 23) echoes 23.10, 14, a
passage which views prophets and people alike as guilty.
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compares with that offered to the Judeans in ch. 27. Some commentators see here a reflection of
the same pro-Golah outlook that we find in ch. 24: "The exiles in Babylon", writes Carroll, "are
presented as Yahweh's special concern in 24.4-7; 29.4-7, 10-14".245 Similarly, N.J. Rubinger
believes that ch. 29 reflects "Jeremiah's profound conviction about the inherent superiority of
the Judean center in Babylon."246
This interpretation of ch. 29 is disputed, however. Notably, Seitz argues that ifwe set
aside the MT plusses, what we find here is the same principle of 'submit and live' that is held
out to the Judeans in ch. 27, and that Jeremiah's message is in fact decidedly cool. The long
term perspective ofw. 4-7 "was doubtless unpopular",247 while w. 15 and 21-32 contain
"strong words to the exilic community and its prophets".248 Indeed, Seitz concludes that "in the
broader literary context of ch. 29, the 'good' which Yahweh promises to do for his people
arguably includes the 'good' he does for those in Judah as much as the 'good' he has in store for
the exiles."249 Similarly, Keown et al. claim that "the LORD'S word through Jeremiah to the
Judean exiles was the same as the divine message to Zedekiah and the others remaining in
Jerusalem after 597, 'Serve the king ofBabylon and you will live'."250 Benjamin Sommer goes
even further in describing the message of ch. 29 as "unremittingly bleak from the viewpoint of
the individuals who received it",251 and emphasising that the promises of vv. 10-14 are for the
distant future.
These scholars are certainly right to call attention to the less than glowing comments to
the exiles in this chapter, and to its purpose of quelling unrest. However, our exegesis has
shown that even in the shorter text represented by OG, the scope ofYHWH's salvation in ch. 29
considerably exceeds that found in chs. 27 - 28. While the prospect of 'remaining in and
245
Carroll, Jeremiah, 532 (italics mine).
246 N.J. Rubinger, 'Jeremiah's Epistle to the Exiles and The Field in Anathoth', Judaism 26 (1977) 87.
247
Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 210.
248
Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 212.
249
Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 211. Seitz believes the original letter + introduction comprises vv. 1-9, 15,
20-32. Kilpp, Niederreifien, 61, also interprets ntn D»n in v. 32 as referring to the Jerusalem community,
but assigns this latter part of the chapter to later redaction.
250 Keown et al., Jeremiah 26 - 52, 72.
251
Sommer, 'New Light', 662. Cf. Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 144: "The words are words of judgment on the
exiles for now, but words of salvation after a lapse of seventy years."
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working the land' in 27.11 may allude to the creation account of Gen. 2.15, the injunctions of
29.5-6 go much further in both commanding and promising prosperity. If they subtly counsel
against revolt, they also rescind the curses ofDeut. 28; we thus have a picture of fruitfulness
under divine blessing that is absent in ch. 27. Moreover, the invitation to 'seek YHWH' on
behalf ofBabylon (29.7) gives the exiles a role previously forbidden even to Jeremiah and opens
up the possibility of a personal relationship with YHWH, something conspicuously lacking in
ch. 27. Above all, the promise of Dlbttf (29.7) indirect and conditional as it is, appears here for
the first time in the book, and is in striking contrast to the way Jeremiah distances himself from
□ibty prophecy in 28.9.
These affirmations ofYHWH's favour intensify in the shorter text ofw. 10-14. The
promises of return to the land, and of Dlb© rather than run, are inherently hopeful, but this is
underlined by the positive use of ~ps and mtOTO 3Kin, reversing their threatening connotations
elsewhere in Jer. The personal nature ofYHWH's promise culminates with D3b (or Tib;;i)
TTX""m (v. 14). This may be contingent upon the exiles praying and seeking (v. 13), but it also
appears to be part of his 'plan' mentioned in v. 11. Seitz appears to attribute this material, like
the rest of vv. 10-14, 16-20, to the Exilic Redaction, but in so doing blurs the distinction between
ER and MT plus.252 A final contrast with the nature of the salvation promised in chs. 27 - 28
comes in 29.32, where YHWH refers to CD*? nfrs: 3X 31B(PI).
This bias towards the exiles is also reflected in the fact that in ch. 29, the underlying
rationale for the salvation promise is predominantly on YHWH's initiative. To be sure, the
exiles' prosperity in Babylon depends on their accepting the realities of life in a foreign land
rather than nurturing hopes of a swift return. Equally, their future restoration will require
sincere, wholehearted prayer. Nevertheless, the very fact that these options are open implies a
prior act of grace on YHWH's part. As we have seen, the biblical allusions in 29.5-7 suggest
that the Deuteronomic curses have been rescinded, while YHWH's invitation to pray overturns
his earlier refusal even to listen to Jeremiah. This understanding of salvation for the exiles as
part of a divine plan is made explicit in 29.10-14. The notion ofYHWH's gratuitous favour
towards the exiles is reinforced by the fact that, whereas the Judean remnant are warned that
252 "Jer. 29.10-14 appears to have entered the text together with the clearly supplemental 29.16-19 . . . vv.
11-14 are remarkably similar to the language and overall thrust ofDeut. 30.1-10 and 1 Kgs. 8.33-34,
passages which clearly presuppose the exile and point to the likelihood of an exilic author, working from
the same perspective as the exilic redaction of Jeremiah." (Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 210 n.8).
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listening to the prophets will inevitably mean disaster for the whole nation, the promises to the
exiles appear to stand despite the charge that they are colluding with their prophets (29.8) and
claiming that YHWH has sent them (29.15).253
We can sum up, then, by saying that Jeremiah's message to the exiles in the shorter text
of ch. 29 differs significantly from that to Zedekiah's people in chs. 27-28. A rather austere
exhortation to 'serve' the king ofBabylon is replaced by an encouragement to build, plant and
marry. Pure conditionality gives way to an emphasis on divine initiative. And the focus on
serving the king of Babylon moves to seeking YHWH for Babylon, with an underlying promise
ofYHWH's accessibility and responsiveness.
5. Differentiation in the MT Plusses of Jer. 29
Throughout chs. 27 - 29, we have noticed a striking number of differences between the
Hebrew and Greek texts, mostly in the form ofMT plusses. Often, these are of relatively minor
henneneutical significance, clarifying or emphasising an idea present in the Vorlage of OG. We
have seen, for example, that in MT 27.12, 17 the invitation to 'serve the king ofBabylon and
live' applies to the Judeans what is said in 27.11. At this point, however, we have to give special
attention to the MT plusses in 29.14 and 16-20. This is due not simply to their length, but also to
their relevance to the question of group differentiation in chs. 27 - 29.
We can look first at v. 14, and YHWH's promise, moipon ^301 D"m ^30 DDnx Tixapi
□Bi D3nx Timn The language is similar to that of 23.3; note especially the repetition of
J>3p (otherwise used with YHWH as subject only in 31.8, 10; 32.37) and n~U Hiph. Unlike the
earlier passage, though, 29.14 does not even exclude Israel's leaders from the anticipated
restoration; its scope appears to be all-encompassing, as will be the case in chs. 30 - 33.
Consequently, scholars without exception conclude that MT is here broadening the horizon of
the text to address a general Diaspora, rather than just the exile community in Babylon.254
253 This indictment of the exiles is strengthened in MT 29.19, 'and you (exiles) have not listened'.
254 See for example Duhm, Jeremia, 231; Condamin, Jeremie, 210; Rudolph, Jeremia, 154; Thiel,
Redaktion 26 - 45, 15; Wanke, Untersuchungen, 39; Lust, 'Gathering and Return', 129; Carroll, Jeremiah,
559; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 729; Graupner, Auftrag, 83; and especially Goldman, Prophetie, 74-75.
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We suggest, however, that this interpretation needs to be reconsidered. If the author of
the MT plus in v. 14 did intend to broaden the scope to the entire Diaspora, he has created an
anachronism of which he could hardly have been unaware, given what follows: D,pn Dn~)»K "D
nbm CTK33 mm lib (v. 15). Indeed, with its reference to nbllQ imnx 1K2F Kb mwK D3TIK, even the
MT plus of vv. 16-20 retains a focus on the Babylonian exiles. In fact, if we look again at v. 14,
there is a hint that here too the author has in mind the 597 exiles. Not only does Dlpan
DEio annx rrban point back to the (place-specific) nbm nbanmD Tpbun ntWK nbin bw in v. 4, the
very use of nba (Hiph.), which in the OT invariably denotes a specific situation,255 suggests that
YHWH's promise is being directed to a particular exilic group. In other words, while the
language of v. 14 is formally plural, its intended referent is most likely the Golah community in
Babylon.256 We find a parallel to this in Ezek. 11, where YHWH promises ]0 D3DK Tisap")
□m DniSSJ HWK mmxn |0 conx TSDK1 CP017n (v. 17), before taking Ezekiel to deliver this
message to the exiles in Babylon (w. 24-25). Given the similarity of 29.14 to Deut. 30.3, it is
even possible that the author is deliberately alluding to the latter passage as known scripture, and
applying it to the exiles.257 If this reasoning is correct, the MT plus of 29.14 maintains the focus
on the 597 exiles in Babylon found in the shorter text.
29.16-20 is a judgement oracle in which YHWH announces his wrath on all those in
post-597 Jerusalem: nXTH mm 3Emn DJ?n bs b*0 nn KCD btf atfrn -|b»n bx (v. 16). The
language ofw. 17-18, and especially the 'fig' imagery, closely parallels that of 24.8-10, though
the tone is still more ferocious; Zedekiah is not even mentioned by name, while the expression
255 Cf. Westermann & Albertz, 'nba', 316: "The whole weight of a concrete political event, which resists
thorough theologization, characterizes the process described by glh.".
256 We will suggest later (chapter 5) that something similar occurs in 46.27-28; there, the context suggests
that YHWH's promise not to destroy Israel in 'all the nations among which I scatter you' has particular
application to the Jews in Egypt.
2,7 Most scholars argue that Deut. 30 is a late addition to the Dtr.H., influenced by Jer. and Ezek; e.g.,
H.W. Wolff, 'Das Kerygma des deuteronomistischen Geschichtswerks', ZAW 73 (1961) 180-183; Lust,
'Gathering and Return' 125; A.D.H. Mayes, Deuteronomy (NCB; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1987) 367-
368; M.Z. Brettler, 'Predestination in Deuteronomy 30.1-10', in L.S. Schearing & S.L. McKenzie, Those
Elusive Deuteronomists, 187 ("Deuteronomy influenced Jeremiah, but once this happened, the 'new' book
of Jeremiah had in some sense become Deuteronomic, and influenced Deuteronomy", 187-188).
According to C. Begg, 'The Literary Criticism of Deut. 4.1-40. Contributions to a Continuing
Discussion', ETL 56 (1980) 44-45, Jer. 29.13 probably draws on Deut. 4.29; however, Deut. 30.Iff.
"elaborates and specifies the promise of 4.29ff. in such a way as to suggest that the former derives from a
still later author who took the wording of the latter as his point of departure." (49). However, Unterman,
Repentance to Redemption, 67-74, and McConville, Judgment and Promise, 162-163, argue that Jer.
draws on Deut. 30.
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D"H»(£in D'OXrD (v. 17) is stronger than msnn D^xro (24.8). Consequently, vv. 16-20 seem to be
reaffirming the geographical rVHXSP / milT ITlbj DbailT1 polarity that we saw in ch. 24. Indeed,
some argue that this was precisely the reason for the addition: "Versetzt man 15 vor 8f.,
schlieBen 16-19 direkt an 10-14 an, so daB eine durchgehende Parallelitat zu 24.4-10 entsteht. . .
D stellt hier wie in K. 24 Heil fur die Exilierten und Gericht fur die Zuriickgebliebenen einander
gegentiber", writes Thiel.258 Again we have a parallel to Ezek. 11, which also posits a
fundamental distinction between the 597 exiles and those still in Jerusalem.
On the other hand, whereas ch. 24 gives no explanation for YHWH's wrath against the
Judeans, 29.16-20 supplies a two-fold rationale. The first point lies in v. 16: 32nTI DI?n bp bxi
nbm D3nx 1X1T xb "WX DDTIX nxtn TP3. The language here echoes (perhaps deliberately) the
Kir / 3D* polarity in 21.1-10. There too, those who 'dwelt' in Jerusalem would die, while those
who 'went out' would live. However, the logic underlying the XU'' / 3D* polarity in 29.16 is quite
different. In ch. 21, the fate of the people of Jerusalem turns on their relationship to the city
during the siege of 587, and is thus still in the balance. In 29.16, their fate relates to their actions
during the deportation of 597, and is thus already determined. Salvation thus entails acceptance
of exile (nbllQ KIT). The Judeans' culpability is emphasised by the term D3TIX. As we noted
earlier, this term frequently has connotations of loyalty, especially in battle (Deut. 3.18, 20; Josh.
1.14; 2 Sam. 18.2).259 Consequently, D3nx nbl33 1X2T xb "H27X 03TIX (v. 16) implicitly criticises
those in Jerusalem for failing to show solidarity in accepting YHWH's judgement of exile.260
The second reason for YHWH's wrath is given in v. 19: ... "'"QT bx IPOtP xb "ittfX nnn
ffxaan ,-nu nx nrrbx TirDKl "ittfx. This, of course, is a standard (Deuteronomistic) indictment of
the people of Israel and Judah. Yet intriguingly, the final words of this verse, DnuotP xb"), restore
the focus to the exiles in Babylon, followed by the call, nbtan b~D mrP "1ST IPOtP Dnxi. The effect
238
Thiel, Redaktion 26 - 45, 17-18. Similarly, Unterman, Repentance to Redemption, 84: "With the
exception of the statements concerning the false prophets, the chapter parallels ch. 24." Indeed, as we saw
in chapter 1 of our study, Pohlmann (quite implausibly) believes that the bias towards the 597 exiles in ch.
29 is so strong that it serves to narrow the originally universal scope of chs. 30 - 31.
259
Although the term nx is not used, the account in 1 Sam. 30.21-22 of resentment among David's men
against those who did not go with them (DP qbn) reflects a similar sense of obligation to fight with one's
compatriots.
260
Note that the use of NP' and XT means that the present situation of the two communities is interpreted
with reference to their own actions, rather than to YHWH's action (as is expressed elsewhere in ch. 29 by
the term nbj Hipli.). Of course, we have no knowledge ofwhether those deported in 597 (or 587) had any
choice in the matter.
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of this is to underline the spiritual obduracy of the exiles themselves. Though they themselves
have 'gone out' into exile, they are no better at listening to YHWH's word than 'their brothers'
in Jerusalem. Consequently, the MT plus of 29.16-20, as much as the shorter text represented by
OG, emphasises that whilst the Golah community in Babylon are indeed privileged as far as
YHWH's plans are concerned, they are in no position to congratulate themselves on their own
goodness. In this way, the verdict upon the exiles in ch. 29 echoes that in ch. 24, suggesting that
claims that Jer. is 'pro-Golah'' probably require more careful definition.
Clearly, there is a marked difference between the perspective of 29.16-20 and that of
27.12-22. Not only does the earlier passage see ongoing life for the non-exiles as a possibility, it
also makes future disaster the result of failing to submit to Babylon, rather than of failing to 'go
into exile'. Nevertheless, the outlook of both passages may not diverge as much as we might
think. Firstly, we have seen that the message of ch. 27 is itself much more subdued than is often
thought, especially in the shorter text ofOG; moreover, it clearly envisages a further sacking of
Jerusalem. Secondly, it is uncertain how optimistic Jeremiah himselfwas in ch.27 that his
audience would listen to his message rather than that of the other prophets. Thirdly, there is no
difficulty in a biblical author attributing YHWH's anger to more than one factor; 29.16-20 itself
cites two distinct reasons, i.e, failure to go into exile (v. 16) and failure to listen to the prophets
(v. 19). Consequently, whilst the vision of disaster as expressed in 29.16-20 may not have been
apparent to Jeremiah when he delivered his 'submit and live' message, it could represent a
natural development of his thinking.
6. Conclusions
We can now sum up our investigation of chs. 27 - 29. As we have seen, in the text
common to MT and OG, these three chapters have been structured in such a way that ch. 29
counterbalances chs. 27 - 28. In so doing, they configure issues of salvation and judgement
around two intersecting polarities - what we might call a 'double differentiation'.
The first is that of the two post-597 Judean communities; the remnant under Zedekiah
and the exiles in Babylon. Although Jeremiah delivers a message of hope to both, the nature of
this hope is by no means identical. To the people in Judah, he offers simply the option of
ongoing life in their own land, under the suzerainty of Babylon. The exiles, by contrast, are
called to a life marked by Dlv^; even now they may prosper and pray to YHWH, whilst also
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anticipating spiritual renewal and restoration to the land. Reading these words in the wider
context of Jer. underlines their positive nature.
Matching this disparity between the contents of the two messages is a significant
difference in theological rationale. The entirely contingent nature ofYHWH's offer to Judah is
clear from the polarity, 'Whoever serves / Whoever does not serve the king of Babylon' (27.8,
11). Since this is bound up with the issue of prophecy, it could be reformulated as 'Whoever
listens to their prophets / Whoever listens to Jeremiah'. 'Salvation' depends upon obedience to
YHWH and submission to Babylon. By contrast, ch. 29 lays far more stress on divine initiative,
without dispensing with the need for the exiles to 'seek YHWH'.
The MT plus of 29.16-20 radicalises this contrast between the two communities, so that
it is now seen in the absolute terms of 24.1-10. Far from envisaging the possibility of the non-
exiles submitting to Babylon and so remaining in their land, YHWH declares his wrath against
them for remaining in their land, and the certainty ofjudgement. Clearly, this stands in
considerable tension with Jeremiah's message in ch. 27. All distinctions between the Judean
people and their prophets here vanish; indeed, the only prophets mentioned are those whom
YHWH has sent and to whom they have not listened. In context, however, the primary function
of these verses is to insist on the necessity of exile, and to rebuke the 597 exiles themselves for
failing to hear the word ofYHWH (v. 19b, 20).
The other polarity in chs. 27 - 29 is one of 'people / prophets'. In part, this involves an
audience-critical differentiation; the prophets are consistently addressed separately from
everyone else. At the same time, those prophets who are mentioned by name - Hananiah, Ahab
and Zedekiah, and Shemaiah - receive notice of specific and final punishment from YHWH.
Just as elsewhere in Jer. certain individuals are exempted from disaster (see the following
chapter), so here certain individuals are exempted from a message of hope.261
Bearing in mind the comments ofKoenen with which we began this study, it is
important to note that this polarity of'salvation for the people / judgement on the prophets' is at
least in part ethically grounded. For whilst at no point does Jeremiah affirm the goodness of 'the
261 We noted earlier Kilpp's observations on this point (Niederreifien, 61). Kilpp sees the exclusion {die
Aussonderung) of Shemaiah from salvation in ch. 29 as a unique case in Jer.; however, Ahab, Zedekiah
and Hananiah seems to offer some sort of parallel, even though the nature of 'salvation' in ch. 27 is
different from that in ch. 29.
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people' (quite the opposite in ch. 29), his verdict upon the prophets is explicitly based on their
words and conduct. Hananiah and Shemaiah have attempted to 'make the people believe a lie'
(28.15; 29.31) and have 'preached rebellion against YHWH' (28.16; 29.32 MT). Ahab and
Zedekiah have 'preached lies in my name' (29.21) and have 'committed folly in Israel' (29.23).
It may be the case (especially in ch. 29) that the people are encouraging them, but the text clearly
implies that these prophets carry a singular degree of guilt.
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Chapter 4: Differentiation in Jer. 37 - 45
1. Introduction to Jeremiah 37 - 45
As we noted at the start of our previous chapter, Jer. 26 - 45 is unanimously recognised
as the second macro-unit of the entire book, consisting of two major sub-sections; chs. 26 -
35(36) and 36(37) - 45. In this chapter, we will consider how the issue of inner-Judean
differentiation is presented within the second of these sub-sections. Since this is a much longer
section of text than those which we have looked at so far, discussion of every verse or even
every pericope will be impossible. As we will seek to show, however, its contents and structure
are such that the issue of differentiation can be studied with reference to four particular passages;
38.1-3, 14-23; 39.15-18; 42.1 -43.7; 45.1-5. At the same time, of course, we will take account
of, and frequently refer to, the remaining material. As in previous chapters, we will begin by
setting out the basis for viewing chs. 37 - 45 as a distinct unit, and this itselfwill provide a
broad framework for the subsequent analysis of specific passages.
1.1. Jer. 37 - 45 as a Unit
In our previous chapter, we argued that the story of Jehoiakim's burning of the scroll in
Jer. 36 marks the start, rather than the conclusion, of a literary unit.' In narrative terms,
however, it is clear that a new section begins in ch. 37. Here, for the second time in the book,
we move from the reign of Jehoiakim to that of Zedekiah (v. 1; cf. 27.1), with v. 2 giving an
advance verdict upon both him and the nation: "TOX miT nr pxn DPI vni?1 X1H POttf X1?!
X"D3n irr»-p T3 "~.2 Less certain, however, is where this unit concludes. Since ch. 45 begins
by referring back to Baruch's writing of the scroll in the fourth year of Jehoiakim, and since it
has no necessary connection with the story of the Jews' flight to Egypt (chs. 43 - 44), it is seen
1
Alone m rejecting either option is Elmer A. Martens, 'Narrative Parallelism and Message in Jeremiah 34
- 38', in C.A. Evans & W.F. Stinespring (eds.), Early Jewish and Christian Exegesis. Studies in Memory
of William Hugh Brownlee (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1987) 33-49. He argues that "chaps. 34 - 38
comprise a unit as the material now stands" (38; italics his).
2 S. McEvenue, 'The Composition of Jeremiah 37.1 to 44.30', in W.C. van Wyk (ed.), Studies in Wisdom
Literature. OTWSA 15 & 16 (Pretoria, 1972) 59-67, sees chs. 37 - 44 as depicting the outworking of this
opening statement.
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by some as distinct from chs. 37 - 44.3 Others, however, argue that ch. 45 must be read in
conjunction with what precedes. This is true not only of those who view it as the final episode
of Baruch's 'passion narrative' (Leidensgeschichte),4 but also of others who see it as an
appropriate conclusion (ifnot continuation) of the story.5 Scholarly ambivalence on this point is
reflected in descriptions of the unit as chs. 37 - 44(45).6
Let us consider first the case for the unity of chs. 37 - 44. On the one hand, these eight
chapters present an extended, chronologically-arranged story, in two parts. Chs. 37 - 39
describe events leading up to the fall of Jerusalem in 587, while chs. 40 - 44 depict its aftermath,
including Gedaliah's governorship of Judah, his assassination by the Ammonite-backed Ishmael,
and finally the 'flight of the Jews' to Egypt. Bearing in mind how earlier sections of Jer. have
oscillated between the reigns of Jehoiakim, Jehoiachin and Zedekiah, the sustained historical
sequence of chs. 37 - 44 is indeed striking. "Here," writes Jones, "the reader is conscious of
moving into a different and unique section of the book . . . They need to be read as a whole."7
At the same time, chs. 37 - 44 are more than a historical chronicle. Although within
them one may detect different perspectives and emphases, when read as a whole they convey a
particular theological message; namely, the disobedience of the entire nation of Judah to YHWH
and the disaster that thus befalls them. As we saw in chapter one of our study, this point has
been emphasised in particular by Pohlmann, who sees in this narrative the fulfilment of the
prophecy of 24.8-10:
Im blick auf Jer. 21.1 -10 / Jer. 24 enthalten die Kapitel Jer. 37 - 44 zudem den
Nachweis, daB sich diese Prophetenworte erfiillt haben. Denn der fur die jetzige
Textgestalt von Jer. 37 - 44 zustandige Verfasser (oder Redaktor) kommt in seiner
Darstellung der Geschichte Judas nach der Eroberung Jerusalem zu dem Ergebnis, daB
schlieBlich das Land ganzlich verlassen und ohne Bewohner war (vgl. Jer. 24.10) und
der nach Agypten abgewanderte Rest des Volkes (vgl. Jer. 24.8) sich selbst
3 So McEvenue, 'Jeremiah 37.1 to 44.30', 65; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 282; Keown et al., Jeremiah 26 - 52,
209-211.
4
Notably H. Kremers, 'Leidensgemeinschaft mit Gott im Alten Testament. Eine Untersuchung der
'biographischen' Berichte im Jeremiabuch', Ev. T. 13 (1953) 130-131 (but see further below).
5 See especially Carroll, Jeremiah, 669-670, 745; also Kessler, 'Jeremiah 26 - 45 Reconsidered', 85;
Nicholson, Preaching, 107; Hobbs, 'Some Remarks', 193; Thompson, Jeremiah, 631; McConville,
Judgment and Promise, 111, 122; Stulman, Order Amid Chaos, 72-73, 88-93.
6
E.g., Pohlmann, Studien, 48; Jones, Jeremiah, 36.
7
Jones, Jeremiah, 36; similarly, Nicholson, Preaching, 18.
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disqualifiziert hat. Jer. 21.1-10 / Jer. 24 und Jer. 37 - 44 sind folglich nach dem Schema
'Weissagung und Erfullung' aufeinander abgestimmt.8
It will be noted that Pohlmann does not try to incorporate ch. 45 within this theological
schema, and indeed, he has very little to say about this chapter. Two other scholars, who do in
fact include ch. 45 in the literary unit, nonetheless accept Pohlmann's interpretation of chs. 37 -
44. Nicholson sees their unifying theme as the rejection ofYHWH's word, the consequences of
which for Jerusalem are set out in 37.1 - 40.6, and for the Judean remnant in 40.7 - 44,9 while
McConville describes these chapters as "essentially an application of the theology of chapters 21
and 24 to the events that lead up to and into the exile."10
Thus, considerations of narrative and theme appear to demarcate chs. 37 - 44 as a
literary unit. This analysis would seem to be confirmed by ch. 45 itself. As we have said, 45.1
explicitly locates the oracle to Baruch in the time of Jehoiakim, and refers us back to ch. 36.
Moreover, its character as a personal salvation oracle stands in contrast to the preceding
chapters, which focus on YHWH's judgement on Judah as a whole. Consequently, a good case
can be made for treating chs. 37 - 44 as a self-contained unit, and regarding chs. 36 and 45 as
"the brackets and boundaries which contain the entire narrative".11 Indeed, this point was tacitly
conceded by Kremers; on the one hand, he terms chs. 37 - 45 an Erzahlungszyklus,12 to which
the oracle to Baruch is the conclusion, but then, noting that 45.1 refers back to 36, adds,
"dadurch ist sein Erzahlungszyklus von Kap. 36 und Kap. 45 wie von einer Klammer
umgeben."13
There is, however, one very strong argument for treating ch. 45 as an integral part of
chs. 37 - 44. As has often been noted, it forms a striking parallel with another individual
salvation oracle, namely, that to Ebed-Melech in 39.15-18. Apart from their similarity of genre,




Nicholson, Preaching, 104-113; see too Clements, Jeremiah, 203, 228.
10
McConville, Judgment and Promise , 112. He adds that ch. 45 "stands somewhat aside from the main
argument of the preceding discussion" (121).
11
Brueggemann, Jeremiah 26 - 52, 121. Similarly, Thiel, Redaktion 26 - 45, 102, notes that "Anfang und
Ende dieser groBen Einheit verweisen durch Datierung und inhaltlichen Kontrast aufeinander.". See too






Indeed, these two brief oracles seem to be counter-balanced, so that 39.15-18 concludes the
account of the fall of Jerusalem, and 45.1-5 the story of the flight to Egypt. This suggests that
both are crucial for the interpretation of chs. 37ff. in its final form. Consequently, in this chapter
we will take chs. 37 - 45 as a meaningful literary entity within the final form of the book.14
It is, of course, accepted that this unity ofnarrative and theology relates to chs. 37 - 45
in its presentform. Few would deny that the editor has utilised and adapted earlier material. As
we will see later, chs. 37 and 38 are seen by many as doublets, as are the two accounts of the
release of Jeremiah. In the first (39.11-14), he is released from 'the courtyard of the guard'
directly into the care of Gedaliah; in the second (40.1-6), he is set free at Ramah after being
rounded up with the other Judean captives.15 Immediately after this second release account, we
have an extended narrative (40.7 -41.18) describing Gedaliah's fledgling community, and the
turmoil that follows his assassination; oddly, this makes no mention at all of Jeremiah.16 "The
simplest explanation," write Keown et al., "is to suggest the incorporation into the larger
narrative of historical information that originally had no connection with Jeremiah."17 Ch. 44,
containing Jeremiah's speech to the Jews in Egypt, is somewhat disconnected from the
preceding narrative (note the introductory formula, HVDT btt ;rn "H£?X "Din, v. la) and reads as a
postscript.18 And, as we shall see, even within smaller sections, scholars detect different voices.
14 One must, therefore, question Pohlmann's exclusion of ch. 45 from his analysis of chs. 37 - 44. It is
also noticeable that he has little to say about 39.15-18, describing it simply as a late interpolation (Studien,
99).
15 "It is thus clear that the editor had two stories before him both of which were included in the book."
(Thompson, Jeremiah, 648).
16 Nor is Jeremiah mentioned in the account of the fall of Jerusalem (39.1-10), but as he is imprisoned
during this time, this is less surprising.
17 Keown et al., Jeremiah 26- 52, 242. According to Carroll, Jeremiah, 701, Jeremiah's absence "is
inexplicable except on the grounds that 2 Kgs. 25.22-26 has no place for him either." But see Wanke,
Untersuchungen, 113.
18 Keown et al., Jeremiah 26-52, 262, describe it as "a self-standing oracle."
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2. Jer. 38[45].1-3; 14-23
2.1. Text
kou pKooce Za^aTiaq bioq MatBav Kai
roSoAaaq mot; riaaxcop Kai Icoaxal mo;
IeA.epioo toot; A.oyooq obq Iepepiaq kA.aA.ei
era tov oxXov Xeycov
p bom mntfs p iTbon po p rpoBtf yotfo .1
itot ooix corn nx Tobo p mntfsi Tobty
-laxb nun bo bx 1200
obicoq eiTie Kopioq d KaioiKcov ev tp noXei
laoup dTcoGeveiTai ev poppaig, Kai kv Aapcp
Kai o eKTtopeoopevoq rcpoq xooq XaXSaioot;
Cpaexai Kai kcrcai t| xpux"1! orinoo e'iq
ebpepa Kai Coastal
oino oono mo- nxrn tsjo oenn tt oox no .2
bbt^b P23 ib nn-m tt trotoon bit, xsrm nonm
on obtcoq erne Kopioq napaSiSopevp
napaSoBpaetai p noXit; amp e'iq xeiPaQ
Sovapecoq (3aaiXecoq pa(3oXcovot; Kai
croXXr||i\|/£xai abtpv
bm to nxrn Tyn pan pan nw nox no .3
noobi boo -|bo
Kai btneaxeiXev o (3aaiXeoc Kai kKaXeaev
abxov npoc kaotov eic oiKiav bcaeXiariX
xr)v ev o'ikco Kupioi) Kai e'liiev abtcp o
PaaiA.eoq epcoxpaco ae Xoyov Kai pp
Kpnop/rig dai epoo pppa
rbx xoaan tot nx npn tpno pbon nbttfo .14
bx -[bon ooxo tt too ok?x oPbtfn xioo bx
non 000 nnon bx non pnx ox bxty tot
Kai e'uiev Iepepiac xco (3aaiXei eav
dvayyeiXco aoi oi>xi Bavaxcp pe
Bavatcoaeiq Kai kav aopPooA.eoaco aoi ob
pr) &Kooapq poo
non xibn -jb oox "0 Tpnas bx tot noxn .15
"bit yoE)n x^ -[ou^x m on^on
Kai cbpoaev abxco b PaaiXeoc Xeycov Co
Kopioq oq kiioipaev opiv tpv yoxpv xaoxpv
e'l btJioKxevco ae Kai e'l Scoaco ae eiq xei-pott;
xoov dvBpamcov xooxcov
"n noxb nnoo i^ot bx inpno -jbon BOtwn .16
-p^ox dx nxin t^san nx nb nvv ntsx nx mn1'
-jeiBJ nx a^poo no'x nbxn aPaxn n^o panx axi
Kai e'litev abxco Iepepiac obxcoq e'me Kopioq
kav k^eXBcov e£,eA.8pq Tipoq tyyepovaq
PaaiXecoq papoXcovoq CoaeTOCl 0 V^XP ao-u
Kai t| 7ioXiq abtp ob pp KaxaKaoBp kv
nopi Kai CoaTI ^ Kai 'h o'iKia aoo
Ttbx mn-- nox no inpno bx in,on1' noxn .17
boo -jbo "no? bx xon xo" ax bxnt^ vbx mxoo
nnx nn^m c;xo «^ne;n xb nxm oo;m -jois; nn-m
-jn^oi
Kai kav pp k^eXSpq SoBpaeiai p TioXiq
abxp e'lq %eipaq TC0V XaXSaicov Kai
Kaoaooaiv abxpv kv rcopi Kai ao ob pp
acoBpq
nxrn oo?n n;n3i boo -[bo nip bx xon xb axvis
□to obon xb nnxi t^xo msntoi qt^on n"2
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Kai e'liiev o paaiAeng xcp Iepepia feyco
Aoyov hx0^ xcov IonSaicov xcov rrecjienyoxcov
rtpog xong XaASaiooQ pp 8coai pe eic;
Xerpag ahxcov Kai KaxapcoKpaovxai pon
nx axn nx irro-p te imp-ia pten noxn .19
□ma tix larr js D-n&an te tea nsaix ammn
"3 lbSsnni
Kat e'lttev Iepepiag oh pp JtapaSooai ae
dtKonaov Aoyov Knpion bv byco Aeyoo rtpoc
ae xai peAxiov eaxai aoi Kai tjpaexai t|
\|/i)XP crot)
naxb mm bipa xa saw iarv xb imam noxn .20
pasa mm 7b atom p-te nan nx
Kai e'l pp GeAeig an e^eAGeiv ooxcoq o
Aoyog bv eSei^e poi Knpiog
mm nxnn nttfx nann nr nxte nnx ]xo dxt .21
Kai 'i5on naaai ai ynvaiKeq ai
KaxaAei(|)0eiaai ev oiKia paaiAecoq Ion8a
e^pyovxo Ttpog dpxovxaQ paaiAecog
BapnAcovog Kai ahxai eAeyov pnaxpaav ae
Kai Snvpaovxai aoi bcvSpet; e'ippviKoi aon
Kai KaxaSnaonaiv ev oAiaOppaai jto8a<;
aon 8c7teaxpe\|/av bcno aon
nmm pte maa nxaa nax antfan te nam .22
pimon nnox nam tea pte ne? te mxasio
mnx noa pte f33 luaan pote ntfax 7b ten
Kai xag ynvaiKa^ aon Kai xa xeKva aon
e^a^onai npog xooq XaASaiong Kai an oh
pp acoSpQ oxi bv xeiPl PaaiAecog
BapnAcovoc; anAAppGpap Kai p noAig ahxp
KaxaKanGpaexai
nnxa mntoon te trxano -pa3 nxi pntfa te nxa .23
m»n nxa asnn tea pte maa -3 anna aten xb
axa pnan nxrn
2.2. Textual Notes
v. 1. MT mate p -nntfsi >0G: Probable MT plus. Since mate lacks the final waw of
"imote, omission by homoioteleuton is unlikely, unless the OG Vorlage contained a variant
orthography, ino'jD.19
MT te >OG: Characteristic MT plus (also v. 23).
LXX3's eA.aA.ei = MT 3333; LXXA'v eAaApaev:
MT ds?n: LXXb' a xov Aaov; LXXS xov bxAov: Ziegler maintains that the reading in S is
to be preferred here, an alteration of Aaot; to the less common oxAog being unlikely.20
19 So McKane, Jeremiah 2, 948; contra Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 204; Bright, Jeremiah, 230; Thompson,




v. 2. MT "OT31 >0G: MT plus (as in 21.9). Janzen notes that in the fifteen instances of
the sequence "Q"m 3i?~m aim in MT, OG lacks ~a~Q seven times.21
nTH: Read Ketiv, iTTP, rather than Qere, rvni.22
v. 3. OG oxi >MT: The expected "O appears to have been accidentally lost from MT (cf.
45.3).23
v. 14. MT irfplU >OG: The addition of a proper name is characteristic ofMT; see too
vv. 15, 16, 17, 19.24
MT toaan IITDT nx npP; OG rat EKOtkeaev ainov: The proper name and title are
typical MT plusses. OG probably read innpp (as in 37.17), rather than inx / lb top"1"). Pohlmann
points out that the sequence np^l . . . nbsn (Gen. 20.2; 2 Sam. 9.5; 1 Kgs. 7.13) is just as possible
as NHpl . . . nbt^l (Gen. 31.4; Ex. 9.27; Num. 16.12, etc.).25
MT ,t£bbffiin NUD, 'to the third entrance'; OG o'lKiav aaekiaqA,,26 'the house of
AseliseT. MT lacks the grammatically necessary article for the noun, but Giesebrecht's
emendation to D"'t£bi?Ein Xiao, 'the entrance of the bodyguard',27 has not been widely accepted.
Ziegler allows that OG may have had a variant Vorlage that read either or ffKb^Ein.28
v. 16. MT "inD3>0G: MT plus, influenced by 37.17 (where OG reads Kpn^aicoq).29
21
Janzen, Studies, 43-44; 205 n.19.
22 So Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 204; Duhm, Jeremia, 302; Bright, Jeremiah, 230; Thompson, Jeremiah, 635;
Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 266.
23 So Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 204; Volz, Jeremia, 337; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 266. However, Pohlmann,
Studien, 71 n.122, suggests the omission may have been deliberate.
24 See McKane's summary of characteristic MT plusses in this chapter, Jeremiah 2, 947.
25
Pohlmann, Studien, 85 n.167.
26 LXXb, aaekevapk; LXXS, aaakipk; LXXA, aaXaOipk. See Ziegler, Beitrage, 79-80.
27 Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 206-207; so too Duhm, Jeremia, 305 (but note his admission that "letzteres Wort
ist allerdings fur uns nicht klar").
28
Zeigler, Beitrage, 80.
20 So Duhm, Jeremia, 305; Janzen, Studies, 53; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 267; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 956.
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MT Ketiv (3K7X) nx >0G: With Qere, omit the object marker as "grammatically
intolerable".30
MT 1^3] nx D^pao 3KiX >OG: MTplus;31 cf. 19.9; 34[41].21.
v. 17. MT bx3t£3 Vlbx 31X33 oobx >OG: Characteristic MT plus.
v. 18. MT b33 "]bD TtB bx >OG: Probable MT plus;32 it is unnecessary after v. 17.
MT DTD >OG: MT plus (also in v. 23).
v. 19. MT 3XT OX; OG feyco A,oyov fex®1 This use ofsxeiv 3»oyov ('to take account of,
have regard for')33 to render 3X3 recurs in 42[49].16. The fact that 3X3 is translated by (j)o(3eco in
17.8 is consistent with Tov's hypothesis that Jer. 29 - 52 represents a revision of the original
Greek translation.
MT 33 ibbi/TT; OG KaxapcoicriaovToa poo: In contrast to KarapcoKaopou ('to
mock'), bbp Hith. usually implies a more violent form of abuse (1 Sam. 31.4 = 1 Chron. 10.4;
Jdg. 19.25). However, the idea of mockery is present in Num. 22.29 (the only instance of bbp
Hith. in the Pentateuch), where LXX translates with raxi^co, 'to play, to jest'.
MT lbs3; OG xcov TtEcjie'uyotcov: For the use of (fisnyoo to translate bsa, see 37.13-14.
v. 20. MT 3ttfxb 313^ bip3; OG A.oyov Kupion bv = 3tBX 313-1 333 nX: In contrast to
MT, ('hear the voice ofYHWH in respect to what I am telling you'),34 OG offers a simpler
reading ('hear the word of the Lord which I am telling you'); it may reflect a variant Vorlage, or
may simply be paraphrasing.35
30
McKane, Jeremiah 2, 956; similarly Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 207; Rudolph, Jeremia, 206; Keown et al.,
Jeremiah 26 — 52, 221.
31 See especially Janzen's analysis ofMT's standardisation of this expression, Studies, 41-43; similarly
Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 267; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 956; contra Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 207.
32 So Janzen, Studies, 53; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 267; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 957; contra Giesebrecht,
Jeremia, 207,
For this meaning of 'e%eiv Xoyov, see EN 1102b 32, Koa ton rtaxpoq kou tcov bikcov botgev exetv
koyov; also Hdt. 1.62, 115.
34 So Rudolph, Jeremia, 206, who cites Jer. 35.8 (1313: 3bX bob TDK 333 p 33313^ blp3 BOSbl) and Gen.
27.8 ("jnx 313»0 OX obxb "bps BO© 03 33B1); also McKane, Jeremiah 2, 958.
35 For the latter view, see McKane, Jeremiah 2, 958.
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v. 22. MT -[bn ('33 isntan; OG KaTaSuaouatv fev 6A.ia0rna.aGi TioSaq aau: MT takes
"[bn as the subject and points the verb as Hoph. lIQpn, i.e., 'your foot is sunk'. In OG, TtoSac;
(accusative) indicates that the dtvdpsQ s'lppviKOi aou are the subject, with 1333" being read as
Hiph. W3tDn, i.e., 'they made your feet sink down'. If the latter reading is accepted,36 v. 22 has a
single subject, the 'men of your peace'; having misled Zedekiah and dragged him into the mud,
they abandon him (310, v. 22b ).
MT -[^n, 'your foot'; many Heb. mss. and OG noSaq, 'your feet'.37
v. 23: MT pWl, 'you will burn (this city)'; OG KaxaKauBpaerai, '(this city) will be
burnt': MT yields an interesting reading, but we should probably repoint to ppttfri.38
2.3. Exegetical Notes
v. 14. 333 pnx "ON bxo: Like 3>p3 and 5£?33, the term bxttf can denote seeking an oracle
through a prophet (1 Sam. 28.16) and some believe this is the case here.39 However, the
combination 10"! . . . bxo suggests simply 'ask you something'; 0 cf. the very similar 2 Sam.
14.18 (-jnx b>XO n33X 30>X 333 300 "iron X3 b>X; also 2 Sam. 3.13, pnxo bxtii "33X 3PIX 131 ~|X).
Even in 37.17 (miY nxo 001 031 lOXP . . . pbon inbxop), Zedekiah is asking Jeremiah whether
he has received an oracle, rather than asking him to consult YHWH for one.
iron bX: This too implies that Zedekiah believes Jeremiah already knows what
YHWH's word is. Pohlmann notes that the phrase is used when unpleasant news is expected
(Josh. 7.19; 1 Sam. 3.17, 18; 2 Sam. 14.18).41
36 As it is by Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 209; Duhm, Jeremia, 306; Volz, Jeremia, 344; Pohlmann, Studien, 89
n.193; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 268; McKane, Jeremiah, 960; contra Rudolph, Jeremia, 206; Bright,
Jeremiah, 228; Thompson, Jeremiah, 641. The absence of the object marker with pbn is not significant,
this often being the case when the direct object is a part of the body (IBH §85).
37 So Rudolph, Jeremia, 206; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 947; Keown et al., Jeremiah 26— 52, 220.
38 So Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 207; Rudolph, Jeremia, 228; Bright, Jeremiah, 228; Thompson, Jeremiah, 641
n.4; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 268; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 961; contra Streane, Jeremiah & Lamentations,
255.
39
Bright, Jeremiah, 231; Thompson, Jeremiah, 642; cautiously, Carroll, Jeremiah, 684.
40 So Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 290 ('I have something to ask you').
41
Pohlmann, Studien, 85 n.170.
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v. 15. ""[31TX "Ol . . ."I1? TDK "O: Some commentators see Jeremiah's hesitation as
surprising (and perhaps indicative of redactional activity), since his rough treatment so far has
been at the hands of the DTttf (37.14-16; 38.4-6), from whom Zedekiah has twice acted to protect
him (37.21; 38.10).42
v. 16. nxm 3S3H nx lib n&JJ ")3X mrp Tl: This oath formula is otherwise unattested in
the OT. According to Rudolph, its significance is that "wer in Gott den Schopfer des Lebens
erht, kann nicht eines seiner Geschopfe ums Leben bringen."43 From the narrator's point of
view, however, it may be significant that Zedekiah does not respond to the second part of
Jeremiah's prediction, "bx X1? (cf. 37.2).
nbxn n^DXn can only be the DT27 who placed Jeremiah in the cistern (v. 6). A clear
antecedent is provided by Ebed-Melech's protest to Zedekiah in v. 9, nbxn 0"TOXH linn, though
at this point OG reads quite differently (ETrovrps'uaco <5c enoipaaq = rTTO "IttfX nx mmn).
v. 17. XDJXn XDP DX: The use of the infinitive absolute emphasises the requirement, and
provides a point of variation from Jeremiah's similar declarations to the people (21.9; 38.2). Cf.
Jeremiah's ultimatum to the remnant in 42.10, 133n 31Ci DX (OG eav KaOiaavrsq KaOiaqts =
mttfn mty-' ax).
v. 19. DT3 TIX IDJV ]2 DnfcDn bx lbs] -|3X Dnm nx 3X3 3X: The term 3X3 occurs
again in 42.16 (otherwise in Jer. only in 17.8). Exactly why Zedekiah would have feared those
who had gone over to the Babylonians is unstated, but reprisals may have come from those who
resented the suffering caused by the siege, as well as long-term political opponents.44
v. 20. "jb 33T: Here too, Jeremiah's promise to Zedekiah exceeds what was said to the
people of Jerusalem. What 'it will go well with you' means in practical terms is unspecified. In
40.9, the phrase seems to signify 'a peaceful life under Babylonian rule', but it also occurs on the
lips of the military officers in 42.6: lib SET 3m lUQb . . . miT ^3 sn 3X1 313 DX.
42
Pohlmann, Studien, 85; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 290. Granted, Jeremiah may not have been aware that
his rescue by Ebed-Melech was sanctioned by the king, but neither need he have known of the king's
assent to the actions of the DTD in the first place (38.5).
43
Rudolph, Jeremia, 207.
44 See further Duhm, Jeremia, 306; Rudolph, Jeremia, 207; Thompson, Jeremiah, 642; Brueggemann,
Exile and Homecoming, 367; Keown et al., Jeremiah 26 - 52, 225. Either way, it was hardly a "strange
excuse", as Skinner, Prophecy and Religion, 257, thinks.
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Interestingly, 'it will go well with us' is there seen as compatible with receiving a 'bad' word
from YHWH, which accords perfectly with Jeremiah's message in 38.20.
v. 21. mrr -)E>X -Q-in HT: As Pohlmann notes, mm rann with T31 as object
occurs also in Num. 23.3 and Ezek. 1 1.25.45 However, especially when seen in its wider context,
the phrase also recalls Micaiah's words to Ahab and Jehoshaphat, DrS33 bx~)ET bn nx T*X~i (1
Kgs. 22.17). Although not qualified by an 'if clause, a conditional aspect seems to be implied
by the kings' question, 'mm DX nonbab "!J?b3 nab bx "|b]n (v. 15a). Only in vv. 19-23 does it
emerge that their decision to go to war, and so to suffer 'disaster' (HJJ1), is certain; and with this
latter point, we may compare how the 'hypothetical' scenario of Jer. 38.21-22 becomes more
certain in v. 23.46
v. 22. nmm -]bf2 mm nxt£i3 "lEiX mttbn bo: The identity of these people is unclear,
though Pohlmann detects an allusion to the deportation of Jehoiachin's wives in 2 Kgs. 24.15.47
. . . rmox mm: The tone of the women's song is debated.48 Rudolph resists the idea
that it forms a taunt: "Warum sollten die Frauen liber das Ungluck ihres geliebten Herrn oder
ihres Gebieters spotten, das doch ihr eigenes war?"49 Granted, "jobtt? "E'jX "]b lb"! "JUTOn can be
read as mockery;50 cf. "jobEi "EbX ~]b lb" "pX'E'n in Ob. 7, which is certainly part of a taunt. On
the other hand, Jeremiah applies similar language to himself in his final lament: '•Olbttf EH3X bz
lb nbsill nnS"1 "blX "'ybs mOEi (20.10). Ultimately, what settles the matter in favour of the 'taunt-
interpretation' is the wider context of the verse; since the advice of the 'trusted friends' stands in
opposition to that ofYHWH's prophet Jeremiah, Zedekiah's downfall is due to culpable folly,
45
Pohlmann, Studien, 89 n.190.
46
McKane, Jeremiah 2, 958, claims that "a 'hypothetical vision' seems to teeter on the edge of nonsense",
adding that "Cornill's justification of the 'hypothetical vision', that the setting out of alternatives is a
formality, and that the vision contains Jeremiah's foreknowledge of the outcome, is a move out of the
frying pan into the fire." (959). Reflection on the Micaiah story might have led to a different conclusion.
In fact, it is surprising that few commentators connect the two passages.
47
Pohlmann, Studien, 89 n.192.
48
"Outwardly a lament, inwardly it is a taunt-song" (Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 290).
49
Rudolph, Jeremia, 207; similarly, A.S. Peake, Jeremiah and Lamentations Vol. II. Jeremiah XXV to
LII, Lamentations (CB; Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1911) 173.
50 Cf. TV/Us rendition of this phrase, 'they overcame you, those trusted friends of yours'.
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rather than misfortune. This is emphasised if the writer intends us to see in "[Dbttf TtfJK an
allusion to the prophets of Dlbtti (chs. 27 - 28; 37.19).51
I1?J") fin iman: The fate envisaged for Zedekiah mirrors that suffered by Jeremiah in
38.6, coa irra-r maA
2.4. Coherence and Redaction
38.14-23 presents Zedekiah's 'second interview' with Jeremiah, the first having been
reported in 37.17-21. The relationship between these two interviews, and indeed between both
chapters, is open to different interpretations. Some scholars see in chs. 37 - 38 a continuous
sequence of events,52 and find it quite plausible that Zedekiah held two separate audiences with
the prophet.53 There is a problem in that the second interview begins with Jeremiah being
brought from the courtyard of the guard (38.13) but ends with him pleading not to be sent back
(3121 Hiph.) to the house of Jonathan (38.26-27); Volz attempts to solve this by relocating 38.24-
28 to immediately after 37.17-21.34
On the other hand, Skinner's proposal that chs. 37 and 38 contain duplicate accounts of
the same sequence of events has more recently gained wider acceptance (though with varying
descriptions of these chapters as 'contradictory' or 'complementary').55 As Bright observes,
"everything seems to happen to Jeremiah twice!"56 On this view, 38.14-23 offers an alternative
(and considerably longer) version of Jeremiah's advice to Zedekiah to that given in 37.17. Even
if this is correct, however, the interpreter's task must be to explore the message arising from its
present arrangement.37
31
McKane, Jeremiah 2, 960.
52
Volz, Jeremia, 335-345; Rudolph, Jeremia, 201-209, esp. 204; Hyatt, 'Jeremiah', 1076; Holladay,
Jeremiah 2, 282.
53 "It is not at all improbable that the king, in his nervous state, did summon the prophet twice." (Hyatt,
'Jeremiah', 1076)
54
Volz, Jeremia, 336; similarly Rudolph, Jeremia, 207, and Hyatt, 'Jeremiah', 1078.
55 So Skinner, Prophecy and Religion, 258-259 n.l; Bright, Jeremiah, 233-234; Thompson, Jeremiah,
636-637; Carroll, Jeremiah, 679; McKane, Jeremiah, 968-971; Jones, Jeremiah, 455; Clements, Jeremiah,
220; cautiously, Keown et al., Jeremiah 26 - 52, 222.
36
Bright, Jeremiah, 233.
37 As is emphasised by Keown et ah, Jeremiah 26 - 52, 222-223.
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We can now consider more closely the verses with which we are here concerned. Whilst
the cohesion and integrity of 38.1-3 is unquestioned, considerable debate surrounds w. 14-23.
According to Pohlmann,58 the original text consisted ofw. 14, 17, 19-22, the purpose of which
was to show "daB Jahwe bis zuletzt durch seinen Propheten die Moglichkeit angeboten hatte, der
drohenden Katastrophe zu entgehen."59 However, while the emphasis is on Zedekiah's personal
salvation, Pohlmann notes that his response to Jeremiah's message is depicted as having wider
significance. Regarding v. 17 he writes:
Es handelt sich um eine an eine Bedingung gekniipfte Heilszusage. Die Erfiillung der
Bedingung ist allein Sache des Konigs. Entsprechend gilt zunachst die anschlieBende
Heilszusage dem Konig, dann aber auch 'dieser Stadt' (qicn xb nxrn "P»m) und
abschlieBend wieder dem Konig und 'seinem Hause'.60
Indeed, there is a further reference to the king's 'house' in v. 22. Pohlmann is uncertain,
however, whether the reference to 'this city' in v. 17b should be retained as original, since the
fate of Jerusalem is otherwise mentioned only in the redactional w. 18, 23. We will return to
this point shortly.
As for secondary elements, Pohlmann judges the depiction of Jeremiah as fearful of the
king (vv. 15-16) to be inconsistent with w. 7-13 (where Zedekiah acts on his behalf), and at
odds with the character portrayal in vv. 19-22. Also problematic is the change in Jeremiah's
demeanour, from being hesitant (v. 15) to insistent (vv. 17-18). Pohlmann concludes that vv. 15-
16 have been added in the light of 38.1-6. At first sight, v. 18 appears to be an integral part of
Jeremiah's reply to Zedekiah, but is in fact redundant in the light ofw. 20-21: "Diese
zweifache Erorterung der Folgen einer moglichen Weigerung Zedekias kann nicht urspriinglich
sein."61 Finally, like many scholars Pohlmann deems v. 23 a redactional comment on v. 22:
"Ein spaterer Bearbeiter vermiBte hier die Erwahnung der Sohne des Konigs, femer eine noch
58 See Pohlmann, Studien, 84-89, 92.
59
Pohlmann, Studien, 92. He notes that v. 19 "hat kompositions- und erzahltechnisch eine retardierende
Aufgabe und ist fur die folgenden Ausfiihrungen des Propheten wichtig" (88), while vv. 20-22 "unbedingt
erforderlich sind" after v. 19 (89).
60
Pohlmann, Studien, 87; see too 88 n.189.
61
Pohlmann, Studien, 88. Pohlmann seeks to strengthen his case (87-88) by contrasting the 'purely
theoretical' anticipation of Zedekiah's refusal to surrender in v. 18, with that in vv. 19-21, where it has a
more 'concrete' basis in his fear of the Jews. The argument is weak; the shift to greater specificity enables
the dialogue to unfold in artistic fashion (see further below).
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einmal verdeutlichende Festellung, daB Zedekia sich nicht retten werde, besonders aber die
ausdriickliche Einbeziehung der vollkommenen Zerstorung Jerusalems."62
A somewhat similar approach is taken by Seitz,63 who sees in eh. 38 material from the
Scribal Chronicle and the Exilic Redaction. Belonging to the former are w. 1-3, the outlook of
which is "perfectly consistent with [Jeremiah's] post-597 counsel",64 and w. 16-22; here too,
Jeremiah's words are "consistent with his earlier statements, though the alternatives are now
more pronounced (38.17-18 / 19-22)."65 Supplementation by ER occurs only in v. 15 (which
depicts Zedekiah, rather than the princes, as hostile to Jeremiah), and v. 23, which "does away
with the question of alternatives and the possibility of submission."66 Thus, while Seitz accepts
more of 38.15-23 as original than does Pohlmann, both take vv. 15 and 23 as secondary.67
In response, we suggest that the entire passage is best read as a coherent whole. This is
not to deny elements of surprise and ambiguity in the text, but rather to see them as contributing
to a skilfully narrated story.68 Thus, Jeremiah's initial hesitation, and the response which this
elicits (vv. 15-16), serve to delay what will in fact be YHWH's final word to the king, thereby
heightening the suspense.69 Moreover, Zedekiah's oath, though solemn, is flawed by what it
omits; Jeremiah will be protected, but not necessarily heeded. The reader is thereby given a hint
62
Pohlmann, Studien, 89; so too Duhm, Jeremia, 307; Volz, Jeremia, 343; Thiel, Redaktion 26- 45, 54;
Wanke, Untersuchungen, 94 n.9. However, Rudolph, Jeremia, 207, is undecided on this point.
63
Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 238-239; 261-263. Unlike Pohlmann, Seitz retains v. 16 in the original text
(262 n.150).
64
Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 260.
65
Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 262.
66
Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 262. Earlier, however (224), Seitz lists vv. 21-22 among ER material,
pressing for "the inevitability of further disobedience and the necessity of a judgment which will bring
about the final elimination of the post-597 remnant". In fact, he acknowledges (257 n.137) that he has
'modified' his view on 38.22. However, his conclusion regarding vv. 21-22 has important implications
for his overall approach; for it implies that the distinction between SC and ER is not so clear-cut as
elsewhere he maintains. SC, it turns out, can sound as ominous a note concerning Zedekiah as ER.
67
For his part, McKane, Jeremiah 2, 966, regards v. 22 as "a message ofunconditional doom" and
therefore incompatible with vv. 17-18.
68
Carroll, Jeremiah, 685-686, notes a number of distinctive features in this unit, such as the setting of the
dialogue, the oath and the poetic fragment, adding that they "make for a more interesting exchange of
opinions between king and prophet and indicate some of the story-teller's skills" (686). See too
Brueggemann, Exile and Homecoming, 364-365.
69 Pohlmann makes a similar point in regard to v. 19: "v. 19 hat kompositions- und erzahltechnisch eine
retardierende Aufgabe" (Studien, 88).
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of the outcome (v. 24), as well as an echo of the opening statement in 37.2. What, then, of v.
23? Whilst this does indeed 'foreclose' on the conditional hope set out in vv. 17-22, we dispute
that this necessarily marks it out as redactional. Two other OT passages may be relevant here.
The first is the story ofMicaiah in 1 Kgs. 22, to which reference was made earlier.
Here, his initial oracle to Ahab and Jehoshaphat is wholly positive: 'Attack and be victorious,
for YHWH will give [Ramoth Gilead] into the king's hand' (v. 15). Reminded to speak only
what YHWH tells him, however, Micaiah abruptly changes his message: 'I saw all Israel
scattered on the hills, like sheep without a shepherd' (v. 17). At this stage, it is still possible to
construe his vision as hypothetical, contingent upon whether the kings go to war or not. Only
then does Micaiah announce what YHWH has shown him in a vision; that YHWH has sent a
lying spirit to speak through the other prophets, and so lead Israel and Judah to disaster (vv. 19-
23).
The second is the account of Samuel's speech to Israel in 1 Sam. 12.1-25. Here, Samuel
openly denounces their demand for a king as 'evil' (vv. 12, 17, 20). Now that they have got
their wish, however, what of their future? The prophet's message seems to offer hope. If the
people and their king serve YHWH, all will be well (vv. 14, 22-24); if they 'rebel against his
commands' his hand will be against them (v. 15). Ostensibly, their future is open and
conditional upon their obedience. But, as several commentators have noted, the tone of the
entire speech is heavily coloured by its closing words: 13Dn 033^0 03 onx 03 linn inn DN1 (v.
25).70 Whilst formally this does no more than set out a possible future scenario, its placement
right at the end of the speech, with no further comment, serves as a broad hint to the reader as to
what will happen.
There are of course major differences between these two passages and Jer. 38.14-23.
Yet what they all have in common is the use of irony and ambiguity in prophetic speeches which
purport to offer their hearers genuinely 'live' options. Micaiah presents two contradictory
messages, before revealing that the issue is 'foreclosed'. Samuel depicts obedience and blessing
as a viable option, but leaves us in little doubt that it will not happen. It may be, then, that to
70 See D.M. Gunn, The Fate ofKing Saul. An Interpretation ofa Biblical Story (JSOT Sup. 14; Sheffield:
JSOT Press, 1980) 65; R.P. Gordon, I & 2 Samuel. A Commentary (LBI; Grand Rapids: Zondervan,
1986) 130.
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regard Jer. 38.23 as redactional on the grounds that it 'forecloses' what Jeremiah has previously
said is to miss the point.
2.5. Differentiation in 38.1-3; 14-23: llTpnx "[boil / CPKXTI / DtJtf'n
However we explain the idea of Jeremiah 'speaking to all the people' (38.1) after having
been placed in the courtyard of the guard (37.21), his proclamation in 38.1-3 clearly reiterates
the simple differentiation we have already encountered in 21.1-10; namely, salvation for crK3Y!
and judgement for Q'Ottbn. Jeremiah's ultimatum in v. 2, -Q-D1 3»-Q 3~im mo"1 nKTH Ti?2 3071
bb0b "I0S311? nrrrn !TTP □,-|0on bK K3STH, repeats 21.9 almost verbatim, while his declaration in
v. 3 that YHWH was giving the city over to the Babylonians summarises 21.4-7.
At first sight, Jeremiah's message to Zedekiah in vv. 14-23 seems completely consistent
with this. He too must choose whether or not to 'go out' to the Babylonians (OKI . . . K3»n K33" QK
K3n Kb, vv. 17-18). If he takes the former option, he will 'have his life' ("J0S3 nrTTO, v. 17); if he
refuses, he will 'not escape' (aban Kb) from the hands of the Babylonians (v. 18).
Consequently, according to Keown et ah, "it is not a new word, only a reemphasis of the
consistent message delivered by the prophet to the king and the people."71 In similar vein, Jones
writes that "the message (vv. 17-25) is only an amplification of the divine message in its basic
form, such as had been proclaimed openly both to the people and to the king."72
In fact, however, the situation is more complicated than this. For one thing, only now is
the option of 'remaining / going out' presented directly to Zedekiah. Hitherto, Jeremiah has
reserved this message for a group identified simply as 'the people' (21.8; 38.1), while his word
to the king has been purely one of judgement (21.3-7; 32.3-5; 34.2-3; 37.6-10, 17b). As we saw
in ch. 2 of our study, this audience-critical distinction emerges most clearly in 21.1-10.
Discussing that passage, we noted Brueggemann's view that the respective messages of
judgement and hope were correlated to those two audiences. In response, we argued that
YHWH's wrath is against 'the city' rather than any particular group, and that Zedekiah himself
is ignored rather than explicitly precluded from the offer of surrender. Nevertheless, the fact
remains that he is ignored, and this point has remained a constant in Jer. - that is, up until now.
71 Keown et al., Jeremiah 26— 52, 224-225.
72
Jones, Jeremiah, 462; similarly, Thompson, Jeremiah, 642; Brueggemann, Exile and Homecoming, 366.
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This diversity of opinion regarding the fate of Zedekiah may, at one level, reflect competing
traditions;73 within the final form of the book, however, the postponement of the offer of
surrender until the final interview is unlikely to be coincidental.74
Before considering the significance of this, however, we should make a second
observation, which is that Jeremiah's message to Zedekiah is not identical with his message to
the people. An initial indication of this is the way N3H X3"1 DK varies slightly from the wording in
21.9 and 38.2. Moreover, a close reading of the text shows that Zedekiah is offered rather more
than 'bare survival'. The term bh'-ob, which emphasises the minimalistic nature of the 'life'
offered to the citizens of Jerusalem, is omitted; instead, the king is assured that 'it will go well
with you' ("[b 33,,1, v. 20). Again, whereas the scope of the promise in 21.9 and 38.2 is wholly
individualistic (bbvb lb nrrm), for Zedekiah it has a corporate dimension. As Pohlmann
noted, his actions will determine the welfare of his entire household (1Y3, v. 17), namely his
wives and sons (333, DIM, w. 22-23). Especially striking is the assurance that the city itself
may be saved (0X3 *pt£?n X1? nxtn TBm, v. 17), reversing earlier statements (21.10; 34.2;
37.10).75
The most distinctive aspect of Jeremiah's message to Zedekiah, however, is the way it is
subverted in v. 23. The revelation that the king's decision and its consequences are already
known to YHWH and his prophet casts an ironic light over all that has gone before. Against
Pohlmann and Seitz, we have argued that it is unnecessary to see this verse as redactional;
similar ambiguity and subtlety can also be seen on the hps of Samuel and Micaiah. It might, of
course, be argued that this ironic interpretation has only been achieved secondarily by the
addition of v. 23. This cannot be excluded as a possibility, although the king's failure to promise
that he will listen to Jeremiah (v. 16), and the questioning tone of X3n K3' DX (v. 17), seem to
provide advance clues as to the outcome. Given that we have noticed several verbal and
See on this J. Applegate, 'The Fate of Zedekiah: Redactional Debate in the Book of Jeremiah. Part 1',
VT 48 (1998) 137-160, and 'The Fate of Zedekiah: Redactional Debate in the Book of Jeremiah. Part 2',
VT48 (1998) 301-308.
74
So McConville, Judgment and Promise, 114. He adds: "The paradoxical effect of the 'last offer', as it
were, with its surface implication that the king's demise is not after all inevitable, is to seal its
inevitability. It does so by revealing the real resistance of Zedekiah to the word . . . For all his craven
toying with the word of YHWH, he will never hear it."
75 It might be argued, of course, that these variations in message are readily explained by the fact that it is
the king who is being addressed. His surrender might well achieve for others and for the city what the
surrender of ordinary citizens could not; he might even hope to receive slightly preferential treatment.
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conceptual links between 38.14-23 and Jeremiah's speech to the remnant in ch. 42, we will want
to return to this question after we have looked at the latter passage.
Either way, as it stands, ch. 38 presents what we might call a 'double-differentiation'.
To 'the people', Jeremiah reiterates the basic polarity of D"KyT! and □"O&TI (w. 1-3). Those who
remain in the city will die; but to those who go out, the promise of 'life as booty' - meagre as it
is - still stands. Conversely, to Zedekiah the prophet presents what seems to be a rather more
hopeful message; but not without revealing that its rejection by the king is already known.
3. Jer. 39[46].15-18
3.1. Text
kou npoq Iepepiotv eyevexo Zoyoq Kupiou ev
xq abZq xqq (jnAaicqt; Zeycov
nana may imna mm nan mn inborn bKi .15
-10*6 moon
rtopeuot) Kai e'lrtov npoq ApSepeZey xov
AiGiotta obxcoq e'lrte Kopioc o Geoq IapaqA.
'i5ot> eyco ijiepco xouq Xoyovp pot) tin xqv
noXiv xaoxqv eiq mica Kat obx e'lq dtyaGa
-iok no noKb "aian qbo nayb nnoKi -pbn .16
myn bK man nx mo mn bKnfcr mbK niKaa mm
Kinn aim -psb vm naiob Kbi nynb nxrn
xar acoaco ae ev xq qpepa etceivq mi on'
pri Scoaoo ae e'ic yeipaq xcov ckvGpcoTicov cbv
an (popri baio Tipoacottot) abxoov
ma jran Kbi mm dkj Kinn ova -pnbam .17
omasa mr nnK pok amiKn
oxi acoi^cov acoao) ae mi bv pop^aia ob pq
rteaqq mi baxai q \j/t>xq oot> e'iq ebpepa
on enenoiGeiq 'en' bpoi c))qai Kupioq
qosa -|b nmm ban Kb annai qoboK obo m .18
mn1 dki m nnoa m bbtyb
3.2. Textual Notes
v. 15. The word order of the formula mm nan mn imom bKI is unparalleled in Jer., and
seems to be emphatic; 'and (but) to Jeremiah the word ofYHWH came'.76
MT -nay imna >OG; MT plus, possible based on 33.1, moon nana may miy Kim.
76 So Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 268.
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v. 16. MT Ketiv, "DD; read Qere, X'QO; the X has dropped out through haplography, due
to the following nx.
MT xmn DVa "[aab vm >OG: MT plus; perhaps dittography from xmn DV2 -pnbsm at
the start of v. 17.77 The implied sense is, 'they will be fulfilled before your eyes'.
v. 17. MT ]rpn xbl; OG kcci oh pp Scdctcd ae = ~pnn3 xbl: OG may reflect a content
variant in its Vorlage. Other instances of the expression '(not) give into the hand of in Jer.
show a striking correspondence between )n3 Niph. and (Ttapa)SiScopi passive (21.10; 32[39].4,
24, 25, 36, 43; 34[41],3; 37[44].17; 38[45].3, 18; 46[26].24), and |H3 Qal and (raxpa)8tScopt
active (22.25; 32[39].3; 38[45].16).78
v. 18. MT bbtib; OG e'tq ehpepa ('for a prize, a godsend') is a rather loose translation;
cf. OG etQ ctkuZoc ('for spoil') in the parallel expression in 21.9.
3.3. Exegetical Notes
v. 15. mODH 22112: References to Jeremiah 'in the courtyard of the guard' occur also in
32.2, 8; 33.1; 37.21; 38.13, 28; 39.14. The exact nature of Jeremiah's confinement here is
unclear; it was evidently preferable to the xbon JV2 ('prison house') into which he is thrown by
the only in 37.15, 18,79 and may even have entailed some degree of protection. On the other
hand, chs. 32 and 33 portray the moon 2211 negatively, emphasising the aspect of 'confinement'
(xb>2, 32.2, 3; 2122, 33.1), and attributing Jeremiah's presence there to Zedekiah's irritation at his
message (32.3).
v. 16. ,2i12n "be 222 has previously appeared in 38.7-13, where he takes the initiative in
rescuing Jeremiah from the cistern, pbo 222 is probably a proper name (as in OG, ApSepekex;
77 So Rnhm, Jeremia, 312; Rudolph, Jeremia, 210; cautiously, Graupner, Auftrag, 127; McKane,
Jeremiah 2, 982. Wanke, Untersuchungen, 105, suggests it is a gloss referring to the intervening events.
78 The two exceptions are in 32[39].28 and 34[41].2, where MT reads ]nj Qal ptc., while OG reads
SoOeiua JtapaSoOpaexat and JtapocSoaet ttapaSoOriaexat, suggesting a Niph. inf. abs. (iron |nan) as in
MT 38.3.
79 More specifically still, 37.16 states that Jeremiah is brought nronn bxi 2122 no bx, 'into a dungeon, a
vaulted room'; for this sense of 1132 n'3, see Ex. 12.29.
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contrast Targ., "OP XPbo-!); nevertheless, it underlines his role as a palace official,80 so that his
story stands in contrast with the statement that opens the entire narrative: TOPPI (1Tp~l3») pee; xbl
TT "PPT bx pxn OPT (37.2).81 For the foreigner-eunuch motif, see Isa. 56.3-8.
nn nx xod "32": Elsewhere in Jer., x1p (Hiph.) with ~>p~i as object occurs only in 11.8
(nxtn mpn tpi bp nx nrpbp xoxi) and 25.13 (tpi bp nx xtih pxn bp "irxprn); cf. the much
more common HPT + x1p (Hiph.). The sense would seem to be 'to fulfil one's word',82 as is
occasionally expressed by "ip"! + x1p (Qal); 28.9 (x03h PTT x03h ~)p"1 xpp); Jdg. 13.12, 17; Ps.
105.19.
v. 17. "pnbsm: Hitherto, bp] Hiph. as spoken by YHWH has occurred just four times,
in two key contexts: 1.8, 19; 15.20, 21,83 In each case, the beneficiary of the promise is
Jeremiah, his adversaries being the people of Judah who will oppose him (jHXn bp, 1.18;
nrn DPn, 15.20). Subsequently, it will occur only in 42.11, as part ofYHWH's conditional
promise to the Judean remnant.
TP -ran xbl: The phrase TP |Ti3 is characteristic of judgement oracles in Jer. The
central chapters state that YHWH will give into the hands of the Babylonians 'all Judah' (20.4),
Jehoiakim (22.25), Zedekiah (32.4; 34.21), the prophets Ahab and Zedekiah (29.21), Jerusalem
(32.3, 24-25; 38.3, 18) and its wealth (20.5). Similar warnings will be made later against Egypt
(44.30; 46.24, 26).84 Only here, however, do we have the negative TP jn3 xb.
□T3SD T3"1 nnx "IE7X CTEhlXT The identity of these people is uncertain. Possibly the
Judean PTE? are in mind;85 cf. Zedekiah's oath in 38.16 not to give Jeremiah nbxn OTOXH TP
80 "It sounds like the kind of ad hoc name given to a slave whose original name no one could pronounce"
(Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 289).
81
As noted by Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 261.
82 'lassen in Erfiillung gehen' (Rudolph, Jeremia, 210); this is preferable to 'I am sending my words'
(Keown et al., Jeremiah 26-52, 227).
83 bp] Hiph. is used o/YHWH in 20.13, where the beneficiaries are 'the needy' (jVP8).
84
Though the identity of the enemy is here less clear; 1©33 'Eippa TPl its TP (44.30); TP |13P □!? (46.24).
Only in 44.26 (MT plus) are they identified as the Babylonians. Cf. 34.20, where YHWH warns that he
will give Judah's leaders and people □n,P,X TP.
85 So Bright, Jeremiah, 232; H. Schulte, 'Baruch und Ebedmelech - Personliche Heilsorakel im
Jeremiabuche', BZ 32 (1988) 259-260; cautiously, Thompson, Jeremiah, 649. Thompson notes that Ebed-
Melech had accused the princes of 'acted wickedly' (38.9), though this pertains only to MT; in OG, he
directs the accusation against the king.
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(MT ~|CPS3 nx Q^pDO 7tPX). Ebed-Melech's support for Jeremiah, plus the fact that he was a
foreigner (and a suspected quisling?), could well make him a target for reprisals. Others believe
he feared those Judeans who had deserted to the Babylonians;86 cf. Zedekiah's confession in
38.19, DTtPBn bx lbs3 7t0X DTirrn nx 3X7 7X. Probably, however, the reference is to the
Babylonians themselves.87 For one thing, 39.17 has a striking counterpart in 22.25, T3 "[Tirol
DmSB nr nnx 7!PX "jtPB3 7Pp3B (the only other instance of 7PP in the OT), and here, those
whom Jehoiachin fears are explicitly identified as DTKOn. Moreover, v. 18, nrvm ban xb 37m
bbtPb "|tP33 -|b, seems to set Ebed-Melech's 'rescue' in a context ofmilitary conflict.88 In any
case, whatever its original literary context, 39.15-18 must now be read in conjunction with 39.4-
14 (note the repetition of Xinn DVD, w. 10, 17) and 40.1-6, both ofwhich emphasise how
Nebuzaradan protected Jeremiah while the Babylonians razed the city and deported its citizens.
v. 18. ~|E)bDX aba: Although aba Pi. occurs frequently with a human subject, especially
in the idiom aS3 nx aba (e.g., 1 Sam. 19.11; lKgs. 1.12; Jer. 48.6; Am. 2.14; Ps. 89.49), it is less
often predicated of God (Isa. 46.4; Ps. 41.2; 107.20; 116.4; Job 22.30). Especially noteworthy
are the parallels with Ps. 41.2, m!V inaba"1 7P7 DPS, which continues with the assurance bxi
Tarx HP333 irann (v. 3). The promise pabax aba forms a striking double contrast between Ebed-
Melech and Zedekiah; while the king is repeatedly warned that he will not escape (aba Niph.;
32.4; 34.3; 38.18, 23) from the Babylonians, his servant will 'be escaped' (aba Pi.) by YHWH.
ban xb 37n31: As with ~P3 jran xbl in v. 17, here too we have the sole instance of the
negating of a formulaic expression ofjudgement; 37113 bs3 (note the reverse order) occurs in
oracles against the people of Judah (19.7; 20.4) and the remnant in Egypt (44.12).
O 71733 O: Nowhere else in Jer. is someone said to 'trust in' (3 n33) YHWH. In the
first part of the book, the people of Judah are denounced for trusting in fortified cities (TP
PTS3B, 5.17), deceptive words (7ptP7 T37, 7.8), the temple (rbp TtP X7p3 7SPX rV3!"!, 7.14),
86 So Jones, Jeremiah, 466. Carroll's remark, Jeremiah, 696 - "as an official of the king Ebed-melech
may have had the same enemies as Zedekiah, and his escape after the breaching of city wall may be the
point of vv. 17-18" - seems to lean in this direction; but he then dismisses an allusion to 38.19 due to the
difference in terminology.
87
So, cautiously, McKane, Jeremiah 2, 982. Carroll, Jeremiah, 696, is unpersuaded by either view,
arguing that the princes could have killed Ebed-Melech already, and that the Babylonians would have had
no reason to harm him. The second point somewhat overlooks the treatment of Zedekiah and his sons by
the Babylonians in 39.5-7.
88 So McKane, Jeremiah 2, 982.
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falsehood ("ipttf, 13.25) and human kind (D1K, 17.5), a list that leads up to YHWH's declaration,
111030 mir mm mio nan1' nm onin -J133 (17.7). Later chapters will indict Egypt, Moab and
Ammon for trusting in Pharaoh (46.25) and in riches (48.7; 49.4). Within the final form of the
book, therefore, Ebed-Melech is presented as the only figure who answers to the requirement of
17.7, a textual claim all the more remarkable given his non-Israelite status. Since the use of 1103
with reference to YE1WH is most prominent in the Psalms,89 it is not surprising to find it in the
psalm-like Jer. 17.5-8.
3.4. Coherence and Redaction
In view of its brevity, it is not surprising that the majority of commentators regard 39.15-
18 as a unity; either an authentic salvation oracle of Jeremiah,90 or a late and wholly fictional
interpolation.91 A few, however, have attempted to separate out an authentic kernel from later
redaction. Thiel identifies as original the introductory material in vv. 15 a, 16aa, and the promise
bsn Kb 331131 "pboK 0bo (v. 18a); the remainder he assigns to the Deuteronomistic editor (D).92
This analysis is accepted by Kilpp and Graupner.93 Underlying their approach, however, is the
same flawed methodology that we have discussed in earlier chapters; that is, language is cited as
Deuteronomistic which has its roots in Jer. rather than in Dtr.H.94 Indeed, Graupner designates
"3 T,il03 "3 as Deuteronomistic despite conceding that "die Wendung 3 1103 ist zwar fur die dtr.
Bearbeiter nicht typisch."95 The argument becomes still more precarious when it is claimed that
89 Of the forty five OT instances where bo / bK / 3 ntan is used in conjunction with YHWH, God, or some
aspect of his character, thirty two occur in the Psalms (4.6; 9.11; 13.6; 21.8; 22.5 [x2], 6; 25.2; 26.1; 28.7;
31.7, 15; 32.10; 33.21; 37.3, 5; 40.4; 52.10; 55.24; 56.4, 5, 12; 62.9; 78.22; 84.13; 86.2; 91.2; 112.7;
115.9, 10, 11; 119.42) and only thirteen elsewhere (2 Kgs. 18.5,22 [= Isa. 36.7], 30 [= Isa. 36.15]; 19.10
[= Isa. 37.10]; Isa. 26.3, 4; 50.10; Jer. 17.7; 39.18; Zeph. 3.2); see too Isa. 12.2, insN xbl ntD3K TiUIEr bK.
90 So Volz, Jeremia, 348; Rudolph, Jeremia, 212-213; Weiser, Jeremia, 357; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 290-
291; Thompson, Jeremiah, 649.
91 So Duhrn, Jeremia, 312-313; Mowinckel, Komposition, 44 (who assigned it to the C source); Hyatt,
'Jeremiah', 1081-1082; Wanke, Untersuchungen, 110-112; Pohlmann, Studien, 99; Carroll, Jeremiah,
696; MoKane, Jeremiah 2, 991-992.
92
Thiel, Redaktion 26 - 45, 56-57.
93
Kilpp, Niederreifien, 88-90; Graupner, Auftrag, 126-128.
94
E.g., nm ns k-od Min (11.8; 25.13; cf. Jos. 23.15); bbcs>b -JOSH ~[b nrrm (21.9; 38.2); nr nnx -itfx
□rmsD (22.25; cf. Deut. 28.60); raiob xbi nsnb (21.10; 44.27).
95
Graupner, Auftrag, 127 n.61.
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since v. 17a, xmn DVD jn^sm, refers back to the 'redactional' v. 16a, it too must be secondary
- despite the use of "pnbsm in the (poetic) 15.21.96 Stulman points out that the only clearly
Deuteronomistic phrase in 39.15-18 is the MT plus in v. 16, bxnen Vlbx niXDS mn\97
A variant of Thiel's argument has been put forward by Schulte.98 He agrees that with
five separate promises the oracle is overladen, and that some of the language (nnaxi ~pbn,
mm1? xbl nmb nam Ttfn bx nan nx XTD Tin, and ban xb Dnnm) is indeed Deuteronomistic.
More particularly, however, Schulte argues that the promises relating to the destruction of
Jerusalem (xmn DTD "[Tibsm; ban xb annai) are shown to be secondary by their irrelevance:
"Fur Ebedmelech ist. . . im Augenbhck seine personliche Bedrohung durch die Heerfuhrer das
eigentliche Problem."99 This focus on what he perceives as 'the real problem' is for Schulte the
decisive criterion. Consequently, he accepts as original not only "pbox aba (v. 18) but also the
promise annaa Tin nnx nax crttaxn TO ]n;n xb (v. 17b), which Thiel, Kilpp and Graupner
reject. He also retains the final words O nntDD O bbttfb ~JK?33 ~[b HTHl (v. 18b). Schulte's
refusal to automatically delete 'Deuteronomistic' language is welcome, but it is by no means
certain that Ebed-Melech's fate was unconnected with that of Jerusalem. Even if it was the DTE?
(rather than the Babylonians) who posed the threat to him, the chaos (and loss of royal
protection?) attending the fall of the city would offer a clear opportunity for settling old scores.
The fact is, however, that all attempts to delineate 'kernel' from 'redaction' in 39.15-18
on the basis of terminology founder on the sheer profusion of verbal inter-connections with other
parts of Jer. that are evident here.100 We have already noted these separately, but can now list
them together: T31 nx XTD Tin (cf. 11.8; 25.13); -|Tlbsm (cf. 1.8, 19; 15.20, 21); VEiX DTOXn
□mao mr nnx (cf. 22.25); -jabax aba (cf. 32.4; 34.3; 38.18,23); ban xb annm (cf. 19.7; 20.4;
44.12); "O nnaa T (cf. 5.17; 7.8; 7.14; 13.25; 17.5; 46.25; 48.7; 49.4); bb©b "[Biaa -]b nnm (cf.
96
Thiel, Redaktion 26 - 45, 56; Graupner, Auftrag, 127. Ironically, Thiel's ascription of "pnbsn to D
undermines his attempt to ground the authenticity of v. 18a in its first-person speech (qtsbox tabn), as he
then admits (57).
97
Stulman, Prose Sermons, 111-112. Stulman concludes (112) that "the passage may be secondary from a
literary point of view, but there is little basis for associating it with the C corpus."
98
Schulte, 'Personliche Heilsorakel', 258-260.
99
Schulte, 'Personliche Heilsorakel', 259.
100 A point also noted by Wanke, Untersuchungen, 111.
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21.9; 38.3; 45.5).101 Schulte's remark about 'die Uberfiillung' of the unit is thus in one sense
quite correct, but it proves too much. 39.15-18 blends words and phrases from a variety of other
passages, which cannot all meaningfully be termed 'Deuteronomistic'. This suggests that we are
dealing not with a single redaction of an authentic saying, but rather with a compositional unity
- either by Jeremiah, utilising his own prophetic utterances, or by a later author creating a
literary pastiche.102
3.5. Differentiation in Jer. 39[46].15-18: nam TSH / -fin -Dtf
For all its brevity, 39.15-18 provides arguably the most remarkable salvation oracle to be
found in Jer. Against the backdrop of the fall of Jerusalem, anticipated and described in chs. 37
- 39, one person - "a virtually anonymous foreigner"103 - is promised YHWH's protection and
rescue. Brueggemann remarks,
The destmction of Jerusalem is sweeping and comprehensive (vv. 1-10). A critical
exception is nonetheless made. Ebed-Melech constitutes an important remnant. The
destmction wrought by God through Nebuchadnezzar is not morally indifferent or
undifferentiated.104
In certain respects, the mode of differentiation in 39.15-18 resembles that which we
encountered in 21.1-10 and 38.1-3, namely, that of the 'doomed city / saved individual'. The
announcement with which the oracle begins (raiob X1?! run1? nxtn ~PJ?n bx ,_OT nx "OD, v. 16),
and the promise with which it concludes (bbuib "JKiEU -]b nrvm, v. 18) unmistakably echo the
language of those two earlier passages. The shared historical context, and the absence of any
promise of future restoration, might also suggest that the same philosophy of differentiation
underlies these three passages.
At the same time, however, in several respects the nature of the polarity in 39.15-18
differs markedly from that in chs. 21 and 38. For one thing, whilst in those two passages 'life as
101 The idiom T3 |H3 is so common in Jer. and the OT generally that T3 |r:n xbl can hardly be seen as
alluding to any particular passage.
102
Carroll, Jeremiah, 696, describes 39.15-18 as "a midrash built out of phrases and motifs from the
whole tradition"; cf. Duhm's description of the author as "der Midraschist" (Jeremia, 313).
103 As Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 289, describes Ebed-Melech. Stulman, Order Amid Chaos, 112, describes
Ebed-Melech as "this faithful outsider".
104
Brueggemann, Exile and Homecoming, 374.
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booty' is contingent upon 'going out' (KIT) to the Babylonians, ch. 39 makes no such demand of
Ebed-Melech. Indeed, since the story of his rescue of Jeremiah (38.7-13) follows the prophet's
appeal for people to leave the city, the impression given is that he, like Jeremiah, remained (3KT)
in Jerusalem. Instead, according to 39.18 the salvation of this Cushite official is due simply to
his trust in YHWH.
Moreover, what he is promised bears only slight resemblance to what was offered to the
inhabitants of Jerusalem. The assurances, 'I will save you on that day . . . you will not be given
into the hands of the men you fear ... I will surely deliver you . . . you will not fall by the
sword', whilst limited to the immediate crisis, are unparalleled in chs. 21 and 38, and render
YHWH's promise to Ebed-Melech qualitatively different from that to the D'XST. Salvation is
not simply a function of escaping the doomed city - avoiding the disaster scene, so to speak -
but ofYHWH's personal protection in the midst of it. Putting this another way, Ebed-Melech's
welfare is presented as YHWH's personal pledge ("JBboK tobc . . . -pnbsrn) rather than as a
somewhat detached prediction (cf. nTP □,7ffiOn bs K5SV!, 21.9; 38.2). Together with the
commendation "O nnan, these promises give to 38.15-18 a note of divine favour that is wholly
absent from 21.8-10 and 38.1-3.105
If, then, we are in a different type of configuration to that found in 21.1-10 and 38.1-3,
who provides the foil for Ebed-Melech in this judgement / salvation oracle? An obvious reply
would be 'this city' (nXTil TJ?n, v. 16). With no reference to any who might 'go out' to the
Babylonians, Ebed-Melech appears as the one figure who will survive YHWH's wrath coming
on Jerusalem. The wording ofw. 17-18, however, suggests a more textured answer. As we
have seen, two of the promises - QmSD nr nnK "iBiX DTOKn T2 pri tfbl and -Jtobiax obo - are
negations of earlier warnings against Jehoiachin and Zedekiah. Meanwhile, bsn Kb 311131
exempts Ebed-Melech from YHWH's threat to the people of Judah (19.7; 20.4). This cluster of
promises allows the figure of Ebed-Melech to take on new significance; the foreign official
stands over and against not only his master Zedekiah,106 but also Jehoiakim and indeed the
whole land.
105 Ebed-Melech's relationship to those who 'go out' to the Babylonians in chs. 37 - 39 could be
compared to that of the exiles to their counterparts in Judah in chs. 27 - 28; the promises held out offered
to each of the latter parties being more impersonal and modest than those held out to the former.
106
A point of contrast noted by Rudolph, Jeremia, 213.
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Especially significant in this regard are the words "3 nn03 "3, emphasised by their final
position within the oracle. As we have seen, when read within the wider book this affirmation
serves to demarcate Ebed-Melech both from Judeans and foreigners who 'trust in' other things
(5.17; 7.8, 14; 13.25; 17.5; 46.25; 48.7; 49.4). In particular, 39.18 recalls the promise of 17.7,
mrro niD3" "Dan -p~0. At the start of this dissertation, we referred to the study by Koenen,
in which he examines the differentiation of 'the righteous' and 'the wicked' in salvation and
judgement oracles. One passage to which he attends is Jer. 17.5-8.107 Koenen argues that this
was added so as to modify Jeremiah's prophecy against all Judah in 17.1-4: "Sie gilt alien
Gottlosen, nicht jedoch den frommen Jahwe-Verehrern."108 He then considers the function of
Jeremiah's confession in 17.14-18:
Die psalmistisch gepragte Konfession vv. 14-18 erscheint im Licht von vv. 5-8 als
Explikation der weisheitlichen Lehre dieser Verse. Jeremia wird damit auf einer
sekundaren Ebene als prototypischer Frommer verstanden und als solcher gerettet,
wahrend seine Gegner als Gottlose untergehen.109
While this understanding of 17.14-18 may well be valid, however, the fact that within
the entire book only Ebed-Melech is actually said to 'trust in YHWH' strongly suggests that he
too is being presented as a 'prototypical pious man'.110 Indeed, this would not be the only way
in which 39.15-18 forges parallels between Ebed-Melech and Jeremiah. Some sort of analogy
between the two figures is implied by the setting of 39.15-18, sandwiched as it is between the
two accounts of Jeremiah's release (39.11-14; 40.1-6).111 Moreover, as we noticed earlier,
YHWH's promise "jTfrasm (v. 17) is otherwise applied only to the prophet himself (1.8, 19;
15.20, 21). This in turn strengthens the argument for seeing the underlying differentiation in
39.15-18 as between Ebed-Melech and the nation; for this is precisely how 1.17-19 and 15.19-20
107
Koenen, Heil den Gerechten, 189-200.
108
Koenen, Heil den Gerechten, 200.
1(19
Koenen, Heil den Gerechten, 200.
110
Note too the affinities between the portrait of Ebed-Melech and that of the 'blessed' man of the psalms.
As well as the language of 'trust in YHWH', the promise of rescue (obo) on the day (Xinn DT3) when
YHWH brings evil (Hi?"!) on Jerusalem echoes Ps. 41.2, nun DTDmm inoba\ Also, just as Ebed-Melech's
salvation follows his rescue of Jeremiah (38.8-13), the promise of deliverance in Ps. 41 is for 'the one who
has regard for the poor' (b^DtUD bn bx, v. 1).
111 One should not overlook the parallels between 39.15-18 and Nebuzaradan's speech in 40.2-4. Both are
introduced as divine oracles to Jeremiah, and offer hope to individuals in the context of national
judgement; cf., the balancing terms, X'OB (39.16) and tun (40.3); Xinn DV3 (39.17) and Dim (40.4); n3lB
/ nun (39.16) and mo / un (40.4).
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configure the relationship between Jeremiah and the people of Judah (jHKn 1.18; n?n own,
15.20).
We might ask, however, what justification there is for reading 39.15-18 within 'the
wider context of the book.' Or, putting the question another way, if the language of this unit
does indeed dialogue with other parts of Jer., what does this imply about its literary origins? To
ask the question is of course to suggest one answer; that the oracle to Ebed-Melech was
incorporated into the book relatively late. We noted earlier that this view is held by a number of
scholars. Evidence for this may lie in the fact that it appears to be 'out of place' (cf. the
reference to Jeremiah's confinement, v. 15a). Some have suggested that it has simply been
displaced from its original context (either after 38.13112 or 38.28113), but even there it would have
a slightly intrusive quality. As Jones remarks, "the fact is that it cannot be closely welded into
the mam theme of chapters 37 - 45 ."U4 Without prejudging the quite separate matter of its
authenticity, therefore, there is reason to think that this oracle was added at a time when much of
Jer. was already complete, so that allusions to earlier passages may well be intentional.
4. Summary: Differentiation in Jer. 38 - 39
We can now sum up our findings with regard to the issue of differentiation within the
first part of the macro-section Jer. 37 — 45. As we have seen, the unit begins with a restatement
of the polarity that we encountered in 21.1-10. The report of Jeremiah's
interview with Zedekiah nuances this, however. Whilst the prophet's message appears to repeat
38.1-3, it turns out on closer inspection to diverge somewhat. Zedekiah may save not only
himself, but also his family and indeed the whole city; in addition, the promise 'it will go well
with you' sounds a note of optimism that is singularly absent in 21.9 or 38.2. At the same time,
the invitation begins with a note of doubt (X5»n KtT DX, v. 17) and ends by making it clear that the
option for Zedekiah is foreclosed.
This being so, we might ask how 38.1-3; 14-23 relates to ch. 21. There, we argued, the








assigned according to a □"Xnm / D,aEPn polarity. Since, however, only 'the people' were told of
this offer, it was ambiguous as to whether Zedekiah could himself be one of the mxa"1. In ch. 38,
we find a different but equally ambiguous picture. The D^xarn / D'DEPn polarity is reiterated, and
this time Zedekiah is himself invited to 'go out'; but even before he makes his response, we
learn that he will follow the counter-advice of his friends. In both chapters, Zedekiah is
differentiated from the rest of 'the people'
The oracle to Ebed-Melech (39.15-18) echoes the promise of 38.2, but it also exceeds it,
and does so towards an individual who has not fulfilled its requirements. Especially when read
within the wider context of the book, it suggests that the critical distinction vis-a-vis YHWH's
salvation is in fact mrrn nan *6 rt^X / mmn nan "IPX. To be sure, the mxarn / n,na,n and
mnn nan xb nax / ninn nan nax polarities are not mutually exclusive. On the one hand, the
issue of trust may be said to undergird the □"'XaJVI / □nan distinction since, as we have argued,
the issue at stake in ch. 21 is one of affiliation to Jerusalem. On the other hand, two of the
objects for which the Judeans are rebuked for 'trusting in' (a nan) in the earlier chapters of Jer.
are their 'fortified cities' (5.17) and 'the house ofYHWH' (7.14). Nevertheless, it is clear that
the oracle to Ebed-Melech 'frames the issue' in a distinctive way. Consequently, it may be read
as a claim that even those who were not exiles in 597 (ch. 24) and who did not 'go out' in 587
(21.8-10; 38.1-3) might receive divine favour.
5. Jer. 42[49].1 -43.7
5.1. Text
Kai rrpoaqZOov navxec; oi qyepoveq xric
Suvauecoc Kai Iooavav Kai ACapiac moc
Maaaaiou Kai 7iaq o Zaoq dtno piKpou Kai
boot; peyakoi)
in mam rnp p prim oi'rnn na bnm .1
bam un ppo asm bsi nwin
rtpoq Iepepiav xov Tipotjiqxpv Kai e'utav
abxco 7t8(T8xoo xo eZeoq riM-oov Kaxa
7ipoooojiov aou Kai Ttpooeu^ai npoq Kupiov
Oeov aou nspi xcov KaxaZoiTioov xouxuw b-u
KaxeA.8ic()0qaev oZiyoi bcTio 7ioA,A,cov KaOooq
o'l b(f>0aA.poi aou pZeTtouai
-pas'? aanann xa bsn xnan in-'D-)- bx maxr .2
rmxan bn nun -pn'nx mrr ba aamn ^snm
aanx rnxn -pan raxn nmno aua aarxaa n nxrn
Kai dvayyeiZaxco ppiv Kupioq o 0eoq aou
xpv o5ov r| itopeuaopeOa ev auxp Kai Zoyov
ov noipaopev
nxi nn pba rax inn nx pm'rx mrr aaS nar .3
nas?a rax nnn
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kou e'ijiev abtoiq lEpEpiaq pKoaaa 'iSau
eyca upooEpopai npoq Kupiov 0eov bpcov
Kaxa xauq Xoyauq bpcov Kai eaxai b Xoyoq
ov dv dTTOKpiGriaexai Kupioq dvayyeXco
bpiv ob pp Kpu\j/co dp' bpcov pppa
bbsna nan Tisatf xman amam ambx naxn .4
nttfx nnnn ba mm aomano aombx mn1 bx
nan nan wax xb oab max oanx nin'1 nay
Kai abxoi e'itkxv xco lepepia eaxco Kupioq ev
ppiv Eiq paprupa SiKaiov Kai niaxov e'l pp
Kaxa navxa xov A.oyov ov dv d7ioaxeiA,r| ge
KDpioQ Tipoq ppaq obicoq noipGopEV
nax nyb aaa mm vr amam bx max nam .5
qmbx nam pnbsy na>x nann baa xb ax joxaa
ntoua |a irbx
Kai kav dya0a Kai kav kakov ipv <)>covr|v
Kupiou xod 0eoD ppcov ab ppEiq
dTtoGXEAAopEV ae npoq abxov dKauaop£0a
'iva (3eA,xiov tip.iv yevr|xai oxi dKOnaopeGa
xpq (jacovpq Kupiou xou 0eod ppcov
ambtf aax nttfx aambx mm bapa sn oxa aao ax .6
bapa »etfa m ab aa" nax ]s>ob paaa vbx pnx
ambx mn1
Kai £v£vp0p pexa SeKa ppEpaq ky£vp0p
Xoyoq Knpioi) npoq Iepepiav
in^an" bx mn- nan mn am" nntpp ^pa mn n
Kai EKa^ecTE xov Icoavav Kai tout;
bYEUOvac xnc SovauECoq Kai navxa xov
baov duo piKpoi) Kai kcoq p£yaX,oi)
ntpx a,bmn mto ba bxi nnp ]a ]3nv bx xnpn .8
bma npi ]apab apn babi inx
Kai e'itiev abxoic obicoq e'ike Kopioq nax bxntp, mbx mn- nax na an^bx naxn .9
vaab aanann bmnb rbx mx annba
bav KaOiaavxEQ KaOiapxE ev ip yp xamp
o'iKoSoppaco bpaq Kai ob pp Ka0£Xco Kai
(truiEuoco bpaq Kai ob pp ekxiXco oxi
dvaitETtaupai 'em xoiq KaKoiq oiq fenoipaa
bpiv
xbi aanx mnai nxrn pxa iatPn aitP ax .10
nmn bx mana m ainx xbi aanx mpaaa annx
aab Tinoo n©x
pp cj)o|3p0pxE duo npoacojiOD paaiXECoq
BapuXcovoq ob bpEiq PPeigGe duo
TipOGCOTTOt) abxou (j)pCTl Kapioq oxi p£0 bpcov
feyco Eipi xod E^aipeiaBai bpaq Kai gco^eiv
bpaq ek xeiP°9 otbxou
ansa a,xn'' anx nax baa pba nsa axnm bx .11
aanx P"»mb ax aanx -a mm axa aaa ixnm bx
mm aanx bmnba
Kai Scogco bpiv feXsoq Kai eXepgoo bpaq
Kai ETiiGXPEM/co bpaq Eiq xpv ypv bpcov
bx aanx anflm aanx anm amnn aab ]nxa .12
aananx
Kai e'i XEysxE bpEiq ob pp Ka0iocopEV ev xp
yp xaoxp npoq xo pp dKovaai c|KOvpq
Kapiau
yastf mbab nxrn pxa aE?a xb anx omox axa .13
aambx nanh bapa
oxi Eiq ypv Aiyimxau £'iq£A.£UGop£0a Kai
ob pp 'iScopEV noXEpov Kai pcovpv
GaXmyyoq ob pp dKouacopEV Kai ev apxoiq
ob pp TIElVaGCOpEV Kai kKEl OlKpGOpEV
nxna xb ntPx xaaa omasa px m xb naxb .14
atpa apna xb onbba patPa xb naatP bapa nanba
at^a
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Sia xooxo btKooaaxs Aoyov Kopioo obxco;
e'i7ie Kopio; feav bp£i; 8coxe xo npoaconov
bpcov e'i; Aiyortxov Kai e'icteAOpxe ekei
kocxoikeiv
na nam nnx© mm naa laa© job nnai .15
□dps pa©n m© anx ax bxa©s nbx mxas m;r
a© aub anxai ansa xab
Kai fecrxai p pop<))aia pv bp£i; <))op£ia0£
dcno npoaconov abxp; EoppCTEi bpa; fev
Aiyortxco Kai fa Aipo; ob bp£i; Aoyov exexe
dcno npoaconov abxoo KaxaAppi|/£xai bpa;
fev Aiyonxco Kai ekei faorto0av£iCT0E
r©n a© maa anm anx a©x anna nnrn .16
a© baa anxa anx a©x asnm ansa pxa Dsn:x
nan a©i ansa aannx pan"'
Kai facovxai navxE; fai &v0pcortoi Kai
TiaVXEC 01 facAAOYEVEi; o'l 0EVXEC XO
npoaconov abxcov e'i; ypv Aiyorcxoo evoikeiv
feKEl feKA£U|TOOCTlV fev jOOp<))aia Kai EV Aipco
Kai ot)k feaxai abxcov oo0ei; aco^opEVo;
bcrto xcov KaKoov cbv feyco ETiayco 'en' abxoo;
Xiab anas nx ia© a©x aawxn ba ana .17
mm xbi aaaai aaaa anna mm a© -nab ansa
ambs? xaa ax attfx naan asa abai into Dnb
faxi obxtO; e'ltle KOplO; Ka0CO; ECXa^ev fa
Oopo; pou fern xoo; KaxoiKOovxa;
iEpoocxaApp obxco; axa^Ei fa 0opo; poo fat))'
bpa; eicteA0ovxcov bpcov e'i; A'lytmxov Kai
ecject0e e'ic afaaxov Kai brtoyEipioi Kai e'ic
facpav Kai e'i; favEiSiapov Kai ot> pp \5pxE
faOKEXl XOV XOTtOV XOOXOV
pn; aaixa "nbx mxaa mn1' aax na a .18
□aba nan pnn p QbtayY nt^1' bx nan1 nx
nbbpb) natabi n^xb nn^m onaa aaxaa
nrn mpan nx ma lxan xbi nsanbi
6c EA.aA.pCTE Kopio; ecp' bpa; xoo;
raxaAoirtoo; IooSa pp eicsAOpxE e'i;
Aiyortxov Kai vov yvovxe; yvooCTEC0£
□naa ixan ^x mm1 nnxta oaba mm nan .19
□an oaa nnnn -a lann laT1
faxi £7iovriDEOCTaCT0£ fev n/oyai; bpcov
AllOCTXElAaVXEC P£ AeYOVXEC 7iP0CTEo£,ai TlEPl
ppcov npo; Kopiov Kai Kaxa navxa 6c feav
AaApcp CTOl KOpiO; TioipcopEv
bx nx nna^ta onx n nanwsn anann n .20
anbx mn1 fax anaa ^bsnn naxb aanfax mm
a^aiabmrqaanbx mn^aax"na?x baai
Kai OOK t|KOOCTaXE xpq (flCOVpQ KOpiOO f|;
AhectxeiAe pe repot; bpa;
□anbx mn" bipa anaata xbi am aab n;xi .21
□abx an1?© a©x bzb)
Kai vov fev popt|)aia, Kai ev Aipcp ekAei\|/exe
ev xco xortco 00 bp£i; PooAect0e e'icteA0eiv
KaXOlKElV feKEl
man nanai aana aana n lann am1 nnai .22
a© mb xia1? anasn n©x aipaa
Kai fey£vp0p cot; fenaoaaxo iEpspia; AEycov
npo; xov Aaov xoo; navxa; Aoyoo; Kopioo
00; facnECTXEiAEV abxov Kopio; npo; abxoo;
navxa; xoo; Aoyoot; xooxoo;
bD nx aan bo ^x na-b nnm nbaa na . 1
anbx annbx rnn^ in1?© a©x annbx nn" naa
nbxn anaan ba nx
Kai e'itiev Aipxpia; bio; Maacaioo Kai
Icoavav bio; KappE Kai navxE; 01 dvSpE;
bai nap p pma nn©n ]a nnra aaxa .2
aaaa anx ap© maa" fax anax anrn aPsxn
aib ansa lxan xb aaxb anbx nin" pnb© xb
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o'l e'lnavxep too Iepepta Xeyovxec \j/ep8p
oi)K aitEatEtlE ae Knptop rtpop ppap e'lTtetv
pp e'iae2.0pxe e'tp Ar/wtTov o'ikeiv ekei
vta
&XX' t| Bapony mop Nip ton crup.paA.XEi ae
rtpop f|pap iva Scop rpap e'tp xeiPaG TC0V
XaASaicov ton Gavaxcoaai ppap Kat
dTtoiKtaOpvat t|pap e'tp BaffuXcova
mn anx nn pah an pnx mon n—)3 p -[inn •o .3
bnn anx nibanbi nnx mnnb amcon
Kat of)K tikooctev Iooavav Kai navxEp o'l
pyeuovEC xric Snvauecop Kai nap o Aaop
xpp (pcovrip Kppton KaxoiKpaai fev YTl Iop§a
□yn bm mbmn nto bm nnp p [anr yniy xba .4
nmm pxn nntaib mm bipn
Kai bXapev Icoavav Kai navxEp o'l lyyEpovEp
xnc SuvauEcoc navxap xoup KaxaXomoop
IonSa xoop &7ioaxp£\|/avxap KaxoiKEiv ev
xr| YTI
nmxty bn nx mbmn niy bm nnp p pnr npn .5
pub aty mm naix a^un bnn me; ntyx nmm
mm' pxn
xopc Snvaxonp Kai xap YfvaiKap Kai xa
Aoma Kai xap BoYaxepap xon PaaiAscop
Kai xap i|A)xap KaxeXme Napoo^apSav
usxa ToSoAiou biota Axixap Kai Iepepiav
xov Jipo(()pxpv Kai Baponx 'u'l0V Nipiota
pban nm nxi *pn nxa mean nxa mnnan nx .6
nx amnts an pxnnna nan neix eisan bn nxa
nxi xman imam nxi pe; p npmx p imbna
mma [3 -pnn
Kai e'iapX0oaav eip Aiymixov oxi opk
pKonaav xpp (ficovpp Kttpioo Kai
e'iapX0coaav Eip Tacfivap




v. 1. MT mychn p mr: LXXb' a A^apiap tliop Maaaaion; LXXQ Al^apiap mop
Qaaion; LXXV iE^oviap mop Qaaiop. Cf. the variants in 43.1: "LXX setzt an beiden Stellen
als Vorlage voraus ntSSD p mity."115 With most commentators, we follow OG as pointing to
an original rTWin p miry.
v. 2. MT lanya >OG: MT probably represents a conflate text.116
115
Ziegler, Beitrage, 83; similarly Stulman, Other Text, 151. But as far as the patronymic is concerned,




v. 6. MT Ketiv 138 (cf. Qere "OrtiK) is generally seen as a late form.117
v. 9. MT rash DDrrnn 'rsnb rbx nx nnnbttf -rox bx-pr mbx >OG: MTplus; probably
a composite of elements from w. 2, 6 and 20.'18
v. 10. IDEin Die; DX ('if returning you will dwell'); OG Eotv KaOicravxei; KaOiapxe ('if
indeed you will remain') = IDein Dier DX. OG is supported by the versions and accepted by most
scholars.119 Holladay prefers MT, arguing that "it is possible to have an infinitive absolute of
one verb and a finite form of a second verb related by word-play";120 he thus translates, 'If you
change your mind and stay .. ." This is an attractive reading, but it may have been secondarily
influenced by the statement in 41.17 that the Jews already intended to go to Egypt. Cautiously,
we accept DIBb as the more original reading.
MT Tiom; OG dcvajiEitocupou: If an] Niph. is understood to mean 'grieve, be sorry for'
(Gen. 6.7; 1 Sam. 15.11), then OG ('I have ceased from') yields a significantly different sense.
Tov notes that the use of (dcva)Tiauopai for Dm is characteristic for the reviser ofOG Jer., who
"probably rendered forms of Dm as if they were derived from m]. . . If so, he made an erroneous
revision."121 Possibly the translator wanted to avoid the idea ofGod 'repenting'. Others argue
that Dm (lit., 'take a deep breath') here means 'relent, change course' (Isa. 57.6; Jer. 4.28; 18.8;
26.3; Ezek. 24.14; Zech. 8.14) thus reducing the difference with OG.122 In almost all these latter
references, however, a future scenario is in mind, whereas in Jer. 42.10 (as in Gen. 6.7; 1 Sam.
117





Duhm, Jeremia, 321; Rudolph, Jeremia, 218; Bright, Jeremiah, 251; Thompson, Jeremiah, 664;
McKane, Jeremiah 2, 1032; Carroll, Jeremiah, 716; see too GKC §19i.
120
Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 21A, 300; similarly, DIHGS §101. rem.l. However, some of the examples they
cite are disputable. Thus, DETOX *px (Jer. 8.13; cf. rpK ^OX, Zeph. 1.2) may be a word-play involving
^10 and rpX (so too McKane, Jeremiah 1, 189), but see to the contrary GKC §113w, n.3.
121
Tov, Septuagint Translation, 51.
122 So Duhm, Jeremia, 321: "handelt es sich um den psychologischen Ubergang vom Gefiihl des Zoms zu
dem des Mitleids und der Abneigung gegen femeres Dareinschlagen"; similarly Bright, Jeremiah, 255 ('I
relent with regard to'); McKane, Jeremiah 2, 1030 ('I am no longer minded'); Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 300
('retract'); Brueggemann, Exile and Homecoming, 390 ('change course').
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15.11) YHWH is reviewing some past action. Arguably, therefore, "nana here has an emotive
sense - 'sorry about', ifnot 'sorry for'.123
v. 11. MT aanx bajnbi aanx jrehn1?; OG ton bpag kcu aco^eiv bpaq:
If h^aiperv ('pull out', 'rescue') here renders JJttb Hiph., it is the only time in the entire OT that it
does so. It is frequently used, however, for b>33 Hiph. ('tear away', 'rescue'). Thus, OG appears
to witness to the same wording as MT, but in a different order.
v. 12. MT zrt£?m . . . ami . .. jnxi; OG Scocrco . . . eXepaco . . . eTucrcpEtj/Go; Targ. ]T1X1
DTTTl . . .: After the initial jriXI, MT uses third-person verb forms; the versions all consistently
use the first-person. A provisional judgement in favour ofMT might be made on the basis that it
is easier to account for the versions modifying the Vorlage than for MT doing so; either they
read the verbs as infinitive absolutes, i.e., am and 3E)n,124 or / and they resisted the notion of
Nebuchadnezzar showing mercy.125 The MT reading is also supported, however, by the use of
cram ]ro elsewhere in the OT (Gen. 43.14; Deut. 13.18; 1 Kgs. 8.50; Neh. 1.11; Ps. 106.46;
Dan. 1.9). In each case, the subject ofDtm jri3 is YHWH, and in each case except Deut. 13.18,
his compassion involves moving other people (often captors of some sort) to show benevolence.
Twice, the nature of this human benevolence is described more precisely: Gen. 43.14, Dab
□3TIX nx, and 1 Kgs. 8.50, D^mi. These verses correspond to MT Jer. 42.12, where Dab ]HX1
ET»m (subject: YHWH) is defined by CCDX CTEim Danx DIYll (subject: Nebuchadrezzar).
MT a^n; OG e7iiCTi:p£\|/<x>: Both texts read the verb as 3")Ki ('restore, return'). An
alternative pointing a^n (Hiph. aEP) is supported by Targ. (3TH) and Vulg. (et habitare vos
faciam), and is preferred by some scholars.126 But there seem no compelling reason to ignore the
123 Cf. Bright, Jeremiah, 256; Thompson, Jeremiah, 666.
124
Duhm, Jeremia, 322; D. Barthelemy, Critique Textuelle de I'Ancien Testament. 2. Isa'ie, Jeremie,
Lamentations (OBO 50.2; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1986) 748; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 1034.
Bright, Jeremiah, 256, Pohlmann, Studien, 132, and Thompson, Jeremiah, 666 n.6, believe that OG may
have been right to read the Vorlage this way. The fact that a'ttin has a yodh, however, might argue against
this as an explanation for the confusion, and suggest instead that the Vorlage was in fact 3t2n. On the
other hand, if nnnx TOni D3nx □nn is to be seen as an adverbial complement to cram nab |nxi, the use of





E.g., Duhm, Jeremia, 322; Volz, Studien, 283; Wanke, Untersuchungen, 118; McKane, Jeremiah 2,
1035.
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agreed reading ofMT and OG,127 which - given the location of the remnant on the border of
Judah (41.17) - makes good sense. The Hiph. is best taken as permissive, i.e., 'he will allow
you to return'.128
w. 13-14. MT xb "laxb / DDYl'rx >OG: MT is awkward, and the shorter text preferable.
v. 15. MT pa&n Dlto onx DX; OG Eav bpeiq Scots: While in other respects this verse
shows MT expansion (i.e., the addition of xab), on this point OG has probably confused the final
letters of anx and D1&.129
v. 16a. MT pX >OG: MT plus (cf. v. 16b).
v. 17. OG Travxeg o'l akkoyeveiq (= D'H ba.) >MT: The reading is odd, though
several scholars have connected it with the MT plus D,_lTn D^xn ba in 43.2. Janzen proposes
that D'HT was an early marginal note on 42.17; this was incorporated into the Hebrew text
tradition at 43.2, whilst in the OG Vorlage it was corrupted to D,_IT and added at 42.17.130
MT 13121 >OG (also in v. 22): MT plus; see notes on 21.9 and 38.2.
MT T~)& >OG: MT plus.131 OG also uses a participial form of (dva)aco^co for CD'bs in
44.14, 28; 50.28, and 51.50.
MT Xiab and OG ypv are both probably plusses.132
v. 18. MT nam "SX; OG o Oupoq pou: Since Bupoc, can represent either SX or nan,
either might be secondary here. Most commentators take ''SX as the later term,133 but nan (fern.)
would seem to require the fern, nan; rather than the masc. nru.134
127 So Rudolph, Jeremia, 218; Bright, Jeremiah, 251; Thiel, Redaktion 26-45, 65 n.8; Thompson,
Jeremiah, 666; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 274; Carroll, Jeremiah, 716. Pohlmann, Studien, 132 n.404, leaves
the question open.
128 On the permissive use of the Hiphil, see IBH §157.
129
Stulman, Other Text, 152, is undecided what lay in the Vorlage here.
130
Janzen, Studies, 65; but see the response ofMcKane, Jeremiah 2, 1036-1037.
131 See too Tov, Septuagint Translation, 100; Stulman, Other Text, 152.
132
Janzen, Studies, 54.
I3j So Janzen, Studies, 54; Stulman, Other Text, 153; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 1037; Holladay, Jeremiah 2,
276.
134 Unless this is simply a case of a feminine noun taking an uninfected verb. For examples, see GBH 2,
§150k.
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MT nbtfb; OG erg dpaxov Kai bTtoxetpiot: Since dpaxoq ('a remote place')
normally translates nottf, it probably does so here, rather than rendering nbs ('oath, curse').135
We then have to consider imo%eipioi, 'minions, subjects';136 hap. leg. in LXX Jer., but cf. Bar.
2.4, kou eScokev amauq bttoxeiptauq jiacaii; taip paoiAeiarq. Tov believes that in both
places the term underlying imoxeipiot; was probably mm, pointing out that thiswas a constant
problem to the translators (each of its six occurrences is rendered differently).137 He suggests as
the Vorlage of Jer. 42[40].18, nann^ nbbp'n nyir'm naB1? arm.
v. 19. MT mrr "131; OG a eAaApae tcupioq: Both MT and OG read awkwardly. The
use of nan Pi. to introduce or sum up a prophetic oracle is well attested in the OT,138 but a bare
nan mrp is unparalleled. Moreover, the qatal form of the verb to start the sentence is highly
abrupt. One solution is to read mm "OP HT (as in. Zech. 4.6);139 cf. Targ. (jlD^SJ mn K03ns mm)
and Vulg. (verbum domini super vos). The loss of HT by haplography is easily explicable, given
the ending of v. 18, ntn Dlpon. However, OG 6c eA.aA.pae implies nan nttix.140 GKC notes the
Jeremianic expression 'is mm nan mn nBN (14.1; 46.1; 47.1; 49.34), where nBX assumes an
absolute sense, 'this is that which'.1 1
MT nrn aaa TlTI?n "a >OG: Cf. Deut. 4.26. Duhm believed that this was MT plus;142
however, scribal error through homoiarchton (n ,a) seems more probable.143
135 The term dpaxoQ is mostly limited in the LXX to Jer., where it almost always translates HODE? / HQ®.
Tov, Septuagint Translation, 46-47, notes twelve instances of this equivalence in Jer. b.
136 On the absolute use of this term, see Tov, Septuagint Translation, 132 n.15.
13
Tov, Septuagint Translation, 132 n.16.
138
E.g.,mi mm m> (1 Kgs. 14.11; Isa. 1.2; Joel 4.8), mm 131 IBS "cnn nr (Isa. 16.13; 37.22) and "IBS sin
mm nan (Ex. 16.23; Lev. 10.3). See too aa,l?»mm nan nBs (ntn) nann ns isaB in Jer. 10.1 and Am. 3.1.
139 So Duhm, Jeremia, 323; Wanke, Untersuchungen, 118.
140 See Stulman, Other Text, 153.
141 GKC § 138b n.2.
142 "In der OG spricht Jer sachlich als Berater des Volkes, im MT theologisch nach der Theorie, die sich
das spatere Judentum iiber den Untergang des alten Volkes zurechtgemacht hat." (Duhm, Jeremia, 324).
143 So Janzen, Studies, 118; Elolladay, Jeremiah 2, 275. Stulman, Other Text, 153, is undecided.
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v. 20. MT Ketiv D2"TOS32 2TU?nn; OG oxi eitoyripeuaaaOe ev v|/uxaiQ Opcov: The
Ketiv is impossible, and most follow Qere, □rrunn144 (Hiph. nx?n, 'to err'). arronn is probably
one of several "inwardly transitive or intensive Hiphils",145 all of which have a moral quality,
e.g., DC0\ 2J?n, KQn (see Prov. 10.17 for an intransitive use of ni?n Hiph). By understanding the
preposition as '2 ofprice' (as in Jer. 17.21), most scholars render the phrase in some such way as
'you have wandered at the cost of your lives'.146 OG, however, suggests Dnmn, 'you did evil (in
yourselves)'. Duhm considered this the original text, though his reasoning shows a strongly
anti-theological bias.147 More probably, OG has substituted a term for one that was obscure.148
MT Dnnb© onx "O; OG duioaxeiA.avteq: OG may reflect an inf. est., TiK rhvib (see
Gen. 34.7; 1 Sam. 14.33; Jer. 12.17) or a participle Dnbttf.149 But it is not unusual for OG to
translate a finite verb with a participle (Ex. 12.37; 15.18; Jdg. 4.16).150
MT 131? 23H P >OG: Probable MT plus, influenced by la1? in (v. 3) and p (v.
5).151
v. 21. MT DVn UDb 13X1 and bs^l □2,nl3K >OG: MT plus, influenced by v. 20.152
v. 22. MT P> IPin STP >OG: MT plus; secondary expansion from v. 19.153
144 Not (Duhm, Jeremia, 324, and some editions of BIIS) anJJnn. See the corrigenda in R. Wonneberger,
Understanding BHS. A Manualfor the Users ofthe Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (SB 8; Rome:
Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1990) 75. DITBnn is the Qere reading in Vp, which gives as the Ketiv □TPSJnn.
145 GKC §53d (italics theirs).
146
E.g., Rudolph, Jeremia, 220 ("ihr habt fehlerhaft gehandelt um den Preis eures Lebens."); Thompson,
Jeremiah, 665; Keown et al., Jeremiah 26 - 52, 246. However, Ehrlich, Randglossen, 348, and McKane,
Jeremiah 2, 1038, see YHWH as its object. Volz, Jeremia, 358, follows Vulg. (decepistis animas vestras)
by translating 'you have deceived your own souls,' but this requires a highly unusual use of 2.
147
Duhm, Jeremia, 324; OG is also preferred by Condamin, Jeremie, 281.
148 So Volz, Jeremia, 359; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 301.
149 So Duhm, Jeremia, 324, and apparently Volz, Jeremia, 385 ("santet und sagtet").
150
Stulman, Other Text, 153, reads Dnnbttf for the Vorlage, translating (156) '[when] you sent me'
151
Janzen, Studies, 54; also Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 276. McKane (Jeremiah 2, 1039) remarks that nan p
lab "disturb an original continuity between miT nOK"1 nbK and mien."
"2
Janzen, Studies, 54; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 276; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 1039; Stulman, Other Text, 153.
153
Janzen, Studies, 54; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 276.
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Chapter 43 [501
In addition to the witness ofMT and OG, we also have a fragmentary text of 43.2-10 in
40Jerd . Although reconstructions of this text are uncertain at various points,154 it is clear that it
mostly agrees with the text reflected by OG (e.g., the short forms of the names; piTT [MT
+ mp p], lines 2 and 3; p"!T133 [MT + DTDED 3~)], line 5), but at some points agrees withMT
(e.g., ^3 [> OG], line 6;155 px [> OG], line 6; -]T3 [OG fev aeamcp], line 7).
v. 2. MT □nox D-im CTODXH; OG or dvSpeg or emavxeg . . . ^eyovxei;: Concerning
□,~IDX, not only is the use of a participle to introduce direct speech unusual, but the plural form is
inconsistent with the opening ~1QX,1 (though it agrees with the number of people specified in the
verse).156 OG oi ernavxeg points to □'HOXn, but this still conflicts with the opening ~1DXP;
moreover, since OG A-syovxet; implies an original "IDX1?,157 we would then have the syntactically
awkward 33X1? "irPDT bx D^IOXn DTOXn. McKane concludes that both MT and OG are
expansionary,158 and posits IITOT bx D^XH ^31 mp p [inn HTOIH [3 mTS? 1QXP for the
Vorlage. A clue to a possible alternative lies in MT D,~!Tn, 'insolent' (>OG). We noted above
Janzen's suggestion that OG o'l dTAoyeven; in 42.17 and MT D'Htn here are both misreadings of
a single marginal gloss, □,~lTn, 'foreign'.159 Building on this, we could follow the suggestion that
154
Tov is more ready than Janzen to identify points of agreement between 4QJer'1 and MT; but even
Janzen, whilst affirming the "familial allegiance" (Studies, 183) of the Greek Vorlage and 4QJerd,
surmises that "it represents a slightly different branch of the Egyptian family." (Studies, 184). See also
G.J. Brooke, 'The Book of Jeremiah and its Reception in the Qumran Scrolls', in Curtis & Romer, Book of
Jeremiah, 187.
155
Tov, 'Three Fragments', 539, includes this in his reconstruction, "based on calculations of space"; for
the same reason, Janzen, Studies, 183, prefers to omit it.
156 In any case, we should probably not expect ancient Hebrew writers to be any more consistent in their
grammar than present-day English writers; see DIHGS §26 rem.5.
157
Rudolph, Jeremia, 218; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 275;pace Stulman, Other Text, 157.
158
McKane, Jeremiah 2, 1050-1051.
159
Janzen, Studies, 65; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 275. Janzen adds that 43.2 "may well have stood opposite
42.17, in the next column of the manuscript."
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where MT now reads D^BX, the Vorlage read D,")On 'obstinate';160 we would then have a natural
word-pair, Dnom CUn.161
v. 3. MT -jnx rPOO; OG aop(3a3.A,ei ae: Elsewhere, LXX translates JT)D Hiph. ('entice,
incite') with dtrraxaco ('trick') or krciaeico ('shake at, threaten). However, auppctAAoo has a
wide semantic range, including 'to set / pit one person against another.'162
vv. 4, 5. MT mp p pnv; OG Icoavav; 4QJerd ]3n"1: In both places, the Qumran text
supports reading the name without nip p; its spelling also differs slightly from MT.
v. 5. It will be helpful here to compare the readings ofMT, OG and 4QJerd (line 4); the
latter, which is poorly preserved, has been reconstructed in two quite different ways.163
MT: mirr pto -nab dk; imj -itfk cnan bso iDttf ieIx
OG: lovq dtTiocrTpetj/ocvxaq koctoikeiv ev ttj yp164
= Vorlage-. pta nab ana? -ib/x
4QJerd (Janzen):165 Dpsa] fPX3 nab 130 IVX]
4QJerd (Tov):166 dk; [ima] -ipx Dhan bsta lattf lew]
OG non-representation of DSi ima "IttfX Dhan bDQ strongly suggests its absence from the
Vorlage, especially since it also lacks the near-identical phrase in 40.12.167 There is no clear
160 Volz, Jeremia, 358; Rudolph, Jeremia, 218; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 275.
161
Quite unconvincing is P.A.H. de Boer's view, 'Some Remarks Concerning and Suggested by Jeremiah
43.1-7', in C. Van Duin (ed.), Selected Studies in Old Testament Exegesis (Leiden: Brill, 1970), 115-116,
that onrn here means 'excited' rather than 'impudent'.
162 Cf. Hdt. 3.32, a. cncupvov Leovtot; UKuLaia kwoq.
163 These reconstructions are inevitably conjectural, with only the final mem being certain. Preceding that
is the barest tip of a downward stroke, which could be ayodh (Janzen) or shin (Tov). At the end of the
previous word, or the word before that, is what might be the tail of a tsadeh (Janzen) or resh (Tov).
I6'1 LXX13's. LXXa adds IouSa, agreeing with MT.
I< :'
Janzen, Studies, 182-183; similarly, McKane, Jeremiah 2, 1053; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 276.
166
Tov, 'Three Fragments', 538-540, and DJD 15, 203. Tov's annotation in DJD 15, 203, indicates that
he views the 2? (in D2?) and the T (in 15SN) as 'possible'. So too Brooke, 'Book of Jeremiah', 187: "It
seems that in Jer. 43.5 4QJerd was closer to the MT than to the LXX which lacks a phrase at this point."
"'7
Janzen, Studies, 53; also Duhm, Jeremiah, 325; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 276; Stulman, Other Text, 157.
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motive for deliberate omission,168 and no obvious cause of haplography. tone; 6tTtoaTpe\(/avxaQ
is not a literal rendition of 13© ~l$X (= 01 dc7tecrcp£V|/av) but is unlikely to reflect a content
variant in the Vorlage. MT milT is a typical plus over OG.
Determining the text of 4QJerd is less straightforward. Both Janzen's and Tov's
reconstructions have their merits, but the former (= OG Vorlage + D'HSn) seems more probable,
since it is doubtful whether the lacuna can contain all the wording that Tov proposes.169 In fact,
Tov concedes that pX3 nib is possible, but objects that it "would create a contextually
difficult text."170 The problem is that CISD pX3 nab "CM "IPX mm'' mxtf bs (Janzen) is most
naturally rendered as 'the remnant of the Jews, who had returned (in order) to go to Egypt', an
obviously implausible statement. However, perhaps we should see 13t0 "I87X as parenthetical, and
take Tub to complement ]X!V npP.
v. 6. MT □,~)33n ('men'); OG tonq SovatooQ dtvSpat; ('strong men'): OG appears to
have read D,-a3n as Dp33n 'strong'.171
MT n"3 ('daughters of the king'): de Boer argues172 that this is a corruption of
pbon H3 ('the court / household of the king'); the yodh could easily have been mistaken for a
nun, so producing n;3, the short (non-plene) form of 'daughters'.
v. 7. MT pX >OG: MT is supported by 4QJerd and is to be preferred.173 MT "IJ? is
more likely to be secondary; normally OG renders it with ecot;.
168 So Volz, Jeremia, 359; Rudolph, Jeremia, 220. Pohlmann, Studien, 154 n.522, leaves the question
open.
169
"Q has a lacuna here, which cannot contain the MT plus, but which fills out nicely with G text."
(Janzen, Studies, 183).
170
Tov, DJD 15, 204; 'Three Fragments', 539.
171 See Ziegler, Beitrage, 101.
172 de Boer, 'Some Remarks', 119.
173 So McKane, Jeremiah 2, 1054; Tov, DJD 15, 205; contra Janzen, Studies, 183.
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5.3. Exegetical Notes
42.2. inso b^snn: Carroll sees here a striking contrast with earlier passages (7.16;
11.14; 14.11) where Jeremiah is forbidden to intercede.174 However, McKane notes that
'intercession' is here for direction, rather than for well-being.175 See also 1 Sam. 12.23, where
Samuel pledges to 'intercede' ("ISO b^snn) for the people and to teach them 'the way' (T-0.
v. 3. -Din: Either 'the thing, that which'; or 'the word', if it is the oracular message as
such, rather than the directions contained in it, that is in mind, ra ~[b] "icix "pin, 'the way in
which we should go', is probably intended literally, in the light of 41.17. Elsewhere in the OT,
the phrase "jbn "itiiK ~[~l~in occurs sixteen times (Gen. 35.3; 42.38; Deut. 1.31, 33; 8.2; Josh. 3.4;
24.17; Jdg. 2.17; 18.6; 1 Sam. 9.6; 1 Kgs. 13.9, 12, 17; 2 Kgs. 21.21; Neh. 9.12, 19), and only in
Jdg. 2.17 and 2 Kgs. 21.21 does it have a metaphorical use.
v. 5. ]OXT) HON "It?1? 1SQ mrr TP: The phrase ]ftXTl nox "IS?, 'faithful and true witness',
occurs only here in the OT; POX "IS? occurs otherwise only in Prov. 14.25 (cf. DTIDX "IS?, Prov.
14.5). For "IS?1? isn to have the sense 'a witness against (us)', see Num. 5.13; Deut. 31.19, 26;
Josh. 24.27; Mic. 1.2. However, we also have here a further echo of the 1 Sam. 12 passage,
where in response to Samuel's challenge D33 miT "is?, the people affirm simply "is? (1 Sam. 12.5).
Formally impressive, the people's promise has the unmistakable nature of "rhetorical
overkill".176 As Nicholson notes, "the people's solemn undertaking . . . already alerts the reader
to expect the subsequent conflict between the community and the prophet".177 The overtones of
1 Sam. 12 may point in the same direction.
v. 10. £?inx xbl D3nx TIS?CM1 DTK xbl nsnx TPS": This language is paradigmatic in Jer.
(cf. 1.10; 12.14-17; 18.7-9; 24.6; 31.28; 45.4), but the form in which it occurs here is particularly
close to 24.6, which uses the same verbs in the same order: ttfinx xbl DTWB31 D~inx xbl armi.178
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v. 11. nnnx d3nx ptbinb "3x odnx "o . . . b:n -jbo 3sd 1xtti ^x: The language
of this salvation oracle is otherwise restricted in Jer. to two distinct audiences; to Jeremiah
himself ("i^sn1? mx "px t dt3sd xtn *?x, 1.8; -j'rjsn'? ... -3x -|nx "3,1.19; -p-tf'in1? mx -jnx "3
15.20) and to the Diaspora (-[SJ^in1? ^X "jnx T . . . app1' *1253 XTn bx, 30.10-11 =
46.27; cf. "PCO min1 PtPW, 23.6; PtPV H3QDT, 30.7). The only other recipient of an oracle
involving ^33 Hiph. is Ebed-Melech (39.17).
TO b13n. Elsewhere, the expression usually denotes an act of deliverance involving
military victory or escape. Here, however, resistance is out of the question, and escape to
another land forbidden. Instead, as v. 12 explains, YHWH will 'rescue' his people precisely by
causing Nebuchadrezzar to be compassionate.179 Compare Josh. 24.10, where YHWH reminds
Israel of how Balaam had intended to curse them, before adding, "pTI BOKib TT3X xbl
VTD DDHX bBXl D3nx ~p~D. YHWH thus 'rescues' Israel from a curse by forestalling it. Also
significant is Gen. 32, where, anticipating Esau's wrath (v. 6), Jacob prays for help: X3 "oV'Sn
ItBB TO Tlx TO (v. 12). His hopes seem to lie either in a quick escape (w. 7-8), or in placating
Esau with a gift (v. 21). In the event, however, Esau receives his brother warmly (33.10), and in
this we are probably meant to see God's answer to Jacob's prayer.
v. 12. Torn Dob pxi: See our discussion in 'Textual Notes'.
D0n03X bx oonx Tttim: Following the reading reflected in MT and OG here, some
commentators have suggested that the wording betrays a later exilic perspective.180 This is
unnecessary, but there does seem to be a further echo of 24.6, nxth flxh bv DTDtBiT).
v. 15. tt1t nnxtB: This is the regular designation of the Judean community in this
section of the narrative (40.11, 15; 42.19; 43.5; 44.12, 28); it occurs nowhere else in the OT.
Until now, it has been used quite objectively to describe the 'poor people' (D,t7"in DPI"!) whom
Nebuzaradan left (~lXtB, Hiph.) with Gedaliah (39.10), supplemented by Ishmael and his men (40.
7-8) and those who returned from other lands (40.11-12). From now on, however, it will carry
heavily pejorative overtones. In this passage, it seems to counter-balance nbtPIT ,3tP"1 (v. 18).
179 As Thiel remarks, Redaktion 26-45, 64, "v. 12 prazisiert die Zusage."
180
Bright, Jeremiah, 256; Jones, Jeremiah, All.
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v. 19. Q1TI 333 TiTffn "3: Jeremiah's words echo those ofMoses to the Israelites in
Deut. 4.26 (pxn nxi COtfri nx DTT! 333 TlTian), assuring the people of the dire consequences of
idolatry.
v. 20. D3TffiiS33 arrynn: See our discussion in'Textual Notes'.
Chapter 43
v. 3. 133 "jnx rVDD ]3 "3: Baruch's appearance here is wholly unexpected, as
is the charge that he is behind Jeremiah's counsel; previously (32.12-14; 36.4-19) he has been
presented in a subservient role to the prophet. Arguments that he is introduced here as a literary
device, possibly representative of a particular readership,181 are less convincing than that the
allegation was actually made for reasons that are now unclear.
v. 5. 1327 ~)t£iX: The reference is clearly to those who had returned to Judah from other
nations (40.12); this is made explicit in the MT plus, 32) ima "1E7X B^ian ^33, but is also implied
in OG.182 The identification ofmirr mxttf bo with the returnees from other lands is puzzling;
we would expect it also to include the original Mizpah community (cf. v. 6b).183 Strictly
speaking, however, this would require 13ttf T3X nx.
v. 6. 13H nxi croin nxi B"H3an I"iX: Standing in apposition to the preceding mxtti ^3
132i ""I3'Xmini and with no initial 1, the syntax equates the first four groups with the returnees
from other lands in v. 5.184 However, irrbna nx pxiTiaa rran -ffiiX ttfBan *73 nxi clearly
establishes the members of the Mizpah community as a separate group. Clearly (as the textual
variants show), the wording and syntax ofw. 5-6 have become somewhat muddled in the course
of transmission; nevertheless, the overall picture is clear enough.
181
See, e.g., Carroll, Jeremiah, 722-723. W. Brueggemann, ' "The Baruch Connection": Reflections on
Jer. 43.1-7', JBL 113 (1994) 413, treats 'Baruch' as representative of "the scribal-Deuteronomistic circles
who enlisted Jeremiah's poetic-Yahwistic discernment for their own purposes".
182 This is worth emphasising, since McKane, Jeremiah 2, 1053, attaches great significance to the MT
plus: "The group around Jonathan (sic!) is made to consist not only of those taken from Mizpah by
Ishmael and rescued by Jonathan (sic!), but also of those whose return from neighbouring countries is
reported at 40.1 If." To support his argument, however, McKane also has to delete 132? 32>X.
I8j This is indeed how Pohlmann, Studien, 154, interprets MT. See too Bright's translation, Jeremiah,
252: "Johanan . . . took the whole remnant of Judah: those who had returned to settle in the land of Judah
from the various countries to which they had been scattered; the men, the women, and the children . . ."
184
Duhm, Jeremia, 325; see too McKane, Jeremiah 2, 1050, and RSV.
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5.4. Coherence and Redaction
That 42.1 marks the start of a new episode is clear from a number of factors.185 As fast-
moving drama gives way to speech-dominated material, Jeremiah mysteriously reappears (42.1).
As we will see, exactly where the section ends is less certain. From a narrative point of view,
however, the obvious conclusion is v. 7, where having rejected YHWFI's final word, the Jews
are found once more in Egypt, their former land of slavery.
The setting (w. 1-9) describes how the people ask Jeremiah to 'intercede' (bbsnn, vv. 2,
4) for them, in order to obtain YHWH's direction. When he assents to their request, they swear
to obey unreservedly whatever YHWH says. Although this interchange is recounted at some
length (cf., the much briefer accounts in 21.2; 37.3), we need not suspect secondary expansion;
in the light of their subsequent rejection of the oracle (43.2-3), it is more likely that the narrator
wants to cast their request in an ironic light.186
The oracle (vv. 10-16) falls into two parts, each comprising a conditional clause
("Ot£in OK, v. 10 and Kb. . . DX1, v. 13) with a corresponding promise or warning. The first
part (vv. 10-12) centres on the theme of living (32b), which forms an inclusio (132in, v. 10a;
a^n, v. 12).187 Nevertheless, these verses are not one-dimensional. First, YF1WH assures the
people of his own favour, underlining this with the startling remark that he has 'repented' (Dl"!2,
v. 10) from his anger. Secondly, he promises to save the people from the king of Babylon (v.
11) and cause him to show them mercy (v. 12).188
185
Kremers, 'Leidensgemeinschaft', 127, and Wanke, Untersuchungen, 119, see the previous section as
ending at 41.15; however, the story of Johanan's rescue of the hostages clearly ends in v. 18.
186
As Nicholson, Jeremiah 26 - 52, 142, notes, "the people's solemn undertaking . . . already alerts the
reader to expect the subsequent conflict between the community and the prophet." Duhm also sees in v. 5
a hint that the people had already decide to go to Egypt (Jeremia, 323).
187 This holds true irrespective of whether we emend 3TO to 312b in v. 10. On the pointing a'on (v. 12)
presupposed here, see our discussion in 'Textual Notes'.
188 How useful it is to describe the mn / Din, l?03 / ttfro refrain (v. 10; cf. 1.10; 18.7-9; 24.6; 31.28; 45.4)
and the expression cram Q2h jnK (v. 12) as 'Deuteronomistic' (so Wanke, Untersuchungen, 125-127;
Thiel, Redaktion 26 - 45, 64-65) is questionable. On the first point, Weippert, Prosareden, 197-198,
shows that outside Jer., the pairs H33 / Din and i?03 / sn: occur (individually) only in post-Jeremianic and
non-Deuteronomistic contexts. The expression D'Om |ro occurs also in Gen. 43.14, Neh. 1.11, and Dan.
1.9.
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In the second half of the oracle (w. 13-16), 32b is again the leitmotiv. The remnant
might decide not to 'live in this land' (nxrn pN3 32)3 t<b, v. 13), but to flee to Egypt to escape
war and famine, and 'live there' (32)3 Dtp v. 14). Such hopes are refuted in v. 16; especially
striking is the final inon 32)1, counterbalancing 32)3 32)3 (v. 14).189 Granted, v. 15 is repetitive,
and interrupts an otherwise smooth flow from v. 14 to v. 16. Without it, w. 10-14, 16 form an
oracle comprising two parts of almost equal length, with 'living / remaining' its consistent
theme.190
Some scholars have questioned the place of vv. 11-12 in this section. Wanke sees them
(along with vv. 15, 17-18) as part of a redactional strand in which salvation is unconditional.191
By contrast, in w. 10, 13-14, 16 salvation is contingent upon remaining in the land. But this is
unconvincing; the function ofw. 11-12 is to elucidate and reinforce the message of v. 10. It is a
bizarre hermeneutic that detaches vv. 11-12 from this mooring and then claims that they lack a
conditional clause.192 Pohlmann argues that vv. 11-12 disrupt the two 3X clauses of vv. 10 and
13.193 Indeed, vv. 11-12 themselves conflict, for why should YHWH need to 'rescue' the people
from Nebuchadrezzar, if the latter is well-disposed towards them?194 But, as we argued earlier,
without v. 12 the promise of v. 11 would be meaningless. As it is, these verses affirm that
YHWH will 'rescue' his people by causing Nebuchadrezzar to be compassionate.
A significant shift occurs in vv. 17-18. Whereas v. 16 predicts 'war and famine' in a
somewhat matter of fact fashion, vv. 17-18 refer to 'war, famine and plague' which they
interpret in explicitly theological terms, i.e., as aspects ofYHWH's wrath.195 The language
189
Wanke, Untersuchungen, 121-122, also notes how v. 16 counterbalances v. 14.
190
According to Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 277, "the basic response of Jeremiah to the delegation can be
isolated in vv. 9-12", since these verses deal with the point at issue, the people's fear of the Babylonians.
By contrast, vv. 13-22 derive from ER. But the DX of v. 10 virtually demands the t<b on of v. 13. Duhm,
Jeremia, 322, saw vv. 13-14, 19-21 as containing the only authentic material in this chapter.
191 Wanke, Untersuchungen, 120-124.
192 We should also note that the promise of v. 10, though contingent on the people's response, is also




Pohlmann, Studien, 132; likewise, Duhm, Jeremia, 322, and McKane, Jeremiah 2, 1034. In any case,
v. 12 does not assert that the king is well-disposed towards the remnant, but that he will be so; we could
paraphrase, 'I will show you compassion in that he will show you compassion'.
195 As Pohlmann, Studien, 144, correctly observes.
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strongly resembles that found in eh. 44; the warning tD^SI YHfr on'? mm xbl (v. 17) is repeated
almost verbatim in 44.14, while the analogy between YHWH's wrath on Jerusalem and on the
remnant (v. 18) finds a parallel in 44.13. Notable too is the switch to third person speech in v.
17 (DTftKn 4o). All this may suggest that w. 17-18 are redactional comment,196 possibly from a
Deuteronomistic source.197 At the same time, since the rest of the sermon clearly presents going
to Egypt as disobedience to YHWH (w. 13, 19), a declaration that doing so would issue in his
wrath is hardly incongruous. We may conclude that in w. 17-18 we have a different voice to
that inw. 10-16, but not necessarily a different speaker.
In vv. 19-22, we have a problem in that Jeremiah rebukes the people for rejecting
YHWH's word before they have actually replied. Some scholars have transposed these verses
with 43.1-3,198 but Cp-ISD wan *6 -|0t6 rrnbx mm "]r6t£i vb (43.2) clearly presupposes wan
□maa (42.19). Duhm took v. 22 as redactional, and for w. 19-21 followed the shorter text of
OG,199 but even OG presupposes mm b'pa nnuatzi Wanke regards the words framed by
Win S?m (vv. 19b, 22a) as redactional, precisely because they anticipate the flight to Egypt;200
however, even the material he retains includes the description ofEgypt as anasn new mpa(n)
□ai mab toab (v. 22b). Pohlmann regarded w. 19-21 as a distinct redactional layer, added to
prepare us for "die unerwartet ablehnende Reaktion gegenuber Jeremia"20' in 43.Iff. But again,
the people's protest, Dmso W3n *6 "10*6 mm pnbai *6 (43.2), makes little sense without
Jeremiah's explicit command DmiJO Iton btf (42.19).202 In fact, in historical terms it is quite
plausible that Jeremiah correctly anticipated the reaction of his audience.203 Certainly, this is
how the text as it stands represents him. More importantly, however, Jeremiah's declaration in
196 So Duhm, Jeremia, 322-323; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 1045 (though by ascribing v. 16 to the same
redactor, both scholars obviate the distinction between vv. 16 and 17-18); Wanke, Untersuchungen, 120-
122 (who sees vv. 17-18 as from the same hand as vv. 11-12, 15); contra Thiel, Redaktion 26-45, 63,
who sees v. 17 as the sole authentic kernel in the entire sermon.
197
Though this is disputed by Jones, Jeremiah, 474-475.
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Volz, Jeremia, 357-358, 361; Rudolph, Jeremia, 218-220; Bright, Jeremiah, 252, 256. Less plausible
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202 As Wanke, Untersuchungen, 124, notes.
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Thompson, Jeremiah, 667; Keown et al., Jeremiah 26-52, 252-253; see too Bright, Jeremiah, 256.
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vv. 19-22, so far from being a surprise, actually fulfils the reader's expectations. As we have
seen, the 'rhetorical overkill' of the people's words in vv. 2-6 prepares us for a negative response
to his message, while even within the body of the sermon, the tone has from v. 13 become
progressively more ominous.204 As was the case in 38.17-23, therefore, in 42.10-22 we see
Jeremiah subverting his own message of conditional salvation.
43.1-7 reports the hostile reaction of the people to Jeremiah's message, and their
decision to go to Egypt. In narrative terms, 43.7 clearly brings the entire story to an end, with
their arrival in Tahpanhes. At the same time, in several respects 43.5-7 stand apart from 42.1 -
43.4, showing more in common with 40.7 - 41.18. The focus reverts from speech to action, and
Jeremiah recedes once more into the background (in v. 6 he seems almost to be an afterthought).
Moreover, after the explicitly theological tenor of 42.1 - 43.4,205 43.5-7 assumes a more
restrained tone; in 43.6, nx 37133 3"! pX7T133mn 73X recalls the subtle criticism of
Ishmael's actions in ch. 41. The wording of 43.5, mX3 ^3 nx D^Ttn nfc? ^31 mp p pnr npi
mirr, closely resembles 41.16a, and in both verses the 'remnant' is then defined in more detail
(41.16b; 43.6). Most significant of all, in 41.16 and 43.5 the remnant appear to be subject to the
actions of Johanan's men.206 By contrast, 42.1, 8; 43.2, 4 depict the two groups as equal partners
in seeking and then rejecting Jeremiah's advice.207
Whilst certainty is impossible, these stylistic and conceptual variations between 40.7 -
41.18; 43.5-7 on the one hand, and 42.1 - 43.4 on the other, probably reflect different literary
sources. Thus Seitz sees in 43.1-3 the conclusion of the Scribal Chronicle, while w. 4-6 stem
from the Exilic Redaction: "At the literary level, Jer. 43.5-7 goes to great pains to portray the
comprehensiveness of the contingent fleeing to Egypt. . . All Judah is there, and all are
204 Cf. Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 277: "Developing the redactional motif at work in 21.7 and especially
24.8-10, Jer. 42.13-22 reverses Jeremiah's words of promise as it anticipates a disobedient decision ... to
flee to Egypt."
205 Cf. Wanke's comment on 43.4: "Solcher Kommentar ist innerhalb der iibrigen Erzahlungen nirgends
zu beobachten. Ihrem Stil entspricht es viel eher, sich auf die Mitteilung der Gesprache . . . und die
Beurteilung des Verhaltens der handelnden Personen dem Leser zu tiberlassen." (Untersuchungen, 126).
206 Pace de Boer, who claims that "the verb npb indicates that those who are taken with them are carried
away; not, however, that the canying away takes place against their will" ('Some Remarks', 118).
207 See Wanke, Untersuchungen, 126 n.26: "Der deuteronomistischen Bearbeitung entspricht auch gut die
Ausdehnung des aktiven Personenkreises auf das ganze Volk (v. 4). Demgegeniiber nennen 43.2, 5 nur
die Heerfuhrer. Die Verantwortung nur einzelnen Personen aufzubiirden, liegt nicht im Sinne der
deuteronomistischen Theologie, der es um das Volksganze geht."
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disobedient."208 Similarly, Pohlmann argues that the editor has combined a story of how
Johanan's group tied to Egypt (40.7 -41.18) with one that told how 'all the people from the
smallest to the greatest' came to Jeremiah to seek direction. This, he believes, also solves the
puzzle of why in 42.1 the people ask Jeremiah to intercede for them, after the remark in 41.17
that they had already decided to go to Egypt.209 In fact, Pohlmann's view that 42.Iff. originally
made no mention of Johanan's contingent is questionable, requiring him to delete the references
to the military officers in 42.1, 8 as glosses.210 A more probable conclusion is that 40.7 -41.18
is historically continuous but not literarily continuous with 42.Iff.2" That is to say, the accounts
are drawn from different sources, and use different terminology for the parties involved, but the
parties are in reality the same and the events sequential.
Finally, we should note that 42.1 - 43.7 displays a number of parallels, verbal and
conceptual, with 38.15-23. The remnant, like Zedekiah, invoke YHWH in an oath in seeking his
direction (n»X 3Pb 133 mrr VP, 42.5; nxm 3B33 HX 13b n&y -rot mm Tt, 38.16), while Jeremiah's
promise, "133 330 330X xb (42.4), echoes the king's solemn 333 1330 3n3n bx (38.14). The
remnant, like Zedekiah, seem braced for bad news (i?3 3X1 313 BX, 42.6; cf. again 3313 31331"! bx
333, 38.15), but vow to obey 'so that it may go well with us' (13b 33Vl 3KiX ]X7ob, 42.6), thereby
echoing Jeremiah's ~|b 33,3 (38.20). Jeremiah's message to each party is to submit to the
Babylonians, with 13tt;n 313" BX (42.10, following OG) corresponding structurally to X3»n X3T BX
(38.17). Fear of the consequences of doing so is anticipated, in both cases with the unusual term
3X3 (38.19; 42.16). At the same time, it is the counter-balancing negative clause, xb BX (38.18,
208
Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 278. See too de Boer, 'Some Remarks', 120. By contrast, Wanke,
Untersuchungen, 119-131, treats 43.1-7 as part of the literary unit 41.16 to 43.7, but concedes that there is
redactional supplementation in 43.4, 5b and 6a.
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Pohlmann, Studien, 124-125. Pohlmann is highly critical of the 'psychological' explanations of
scholars like Rudolph, Jeremici, 218-219.
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Key to Pohlmann's argument is v. 8: D»n bsbi. . . crbTin "3© bD bxi mp p pnr bx X3p3. Whereas
b X3p means 'summon, assemble', he argues, bx xnp means 'call to', "wenn man sich in Rufnahe oder
Sichtweile aufhiilt und diiekter Kontakt moglich ist." (Studien, 128). Since ten days passed before
YHWH's word came to Jeremiah (v. 7), he probably had to summon the people to hear it; thus, b X3p is
more appropriate than bx X3p. But this semantic distinction is questionable, since bx X3p can also mean
'summon, gather together' (2 Sam. 9.2; 14.33; 2 Kgs. 4.22, 36; 6.11; 7.10; 10.19).
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Skinner, Prophecy and Religion, 282, refers to "an overlapping of two documents, of which the first
(closing with ch. 41) gives a condensed account of the migration to Egypt, while the second (ch. 42)
relates in amplified detail Jeremiah's unavailing opposition to the resolve of the military leaders."
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21; 42.13) which dominates his message, which ends by anticipating a negative response (38.21-
23; 42.19-22).
5.5. Differentiation in 42.1 - 43.7: □benT "DEb / HTTP mx®
Both in OG and MT, the literary arrangement of Jer. is such that Jeremiah's message to
the Judean remnant contains the final salvation oracle to be addressed to a group within the
borders of Judah (just! - cf. 41.17); those that follow in MT (46.27-28; 50.4-5; 20) will address
an exiled audience. As we have seen, in 42.10-22 the alternatives of salvation and judgement
are configured around the issue of where the people will live (3KP). If they remain in their own
land, they are assured ofYHWH's mercy (D,om, v. 12). If, however, they go to live in Egypt,
the hardships they hope to avoid will follow them, and they will suffer YHWH's judgement.212
In terms of the options presented to this group, we thus have a straightforward distinction
between Dm3SD p«3 omKim and mm ptO D'OtfTI.
This by itself, however, does not actually differentiate one Judean group from another.
Rather, it simply provides a set of what Koenen referred to as 'Deuteronomistic alternatives',
where a group or nation has to choose between two courses of actions. In this sense, the
□m3SO pso QmEim / mm pX3 □•oebn 'polarity' of ch. 42 is similar to the *6 "I0K / "1333J "im
b33 ~[bo m "las? polarity of ch. 27. As was the case there, Jeremiah here envisages his audience
responding as one. This is clear from the fact that they are consistently described in plural
terms, either second person (am amON OKI . . . 31K7 ON, vv. 10, 13) or third person
(□rP3S m IDE; ~E>K DltfaKn bo, v. 17), and are conceived as thinking and speaking in the first
person plural (33t3>3 DEh . . . N103 omso pX "0 . . . mm pxo 2E>3 Kb, vv. 13-14). This unitary
view of the group is maintained even when the narrator indicates their diversity: p ]3nV OOE" xbl
m<T bipo Dim boi D'-brnn mt» boi rnp (43.4). Granted, the matter then becomes more complex,
with Johanan and his officers taking (npb, v. 5) the rest of the people (who include Jeremiah and
Baruch) off to Egypt; a source-critical explanation seems most likely here.
The language of Jeremiah's address does, however, point to a highly significant form of
inner-Judean differentiation. We noted earlier that throughout this narrative, the group are
212 It may be significant that Jeremiah uses the term 332T in relation to Egypt when he is voicing the
thoughts of the remnant (vv. 13, 14), but n: when he is voicing his own perspective (vv. 15, 17, 22).
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regularly referred to as mimmx$, 'the remnant of Judah'. Now this designation recalls, but
does not repeat, the phrase used in 24.8 for those upon whom YHWH will bring disaster, i.e.,
□bttflT mx©, 'the remnant of Jerusalem'. This hint of a distinction between the two groups
suddenly becomes explicit with YHWH's warning in 42.18: □bEHT "OKr bv Yiom "EX "[rn "ittffcO
a^bs Tl»n "nn p. The polarity being created as Jeremiah addresses this group, therefore, is
between the nbtSOT "EEh / obtthT mxtf of chs. 21 and 24, and the present mUT mxtf.
This distinction is reflected in several ways. Firstly, we saw in chapter two how, in 24.8,
the D^ITmxtf is defined more precisely as ome pX3 D'aerm nXTH pX3 D"-|XePT That is to
say, for the remnant of Jerusalem the two locations ('this land' and 'Egypt') stand in parallel;
those living in either place will suffer YHWH's wrath. For the remnant of Judah, on the other
hand, 'this land' and 'Egypt' are alternatives; to flee to Egypt will indeed incur judgement, but to
remain in Judah will result in salvation. Consequently, the 'Deuteronomistic alternatives' in
42.10-22 polarise what was in ch. 24 a single entity.
Secondly, the manner in which YHWH's judgement and salvation are here described
indicates that the remnant of Judah are - for the moment - distinct from both groups in ch. 24.
As noted above, the promises tfinx xbl ccnx TIPMI Oinx xbl CDDX mm (v. 10) and DEnx DPm
□~n?3"ix bx (v. 12) form a double echo ofYHWH's words to the exiles in 24.6. The remnant of
Judah have the opportunity to participate in the blessings promised to the Golah community in
Babylon. At the same time, they are warned that those who go to Egypt will die DS?~Q Eiro
-aim (v. 17; cf. 24.10) and will be nsnnbl nbbpbl nbxb (v. 18; cf. 24.9). These
formulae do of course occur elsewhere in Jer., but the probability of an allusion to 21.4-7 and
24.8-10 is strengthened by the way in which YHWH explicitly compares the way he will deal
with these Judeans with the way he dealt with the people of Jerusalem: bv TlOm "EX ~n] "it^XD
a^bv TiDPl "inn p d'wtt ''mm (42.18). Consequently, the text represents the nmn*' n,-lXW as
distinct from, but capable of identifying with, the DbtmT n~X^ and the nTim mbj.
The links with 24.6 do not exhaust the richness of the salvation promise in 42.10-12.
As noted earlier, the exhortation 'rsn'm CDHX PPinb "3X annx "D . . . bnn "p3 D IXT'n bx
annx (v. 11) is applied otherwise in Jer. only to the prophet and the Diaspora. The assurance
DWI ud~> ]nxi (v. 12) is unparalleled in Jer. Both in their tone and content, therefore, these
verses far exceed earlier promises ofmere survival (21.9; 38.20), or even the hope of a viable
community (27.12-18), that are offered to those who submit to the Babylonian yoke. The point
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is worth noting, not least because Seitz is content to allocate all this material without further
distinction to the Scribal Chronicle.213 It is, indeed, arguable that they all stem from a common
source, but it should not be assumed that they present a uniform message. The voice that we
hear in 42.10-12 sounds a note of hope for the remnant that is much more akin to that sounded
for the exiles in ch. 24 and for the prophet himself earlier in the book.214
The polarity of abt£hT ,3t£b / nnrp mxttf becomes more ambiguous, however, when we
explore the rationale underlying YHWH's offer of salvation. On the one hand, the fact that the
'remnant of Judah' is distinct from the 'remnant of Jerusalem' suggests that YHWH is willing to
show compassion to the former precisely because they are a separate group. On the other hand,
YHWH himself presents a startlingly different explanation: D3b TPtMJ "PX nmn bx TlDm "O
(42.10). Hope is possible because YHWH has relented from further disaster. There may,
indeed, be a hint here of a theology that comes to expression in Isa. 40.1-2; salvation is open to
those who have experienced judgement. Whether or not this thought is present in Jer. 42.10,
however, it is clear that YHWH's offer of salvation is grounded in how he himself views the
disaster he has brought. But, of course, the reference to D3b TTtW? "PX nyin has the effect of
blurring the distinction between 'the remnant of Judah' and 'the remnant of Jerusalem'; both
alike, apparently, have experienced judgement. Consequently, the textual construal of the
'remnant of Judah' in 42.10-22 fluctuates between differentiating them from their counterparts
in Jerusalem and Babylon, and seeing them as representative of Judah as a whole.
6. Jer. 45.1-5 [51.31-35]
6.1. Text
31. o Xoyoq ov eXaYqaev Iepepraq d
7ipocj)r|Tr|<; npoq Bapoux biov Niptcm ore
eypacjie xonq A.oyo'oq rouxonq ev pi|3A,up ano
axoparoq Iepepion 'ev tea eviamm xco
rr-n p -p-a bx x"Q3n wot nan ~Px nann .1
nPa irrn-r -an nso by nbxn onann nx lanaa
-iaxb nmn" -[bo irrctfx'' ja Dpnrpb rcwann
213 On 42.10-12 Seitz writes: "Consistent with the prophet's counsel in the post-597 years (Jeremiah 27 -
29), especially as recorded prior to the events of 587 (Jeremiah 37 - 38), the leaders of the remnant are
exhorted not to fear the Babylonians." (Theology in Conflict, 277; see too 291).
214 This point is noted by Thompson, Jeremiah, 665-666: "This remnant, like the one in Babylon, was
being offered the same promise of renewal and restoration . . . But in a negative way it became clear, as it
was declared positively elsewhere, that the future lay with the exiles in Babylon (chs. 24, 29) and not with
those who fled to Egypt or those who remained in the land."
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xexocpxcp XCp ICOCXKip men Icdgioi |3aGi7.Ecoq
IooSa
32. obxcoq e'itce Koproq eju goi Bapooy inn i,l?p bx-ifcr Tibx mrT1 -i»x nn .2
33. bxi EiTxocQ o'tppoi dippoi oxi npooeOpKE
Koproq Korrov btu novov poo feKOtppOpv bv
GXEvocypotq dvanaoaiv obx sbpov
w nxna bp pr mrr po"1 n "b X3 px max .3
tiksb nrram nmxn
34. e'itcov abxco obxcoq E'tttE Koptoq 'rSoo obq
byco cpKo8opr|aa byco KaOatpco kou obq byoo
£(|)ox£OGa byco ekxiTAoj
nx mn ntfx nan nm* ion nn rbx naxn nn .4
xm pxn bn nxi 2)na tx TiPtsa nttfx nxi onn
35. Kai go iyrppoEiq GEaoxcp p£yaA,a pp
^pxpGpq oxr r8oo byco brtayco kockoc bni
naoav Gapxa Zsysi Kopioq Kai Scogco xpv
\|/oypv goo Eiq Ebpsua bv raxvxr xortco ob
E&v pa8iGpq ekei
xnn nan n cipnn bx nibna ib qipnn nnxi .5
bbttfb peisa nx qb tinai mrp nxa ntw bn bp npn
Dtp pbn ntPx niopon baa bp
6.2. Textual Notes
v. 2. MT bx-)i£r Tlbx >0G: MT plus.
v. 3. OG bxi = "O >MT: Probably lost through haplography (repetition of 1 from
pm).215 An initial "n would be normal in this type of clause; cf. mrr ~)QX PD . . . DIDOX 'O in
29.15,21.
MT TiPP, 'I have grown weary'; OG £KOipr|0pv (Aor. Pass. KOtpaco), 'I have gone to
sleep': BHS suggests that OG is a corruption of bKO7tco0r|V (Aor. Pass, kotcoco, 'grow weary'),
but Ziegler points out that kotcoco occurs only twice in LXX, both times in very late texts (Ecc.
10.15; Jud. 13.1).216 Ziegler also notes that while the alternative form kotucxco is used for ST in
Jer. 51 [28].58; Lam. 5.5, and Ps. 6.7 (bKOtttaGCX bv xco cxEvaypco poo), EKoruaoa could
hardly have been confused with EKOippOpv; we should thus either posit TIPS'1 (spread out, lay
[down]) in the Vorlage or assume a rather free translation.217 The latter seems more probable.
215 So Duhm, Jeremia, 335; Volz, Jeremia, 371; Rudolph, Jeremia, 226; Bright, Jeremiah, 184; Wanke,




Ziegler, Beitrdge, 35; the latter option is favoured by McKane, Jeremiah 2, 1098.
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v. 4. MT ton f~ixn bs nxi >OG: MT plus.218 As it stands, this is clearly intended as an
interpretative gloss, 'that is, the whole earth' (for this rendition of f~!Xn, see below). Although
the use of nx with a subject is grammatically awkward, it is not unparalleled where the subject is
in apposition to a direct object (cf. 1 Kgs. 2.32, "13 p "DDK nX . . . 3"irQ D3~irH; Ezek. 14.22, nmn
mbtf Tixnn XCbX bD nx . . . DbttfTT bi? Tixnn "Px.219 Emendation may therefore be
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unnecessary.
MT TlSJM. . . TT33; OG eyco cpKoSoppaa . . . eyco etjmeuaa: Since OG renders the
Hebrew participles with finite verbs, the personal pronouns are grammatically unnecessary, and
thus emphatic. However, this is probably the implied sense of TIX3 and TIJJCD3 in MT also.221
6.3. Exegetical Notes
v. 1. bx X'OSn in"DT X3X "ItPX ~cnn: The structure of this introductory formula occurs
elsewhere in Jer. only in 51.59: mty nx X"Q3n 3)TD~r my "isix ~mn. Noting other similarities
between 45.1-5 and 51.59-64, and the fact that Baruch and Seraiah were brothers, Wanke argues
that these two passages were originally transmitted together as an independent tradition.222 He
may, however, have overstated the parallels, which can in any case be explained in other ways.
nbxn The question of what 'these words' denote is a crux interpretum.
Clearly, the ensuing nmm "jb» inw p Dyimb HTOIH mEh relates them to
218 So Bright, Jeremiah, 184; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 307; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 1096; Carroll, Jeremiah,
744; however, Wanke, Untersuchungen, 133, argues that OG omitted the phrase because of its obscurity.
219 See further DIHGS §94, and rem. 6-7: "It seems more sensible to regard nx accompanying subjects as
(mildly) focussing or emphatic."
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Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 226, and Volz, Jeremia, 371, suggest emending to mno XX or yinx ('I will lay
waste'). Volz then suggests that 3"Hnx ]Hxn bp nxi originally followed v. 5ba, ~i©3 b3 by run xxara mn.
G.R. Driver, 'Linguistic and Textual Problems: Jeremiah', JQR 28 (1937-1938) 122-123, emends to
H3D XX ('I will smite'); cf. Rudolph, Jeremiah, 226 (~3X). But Wanke, Untersuchungen, 133, finds all
such proposals too involved.
221 So Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 310.
222 Wanke, Untersuchungen, 134, 140-142; his proposal is viewed sympathetically by Schulte,
'Personliche Heilsorakel', 259. But see Graupner's reply, Auftrag, 166-171.
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Baruch's scroll (ch. 36), and many scholars accept this as the original meaning.223 One difficulty
with this is that since ch. 36 does not actually cite the contents of the scroll, a logical antecedent
for nbxn cr-mn is lacking.224 This problem is solved ifwe accept Rietzschel's thesis that ch.
45 originally stood at the end of ch. 20 (note the repetition of pr in 20.18 and 45.3), so that
nbx~ onmn referred to the scroll as contained in chs. 1 - 20.225 In its present context,
however, nbxn □"'"Din seems to require a more immediate referent. Consequently, many view
n~nrr . . . ,SO as redactional and relate □"'"Din nbxn to the preceding narrative of chs. 37 - 44.226
It has even been argued that the phrase denotes the oracles against the nations that immediately
follow,227 though of course this can apply only to Jer. MT. We will return to this question below
(§5.4).
v. 3. mBX: The prefacing of a prophetic message with the citation formula '(because)
you said . . .' often indicates that the cited words are in some way reprehensible; whether
because they are arrogant (Isa. 14.13; 28.15; 37.24; Ezek. 27.3; 35.10), cynical (Mai. 3.14),
despairing (Ezek. 33.10; cf. 37.11), or because they misconstrue reality (Jer. 29.15; Ezek. 11.5).
Baruch's complaint will also earn a degree of censure.
,l? X3 "IX: The cry b "IK is usually a response to national calamity, interpreted as divine
judgement (Num. 21.29; 1 Sam. 4.7; Isa. 3.9; Jer. 4.13; 13.27; Hos. 7.13; Lam. 5.16).228
Conversely, in 15.10 Jeremiah's ,3rniT "O ,nx "b "OX arises from the opposition of his
compatriots. Indirectly, he also implicates YHWH (cf. 15.18b), since it is his preaching of
YHWH's word that has caused this opposition. Here, however, Baruch directly attributes his
suffering to YHWH ("O mri"1 pc).
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E.g., Volz, Jeremia, 371; Rudolph, Jeremia, 227; Weiser, Jeremia, 383-384; Bright, Jeremiah, 185;
Thiel, Redaktion 26- 45, 84-85; Thompson, Jeremiah, 683; Lundbom, 'Expanded Colophons', 100-101
(but see now his commentary, below); Jones, Jeremiah, 482.
224 Noted by Graupner, Auftrag, 164.
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Rietzschel, Urrolle, 127-131; so too Lundbom, Jeremiah, 94 (cf. Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 308-309).
226 So Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 226; Duhm, Jeremia, 334-335; Graupner, Auftrag, 165 (though seeing
nbxn □,~D"!n as itself secondary). S. Mowinckel, Prophecy and Tradition: The Prophetic Books in the
Light ofthe Study ofthe Growth and History ofthe Tradition (ANVAO II, Hist. - Filos. Klasse, 1946 No.
3; Oslo: 1946) 45, suggested that the reference was to the entire book.
227 So Ehrlich, Randglossen, 153; Seitz, 'Canonical Shape', 21-23. Neither find it necessary to delete the
historical note in v. lb; Seitz argues that a retrospective reference to Baruch's scroll is perfectly
appropriate, since (according to 36.2) it included YHWH's words to the nations.
228 Isa. 6.5 is the only exception. In Jer. 4.31, "b X3 VIK is uttered by Jerusalem.
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pr . . . 31*00 . . . nmx: Found mostly in exilic and post-exilic poetic texts, these terms
are especially characteristic of individual laments; for nmx ('sighing'), see Pss. 6.7; 31.11;
38.10; 102.6; Lam. 1.22; Job. 3.4, 24; for |IT ('sorrow, grief), see Pss. 13.2; 31.11; for 31K30
('pain'), see Pss. 38.17; 69.26; Lam. 1.12, 18.229 In addition, pr occurs twice in the laments of
Jeremiah (8.18; 20.18). The language is too general to permit conclusions as to the cause of
Baruch's suffering (see further §5.4 below). Duhm attributed Baruch's 'pain' to the fate of his
people, and his 'sorrow' to his own circumstances,230 but whether such a clear distinction
between these terms can be supported is doubtful.231 Graupner argues that the terminology
signifies "ein bestimmtes Geschehen, das Gerichtshandeln Jahwes, oder die Reaktion derer, die
das Gericht erlebt haben";232 however, this overlooks Pss. 13 and 31, where there is no obvious
sense of divine judgement.
nrraa: This is normally translated 'rest'233 (as in Ru. 1.9; 2 Sam. 14.17; 1 Kgs. 8.56; Isa.
28.12), i.e., relief from the turmoil just described. But nmao often means 'resting place' (e.g.,
Gen. 49.15; Num. 10.33; Deut. 12.9; Ps. 132.14; Isa. 11.10; 32.18), and when Baruch's
complaint is read in the light of his forced migration to Egypt (43.4-7) and YFIWH's promise to
give him his life DK7 "[bn niDpon bo bv (v. 5), this overtone may also be intentional.
229 The stereotypical nature of this language in no way counts against its authenticity. For such a view vis¬
a-vis the laments in Jer., see G. Holscher, Die Profeten. Untersuchungen zur Religionsgeschichte Israels
(Leipzig; J.C. Heinrichs' sche Buchhandlung, 1914) 396-399; E. Gerstenberger, 'Jeremiah's Complaints:
Observations on Jer. 15.10-21', JBL 82 (1963) 393-408; A.J.H. Gunneweg, 'Konfession oder
Interpretation im Jeremiabuch', ZTK 67 (1970) 412-414; Carroll, Chaos to Covenant, 107-130 cf. 151.
But conventional language is not defacto inauthentic. See J. Bright, 'Jeremiah's Complaints: Liturgy or
Expressions ofPersonal Distress?', in Durham and Porter (eds.), Proclamation and Presence, 189-214;
also Diamond, Confessions, 190; U. Mauser, Gottesbild und Menschwerdung. Eine Untersuchung zur
Einheit des Alten undNeuen Testaments (BHT 43; Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr, 1971) 78 n.l; J.L. Crenshaw,
'The Human Dilemma and the Literature ofDissent', in D.A. Knight (ed.), Tradition and Theology in the
Old Testament (The Biblical Seminar; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1990) 236-237.
2j0 Duhm, Jeremia, 335; similarly Peake, Jeremiah & Lamentations 2, 211; A. Weiser, 'Das Gotteswort
fur Baruch. Jer. 45 und die sogennante Baruchbiographie', in A. Weiser (ed.), Glaube und Geschichte im
Alten Testmanent und andere ausgewahlte Schriften (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1961) 323.





E.g., Duhm, Jeremia, 335 ('Ruhe'); Rudolph, Jeremia, 226 ('Ruhe'); Bright, Jeremiah, 184; Holladay,
Jeremiah 2, 307; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 1096; Keown et al., Jeremiah 26- 52, 270.
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v. 4. ~)OXn (HD): The command for Jeremiah to speak to Baruch disrupts the
discourse structure of vv. 2-3, in which Jeremiah is addressing Baruch directly; it is probably
secondary.234
pro -OK TIJJCM rpx nto orn ON TT33 rPN: This is the final instance of the 'build, plant'
refrain in Jer. (cf. 1.10; 12.14-17; 18.7-9; 24.6; 31.28; 31.38-40; 42.10).235 Since in OG the
oracle stands near the end of Jer., the use of these verbs in 1.10 and 51.34 creates a neat inclusio
for the entire book.
The clause is doubly ambiguous. Firstly, what has YHWH built and planted? Many
scholars assume that the allusion is to Israel / Judah;236 cf. YFTWH's declaration to Israel in 2.21,
'I planted you' ("|T0?t£0 "03K1), and his description of Judah as 'my house' (TP3, 12.7) and 'my
vineyard' ("'003, 12.10). On the other hand, in 1.10 and 18.9 the language of building and
planting is applied to other nations; and in 25.31 YHWH's 'fold / habitation' (ima) includes the
whole earth (cf. v. 31).
Secondly, how should we understand the participles (cf. the finite and infinite verbs in
previous instances of this refrain)? Do they refer to what YHWH is / has been doing, or
anticipate a judgement still to come?237 In OG, the setting of this oracle at the end of the book
suggests the former; v. 4 interprets all that we have witnessed thus far, especially the overthrow
of Judah and dispersal of its people as narrated in chs. 44 - 51. In MT, however, the ensuing
OAN allow the participles to have a forward-looking aspect, and thereby also support an
international interpretation of TlffCM ~lPN . . . TP33 "iPK.
234 So Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 226; Volz, Jeremia, 371; Rudolph, Jeremia, 226; Bright, Jeremiah, 184;
Wanke, Untersuchungen, 133; Janzen, Studies, 134; Carroll, Jeremiah, 744; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 1096;
Graupner, Auftrag, 161; contra A. Van Selms, 'Telescoped Discussion as a Literary Device in Jeremiah',
VT26 (1976) 99-103; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 309. Having emended v. 3a to "113 IBS "O, Duhm, Jeremia,
335, is able to retain vbx "IDNH HB in v. 4.
235 For analysis of the different occurrences of this refrain, see Taylor, 'Problem of Placement', 89-92.
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Duhm, Jeremia, 336; Bright, Jeremiah, 186; Thompson, Jeremiah, 684; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 1097;
Schulte, 'Personliche Heilsorakel', 262; Carolyn J. Sharp, 'The Call of Jeremiah and Diaspora Polities',
JBL 119 (2000) 426-427.
237 Scholars generally take the latter view; indeed, such a reading is often used to support a pre-587 date
for the oracle (see too McKane, Jeremiah 2, 1100, and Graupner, Auftrag, 173). But note Thiel's
response: "doch beachte die Partizipialformulierungen!" (Redaktion 26- 45, 87). Bmeggemann, Exile
and Homecoming, 416, interprets these verbs as embracing "the present and immediate future".
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pXH bD: This can be understood either as 'the whole earth', or'all the land'.238 The
latter is more usual in Jer. (1.18; 4.20; 8.16; 12.11; 15.10; 23.15; 25.11; 40.4), but in several
places the context shows the whole world to be in view; e.g., 4.27 (note the / pxn
contrast in v. 23); 50.23; 51.25, 41, 49. On balance, a global sense seems likely here; if the
glossator wanted to identify Judah as the referent, we might have expected XVI nnrr bo HX1.
This may therefore represent a reinterpretation of v. 4a,239 but we have seen that TISJCM ~!EiX . . .
TP3D Ti-'X is a semantically flexible phrase in the Jer. tradition.
v. 5. mbu ~jb Eipan: Various interpretations have been offered of the 'great things'
Baruch was seeking. Plausible suggestions include his social / political advancement,240 or
simply his personal security amidst YHWH's judgement.241 The text (intentionally perhaps)
scarcely permits a specific answer, though the collocation of tfpn and XDJID xb (v. 3) suggests we
relatembu to nmM. P.A.H. de Boer has argued that since mb"0 elsewhere signifies YHWH's
'wonderful deeds' (e.g., Deut. 10.21; Job. 5.9; Ps. 106.21), what Baruch was 'seeking' was an
act of deliverance for Judah (cf. 21,2).242 There is no reason to think that Kip3 here has
intercessory significance,243 but in any case de Boer's proposal comes to grief on the particle
238 For the former, see Keil, Jeremia, 172; Duhm, Jeremia, 336; Peake, Jeremiah & Lamentations 2, 211;
Rudolph, Jeremia, 226; Weiser, Jeremia, 383; Thiel, Redaktion 26- 45, 85; Thompson, Jeremiah, 683;
McKane, Jeremiah 2, 1097. For the latter, see Volz, Jeremia, 371; Hyatt, 'Jeremiah', 1103; Bright,
Jeremiah, 184; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 307; Carroll, Jeremiah, 744; Keown et al., Jeremiah 26 - 52, 270;
DCH 1, s.v. fix, 389. Brueggemann, Exile andHomecoming, 416, is unsure.
239 "It would seem that here are clear traces of a redactional struggle over the scope of the destruction
prophesied in this oracle." (Sharp, 'Call of Jeremiah', 427).
240 So Carroll, Jeremiah, 745; Lundbom, 'Expanded Colophons', 101; cautiously, Streane, Jeremiah 282;
Skinner, Prophecy and Religion, 347; Muilenburg, 'Baruch the Scribe', 237; Thompson, Jeremiah, 684;
Brueggemann, Exile and Homecoming, 415 n.103. Cf. Duhm, Jeremia, 335: "Es war fur ihn . . . der als
ISO in Agypten wohl nicht leicht Verdienst fand, die Zukunft dunkel genug, dazu hatte ihm wenigstens
einmal (s. 43.3) die jiidische Kolonie ihre Abneigung deutlich ausgesprochen."
241 So Rudolph, Jeremia, 227: "Immer hatte er von Vernichtung und Tod, von Krieg and Gefangenschaft
zu schreiben; war es da verwunderlich, wenn ihn die Sorge um sein eigenes Schicksal umtrieb?"
Similarly, Peake, Jeremiah & Lamentations 2, 211; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 310; Jones, Jeremiah, 483;
Graupner, Auftrag, 177.
242 So P.A.H. de Boer, 'Jeremiah 45, verse 5', in Selected Studies, 124-126; Schulte, 'Personliche
Heilsorakel', 261. But as de Boer acknowledges (125), nib-ID can have other meanings, as in Ps. 12.4
('proud boasts') and Jer. 33.3 ('inscrutable facts').
243 An assumption made by de Boer, 'Jeremiah 45 Verse 5', 126; Schulte, 'Personliche Heilsorakel', 261,
and also Rudolph, Jeremia, 221. It is ironic that after criticising others for their eisegesis of v. 4, de Boer
(126) interprets it as "a reaction to a prayer of Baruch which has not been preserved." (italics mine).
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~b;244 that this denotes some form of self-concern is clearly implied by the 'I - you' logic ofw.
4-5, tpan naix nnxi... om mx.
nsn XTO T~: Whilst the participles in v. 4 can be seen as retrospective, the use here of
TH points strongly in the direction of a future sense.245
"IKO bD bv: Although in a few instances bs is shown by its context to refer solely to
Israel / Judah (Jer. 12.12; Ezek. 20.48; 21.4, 5; Joel. 2.28), for the most part it has genuinely
universal significance (Gen. 6.12, 13, etc; Isa. 40.5; 66.16; Jer. 25.31; 32.27; Job. 12.10; 34.15),
which is probably how it should be understood here.246 In this way, 45.5 forms a neat inclusio
with the reference to worldwide judgement in 36.2 (ffian be bs?1) and (in MT), anticipates the
OAN that follow.
bbtiib "|e?23 j"ix ~\b Tina"!: This represents a slight variant on the previous form of the
promise, bbtib (~lE?23)lffii2] ("1^)1^ nrrm (21.9; 38.2; 39.18). It might be argued that the more
personal lb Tirol is appropriate in a context where YHWH is addressing his faithful servant, but
the same could be said of 39.18, where he speaks to Ebed-Melech. There is, however, no basis
for viewing the relationship of 45.5 to the earlier passages as one of 'authentic prototype' and
'redactional copies'.247
6.4. Coherence and Redaction
As with 39.15-18, most commentators view 45.1-5 as for the most part a literary
unity.248 Redaction is generally thought to be limited to v. lb (see below), the prophetic formula
244 de Boer's claim, 'Jeremiah 45 Verse 5', 126, that this is an 'ethical dative' is clutching at straws.
245 GKC §116p; GBH2, §121e.
246 So Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 226-227; Rudolph, Jeremia, 227; Thiel, Redaktion 26 — 45, 85; Carroll,
Jeremiah, 748; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 310; Schulte, 'Personliche Heilsorakel', 261; Brueggemann, Exile
and Homecoming, 416; Sharp, 'Call of Jeremiah', 427; contra Duhm, Jeremia, 336 (whose citation of Isa.
66.23 is hardly decisive); B. Gosse, 'Jeremie XLV et la Place du Recueil d'Oracles Contre les Nations
dans le T.ivre de Jeremie', VT40 (1990) 148.
247 So Thiel, Redaktion 26-45, 86; Schulte, 'Personliche Heilsorakel', 261-262; Graupner, Auftrag, 163
n.12.
248 The essential authenticity of the oracle is also widely accepted; see Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 226; Duhm,
Jeremia, 336; Volz, Jeremia, 371; Rudolph, Jeremia, 227; Condamin, Jeremie, 294; Hyatt, 'Jeremiah',
1102; Bright, Jeremiah, 185; Kremers, 'Leidensgemeinschaft', 138; van Selms, 'Telescoped Discussion',
100; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 308; Schulte, 'Personliche Heilsorakel', 260-261; Kilpp, Niederreifien, 86-87;
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in v. 4a, and the MT plus in v. 4b, KYI )>~)Xn ^3 nxi. In particular, the internal coherence ofw.
3-5 is rarely questioned. Wanke has shown that these verses possess a formal unity (both in
literary structure and metrical balance) and also a unity of contents (YHWH's declaration
answering to Baruch's lament).249
Admittedly, a greater degree of redaction is detected by Thiel,250 who sees the original
core as comprising Baruch's lament (v. 3), the messenger formula in v. 4, and the two clauses in
v. 5 which are directly relevant to Baruch: Kip3n bx ffl'pu ~]b a)p3n nnxi, and "[K7S3 nx ~]b Tintt
□ei pbn HSiX mopan bv bv bbuib. D has added all ofw. 1,2 (where the messenger formula is
'out ofplace'), 4 (where the terms 3Tu, i?33, ""in, rt33 are typical ofD) and the internationalising
mn' DX3 ~]&3 bz bv nyn X^aa a3n in v. 5. Schulte also sees this last phrase as secondary, since it
broadens the scope of the (original) v. 4,251 while Sharp argues that v. 4 is secondary since it
narrows the scope of the (original) v. 5,252 There is no need here to rehearse the debate about the
'Deuteronomistic' nature of the language in v. 4, but we should note Thiel's admission
concerning the way that salvation for Baruch is 'editorially' contrasted with judgement for the
world: "Diese wirkungsvolle Kontrastierung erscheint an dieser Stelle als sachgemaB und als
geschickt und organisch in den Kontext eingefugt, so daB wie selten sonst der Eindruck der
Einheitlichkeit entsteht."253 So organic, indeed, that one suspects the contrast was there from the
beginning.254
Graupner, Auftrag, 172-173. However, for Wanke, Untersuchungen, 135-136, the generality of Baruch's
lament, and the lateness of its vocabulary, point in the opposite direction; see too Seitz, 'Canonical Shape',
22 ("this redactionally composed and placed chapter"). Carroll, Jeremiah, 746, is agnostic.
249
Wanke, Untersuchungen, 134-135. Volz, Jeremia, 371, also calls attention to the poetic metre of vv. 3-
5.
250
Thiel, Redaktion 26 - 45, 82-88. Hyatt, 'Jeremiah', 1102 sees D redaction in v. lb, 4, 5b, while
Kremers, 'Leidensgemeinschaft', 129 n.16, deletes v. 2 as superfluous and pedantic.
251
Schulte, 'Personliche Heilsorakel', 261.
252
Shaip, 'Call of Jeremiah' 427; she also accepts Thiel's view that v. 4 interrupts the focus on Baruch.
253
Thiel, Redaktion 26 - 45, 88.
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Moreover, as McKane points out, Jeremiah 2, 1106, Thiel's argument suffers from inconsistency: "It
is difficult to discern why the word-string bbwb ~|BS3 ~[b Tint; should be accepted as a Jeremianic
prototype for D passages with bb'jb "pst ~]h Trot or the like, whereas the series build / demolish, plant /
uproot (v. 4) should be denied the status of a Jeremianic prototype in what is the most poetic part of the
oracle." For further criticisms of Thiel's argument, see Graupner, Auftrag, 161-163.
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The main problem, of course, relates to the placement of the oracle, and thus to the
historical note in v. lb which links it to Baruch's writing of the scroll in the year 604. As we
saw earlier, many scholars accept the accuracy of this dating.255 It is argued that the very
incongruity of v. lb speaks in its favour, for why would such a reference be added to a passage
that otherwise has no obvious connection with ch. 36?256 Moreover, w. 4-5 imply that
judgement is still to come.257 Naturally, the question then is why the oracle has been placed
where it has.258 This is explained, variously, as due to Baruch's modesty,259 as his personal
testimony (Denkmal) to God's grace,260 or to the truth of the prophetic word,261 as a mark of
honour to Baruch by his editors,262 or as an appropriate conclusion to Baruch's
Leidensgeschichte of Jeremiah. According to Muilenburg, "it belonged with ch. 36, certainly,
but it belonged even more profoundly at the point where he had completed the record of
Jeremiah's trials and rejections, the end of the via dolorosa he had been fated to walk with the
prophet."263
Others, however, reject an original connection between ch. 45 and the writing of the
scroll. Apart from the difficulty v. lb creates for the words nbxn Baruch's despair (v.
3) is thought to be unlikely as early as 604, when Judah's repentance was still hoped for: "Diese
Klage bereits ein geriitteltes MaB leidvoller Erfahrungen voraussetzt und so auf einen viel
255
E.g., Volz, Jeremia, 371; Peake, Jeremiah & Lamentations 2, 209-210; Rudolph, Jeremia, 227; Weiser,
'Gotteswort', 322-323; Bright, Jeremiah, 185; van Selms, 'Telescoped Discussion', 100-101; Thompson,
Jeremiah, 683; Jones, Jeremiah, 482.
250 So Weiser, 'Gotteswort', 322; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 308; Jones, Jeremiah, 482. The same point is
made by Seitz, 'Canonical Shape', 20, who, however, views the whole chapter as redactional.
257 Volz, Jeremia, 372; Rudolph, Jeremia, 227; Weiser, 'Gotteswort', 322.
258 Of those who accept the integrity of v. lb, only Bright, Jeremiah, lxxvii, believes that ch. 45 originally
stood next to ch. 36. Most accept that its present position is original.
259
Peake, Jeremiah & Lamentations 2, 209.
260 "Und so setzt er mit der Mitteilung dieses an ihn gerichteten Gottesspruchs nicht so sehr seiner eigenen
Schwachheit als der gottlichen Gnade ein Denkmal, die ihn durch Not und Tod hindurchrettete."
(Rudolph, Jeremia, 228).
261 So Weiser, 'Gotteswort', 329: "seine eigenhandige Unterschrift.. . mit dem er noch einmal an die
Seite seines Meisters tritt als Zeuge fiir die Wahrheit und den Bestand der Gottesworte".
262
Kessler, 'Jeremiah 26-45 Reconsidered', 87.
263
Muilenburg, 'Baruch the Scribe', 236; cf. Volz, Jeremia, 373: "Es ging dem Meister selbst wie dem
Junger".
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spateren Zeitpunkt als 605 verweist", writes Thiel.264 Consequently, some argue that the period
immediately before or after the fall of Jerusalem is a more plausible setting.265 Thiel himself
suggests that Baruch uttered this lament when he was taken off to Egypt (43.4-7), and that this
was in fact its original setting in the book.266 Duhm and Skinner situate it after his arrival in
Egypt; according to Skinner, "it reads . . . like a farewell oracle, perhaps even a death-bed
charge."267
In response, it must again be said that the language of v. 3 is too general to allow us to
assign it with confidence to any particular event in Baruch's life. By the same token, however,
there is no reason to judge it inappropriate to the setting given in v. lb.268 On balance, it would
seem that the 'mainstream' explanation is to be preferred; namely, that v. lb accurately
witnesses to the original setting of the oracle, which has achieved its present position
secondarily.269 For interpretative purposes, however, the question is somewhat sterile. If
Baruch's lament was originally prompted by his forced migration to Egypt, it has been
secondarily connected with the writing of the scroll; and if it was originally connected with the
writing of the scroll, it has secondarily been connected with the flight to Egypt. Ultimately,
Taylor's verdict must be accepted as correct: "Whereas the superscription functions as one
hermeneutic guide, the reader is given many other hermeneutic clues which suggest that the
264
Thiel, Redaktion 26-45, 87.
265 For the former view, see Schulte, 'Personliche Heilsorakel', 260-261; Graupner, Auftrag, 172-173. For
the latter, see Giesebrecht, Jeremia, 226; Hyatt, 'Jeremiah', 1102.
266 Thiel, Redaktion 26-45, 87-88. A similar view is adopted by Graupner, Aaftrag, 172-173, 181-182,
who, however, argues that historically the oracle belongs shortly before 587.
267
Duhm, Jeremia, 334-335; Skinner, Prophecy and Religion, 346.
268
According to Bright, Jeremiah, 185, "it is quite possible that as (Baruch) heard the awful words of
judgment which Jeremiah dictated to him ... he became so oppressed by the horrors that the future had in
store that all hope and joy died within him." (similarly Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 309). Such a comment
should certainly be recognised as speculative, but is not to be simply dismissed as 'psychologising' (as it
is by Taylor, 'Problem of Placement', 80; Seitz, 'Canonical Shape', 20) - as if Bamch had no psychology.
In fact, as Seitz also points out (20), redactional theories such as those which delete the historical note in
v. lb are no less 'psychologising'.
269 There is little to be said for retaining liTDT ISO ba nbxn mmn nN 131133 but deleting JVSmn m03
mirr "jbo irpttfK'1 p □•pirrb. As Thiel remarks, Redaktion 26 - 45, 84, "die starke Entsprechung zu 36.1,4
macht es notwendig, lb als Ganzes zu beurteilen."
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historical referentiality is coded or symbolic in this chapter, so that a solely historical reading is
inadequate."270
6.5. Differentiation in Jer. 45.1-5: "1EO bs / mil p -p-Q
Our final example of inner-Judean differentiation within Jer. has striking parallels
(though also important differences) with that found in 39.15-18. Just as Ebed-Melech will be
saved when YHWH brings disaster upon 'this city', so Baruch is singled out from divine
judgement on Judah and indeed all humanity. He too is promised his life 'as booty'. At the
same time, however, the tone and content of the promise is more restrained than that given to the
Ethiopian. Notably absent are any assurances that YHWH will 'rescue' and 'save' him (cf.
39.17-18). Indeed, according to Gunneweg, "Kap. 45 kein Heilswort fur Baruch enthalt,
sondern die Abweisung seiner Klage."271 For Baruch, as for Jeremiah, "bleibt nur noch die eine
Hoffnung, die eigentlich keine Hoffnung ist, mit dem Leben davon zu kommen, Leben unter
dem Zorn des Deus absconditus, den diese Gerechten dennoch nicht verdient haben."272 Only
slightly more positive is the verdict ofCarroll: "a moment of hope (strictly delimited) is allowed
to penetrate the utter gloom. Communal devastation cannot be avoided, but in all the great
slaughter named individuals survive as the booty of war."273
Nevertheless, it would be a mistake to miss the salvific elements in YHWH's address to
Baruch. As the first-person form of the promise bbvib "jttfEU J"IK ~]b TITtil (v. 5) implies, Baruch
will keep his life due to YHWH's personal attention; the fact that this promise is valid bD bv
□t£i pbn IS'K mapon (v. 5b) emphasises this fact. For Baruch as for Ebed-Melech, what is at
stake is not simply escape but the ongoing watchful protection ofYHWH.
From whom is Baruch differentiated? The semantic fluidity of ch. 45 means that several
answers are possible. Read in its immediate literary context, the announcement ofjudgement in
270
Taylor, 'Problem of Placement', 94.
271
Gunneweg, 'Konfession oder Interpretation', 415 n.64.
272
Gunneweg, 'Konfession oder Interpretation', 415.
273
Carroll, Jeremiah, 749. Contrast the optimism of Clements, Jeremiah, 243: "This positive and
reassuring message at first glance appears to be little enough. On reflection, however, we can see it has a
wealth ofmeaning ... Life itself is a precious gift and always provides a fundamental opportunity for the
knowledge and service of God."
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v. 4 has application to the Judean remnant now in Egypt. It is from this group, therefore, that
Baruch is singled out. Consequently, when read as a whole chs. 42 - 45 present a form of
'double differentiation' comparable to that in chs. 38 - 39. There, a choice is given to the people
of Jerusalem; those who leave the city will live, but those who stay will die (38.1-3). The sub¬
section concludes, however (39.151-8) with a salvation oracle for Ebed-Melech, for whom such
issues are immaterial. Likewise, 42.9-18 sets two alternatives before the Judean remnant; to stay
in the land will result in YHWH's blessing, but to go to Egypt will ensure his wrath. This latter
scenario is confirmed in ch. 44. In ch. 45, however, we find that even among the fugitives to
Egypt, an exemption will be made. Not only so, but by concluding with the assurance that
Baruch will have his life as booty Dt£i "j^n "lEiX niDpon bs, ch. 45 expressly sets aside the
issues of staying (32b) and going (K'3) which were so central to ch. 42. In contrast to the Judean
remnant, where Baruch goes is utterly irrelevant.
When read within the wider book, the differentiation ofBaruch from the Judean remnant
in Egypt brings to an end a series of exemptive moves by YHWH. After the indiscriminate
judgement of chs. 1 — 20, it suddenly emerges that there is, after all, a future for the 597 exiles
(ch. 24). Although that particular configuration leaves no hope for any of Zedekiah's people,
during the siege of Jerusalem Jeremiah announces that those who 'go out' to the Babylonians
will save their lives. In turn, that analysis seems to preclude hope for anyone else, but after the
deportations of 587, the poor of the land and the returnees from the surrounding nations form a
community. To this group, Jeremiah holds out the prospect of hope if they stay in the land.
Now that community too has disobeyed by going to Egypt, but Baruch is singled out from
i 274
among them.
At the same time, the language of 45.3-5 implies that Baruch (like Ebed-Melech) is
being aligned with the figure of Jeremiah - who, of course, also stands over against the whole
nation. Their solidarity in opposition to the Judean remnant has, of course, already been
signalled in the preceding narrative, when the people accuse Baruch of 'inciting' Jeremiah
against them (43.3). Moreover, the verbal and conceptual links we have observed between
274 The relationship of the promise to Baruch to the wider picture of the book is noted by Taylor: "The
promise is here given to one who is no longer a member of a group for which hope is still held out, that is,
the group that remained in the land after the first exile (cf. 42.10), and those who are a part of the
Babylonian exile (cf. 24.6). For the reader of ch. 45, the more comprehensive promises of future hope and
salvation (cf. 31.4ff.) echo but faintly at this point." ('Problem of Placement', 93).
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Baruch's lament in 43.3 and those of Jeremiah can scarcely be coincidental. As O'Connor notes,
both individuals express 'woe' (,l? X3 PX; cf. 15.10), and complain of sorrow (p\ 8.18; 20.18),
pain (31X3D; cf. DfcO, 15.18) and weariness (W; cf. HXb, 20.9). Both attribute their suffering to
YHWH (mrr ^O1; cf. 15.18; 20.7-8). To both individuals, YHWH replies with a rebuke (45.4;
12.5; 15.19) and uses language similar to that of the call narrative (45.4; 1.10; 15.20).275
This being so, we might conclude that Baruch, like Jeremiah, is paradigmatic of the
righteous sufferer. According to Brueggemann, "that Baruch finds 'no rest' means that he has
gotten the consequence appropriate to the wicked, but he himself is a righteous, obedient man.
Thus, the complaint ofBaruch voices a question of theodicy".276 Taking up this last point,
Clements suggests that, historically speaking, the personae of Jeremiah and Baruch articulate the
outlook of a pious 'inner-community' among the Diaspora Jews:
If there was no hope at all for those who had fled to Egypt (42.22) then it would follow
that even these two loyal worshippers taken there unwillingly could have no individual
hope. Would this not then have been deeply unfair of God to deal with such loyal and
righteous individuals wholly in terms of the two communities to which they now
belonged? . . . The prophecy addressed to Baruch by Jeremiah in 45.4-5 deals with this
issue . . . Baruch is presented here as representative of all the loyal Jewish citizens
carried unwillingly into an alien and hostile world.277
At the same time, the fact that Baruch, unlike Ebed-Melech, is given no word of
commendation should be taken seriously. Taylor may therefore be correct to see Baruch as
typifying the 'disobedient righteous sufferer':
Even though the reader is not told why Baruch merited divine favour, the structure of the
narrative may suggest that Baruch, like Ebed-melech, is rewarded because of his faith
and obedience to the divine word. On the contrary, it could be argued that the lack of a
merit clause in Baruch's oracle suggests that Baruch was given the promise despite the
absence of the 'truth' that Ebed-melech had. In any case, these men representing the
faithful (or perhaps in the case of Baruch, the faithful servant who is presently so locked
up in his own pain that he is not acting in faith) provide a telling foil to the flagrantly




Brueggemann, Exile and Homecoming, 415; cf. Taylor, 'Problem of Placement', 89.
277 Clements, Jeremiah, 242-243. Alternatively, Seitz, 'Canonical Shape', 16-18, concludes that "Ebed-
Melech and Baruch are types modelled on Caleb and Joshua in the canonical movement of the Book of
Jeremiah. All four figures are contrasted with the generations of which they were a part" (17-18). For
Seitz, the textual emphasis on Baruch as 'scribe' (130) indicates that he (like Caleb and Joshua) represents
a new form of leadership among the scattered people, in which prophecy gives way to torah.
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Taylor, 'Problem of Placement', 93.
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7. Summary: Differentiation in Jer. 42 - 45
Jer. 42 - 45, like chs. 38 - 39, presents a complex and shifting picture of inner-Judean
differentiation. 42.10-22 utilises the 'exiles in Babylon / remnant of Jerusalem' polarity of 24.1-
10, but configures the 'remnant of Judah' as a distinct entity who, by their actions, can align
themselves with either group. At the same time, YHWH's reference to 'the disaster I have
brought upon you (42.10) places them in continuity with their compatriots, and their pre¬
determined rejection of Jeremiah's message renders the offer hypothetical. The placement of the
oracle to Baruch (45.1-5), promising him YHWH's protection wherever he goes, serves to
differentiate him from the remnant of Judah with whom he has come to Egypt, but v. 5 also
distinguishes him from 'all flesh' upon whom YHWH is bringing disaster. In this way, Baruch,
like Ebed-Melech, is configured alongside Jeremiah, standing over against an evil nation.
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Chapter 5. Undifferentiated Salvation: Jer. 30 - 31
1. Introduction
We have now examined how the concept of inner-Judean differentiation is interpreted by
three distinct units in Jer. 21-45. Before turning to draw conclusions from this study, however,
some brief comments are in order concerning two chapters in Jer. 21-45 which we have so far
overlooked. We noted in our first chapter that Jer. 1-20 presents a message of undifferentiated
judgement; as we will now show, Jer. 30-31 provides a counter-balancing pole, with
prophecies of undifferentiated salvation. It should be emphasised that what is said here is
intended as no more than a sketch of these two chapters.
2. Jer. 30 - 31 as a Literary Unit
With their forward-looking perspective and dramatic message of salvation, including
what for many is the high point ofOT theology (the new covenant prophecy in 31.31-34), the
so-called 'Book of Consolation' has been described as "the pivotal centre" and "the functional
centre" of Jer.1 Granted, scholars differ as to its scope; some restrict the title to chs. 30 - 31,2
while others apply it to all of chs. 30 - 33.3 There are, certainly, marked differences between the
first two chapters (mostly poetic, and with a strongly ahistorical quality; Jeremiah is wholly
absent) and the latter two (almost entirely prose, and set in the context of the Babylonian siege;
Jeremiah is central throughout). On the other hand, chs. 30 - 31 and 32 - 33 can be seen as
counterbalancing each other; both include YHWH's promise of a 'covenant' (~w'~in JT~a, 31.31;
1
Clements, Jeremiah, 8, and Stulman, Order Amid Chaos, 78, respectively.
2 So Duhm, Jeremia, 237; C. Levin, Die Verheifiung des neuen Bundes in ihrem theologiegeschichtlichen
Zusammenhang ausgelegt (FRLANT 137; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1985) 159; Jones,
Jeremiah, 339; G. Fischer, Das Trostbiichlein. Text, Komposition und Theologie von Jer. 30 - 31 (SBB
26; Stuttgart: Katholisches Bibelwerk, 1993); Becking, 'Book of Consolation', 148; Keown et al.,
Jeremiah 26 - 52, 82; Parke-Taylor, Formation, 300. Applegate, 'Peace, Peace', 74, speaks of "a sharp
disjunction between the end of ch. 31 and the beginning of 32 in terms of literary form and theme."
'
So Bright, Jeremiah, 284; Thompson, Jeremiah, 551; M. Biddle, 'The Literary Frame Surrounding
Jeremiah 30.1 - 33.26', ZAW100 (1988) 409-413; McConville, Judgment and Promise, 92-95; M.A.
Sweeney, 'Jeremiah 30-31 and King Josiah's Program ofNational Restoration and Religious Reform',
ZAW 108 (1996) 569; Stulman, Order Amid Chaos, 78; Brueggemann, Exile and Homecoming, 264;
Lundbom, Jeremiah 1 - 20, 97.
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□SlI? JVn, 32.40), with its declaration, 'I will be their God and they will be my people' (31.33;
33.38).4 Also unifying them is the phrase notf ('render a restoration'). Though it is found
elsewhere in the OT, Bracke observes that "by far the greatest concentration of occurrences is
found in Jeremiah 29 - 33",5 adding that "while the phrase is used initially in Jer 29.14, the
promises of which it is a part are not developed until Jer 30.3, where sub ,fbut is used in the
heading of Jer 30 - 33."6 Consequently, Biddle is probably right to speak of all four chapters
possessing a certain unity "at the secondary level".7 Here, however, we shall focus on the
accepted core of the Book of Consolation, chs. 30-31, and highlight four features of the text
which emphasise the comprehensiveness of their vision of salvation.
3. Undifferentiated Salvation in Jer. 30 - 31
3.1. The Inclusion of Israel and Judah
Given the predominant Judean focus of Jer., one of the most striking features of the
Book of Consolation is its affirmation that both Israel and Judah will share in YHWH's
restoration. True, only the introduction (30.3-4) and the new covenant prophecy (31.27-34)
mention both kingdoms together. Elsewhere, we have two oracles addressed to 'Israel' (31.3-6,
21-22), four to 'Israel / Jacob' (30.5-7, 10-11; 31.7-9, 10-14), two to Judah (31.23-24, 38-40)
and one to Zion (30.12-17).8 This audience variation has often been explained by the hypothesis
that 30.5 - 31.22 contains authentic oracles addressed to the former northern kingdom,
supplemented with (post-) exilic material incorporating Judah into YHWH's promises (cf. the
4 Other terms common to both sections are nbo, 'forgive' ( 31.34; 33.8; elsewhere only in 5.1, 7; 36.3;
51.20); nyiN nby, 'bring healing' (30.17; 33.6; elsewhere only in 8.22), Nan, 'heal' (30.17; 33.6) and noili
/ 10% 'discipline' (30.11; 31.18; 32.33). MT heightens the counterbalancing of chs. 30-31 and 32 - 33
with its second 'creation guarantee' passage (33.19-26 >OG; cf. 31.35-37).
5
Bracke, 'Reappraisal', 236. The phrase occurs in 29.Id; 30.3, 18; 31.23; 32.dd; 33.7, 11,26.
6
Bracke, 'Reappraisal', 236. We might also note that the phrase my (ttb) ('once more; no longer') finds
one third of its fifty-four Jeremianic instances in chs. 30 - 33.
7
Biddle, 'Literary Frame', 410.
8 There may also be a reference to Judah in 30.18, if the 'city' (my) is Jerusalem, and yiD~lN the royal
palace. However, these identifications are uncertain (see Thompson, Jeremiah, 561).
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suggestion in BHS that milY bxi in 30.4 is secondary).9 The theory is not without its merits,
although its proponents differ in their assessments of how much is authentic; in any case, 'Israel'
(30.10; 31.2, 3, 7, 9, 10, 21) and 'Jacob' (30.7, 10, 18; 31.7, 11) may actually signify the entire
Diaspora, as they do frequently in later biblical literature (Isa. 40.27; 41.8; 43.1; 49.5; cf. Ps.
79.7; 147.19).10 Two points, however, should be noted. Firstly, even ifwe isolate the 'Israel /
Jacob' material from the ' Judah / Zion' material, there is no hint ofmutual polemicising.11
Secondly, within the final form of the text, there is the unambiguous expectation ofboth
kingdoms reunited under YHWH's blessing (as in 3.18; 50.4, 33).
3.2. The Non-specific Nature of the Diaspora
Whereas ch. 29 is (at least initially) addressed to the community exiled to Babylon in
597, chs. 30-31 are consistently ambiguous regarding the identity and location of their
audience. In 30.10, YHWH pledges to rescue his people from 'a distant place' (pirn) and from
'the land of their captivity' (D,3t£i }'~X), even though he has scattered them 'among all the
nations' (Dim b~1, v. 11). 31.8 anticipates their return from 'a land of the north' (]1E5S f~lK) and
'the ends of the earth' (jHXH TOT), while in 31.16, YHWH assures Rachel that her children will
return from 'an enemy land' (IHX f~X). We might note that 30.10-11 and 31.8 describe the
place ofDiaspora both as a singular (pirn, □nttf px, |1SS pX) and a plural (DUn ^33,
9 See (with variations) Duhm, Jeremia, xiii; Volz, Jeremia, 284-302; Rudolph, Jeremia, 159; Weiser,
Jeremia, 273-275; Bright, Jeremiah, 284-285; Bohmer, Heimkehr und neuer Bund, 81-85; B.S. Childs,
Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1979) 351; Lust, 'Gathering
and Return', 132-133; N. Lohfink, 'Der junge Jeremia als Propagandist und Poet. Zum Grundstock von
Jer. 30 - 31', in Bogaert, Le Livre de Jeremie, 351-368; Holladay, Jeremiah 2, 156; Thompson, Jeremiah,
552; Unterman, Repentance to Redemption, 38-51; Clements, 'Prophet ofHope', 123-141; T. Odashima,
Heilsworte im Jeremiabuch. Untersuchungen zu ihrer vordeuteronomistischen Bearbeitung (BWANT
125; Stuttgart, 1989) 130, 305; Kilpp, Niederreifien, 102-103, 133-172; Sweeney, 'Jeremiah 30 - 31',
569-583; Lundbom, Jeremiah 1 -20, 98.
10 Duhm, Jeremia, 239; Kilpp, Niederreifien, 113-114.
11 Note Rudolph's remark, Jeremia, 165, on the application of the term 'Ephraim' to Israel in 31.9:
"dieses Vorrecht Efraims wird hier nicht (wie 2 Sam. 19.44; LXX 1 Chr. 5.If.) gegen Juda ausgespielt,
das aufierhalb des Blickfelds bleibt, sondem den anderen Volkern gegeniiber betont (vgl. 7a.; 2.3; 3.19)".
Schmid, Buchgestalten, 110-187, argues that while the Jacob, Rachel and Ephraim texts (30.5-7, 18-21;
31.15-22) anticipate the resettlement of Samaria and Judah, the Zion texts (31.6, 10-14) interpret the
repopulation of Samaria merely as a prelude to its people coming to worship in Jerusalem. If this is
correct, we would have to reckon with some tension between the different redactional layers over the
centrality of Jerusalem, but the pan-Israel nature ofYHWH's salvation would not be in dispute.
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■pan TOT). The expression pXO TDT in 31.8 is probably plural only in form; in 6.22, it
parallels pSX fOX. But what of the juxtaposition of D030 ^02 with DTOE> pX? Whilst D030 'POO
may denote a plurality of exilic locations,12 it is possible that the writer is using a plural idiom
with a single referent; this is the case in 46.27-28, where the same promise follows the oracle
against Egypt, and we suggested earlier that in 29.14, niOlpOO 3221 0030 boo may represent the
application of a stock phrase to Babylon, rather than to a wider Diaspora. In 30.10-11, however,
even if only one location is in mind, it is certainly not specified.13
Similarly, although chs. 30-31 refer to Israel's enemies, none are actually identified.
Again, there is some variation as to whether an enemy or several enemies is in view. 30.16 lists
'all who devour you' ("p^OX bo), 'all your enemies' ("px bo), 'those who plunder you' ("JTOXE?),
and 'all who loot you' ("pTT2 bo), while 30.20 refers to 'all who oppress him' (ITOO1? ^3). A
single oppressor is implied, however, in 31.10-14, where YHWH will redeem Jacob 'from the
hand of one stronger than he' (POO pTO TO, v. 11); here, the other nations serve merely as
witnesses to YHWH's salvation (31.10).
3.3. The Personification of Israel
As noted above, the significance of the names 'Jacob', 'Ephraim' and 'Rachel' in chs.
30. - 31 has often been sought in terms of their historical referents, i.e., as cyphers for the former
northern kingdom. At least as significant, however, is how these personifications function at a
poetic level. For one of the most striking features of the Book ofConsolation is its use of
individual metaphors for its addressees.
Dominant among these is 'Jacob'. The name first occurs in 30.5-7, where bv TT 033 ho
rxbn (v. 6) gives way to the corporate WT 03001 3psrb XT 002 nso (v. 7b). Similarly, whilst
the promise OTOE? pXO -pot nxi piOOO piTEOO P30 TO (30.10b) differentiates between the exiles
12 "The dispersion, therefore, is broader than Babylon." (Keown et al., Jeremiah 26 - 52, 94). Rudolph,
Jeremia, 161, explains the plural by noting that, according to 2 Kgs. 17.6, the Israelites were dispersed to
various Mesopotamian lands.
Ij
Thus, Volz, Jeremia, 288, 290, and Rudolph, Jeremia, 161, take 30.10-11 to refer to the Israelite exiles
in Assyria, while Bright, Jeremiah, 284-285, sees it as addressed to Judean exiles in Babylon.
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and their children, these same people are in the same verse addressed as 'Jacob' (v. 10a, c).14 In
31.7, Jacob is equated with the bxittT mXCi, whom YHWH will save; while in 31.11, the
statement 131DD pm TO 1^X31 aptf"1 nx mT ma is followed in w. 12-14 by third person plural
forms (133T 1X01).15 In addition, the people are depicted as 'Ephraim'. In 31.9, the parallelism
with 'Israel' (X1~ TOO DTSX1 oxb ^XIKr1? TPVI T) shows the entire nation to be in view, while
in 31.18-19, Ephraim's confession (. . . TTtfno DTSX, v. 18) prompts YHWH's affirmation, pn
□T2X "b T'p-' (v. 20).
There are also two contrasting female metaphors for the scattered people. Twice, they
are described as a nbino, an image that is itself semantically fluid; this nbino is YHWH's virgin
bride,16 dancing with tambourines (31.4), and also his wayward daughter (31.21-22).
Conversely, in 30.17 the speaker of the preceding lament is described by her foes as a nma. The
participle ofm (Niph.) usually denotes 'exile, fugitive',17 but as the following nb px KH~I
implies, the picture here is more personal; this one whom YHWH has severely chastised
resembles an unloved, rejected woman.
In short, the trope of a single human figure is one of the primary means by which Israel /
Judah is conceptualised in chs. 30 - 31.18 Although these personifications allow the people to be
'seen' variously (as humiliated, wayward, pure, etc.), they also serve to emphasise their unity,
and undermine internal differentiations among them.
14
Alternatively, in 30.10 'Jacob' may be the patriarch himself, with 'your seed' the present exiles (cf.
31.15-17, which addresses 'Rachel' concerning her 'children'). In this case, the thought is that God's
promise to Jacob is applicable to his descendants.
15 In MT 30.18 the equation of patriarch and people is weakened by the phrase ZHpST 'bnx (cf. Num. 24.5;
Mai. 2.12); however OG feyco dttoaxpe^co drtoiKiav IockcoP may reflect a Vorlage that read nnts 32? van
mpir, thus retaining the 'Jacob' metaphor.
16 Cf. Jer. 2.2, though here the term nblbp is used. See further J. Schmitt, 'The Virgin of Israel: Referent
and Use of the Phrase in Amos and Jeremiah', CBQ 53 (1991) 365-387, who argues that in Jer. 31 'virgin'
denotes the capital city (Samaria) - which in turn, however, "may stand for that whole kingdom, indeed
for the whole exiled people of Israel." (386).
17
E.g., bxn©1 Tm(Isa. 11.12; 56.8; Ps. 147.2), 3X112 'mi (Isa. 16.4), DT30 pX3 D'min (Isa. 27.13) and
DTnan (Isa. 16.3). The singular nmi is used as a collective for 'exiles' in Mic. 4.6 and Zeph. 3.19.
18
Schmid, Buchgestalten, 150, sees the Grundtext of chs. 30 - 31 as alternating between poems using the
names of the patriarchs, and poems employing second fern. sing, address. Whatever the merits of this
analysis, it illustrates the prominence of singular address.
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3.4. The Listing of Groups
In contrast to the point just made concerning personification, several oracles in chs. 30 —
31 emphasise the undiscriminating nature ofYHWH's salvation by highlighting the social
diversity of the restored community. In 31.8, for example, the 'great company' (bnj bnp)
whom YHWH will bring back expressly includes vulnerable members of society; 'the blind and
the lame' (nosi his?),19 'the pregnant and the one giving birth (rnbh mn). In 31.13, despite the
differences between MT and OG,20 the picture is clearly one of young women, young men and
old men rejoicing together. Again, 31.24 anticipates YHWH's renewed blessing of both urban
and rural communities, even though here too we have some divergence betweenMT and OG.21.
Whilst these are all conventional social categories,22 the listing of them, along with the term HIT
(31.8, 24; MT 31.13) clearly indicates the broad scope ofYHWH's salvation.23 This
significance of this listing of groups increases when we recall that earlier in Jer., the same
rhetorical technique expresses the comprehensiveness of Judah's sin and YHWH's judgement.
In fact, the only possible instance of an inner-Israelite distinction within the Book of
Consolation comes in 30.23-24. Following an oracle of salvation for Jacob (30.18-22), 30.23
declares that YHWH's wrath will break upon 'the wicked' (DW")!"!). But who exactly are these
19 MT is preferable to OG ev eopxq <))acjeK = nos 331133. McKane, Jeremiah 2, 790, describes the Greek
translation as "eccentric", but the mistake may have arisen in the transmission of the Vorlage (so Volz,
Jeremia, 286).
20 MT nrr cnpn nnrm binos nbiro notsn; OG %apqaovxou jtapOevoi kv crovaycoyq veocvictkcov kou
Jipeapmai %oipqaovxoa = Hpr oapn anna bnpa rnbina mna&n. Preferring OG are Duhm, Jeremia,
247; Rudolph, Jeremia, 164; McKane, Jeremiah 2, 788; preferring MT are Volz, Jeremia, 280; Becking,
'Book ofConsolation', 157. Thompson, Jeremiah, 571, maintains that both texts read equally well.
21 MT HIV 1H3 bai mirr na I3£h; OG kou kvoiKouvxeq kv jtoXecuv IouSa kou ev itaaq xq yq abxou
dpa = HIT 1S-IK b>33i min1 H»3 ■ntth. Since MT makes linx baatmirr the subject of l3ttH, the lack of a
verb for the ensuing DH3K is awkward, though not impossible (Volz, Jeremia, 282; Rudolph, Jeremia,
168). Also difficult is MT ~naa 1SJ031 DH3X; LXXa'°, Targ., Vulg., support an emendation to "'3031, 'those
who set out with' (for a construct followed by 3, see GKCJ § 130a), but a finite verb is supported by OG,
koci dpGqaexai kv iroipviqt; this could mean 'he will set out' (= SD,1) or 'he shall be lifted up' (= xt!?3t); for
the latter, see Volz, Studien, 237, who attributes the translator's misunderstanding "auf Horfehler beim
Diktat".
22 See especially the paralleling of nasi lis (2 Sam. 5.6, 8; Job. 29.15; Isa. 35.5-6).
2"' Not wholly persuasive is the argument ofB. Bozak, Life 'Anew': A Literary-Theological Study ofJer.
30 - 31 (Rome: Pontificio Institute Biblico, 1991) 169, that "by the explicit mention ofwomen as
included in the assembly (31.8) and as responsible for the return (31.31-22), as well as by the repeated use
of feminine address, Israel was reminded of the fact that she was composed not only ofmales but of
females)."
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people? Elsewhere in Jer., □'Win signifies the arrogant in Judean society who oppress the poor
(e.g., 5.26; 12.1), while in the almost identical 23.19-20,24 it is clearly 'the prophets' who are in
view. Consequently, several scholars have concluded that an inner-Judean group is also in view
here.25 However, □"'PtShn can also denote other nations (Jer. 12.14; Ezek. 21.34; Ps. 9.18 // CT"),
and the context suggests that this is the sense here also;26 the previous salvation oracle
announced YHWH's punishment on Israel's 'oppressors' (fnb, 30.20; cf. v. 16), while the
promise that 'their leader will be from among them' (12130, 30.21) implies that their present
leaders are foreigners.
Consequently, Jer. 30-31 present a message of undifferentiated salvation that stands in
complete contrast to the proclamation of indiscriminate judgement in Jer. 1-20. The people of
Judah and Israel are now a single entity, differentiated only externally from the other nations.
Keown et al. observe:
Whatever the details of the history of redaction of these chapters ... in their final form
the contents have been 'loosened from their original historical moorings'. All of Israel
and Judah, whether exiled in the eighth century B.C., the sixth century B.C., or not at all,
and all of their descendants, hope in God through these promises. The distinctions
present in chs. 2, 24 and 29 will have no significance in their future.27
This interpretation need be qualified in just one respect. Whatever else may be said
about the prophecy of the new covenant (31.29-34), its most notable aspect from the standpoint
of the present study is the way it combines theologies of differentiation and undifferentation.
The reference to the exodus (v. 32) establishes the basic perspective: Like their ancestors under
Moses, all the people (Israel and Judah, v. 31) have been brought out of captivity, and now stand
on the edge of a covenant relationship with YHWH. In this sense, the entire nation is 'saved'.
Just here, however, is the point of discontinuity. The covenant that YHWH will make with them
24 In 30.23 MT reads Tnana (cf. bbinno, 23.19) and adds ]nn.
25 For Duhm, Jeremia, 243, "die 'Gottlosen', die schlechten Elemente in Judenschaft (vgl. 1 Mak. 9.73),
mtissen erst durch den grossen Gottessturm beseitigt werden, bevor die vollkommene Zeit kommen kann."
Similarly, Volz, Jeremia, 279; K.-F. Pohlmann, Die Ferne Gottes. Studien zum Jeremiabuch. Beitrdgezu
den 'Konfessionen ' in Jeremiabuch und ein Versuch zur Frage nach dem Anfangen der Jeremiatradition
(BZAW 179; Berlin & New York: de Gruyter, 1989) 94; Bozak, Life Anew, 68; Parke-Taylor, Formation,
88-89; Koenen, Heil den Gerechten, 78 n.7.
26 So Rudolph, Jeremia, 163; Bright, Jeremiah, 280; Thompson, Jeremiah, 563; Odashima, Heilsworte,
53; Brueggemann, Exile and Homecoming, 279; Schmid, Buchgestalten, 181-182; with less certainty,
Carroll, Jeremiah, 585.
27 Keown et al., Jeremiah 26 — 52, 85; the quotation is from Childs, Introduction, 351.
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will be unlike that which he made with their forefathers, precisely because of its individualism.
Hence, this passage brings together the totalising 'they will all know me, from the least of them
to the greatest' (v. 34) and the differentiating 'everyone will die for his own sin' (v. 29).28
28 M. Weinfeld, 'Jeremiah and the Spiritual Metamorphosis of Israel', ZAW 88 (1976) 35-39, sees a
reformulation of the deuteronomistic 'principle of retribution' as one of the characteristics of the new
covenant as formulated by Jeremiah and Ezekiel. "The generation of the destruction bore in its
consciousness the fact that whereas its forefathers, who had sinned, lived happily (see Jer. 44.17-18), itself
was suffering for their transgressions" (35).
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Chapter 6. Conclusions
1. Summary of Findings
Having now completed our analysis of the three textual units, chs. 21 - 24, 27 - 29, and
37 - 45, we can summarise our findings regarding the issue of differentiation in regard to
salvation and judgement.
Chs. 21-24 configure the people by viewing them through three separate 'lenses'. In
the last of these (24.1-10), YHWH promises spiritual and physical restoration for the exiles in
Babylon, but annihilation and dispersal for Zedekiah's people in Jerusalem. The latter
statement, however, has already been qualified in 21.1-10, where Jeremiah announces disaster
for the inhabitants of Jerusalem but survival for any who go out to the Babylonians. At the same
time, the entire vision of 24.1 -10 is modified and relativised by the broader perspective of 23.1-
8; here, YHWH pledges to restore his scattered people to their land but to punish their leaders.
In chs. 27 - 29, the text common to MT and OG provides a more complex analysis,
with two intersecting polarities. On the one hand, the contrast between Jeremiah's modest offer
of life to the non-exiles (ch. 27) and his assurance ofYHWH's blessing and future restoration of
the exiles (ch. 29) serves to differentiate these two communities. On the other hand, both
audiences are differentiated internally between the prophets and the rest of the people; the
prophets are rhetorically marginalised, and singled out for death or some other form of
punishment. The MT plus of 29.16-20, however, disturbs this integrated analysis by repeating
the message of disaster for Zedekiah and his people from 24.7-10, thereby radicalising the
contrast between the two communities.
The first part of the narrative Jer. 37-45 begins by restating the polarity between
those who stay in the city and those who surrender (cf. 21.8-10). This, however, is then
qualified twice. Jeremiah's message to Zedekiah (38.14-23) extends the promise ofpersonal
survival to cover the entire city, thereby undermining the basic principle of 21.1-10. Meanwhile,
Ebed-Melech is assured not only of survival, but also ofYHWH's personal protection (39.15-
18), despite remaining in the city. In the second part of the narrative, Jeremiah promises the
'remnant of Judah' YHWH's blessing if they stay in the land, but disaster if they flee to Egypt
(42.10-22); in this way, they are differentiated from 'the remnant of Jerusalem' in ch. 24. The
narrative ends, however (45.1-5), with Baruch in Egypt being assured ofYHWH's gift of life.
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It will be noticed from this overview that 'differentiation' can take one of two forms.
On the one hand, there are passages in which certain individuals are (for one reason or another)
exempt from YHWH's plan of salvation or judgement on the community in general. Thus, those
who surrender to the Babylonians, as well as Ebed-Melech and Baruch, will survive in a context
of national disaster, while in chs. 27 - 29, the prophets Hananiah, Ahab, Zedekiah and Shemaiah
are specifically excluded from YHWH's saving actions. On the other hand, there are passages
where differentiation involves what we might call 'dual action'; that is, YHWH announces his
intention to save one group and to punish another. This is the case in 23.1-8 (salvation for the
people but judgement for the leaders) and in 24.1-10 (salvation for the exiles but judgement for
those in Jerusalem).
2. Conclusions
2.1. The Prominence of the Concept of'Differentiation'
As if to bridge the twin poles of undifferentiated judgement in chs. 1 - 20, and
undifferentiated salvation in chs. 30-31, the three literary units that we have investigated in this
dissertation present a veritable kaleidoscope of inner-Judean distinctions. As we noted earlier,
two of the 'Jehoiakim' passages (chs. 26 and 36) that help to structure this macro-section serve a
transitional role in this respect, since they emphasise how certain groups and individuals respond
positively to the prophetic word. Nevertheless, the announcement ofjudgement within them
remains unqualified. When we come to chs. 21 - 24, 27 - 29, and 37 - 45, however, the picture
changes dramatically, as one group or individual is distinguished from another in respect to
YHWH's plans of judgement and salvation. Indeed, we have argued that the very literary
structure of each of these units serves to foreground the concept of differentiation. The
prominence of the basic concept of 'differentiation' is, of course, in line with our expectation at
the start of our study.
2.2. The Diversity of Differentiation
At the same time, our study has revealed remarkable variety and flexibility in the forms
of inner-Judean differentiation. The point here is not merely the number of different polarities
that are represented; rather, it has to do with how they interact hermeneutically with each other.
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This interaction takes different forms. In part, it involves what may be called
'nuancing'. The unqualified promise of restoration for the 597 exiles in 24.4-7, for example, is
reiterated in eh. 29, but made more precise by the exclusion of the prophets from YHWH's
salvific plans. Similarly, the unmitigated warning of disaster for Zedekiah and his people in
24.8-10 is nuanced slightly by the option of surrender and life in 21.8-10; 38.1-3. In both cases,
the second passage affirms what has been said about the group in general, but introduces certain
exceptions - the lens, so to speak, is more close-up.
When chs. 27 - 29 are viewed as a whole, however, we find an interaction of two
polarities more aptly described as 'intersecting'. On the one hand, the differentiation is between
the exiled and non-exiled Judeans; on the other hand, within both communities we see a
dichotomy between 'prophets' and 'people'. To use our previous metaphor, it is as if one lens
has been superimposed over another.
The most complex form of interaction between different modes of differentiation might
be termed 'reconfiguration'. That is to say, one polaritypartially overlaps with another. The
verbal similarity between YHWH's promise to restore his people Qtti Dnx Timn UPK rnsiKH
(23.3), and his threat to make the people of Jerusalem a horror DBi DIY7K Y^K mopon bz,~
(24.9) suggests there is also some conceptual overlap - i.e., judgement followed by restoration -
yet as we have seen, these two passages configure the nation in fundamentally different ways
('leaders and people; 'exiles and non-exiles'), and operate with different presuppositions,
making any attempt to synthesise them problematic, ifnot impossible. Likewise, the 'prophet /
people' dichotomy in chs. 27 - 29 echoes that of 'leaders / people' in 23.1-4, but strikes a
different note in depicting the people as active partners with the prophets.
Perhaps the most striking instance of 'reconfiguration' occurs in the two personal oracles
of 39.15-18 and 45.1-5. As we have seen, the historical setting of the former, and the wording of
YHWH's promise, bbtib "je;S3 ~\b nrrm, suggests that Ebed-Melech is being differentiated from
'this city' like others who are given this promise (38.1-3). At the same time, however, the
promise "jnbsm and the affirmation "O nnoa "3 forge links with earlier material in Jer., and
place Ebed-Melech in a new conceptual category, that of the faithful man aligned against the
nation. Likewise, in its immediate context the oracle to Baruch exempts him from the rest of the
Judean remnant with whom he has come to Judah; yet his lament, by |13" miY ^D"1O "b X3 "OX
"□too, presents him as a Jeremiah-type figure, also standing against the whole land of Judah. In
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both cases, one mode of differentiation gives way to another. To describe the book of Jeremiah
as 'complex' and 'kaleidoscopic' is no new insight; our study of concepts of differentiation in
chs. 21-45 simply gives fresh evidence of the truth of such descriptions.
However we account for this range and interplay of distinctions (a point we will return
to below), it is clear that Jer. 21 - 45 as a whole witnesses to the inadequacy of any one of them.
Here again, the metaphor of the lens may be helpful. Each mode of differentiation provides a
way ofseeing the Judean community of the early sixth century in theological terms; yet the
complexity of that community, like any other, resists definition by a single lens. In this respect,
the 'differentiations' of Jer. 21-45 (like the 'undifferentiations' of Jer. 1 - 20 and 30 - 31, for
that matter) function like other theological categories; there is always a degree of 'slippage'
between category and reality. Particularly clear evidence of this emerges in chs. 42-43; here,
Jeremiah configures 'the remnant of Judah' as a wilful, disobedient mass (43.4), yet the
following verses indicate that they were a disparate group (including children, as well as Baruch
and Jeremiah) under the control of Johanan's men. Whilst this does not invalidate Jeremiah's
configuration of them, it does indicate its limits}
2.3. The Diversity of Rationales
Throughout our dissertation, we have sought not only to show how different groups and
individuals are distinguished from another, but also to explore the rationale underlying each
differentiation. As our point of departure, we referred to Koenen's study, in which he focuses on
oracles of salvation and judgement that are ethically grounded, rather than (for example) those
where the people's future rests on their action in a specific situation, or simply on YHWH's
sovereign decision. These latter two categories could be termed, respectively, 'conditional' and
'unconditional'.2 Our own research has shown that in Jer. 21 - 45, the rationale for the
allocation of salvation or judgement is more complex than this.
In the first place, rarely is the rationale for judgement the inverse of the rationale for
salvation. We have seen that censure is passed on Israel's 'shepherds' for abusing the 'flock'
' N.K. Gottwald, The Politics ofAncient Israel (LAI; Westminster John Knox Press: Louisville, 2001) 5,
refers to "the realization that every telling of history is a fresh constmal and that the political past
embraces more than any single telling is capable of grasping.".
2 These are my terms rather than Koenen's, but they seem to express the distinctions he is making.
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(23.1-2), on Hananiah and Shemaiah for threatening the community with falsehood (28.15-16;
29.31-32), and on Ahab and Zedekiah for committing 'folly in Israel' (29.23). In each case, the
basis for judgement is clearly 'ethical'. Although the reason for YHWH's wrath against
Jerusalem is rarely stated in the texts we have examined, these have to be read in the light of chs.
1 - 20, which repeatedly indict the people for their unfaithfulness. On the other hand, only in
the case ofEbed-Melech is salvation unambiguously grounded in someone's 'ethical' profile.
Usually, it rests either upon obedience to YHWH in a specific situation, or upon his free
initiative. In the latter case, there may be different reasons for that initiative: YHWH's promise
of restoration in 23.1-4 is linked to his prior relationship with the people, while his favour to the
exiles in 24.4-7 appears wholly gratuitous.
At the same time, we have seen that 'ethical', 'conditional' and 'unconditional' are not
watertight categories. The oracles of restoration (24.4-7; 29.10-14) contain elements of
contingency, since they require the people to seek YHWH; and even if this is facilitated by his
gift of a new heart, it is not enforced. The primary logic of the promise of restoration in 23.1-4
is also unconditional; YHWH will save his flock because it is his flock. But, we may ask, are
not their shepherds also YHWH's flock? Implicitly, there does seem to be an ethical dimension
to the rationale for the people's salvation, even if only to the extent that they are not guilty of the
sins of their leaders.
The line between 'conditional' and 'ethical' is also blurred. The option of life for those
who go out to the Babylonians (21.8-10; 38.1-3) rests on an acceptance ofYHWH's judgement
on Jerusalem. In its own way, this could be interpreted as an 'ethical' act, even an act of 'trust',
especially since the Judeans were previously denounced for 'trusting in' their cities (5.17) and
the temple (7.14). Similarly, the requirement that the Judeans 'serve' the king of Babylon (27.1-
18) and that the exiles 'build, plant and multiply' (29.5-7) is simultaneously a requirement for
submission and obedience to YHWH; indeed, to oppose such a message constitutes 'rebellion
against YHWH'. In short, the 'unconditional' is partly conditional, and the 'conditional' partly
ethical.
Not only in the forms of differentiation, then, but also in their underlying logic, we find
in Jer. 21 - 45 a diversity that defies systematisation; and here too, one may argue that this is
necessary to convey the complexities of Judah's experience. Indeed, according to Biddle, "the
case could be made that the argument of the book lies in the contention that God's relationship
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with God's people defies resolution and systematization."3 Guilt is universal, but not equal.
People need a new relationship with YHWH, but they also need new leaders. Restoration is an
act of grace from which some may still be excluded because of their conduct. Ebed-Melech will
be protected because of his trust, while Baruch will be protected in spite of his self-concern.
Placing such diverse perspectives in a wider OT context, Duguid comments:
Many people . .. looked to the past and sought to identify the sins (and the sinners) that
had brought them into exile . . . Similar thoughts are also at work in other biblical
documents of the exilic and post-exilic period, such as the Deuteronomistic History. That
each comes to different conclusions as to the causes and future remedies of the exile
shows that history and its analysis is a complex and multi-faceted affair, especially when
it comes to the apportionment of blame.4
2.4. Implications for the Work of Pohlmann and Seitz
At the start of our study, we saw how Pohlmann and Seitz have interpreted the concept
of differentiation in Jer. 21 - 45 as evidence for theories of the book's composition. We believe
that our research has important implications for the arguments of both scholars.
Implications for the Work of Pohlmann: It will be remembered that according to
Pohlmann, the dominant voice in the final form of Jer. is that of the golaorientierte Redaktion,
represented most clearly by 21.10 and 24.1 -10. The purpose of this redaction, Pohlmann argued,
was to show that only those who could trace their lineage to the exiles of 597 were entitled to be
considered YHWH's people in post-exilic Judah. Our observations, however, put a serious
question mark against this reading of the book. For one thing, in between Pohlmann's two
'programmatic' passages we hear another voice expressing hope for a general Diaspora (minus
their leaders). By its very nature, this has the conceptual capacity to accommodate the 'remnant
of Jerusalem' who in ch. 24 still await YHWH's judgement, and the 'remnant of Judah' who
choose to flee to Egypt. Furthermore, the oracles to Ebed-Melech and Baruch articulate
YHWH's blessing upon two individuals who were not among the 597 exiles. Any reading of
Jer. in its present form must allow these passages (to say nothing of chs. 30-31) to relativise the
perspective of ch. 24.
3
Biddle, Polyphony and Symphony, 40. In similar vein, Stulman, Order Amid Chaos, 187, argues that the
absence of conceptual uniformity in Jer. "attests in the first place to the wild and undomesticated God who
refuses to be imprisoned by any closed system . . . And so, there is no cover-up in Jeremiah".
4
Duguid, Leaders ofIsrael, 2.
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This being so, Pohlmann's claim that Jer. 24 was designed as a piece ofpropaganda by a
post-exilic Judean faction also needs to be reconsidered. If this were its intent, one would have
to argue either that its editors overlooked the way it is relativised by 23.1-8, 39.15-18 and 45.1-5
(and all of chs. 30-31), or that all these other passages were added even later. There is also the
problem, which we noted earlier, of explaining why fourth century Jews were so particular about
tracing their lineage to the 597 exile. We suggest, however, that to read ch. 24 in absolute terms
is to violate its intent, which is to predict YHWH's judgement on Jerusalem, but not to write off
these people and their descendants forever. The fact that even its supposed counterpart in 21.1-
10 modifies its extreme language suggests as much.
Implications for the Work of Seitz: As we discussed in our opening chapter, Seitz has
put forward a modified account of Pohlmann's thesis, in which he argues that Jer. 21-44
contains two different redactional layers; that of the 'Scribal Chronicle', and that of the 'Exilic
Redaction'. According to the former (which Seitz believes reflects the viewpoint of Jeremiah
himself), the Judean exiles held no special privilege over their compatriots at home. Both could
hope for YHWH's favour, provided they submitted to the Babylonians. The Exilic Redaction,
however, has supplemented and edited this material in order to show that the disobedience and
downfall of Zedekiah and his people was inevitable from the outset.
Our study suggests that Seitz's argument is flawed in two respects. Firstly, at certain
points it fails to take account of important textual evidence. Seitz identifies Jeremiah's question
in 27.17, nmn nxm -ran rrnn nnb rm ban -jbe nx nan, as encapsulating the outlook of SC,
despite the fact that this is MT plus. At the same time, he attributes all of 29.10-14, 16-19 to ER,
despite the fact that some of this material is also MT plus. In this way, Seitz seems to be
blurring important distinctions in the history of the development of the text. Secondly, Seitz
tends to 'flatten' the variety of perspectives that we have seen represented in these chapters. We
have argued, for example, that whilst at one level 21.8-10, 27.12-18 and 42.10-12 all convey a
'submit and live' message, the concepts underlying them are actually quite different. Similarly,
we have shown that, even setting aside the MT plusses, Jeremiah's message to the exiles in ch.
29 has a significantly more positive tone than that to the Judean community in ch. 27.
All this is not necessarily to dismiss the notion of a 'Scribal Chronicle' (or something
like it). It does mean, however, that the outlook of such a document (and prophet) would have
been more nuanced than Seitz implies. If, for the sake of argument, we accept the contours of
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SC that Seitz proposes, the Jeremiah depicted in it proclaimed a restrained message of hope for
the Judean community (ch. 27), but a much richer promise to the exiles (ch. 29); bare survival
for the inhabitants of Jerusalem in 587 (21.8-10), but the possibility of divine restoration for
those left in the land after 587 (42.10-12). There is, indeed, no reason in principle why the same
individual could not have adopted each of these positions, but it is important to identify the
conceptual thread that unifies them; not simply 'submitting to the Babylonians', but rather
experiencing the reality ofYHWH's judgement. This would explain why the promises to the
exile community in ch. 29 and to the 'remnant of Judah' in ch. 42 are so much fuller and richer
than those to the Judeans in ch. 27 and 21.8-10.
This notion of the necessity ofexperiencedjudgement is not new. Earlier in our study,
we noted how Kilpp accounted for the pro-Golah outlook of ch. 24: "geht es nicht an erster
Stelle um den Wohnort, sondern um das eingetroffene bzw. nicht eingetroffene Gericht".5
Concerning YHWH's statement Tiona "O in 42.10, Thompson remarks that "the judgment that
had already fallen had satisfied the divine demands resulting from the broken covenant. Nothing
further was required, and the future held hope of better things."6 It also comes to expression in
the MT plus of 29.16, where YHWH announces his wrath against the community in Jerusalem,
n'niQ . . . 1K2T tib The importance of this concept in the OT prophets more generally has
been explored by T.M. Raitt, who concludes that "the people's accountability for their sin
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